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Foreword

The act of undertaking enterprise architecture has much in common with wine

tasting. The critics of enterprise architecture would probably say: “I agree; both

activities are expensive, overly analytical, and the participants get caught up in

long-winded debates about definitions and subtleties that most people don’t care

about!”

As you can imagine, this is not my opinion and definitely not the point I’m trying

to make here. Rather, the commonalties I see between both activities are that they

mean different things to different people, that they are concerned with collective

meaning-making, and that they are deeply social in nature.

Deciding if a wine is good is greatly determined by personal preferences. Don’t

get me wrong, wine connoisseurs may reach a consensus and affirm that a certain

wine is well balanced. However, such a consensus says neither very much about the

personal preferences of each wine connoisseur nor what wine they would enjoy

during a supper with close friends. Similarly, the literature on enterprise architec-

ture offers a large range of definitions and perspectives on the meaning of the term

“enterprise architecture” as well as what constitutes its adequate (good) practice.

Despite this lack of unanimous agreement, a pragmatic practitioner will notice, in

general, that there is agreement that enterprise architecture is about helping

enterprises to be more effective and that it is important to understand both the

business and technical aspects in order to reach this goal. Like wine tasting,

enterprise architecture is about getting together with other people and trying to

make sense of our experiences, our reality. Whereas wine tasting is concerned with

the sensorial experiences procured by wine consuming, enterprise architecture is

concerned with the realities of working and evolving in an enterprise. Moreover,

both activities are very social in nature in that both activities require and unfold in

the context of people interacting together.

I have been an enterprise architecture practitioner and scholar for a number of

years now. I have participated in enterprise architecture-related activities that have

been recognized by MIT, Gartner, and Forrester. Through these activities, like

many readers of this book, I have often experienced the challenges of doing

enterprise architecture and trying to help enterprises be more effective. Often, the

v
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literature had little to offer me on how to actually do the work and have effective

meaning-making discussions with fellow workers about the enterprise we shared.

This was especially true when discussing the nontechnical aspects of the enterprise.

In the field, in my experience, the term “business architecture” is steadily

establishing itself as the de facto term when referring to the concerns of making

sense and evolving the business aspects of an enterprise. Sadly, in my opinion,

despite its importance, it is still very underdeveloped and fragmented. A great deal

of the available material overly focuses on modeling and refers very little to the

wealth of knowledge that exists on the subjects of enterprises, organizations, and

their design: knowledge that lies in the fields of management, sociology, psychol-

ogy, and many others.

The value of this book lies in the fact that the authors are contributing to the

development of business architecture and its practices in a way that is useful for

practitioners and academics and also makes use of existing knowledge provided by

important organizational scholars such as Demings, Argyris, Schein, Porter,

Ansoff, Martin, Kaplan, Norton, Mintzberg, Drucker, and Friedman.

As stated by Schopenhauer: “Thus the task is not so much to see what no one yet

has seen, but to think what nobody yet has thought about that which everybody

sees.” Accordingly, this book offers a refreshing way to think about business

architecture in the context of enterprise architecture. This book is one of very few

that provides a business-oriented perspective on business architecture, a perspective

that contrasts with available literature that is mostly technically oriented. In other

words, the book goes beyond depicting business architecture, like many technically

oriented perspectives do, as concerned with modeling the non-IT aspects of an

enterprise (e.g., processes and organization structure) using standards (e.g., BPMN

and ArchiMate). Rather, the book discusses business architecture in a way that is

relevant and meaningful for non-IT professionals who must make decisions.

Enjoy

École de technologie supérieure James Lapalme

Montreal, Canada

vi Foreword
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Preface

Without doubt, enterprise architecture (EA) management has evolved to become an

important discipline in practice throughout the past years. In essence, it advocates

being intentional about the architecture of the enterprise and managing its

constituents as a coherent whole rather than as isolated parts—in line with what

one of the authors in this book calls “things work better when they work together,

on purpose.” From a conceptual point of view, one aspect area to be managed as

such is the business architecture. But are we not often told that EA management at

its core is in fact about the information technology (IT)? Obviously, this tends to be

propagated or at least practiced as such by some professionals in the field, showing

only moderate awareness for the business architecture and associated management

practices. However, one may also consider it an unforced restriction of the overall

scope in EA management that prevents essentials of the business from being

addressed in a way as holistic and systematic as this is usually the case with IT

landscapes today.

Reviewing the literature, it becomes apparent that there are only few books on

EA management that deal with the business architecture in a comprehensive way

and focus on how to use it in practice. In addition, those works that do cover it to

some extent usually take up an IT-oriented perspective on that part of the enterprise

architecture as well. As indicated, a reason for this might be the fact that “enterprise

architecture management” is often equated with “enterprise IT architecture

management.”

This is also evident in our own work as practitioners in the field. Quite

frequently, we hear statements questioning the role of architecture in the business

and suggesting the IT to be the “center of the universe” in EA management:

• “Enterprise architecture? That’s about the application systems, data, and

technologies used to support the business—it gives us a structured description

of our IT landscape.”

• “Business architecture? You mean the processes? Yes, this is where you should

map your application systems to.”

vii
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• “Strategy and business model? That’s none of our business. Of course, it’s

relevant, but that’s not architecture, right?”

• “Well, but how does this affect the IT? Why should we look into this if it does

not have any implications on the IT?”

• “Business folks are not interested in architecture. Architectural approaches do

not really help there; they only work in the IT.”

To experienced architects in the field, this may sound familiar. For us, such

claims to some extent set the motivational foundation for this book. Enterprises

consist of much more than information technology; considering only this part or

viewing the enterprise architecture only from that single perspective will thus not

provide a holistic understanding of the enterprise and allow it to be managed in such

a way. Furthermore, the enterprise—as some purposive, bold endeavor or under-

taking—is by definition a motivational entity with a clear purpose; architecting

efforts going beyond the IT will thus have to include this part as well.

The intention of this book therefore is to provide a “breath of fresh air” in this

respect. While some might argue that architecting the business does not happen in

practice, this book demonstrates the opposite: it provides various examples of real-

life business architecture management. This is also supported by experiences from

our own practice: throughout different engagements, business architecture has

proven to be a crucial instrument not only to facilitate the dialog with the business

(from an IT point of view) but also to support strategy making and translation into

proper execution.

Even in a lack of such practical insights and success stories, there would still be

the question of alternatives to help coherently manage the increasing complexity

and dynamics in today’s enterprises. From our experience, this question usually

remains unanswered. This book, in contrast, provides answers: it details the concept

of business architecture, illustrates approaches of how to bring it to reasonable use,

and explains the role it may thus play to master the aforementioned challenges. To

achieve this, we strived to integrate both experiences from practice and the latest

research. Armed with this diverse input, the book is supposed to represent a

progressive piece of work in terms of the business aspects of EA management,

addressed in a way that is meaningful for non-IT professionals as well.

This book would not have become a reality without the support of some people

in our professional environment. First of all, we would like to thank the individual

authors who made the effort to write a chapter and shared their personal experiences

and/or valuable insights about business architecture management. Second, we

would like to thank all colleagues in the architecture management field with

whom we have worked on business architecture themes and had fruitful discussions

in the past years. These discussions have been a major inspiration for us to edit this

book. In addition, we acknowledge the support of James Lapalme, who was willing

to contribute a foreword to this book, to review and comment on some of the

manuscripts, and to give advice in the final steps of this book’s production. Finally,

we are grateful to all who remain passionate about bringing architectural thinking

viii Preface
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into the business and keep pointing out that enterprise architecture management is

about more than just “structure and vision” for the IT landscape.

We trust that you will enjoy this book and will find it inspiring. Feel free to

contact us with questions and comments concerning contents of this book or

architecture management matters in general.

Cologne, Germany Daniel Simon

Frankfurt, Germany Christian Schmidt

Preface ix
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Introduction: Demystifying Business
Architecture 1
Daniel Simon

Abstract

Business architecture management is no longer a buzz phrase, it has become

reality in many organizations. However, there is still some way ahead to further

proliferate the business architecture concept and help grasp its meaning and use.

To this end, following the outline of this book’s motivation and specific

objectives, this chapter introduces a comprehensive business architecture frame-

work, including business motivation, business model, and business execution as

the main constituents. This framework represents this book’s foundation.

Finally, this chapter explains the corresponding structure of this book and briefly

introduces the individual contributions.

1.1 Background

Since the late 1980s, enterprise architecture (EA) management has garnered

increasing attention in both research and practice. In particular, this is due to the

holistic and structured view it takes toward an enterprise’s elements and their

relationships, as rooted in the understanding of the term “enterprise architecture,”
as the “fundamental concepts and properties” of the enterprise “in its environment,

embodied in its elements, their relationships, and the principles of its design and

evolution” (ISO 2013). In other words, it can be considered an abstract and

integrated conception of the enterprise that includes different aspect areas (includ-

ing, e.g., information systems architecture) and that may be captured (and thus

documented) for different temporal states (e.g., current, target). Enterprise archi-

tecture elements may thus range from goals and strategies via products and business

capabilities to applications and technology components, for example.

D. Simon (*)
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It has been widely acknowledged that an integral part of the overall enterprise

architecture—and thus one main aspect area—is represented by the business
architecture. According to Gharajedaghi (2011), business architecture can be

considered “a general description of a system. It identifies its purpose, vital

functions, active elements, and critical processes and defines the nature of the

interaction between them.” With the relevant system being the enterprise, this is

in line with the Business Architecture Guild (2014), considering the business

architecture as “a blueprint of the enterprise that provides a common understanding
[. . .] and is used to align strategic objectives and tactical demands.” As such, it

does not begin or end at the bounds of the organization, but may represent portions

of a business that have been outsourced, for example.

The business architecture thus represents a multi-faceted area (in terms of the

various elements of relevance). As put in simple words by Friedman (1962),

ultimately the “business of a business is business.” It is thus of crucial importance

for designers of a business architecture (whether they call themselves architects or

not) to understand the desired future of the enterprise and the way the “business

generates value, creates a deliverable package, and exchanges it with money” (i.e.,

the business model), for example (cf. Gharajedaghi 2011). It may be considered the

primary purpose of business architecture management, then, “to identify and
communicate the strategic and operational characteristics of the business to multi-
ple audiences.” In that way, it may ultimately facilitate strategic decision making

with respect to, for example, potential mergers, acquisitions, divestitures, and

outsourcing opportunities (Wilson 2007).1

All too often, however, the business architecture—especially when it comes to

the strategic facets—still remains a minor matter in the overall EA context, since

much of the focus of attention centers on the information technology (IT) parts

(Simon et al. 2013). Actual management of the business architecture still seems in

its infancy; to some extent, there still appear to be difficulties among practitioners in

grasping business architecture’s meaning and use, which obviously hinder its

adoption and proliferation. For EA management to become an accepted discipline

not only among IT managers but also among business folks, a comprehensive yet

straightforward approach to business architecture is essential though.

1.2 Objectives of the Book

Despite the overall progression of the EA management field throughout the past

years, business architecture has apparently remained some sort of forgotten constit-

uent; in fact, only limited progress has been made toward fully capturing the

business elements of the enterprise architecture and treating these as actual design

1While not every organization formally recognizes and thus explicitly documents it, one may

argue that every business has an architecture. Business architecture management, then, is about

being intentional (and strategic) about it.

2 D. Simon
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variables (rather than sole context factors for development of the IT architecture).

At the same time, the need for business architecture becomes increasingly prevalent

in the different areas of strategic management. For example, systems thinking

(cf. Gharajedaghi 2011), which can be considered a basic architectural principle,

is recognized as a promising means to facilitate the examination of the cause-and-

effect-relationships between different strategic measures (Wang and College 2006).

In addition, research reports an insufficient consideration of relations and

dependencies between different elements of the business model in today’s state of

the art as well as an absence of formalized means of graphical representations that

allow structured and comparable visualizations of business models (Burkhart

et al. 2011)—issues that one may expect to be resolved by making use of an

architectural approach.

This book aims to reduce this gap and advance the knowledge in the field of

business architecture, stretching from business motivation and model to business

execution (as detailed later in this chapter). The book focuses on the use of

architectural thinking in these areas, thus aligning different parts to a consistent

whole. As such, the book is targeted not only at architecture professionals and

researchers but also others working in the strategic business management field,

whether they explicitly label their activities as architectural work or not. Specifi-

cally, this book serves the following purposes:

• Help grasp the concept of business architecture by offering a comprehensive and

systematic framework

• Facilitate the effective management of the business architecture by depicting

techniques for bringing business architecture to use and providing guidelines on

how to develop core business architecture artifacts

• Contribute to a greater understanding among business professionals of how

architectural approaches can support their work

• Illustrate to architects how architectural approaches can be used way beyond the

management of the IT landscape

• Help organizations develop their business architecture management practices

further by presenting innovative approaches and going beyond what the majority

of organizations already does in the business architecture space

• Provide practice-oriented advice on how to establish business architecture

management

In line with this book’s dedicated focus on the business content of the overall

enterprise architecture, there is only a limited discussion of IT architecture aspects.

This does not mean the book intends to suggest substituting the IT focus in current

architecture management practices with a business focus, but giving due consider-

ation to the integral role of the business architecture in the overall enterprise

architecture, including its relevance at points where IT is not even affected or not

yet an issue.

1 Introduction: Demystifying Business Architecture 3
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1.3 Foundation of the Book: The Business Architecture
Framework

This book’s understanding of business architecture is based on a three-constituent

content framework consisting of business motivation, business model, and business
execution (see Fig. 1.1 for a high-level view), as originally been put forth by Simon

et al. (2014). The framework is not meant to prescribe that the three constituent

areas necessarily have to be treated as one architectural domain and be labelled as

such (that is, this book’s intention is not to have some sort of scope war in which it

takes a dogmatic position), but to capture and structure the non-IT elements of the

enterprise architecture, including those that may not even been directly related to IT

at all. Similar to as it is done in the enterprise IT architecture space (with, e.g.,

application architecture, data architecture, technology architecture), one may also

have three dedicated architecture domains here and call these motivation architec-

ture, business architecture (that is, in the purest sense as being represented by the

business model), and organizational (or operational) architecture, for example.2

Also note that the framework is not meant to say that the three constituent areas

necessarily have to be (completely) implemented at once (see Chap. 15 for an

illustration of a concern-oriented approach); there may be some elements that are

essential right from the beginning [one may wonder whether, e.g., strategies are not

always required in an architecture model; so calling these extensions (according to,

e.g., The Open Group 2011, 2013) is actually misleading], but others may be added

step by step later.

Fig. 1.1 Business architecture framework

2Areas such as brand architecture, financial architecture, etc. may here be considered cross-cutting

themes.

4 D. Simon
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1.3.1 Business Motivation

In general, the business motivation captures the enterprise’s strategic direction and

explains why it operates in a certain way. One may distinguish between three main

types of elements within the business motivation (see Fig. 1.2): business ends,

business means, and business influencers (OMG 2010). Fundamental business ends
are the mission and core values of the enterprise. While the mission represents the

fundamental purpose beyond just making money and can be considered a declara-

tion of the reason for being (Drucker 1973) of an enterprise that reveals what it

“wants to be and whom it wants to serve” (David 2013), the core values are the

essential and enduring tenets of an enterprise, requiring no external justification but

having an intrinsic value and importance to those inside the enterprise. Values thus

capture the ideals, customs, or institutions an enterprise promotes or agrees with

(OMG 2010). Together, mission and core values constitute the core ideology of an

enterprise (cf. Collins and Porras 1994, 1996).

The vision represents the overall image (challenging, maybe even unattainable)

of what the enterprise wants to become (OMG 2010). It should be noted that, as

depicted colorfully in Chap. 14, the scope of the vision should extend beyond the

organization itself to include different perspectives within the overall enterprise and

thus become meaningful for all relevant stakeholders (including, e.g., partners,

investors). It is not a one-time, specific target that can be met and then discarded.

In that way, it is supposed to provide a continuous source of motivation

(cf. Kantabutra and Avery 2010).

More focused than a vision, goals and objectives then represent certain results

desired with respect to the state or condition of the enterprise (or parts thereof).

Objectives are more specific than goals, thus being time-targeted and measurable,

for example. As such, objectives quantify goals and may be linked with key

Fig. 1.2 Business motivation content

1 Introduction: Demystifying Business Architecture 5
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performance indicators; they can be considered targets that the enterprise seeks to

meet to achieve its goals (cf. OMG 2010).

Business means represent the instruments employed to achieve the various ends.

At the core of these means is the strategy—a general course of action (potentially be

detailed by tactics) that sets direction and channels efforts towards goals/objectives

(and thus provides focus on what is important and what is not) (cf. OMG 2010).3

One may distinguish between corporate strategy for general market definition,

competitive strategy for specific market navigation and leapfrogging respective

competitors, and functional strategy here (cf. Simon et al. 2014). In addition to that,

directives may be used to constrain or liberate behavior, whether it relates to how

defined courses of action should be carried out (OMG 2010) or, in general, to

provide a framework or, say, guide rails for decision making. Directives may come

in the form of principles and maybe even policies (as long as the latter is still not

directly enforceable), for example.

The employment of business means and already the definition of ends are

affected by business influencers, as either drivers or constraints of strategic choice.
These can be internal or external to the enterprise, the latter of which may be

categorized according to the well-known PEST scheme (political, economic, social,

and technological), for example (cf. Peng and Nunes 2007). An assessment of these

influencers may result in a classification into strengths and weaknesses (both

internal) as well as opportunities and threats (both external) (OMG 2010).

1.3.2 Business Model

Strategies add up to a certain business model (or even a portfolio of business models

for larger and highly diversified enterprises). As some sort of conceptual blueprint

of the strategy, the business model “expresses the fundamental business logic and

therefore represents the entire system of creating and delivering value to customers,

capturing this value by earning profits from these activities and sustaining this value

capture” (Simon et al. 2014). As such, the business model can be considered to

consist of six main aspects: (1) offering, (2) customer, (3) supplier, (4) activity,

(5) finance, and (6) sustainability/viability, each of which captures a number of

concepts that together make up the business model (see Fig. 1.3).

3 This understanding of strategy is closer to and thus focuses on what Mintzberg (1987) calls

“strategy as plan” (as to, e.g., the position in the environment) rather than “strategy as perspective”

(Mintzberg 1987), as the latter may encompass several motivational aspects (e.g., mission, values)

that would then all fall under the concept “strategy” and could not be distinguished from one

another. In simple words, strategy (in this book’s framework) is thus about “determining how we

are going to win in the period ahead” (Mind Tools 2014), in line with the “policy core” (Mintzberg

1987) defined by concepts such as mission and values. It should be noted, though, that the act of

“strategy making” (and likewise a resulting strategy document) does not only deal with the concept

“strategy” but also incorporates, e.g., goals and objectives (as outlined in Chap. 2).

6 D. Simon
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Offering The value proposition, as a “promise of value to be delivered”

(Kettleborough 2012) to the customer, describes “the unique mix of product and

service attributes, customer relations, and corporate image that a company offers”

(Kaplan and Norton 2000). In essence, the value proposition reflects “the reason

why customers turn to one company over another” (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010).

It is based on selected products and/or services that cater to the needs of specific

customer segments, either as gain creators or as pain relievers (cf. Business Model

Foundry 2013). In fact, there are different value disciplines that might be

incorporated into one’s value proposition to the customer. Most prominently,

these are product leadership, operational excellence, and customer intimacy

(cf. Treacy and Wiersema 1993) (see Chap. 4 for further details); the choice for

one discipline will likely determine the operating model to some extent as well (see

below).

Customer/Supplier As indicated, a value proposition relates to the needs of

specific customer segments. These are the groups of people and/or organizations

with, e.g., common needs and behaviors, that the enterprise aims to reach and serve

(cf. Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010). Segmentation may be based on different

aspects, such as geographies, product characteristics, time, and demographics.

Such segments are reached via customer channels, for both communication and

distribution/sales. They represent the enterprise’s interface with the targeted cus-

tomer segments. Due to their crucial role in the customer experience, these touch

points should be given due consideration in business model design. In a similar

vein, to facilitate customer growth and retention, the used types of customer
relationships represent an important part of the business model. These can range

from a self-service model to personal assistance and collaboration/co-creation (e.g.,

via customer workshops), for example (cf. Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010). Essen-

tially, analogical concepts are to be considered at the supply side of the business

model, including supplier segments, supplier channels, and supplier relationships.

Fig. 1.3 Business model content

1 Introduction: Demystifying Business Architecture 7
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Activity The value chain configuration sets out the main stages of the business’

value chain and determines at what of these stages one is involved to what extent.

One may decide to have customers carrying out key value chain activities them-

selves, for example, acknowledging the increasing relevance of approaches such as

customer co-creation and open innovation. Related closely to the value chain’s

overall configuration is the concept of value chain cooperation. This may include

the use of strategic partnerships with respect to certain parts of the value chain.

Value chain coordination, finally, addresses the question of when and by whom

decisions as to product, distribution, price, and so on are made within the value

chain and by whom or what the corresponding activities are triggered. There are

specific mechanisms for coordination. Postponement, for example, means retaining

the product in a neutral status as long as possible and thus postpone differentiation

of form and identity to the latest possible point, i.e., nearer to the time of purchase,

where demand is likely to be more predictable (“manufacturing postponement”),

and/or maintaining a full-line of anticipatory inventory at one or few strategic

locations (“logistics postponement”). In contrast, speculation means that changes

in form and the movement of goods to forward inventories should be made at the

earliest possible time (Bucklin 1965; Pagh and Cooper 1998).

Core assets comprise the tangible and intangible input factors for value creation.

There are different types of assets that are key in terms of enabling a certain value

proposition to the customer. In particular, one may distinguish core competencies,

intellectual assets (incl. know-how, networks, reputation), and physical resources

(cf. Wirtz 2011; Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010).

According to Ross et al. (2006), the operating model can be understood as an

abstract representation of the enterprise’s level of business process standardization

and integration and, in future terms, may thus be considered as “a general vision of

how a company will enable and execute strategies.” One may distinguish between

different stereotypes of operating models, e.g., diversification (low standardization,

low integration), coordination (low standardization, high integration), replication

(high standardization, low integration), and unification (high standardization, high

integration). In a broader sense, beyond the description of how the enterprise

operates across different business units/fields, one may also view the operating

model as a representation of significant patterns of business operations to also

include, for example, staffing aspects (e.g., contract or permanent), the division of

responsibilities within the enterprise, or fundamental ways of working such as lean

manufacturing and open innovation. Based on numerous examples of real-life

operating models that significantly contribute to the process of value capture

(e.g., Apple; see Chap. 4), we argue that the operating model should actually be

seen as a fundamental part of the business model (note that the realization or, say,

actual content in terms of business processes, organizational units etc. is captured at

the business execution level though).

Sustainability/Viability A fundamental concept to business models to sustain

value capture and any competitive advantage given a certain business model is

what we call “design themes.” They represent common threads that somehow

8 D. Simon
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orchestrate and connect the different elements of the business model (cf. Zott and

Amit 2009) or, more generally, dictate their configuration in order to ensure the

business model’s sustainability/viability. Examples are branding, patenting, cross

selling/complementarities, and customer lock-in.

Finance The revenue model presents the main streams of revenue, including the

associated sales volumes and the mechanisms used in terms of pricing (e.g., fixed-

list prices, volume-dependent prices, subscription fees, licensing). On the other

hand, the cost model identifies the main sources of costs incurred to operate the

business model along with the costs’ structures or, say, main characteristics (e.g.,

fixed costs, variable costs). For cost-driven enterprises this part of the business

model is essential, as their positioning in the market is based strongly on cost

structures (cf. Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010).

1.3.3 Business Execution

Operating a business model requires appropriate structures, utilities, individuals,

and so on. These are captured in the business execution constituent of the frame-

work (see Fig. 1.4), thus comprising those elements necessary to execute the

business model. At the core of these elements are the business capabilities. A

business capability is an ability or capacity of the business to perform a particular

kind of work and achieve a specific purpose (cf. Ulrich and Rosen 2011). More

specifically, it is an ability to execute certain activities (or, say, a pattern of

activities) and produce desired outcomes (e.g., product, service) by deploying

specific resources and expertise and processing information through a defined series

of steps in a dedicated organizational and cultural environment (cf. Simon

et al. 2014). Business capabilities encapsulate the elements used to actually realize

the outcome and thus abstract from their realization or, say, configuration (cf., e.g.,

Fig. 1.4 Business execution content

1 Introduction: Demystifying Business Architecture 9
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UK Ministry of Defence 2010, defining a capability configuration as a set of

“resources”—including their interactions—that when brought together provide a

capability); they represent what the business is able to do (or, in future terms, what

it will need to be able to do), not how this is done. So, as Wilson (2007) explains, a

“key benefit that capability modeling provides over business process modeling is

that it focuses on those parts of the business architecture that are the most stable.”

As indicated, there are different elements that play a role in business capability
realization: business processes, information entities, organizational structures, peo-

ple, resources, and culture. To start off, a business process represents a series of

activities or tasks to produce a defined set of products or services or, in general, to

accomplish a specific objective [note that a higher-level process of a rather end-to-

end character may be considered a “value stream” (Ulrich and Rosen 2011)]. The

activities captured within a business process operate on specific information

objects. One may also use the term “business object” to represent the informational

elements that are relevant in the business (still independent from any IT realization

though). As such, they are the fundamental objects of business activity, for which

information are gathered, processed, and exchanged (e.g., order, contract,

customer).

The organizational structure, then, captures the (executing) units of business

activity (divisions/departments, legal entities, locations/sites), along with relevant

roles, job positions, and committees. These are assumed or composed of specific

individuals, which with their skills make up the people dimension of capability

realization. In addition to the (human) expertise captured in the people dimension,

there is another important element of capability realization to account for the

tangible assets such as (raw) material, equipment, and so on, which are used in

certain business processes. This is what the resource concept represents.

The final element of capability realization is culture. In general, the culture of a

group can be considered a “pattern of shared basic assumptions that the group

learned as it solved its problems of external adaptation and internal integration, that

has worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new

members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those

problems” (Schein 1997). For sure, culture already begins in the business motiva-

tion, in which values as a representation of preferences for one way of acting over

another may be found (see above). As will be explained in Chap. 7, however,

culture can be described further (i.e., the “living” constituents of culture, as part of

business execution) in terms of evidence (i.e., things that are directly observable

such as, e.g., meeting structures, furnishings), acted values (which may be different

from stated values), and assumptions (i.e., unspoken rules and beliefs that the

values are based on).

These are driven by systems, rules, and structures, both formal and informal, that

reward (or punish) behavior (thus to be considered as “levers”), which eventually

leads us to the governance facets of business execution. The first one is controls,

which refer to compliance to desired behavior, on the one hand, and overall

performance, on the other hand. The second one is incentives; here, one may

distinguish positive incentives for motivational purposes from deterrents or, say,

10 D. Simon
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safeguards to discourage opportunistic tendencies and enforce desired behavior.

These are essential for ensuring the adequate and effective application of the

business capabilities and their underlying realization.

1.3.4 Relationships Between the Business Architecture
Constituents

The constituent parts of the business architecture, that is, business motivation,

business model, and business execution, should not be considered independent

from each other. In contrast, managing one part requires at least some consideration

of the other parts (see Fig. 1.5):

1. The current state of the business model,4 including, for example, the offered

products and the targeted customer segments, sets the context for (re-)

developing the business motivation; it may actually be analyzed in terms of

how it works today with respect to customer retention and the logic of cash flow

generation (e.g., earn before spend), for example. In addition, the current state of

business execution (most likely at the business capability level) may be analyzed

for strengths and weaknesses to inform business motivation development.

2. Once strategy options are identified based on that input, they may be evaluated

for any impacts on the business model, and in turn, on business execution in its

Fig. 1.5 Relationships between the business architecture constituents

4 Again, for larger and highly diversified enterprises this may be an entire portfolio of business

models, in which diverse (past and current) strategies are reflected.
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current state (in terms of what is affected); this is to assess feasibility and, in case

of a set of strategy options, to test whether these are mutually supportive and

internally consistent (cf. Simon et al. 2014).

3. Once strategic choices are made, this “new” business motivation is translated

into a future state of the business model, which, in turn, determines the future

state of business execution. This is the case when an organization lives up to its

business model, but has identified opportunities for improvement or for even

adding a completely new business model [which may initially be tested with

“customer development” (cf. Cooper and Vlaskovits 2010), for example].

4. It may, however, occur that an organization does not adequately live up to its

business model (in terms of, e.g., costs)—a possible finding from analyzing the

current state of business execution for conformance with the business model. In

that case, strategies may need to be identified that define changes in the business

execution for a proper realization of the current business model, which itself

would remain unchanged. In addition, there may be further strategies that do not

necessarily affect the business model but, being of a rather “internal” character,

may only and immediately impact the execution level (in terms of, e.g., control

systems, leadership, incentives, organizational structures, changes to improve

employee satisfaction) to optimize and sustain the realization of the business

model.

1.4 Outline of the Book

Based on the framework used as a common reference by the different chapters, the

book covers a wide spectrum of content in the business architecture arena and

considers diverse input for that purpose. In terms of content, there are different

aspects that speak to this book’s comprehensive character:

• First, business architecture management as described in this book does not take

place only at the level of business operations, but also incorporates the strategic/

motivational and business model part, as embodied in the introduced business

architecture framework.

• Second, in terms of the organizational settings dealt with in the individual

chapters, this book is not restricted to cases of large corporations but also

addresses business architecture management in small-to-medium enterprises

(see Chap. 14).

• Finally, from a geographical point of view, this book includes cases from diverse

regions of the world, including Europe as well as North and Middle America.

Similarly, there is a variety of input that makes this book a multi-faceted and

particularly rich contribution:

• First, the book contains works of authors from different countries over the world,

including, in particular, Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland, the United

Kingdom, and the United States.

12 D. Simon
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• Second, contributions from both scientists/researchers and practitioners allow

for having cutting-edge and established practices alike represented in the book.

• Finally, based on the individual authors’ background and focus of activity, there

is input from different fields close to business architecture management

incorporated in this book, including, for example, brand management, business

process management, and cultural change management.

The structure of the book follows the presented business architecture framework,

from which—being complemented by some cross-cutting themes (e.g.,

modeling)—a navigator for this book derives (see Fig. 1.6). Although the chapters

of this book are thus in some sort of logical order and fit into each other, they can be

read independently from each other. Each chapter is self-contained and uses cross-

references where required or reasonable.5

In line with our framework, the book is divided into the following parts:

1. Architecting the Business Motivation & Business Model

2. Architecting the Business Capabilities

3. Architecting Business Capability Realization

4. Modeling and Measuring the Business Architecture

5. Guidelines for Successful Implementation

Fig. 1.6 Book structure/navigator

5 Note that, given that this book is an anthology, the individual chapters may to some extent also

include personal opinions or views that are not necessarily shared by all other authors in this book.
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The navigator illustrated in Fig. 1.6 displays these parts along with the individual

chapters that they comprise. Chapters that range across different dimensions of the

framework have been located in the book according to the content they deal with

most prominently.

Following this introductory chapter, Chap. 2 sets out with a discussion of

business motivation development and the benefits to be accrued by taking

an architectural approach (as conceptualized content-wise by the framework

introduced earlier). Based on a fictitious case of an insurance company, it thus

illustrates the use of architectural thinking in strategy making to help avoid con-

ceptual flaws, pre-limited thinking, the selection of presumably ineffective

strategies, and severe errors in communication.

Chapter 3 then deals with an element that can be made a significant part of one’s

business model, but that has not received adequate attention in the architecture

context thus far—the corporate brand. In particular, it discusses how to integrate

brand management with strategic management and presents a general approach

with which to translate strategy into execution from a corporate branding point

of view.

Chapter 4 targets the business model concept in a more comprehensive way.

Departing from a discussion of the value disciplines that might be followed by an

enterprise, it illustrates how the business model provides structure and may thus

help making considerate strategic choices and translating these into adequate

operational structures. As to the latter part, a significant role is ascribed to the

operating model.

Chapter 5 turns to another essential element of the architecture of the business,

facilitating the connection of business strategy and model with business

operations—the business capabilities. Specifically, it develops a straightforward

process for managing capabilities—from preparation via the design of a capability

catalog and the specification of capability details to catalog governance.

Chapter 6 then elaborates on the actual use of capabilities in business architec-

ture management. In particular, it describes some scenarios and techniques for

applying capabilities. In addition, it sheds light on the so-called “dynamic

capabilities” concept and on how this relates to the business model as an integral

part of the business architecture.

Chapter 7 recognizes that for effective capability realization it is essential to

thoroughly deal with an element that has been significantly underexplored in the

business architecture context thus far—a company’s culture. In particular, it

presents a solid, straightforward approach to capture cultural aspects and design

culture for consistency and optimal support of the business strategy.

Chapter 8 depicts the role business architecture may play in the light of prevalent

challenges and upcoming changes in the financial service industry (i.e., a closer

integration with partners, especially with new players entering the field and offering

attractive services via the Internet). Specifically, it argues that in the future it will be

indispensable to have business processes managed at an end-to-end level and to

make use of common industry standards that enable a functioning flow of informa-

tion over enterprise boundaries.
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Chapter 9 also focuses on the processes and structures part of capability realiza-

tion. It presents a variety of typical business working practices as formalized and

actionable patterns—in support of a certain business model configuration or, in

general, in relation to specific business concerns.

Chapter 10 provides a systematic description of how to make effective use of an

integrated model of business capabilities, on the one hand, and business objects and

processes as core elements of capability realization, on the other hand, for the

purpose of change program design and planning. As such, it explains a sort of

business architecture application that has a highly innovative character and may

enable program management to be approached in a different way than most often

practiced today.

Chapter 11 continues by taking an overall perspective on the business architec-

ture and, using a model-based approach from business motivation to execution,

shedding light on how to tackle a challenge of increasing relevance in today’s

enterprises—the development of an appropriate level of agility. It moves along a

straightforward way of working for becoming more agile, that is, assessing the

current agility of the organization, determining the agility drivers of the organiza-

tion, assessing how agile the organization needs to be, and, ultimately, defining a

course of action to achieve this.

Chapter 12 then provides further advice on how to effectively model the

business architecture. It discusses different challenges, patterns, and success factors

in that context—predominantly based on several years’ experiences of architecture

modeling using ArchiMate (The Open Group 2013).

Chapter 13 moves on to another topic of increasing significance in today’s

enterprises—the management of complexity. It presents a generic approach for

conceptualizing and measuring architectural complexity and—systematically walk-

ing through this book’s business architecture framework—it identifies specific

measures for quantifying business architecture in terms of complexity.

Chapter 14 discusses the applicability of business architecture management

techniques for the needs of small-to-medium enterprises. Based on a colorful

description of a real-life case study with a small restaurant chain in Central

America, it demonstrates that using the business architecture as an instrument to

pull different fragments together is not only advisable to large enterprises.

Finally, Chap. 15 finishes the book with a number of general guidelines for

successful implementation of business architecture management. In particular,

these include the setup of the function as a stakeholder-oriented and collaborative

practice. It also discusses the organizational anchoring of business architecture

management and the evolution that the practice may take within the enterprise

over time.
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An Architectural Approach to Strategizing:
Structure and Orientation for Developing
the Business Motivation

2

Daniel Simon

Abstract

It has been widely acknowledged that effective strategizing in today’s competi-

tive environment has become a challenging task and thus requires a deliberate

approach. This has also driven calls for a greater cross-fertilization of the field

with other disciplines. In particular, good practices from architecture manage-

ment may be considered a promising means to provide strategists with a reason-

able structure and orientation for developing the business motivation (including,

e.g., goals, strategies, and principles). Against this background, this chapter

illustrates the use of architectural thinking in strategy development. Based on

a fictitious case study, it explains how the use of an architectural approach that

provides a clear structure can help achieve higher consistency, effectiveness,

completeness, and comprehensibility.

2.1 Introduction

In today’s competitive business world, effective strategic management has become

a challenging endeavor for strategists and executives. Many may actually find it

scary to commit to a new strategy, being confronted with a future one can only

guess at and making decisions that explicitly cut off possibilities and options

(cf. Martin 2014). In addition, there are several issues that need to be reasonably

coped with when a new strategic direction is due to be developed and successfully

implemented. Among others, relevant questions in that context are:

• How are effective strategies identified?

• How can overall consistency of a set of strategies be ensured?
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• How can it be ensured that the main strategic issues are completely addressed?

• How can it be ensured that different strategy options can be identified (or, in

other words, that specific options are not excluded upfront)?

• How can the main messages of a strategy be explained and motivated?

• How can needs for strategic changes be located?

To cope with these questions, a systematic approach to strategy making is

inevitable. At the core of this is a thorough conceptualization of the business

motivation (capturing the strategic direction and thus constituting the way of

doing business; see Chap. 1) with

• well-defined concepts (e.g., goals, strategies, principles, etc.), and

• well-defined relationships between these concepts (e.g., strategy supports the

achievement of a goal),

which can provide orientation to strategists and conceptually guide them through

main strategic management tasks. In essence, a corresponding business motivation

canvas (distinguishing business ends, means, and influencers; see Fig. 1.2 in

Chap. 1) allows for injecting strategic management with an appropriate level of

architectural thinking. It is not about escaping the fear of the unknown and the

necessity to make hard choices, it is about using a structure that helps increase the

odds of success (cf. Martin 2014).

To illustrate the use of architectural thinking in strategy making, this chapter

draws on the fictitious case of an insurance company that has originally been

developed and described to illustrate the use of ArchiMate, a common language

for architecture modeling (The Open Group 2013). The following sections thus

describe stages of the strategy development process of the fictitious insurer

ArchiSurance. In this chapter, the original ArchiSurance example (cf. Jonkers

et al. 2012) is extended by integrating own real-life experiences from different

enterprises with respect to facets of strategy making (i.e., although this case

extension is fictitious as well, it refers to incidents that have occurred equally or

at least similarly in practice).

So let’s assume that, once a new strategy had been deemed necessary,

ArchiSurance set up a corresponding project called “Unite & Move On.” A project

team with members of all business divisions was defined, headed by the director of

strategy and business development. Interviews and workshops were scheduled to

gain the required senior management input for the strategic choices to be made.

ArchiSurance is the result of a merger of three previously independent

insurance companies:

• Home & Away, specializing in homeowners’ insurance and travel

insurance

• PRO-FIT, specializing in car insurance

(continued)
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• Legally Yours, specializing in legal expense insurance

It was formed to take advantage of numerous synergies between the three

organizations, which now represent the main divisions of ArchiSurance.

While the three pre-merger companies sold different insurance products,

they shared several similarities in their business models. All three sold

directly to consumers and small businesses, predominantly through the

web, email, telephone, and postal mail channels. They were based in modern

office complexes in major metropolitan areas. Each had strong reputations for

integrity, service quality, and financial stability.

The lead investors of the three companies began merger talks after they

noticed that lower-cost competitors were entering their markets, that there

were new opportunities in high-growth regions, and that each company

required significant new investments to remain competitive. They realized

that only a larger enterprise could simultaneously control its costs, maintain

its customer satisfaction, invest in new products and technologies, and suc-

cessfully enter emerging markets.

ArchiSurance offers all the insurance products of the three pre-merger

companies, and intends to frequently adjust its offerings in response to

changing market conditions. Like its three predecessors, ArchiSurance pre-

dominantly sells its products directly to its customers.

2.2 Deliberate Classification of Strategic Constituents

In preparation of the scheduled interviews and workshops, the project team started

off by conducting an initial SWOT analysis (i.e., identifying strengths, weaknesses,

opportunities, and threats), which was planned to provide an adequate context for

discussion. The SWOT analysis assimilated the outcomes of several customer

workshops that had previously been carried out to identify the most prevalent

pains and expected gains of the customers [as per the “Value Proposition Canvas”

depicted by Business Model Foundry (2013)]. Without too much further conceptual

structure the team then basically went into these discussions.

As a result, right early in the project, the introduction of self-services for

ArchiSurance’s customers was put on the table, following numerous mentions by

senior management stakeholders from all divisions in the initial interviews and

workshops in the course of the development of the new strategy. Self-services here

include the possible change of personal data (e.g., address) and the generation of

policy overviews, for example. However, whether this is an end in itself or whether

it actually serves an overarching purpose like cost reduction or an increase in

customer satisfaction should be carefully evaluated. As self-services are a topic

that had been around for some time in all pre-merger companies, believed to be

introduced in the near future, the stakeholders tended to treat it as a given target and
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classified it as a goal, not considering the actual purpose behind it any more. The

discussions thus went straight to some sort of solution. Alternatives were not really

considered, but would had been difficult to come up with anyway, given that the

actual goal behind it was unclear.

Once the project team realized that they missed to capture the actual goals and

were not about to properly consider different strategic options to realize these goals,

they slightly changed their approach and started up the next workshops with a brief

conceptual introduction, including a thorough differentiation between business

means and business ends. This high-level conceptualization of the business moti-

vation, exemplified on a corresponding poster, became the basis for all remaining

workshops. The interviewers kept asking “why?” in case means were mentioned

before the underlying goal was specified. By doing this, the project team managed

to classify needs and suggestions mentioned by the stakeholders in an appropriate

way. The basis for this was their motivational framework with well-defined

concepts, including a differentiation between means and ends.

2.3 Development of a Consistent and Modular System
of Goals/Objectives

Once the stakeholder needs and concerns were captured, the project team grouped

them systematically to derive overall goals. The team then set these goals in relation

with one another, basically indicating whether a goal supports others or, in contrast,

obviously conflicts with other goals and thus has a negative impact on their

realization. For example, the team found out through its discussions that the goal

“control costs,” at least for the first time, has a potential conflict with the goal

“increase customer satisfaction,” as the latter likely required significant investments

in technology that allowed faster process times, better data quality, and new service

offerings. This conflict could then be made explicit to senior management for

prioritization and decision making.

Another issue the team faced was that by aggregating the stakeholder needs and

concerns in its goal definition process it initially arrived at a goal called “improve

product portfolio manageability and consistency.” Obviously, this represents a very

“rich” goal that may incorporate several target-related aspects (e.g., simplicity,

costs, agility). The fact that the essence of the goal was not immediately visible—

potentially hidden in any further descriptions once completely documented at a

later point—made it difficult to systematically identify appropriate means in

succeeding work sessions. However, once the core aspects of the goal were recalled

and explained to each participant, numerous means could actually be identified that

were meant to help realize that goal and effectively channel efforts towards it

(OMG 2010). Exemplary principles were reuse, standardization, centralization,

modularity, ease of use, and automation (cf. The Open Group 2011), whereas a

reduction of the product portfolio, the simplification of product descriptions, and an

increased offering of (cross-divisional) product combinations were identified as
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potential strategies for goal achievement.1 Now, at first glance, it did not really

become clear to others that had not participated in the workshops why a certain

means was assigned to the “rich” end and what the specific contribution of the

means is respectively. The project team, in turn, concluded that this may be a

general issue that would complicate communication and thus understanding of the

set goals and the reasons for the corresponding means. Therefore, the goal was split
into its integral parts: “reduce product complexity,” “increase product synergies,”

“reduce portfolio administration costs,” and “increase time-to-market” (in terms of

both new and changed products). Other identified goals were double-checked for

sufficient modularity as well and then structured according to the dimensions of the

“Balanced Scorecard” (Kaplan and Norton 2001).

In a next step, these overall goals—expressed in relatively broad terms—were

broken down or, say, cascaded (cf. ISACA 2012) to specific, measurable objectives

(meeting the SMART criteria, i.e., being specific, measurable, attainable, realistic,

and time-bounded). These objectives were thus associated with precise targets. In

consequence, the definition of objectives went hand in hand with the initial, high-

level design of a target architecture at the business capability level. That is, based

on the defined goals, relevant business capabilities received specific target values,

e.g., in terms of costs, size, or delivery times. Other objectives were of a more

general character (i.e., they applied to several capabilities at once), such as the

improvement of ArchiSurance’s net promoter score (measuring customer satisfac-

tion). This focus on outcomes allowed for the identification of appropriate strategic

actions in the next step.

2.4 Development of a Comprehensive and Suitable Set
of Strategies for Goal Achievement

The project team continued with the identification of appropriate means for

realizing the defined goals and objectives. ArchiSurance’s overall business model
in place provided the context for the discussion [in line with what Simon

et al. (2014) outline; see below for further details with respect to the role of the

business model in strategy development]. For example, the intended strategy of

launching third-party administration services (e.g., claims settlement) to other

insurers raised the question of consistency given the fact that business processes

were to still be operated in a diversified way to some extent across ArchiSurance’s

three main divisions while, on the other hand, third-party administration was likely

1Note that these strategies are formulated in a “gap-like” way to emphasize the new aspects. They

may well be part of a “larger” (e.g., the overall product strategy) or more generic strategy (e.g.,

product leadership). They are not yet meant to represent strategic programs or even projects

though (cf. Yelin 2005). In contrast, they should be considered less specific than an action plan

(that includes decisions with respect to, for example, the “who” and “when”). In line with the

strategy definition provided in Chap. 1, they represent the “conception preceding action”

(Mintzberg 1987).
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to require some degree of immediate standardization. As a result, a shared back-

office for the three main divisions, which had originally been planned to be

implemented at a later point of time, was added as another strategic move and

even assigned with a high priority. With the shared back-office, working to higher

capacity due to its new service offering, ArchiSurance was hoping to prevent mass

redundancies. This alternative action had been ruled out considering that one of the

main assets present in ArchiSurance’s business model was reputation.

Finally, an overview was created with the goals and objectives and the

supporting strategies that had been identified (cf., e.g., Simon et al. 2014), thus

providing visual traceability in terms of which courses of action were intended to

deliver what outcomes and how these related back to the overall goals set out to

achieve (see simplified representation in Fig. 2.1, with goals at the X-axis and

strategies at the Y-axis). By doing this, it was made apparent that the goal “increase

market coverage” was not addressed at all by the developed strategic options.

Obviously, discussions had revolved around measures tackling the integration and

consolidation challenges following the recent merger, while the pursued interna-

tionalization—one of the main original drivers behind the merger—did not find

adequate consideration. In other words, the team was able to identify strategy white

spots. These white spots were then eliminated and replaced by appropriate

strategies. Here, the increase of cooperations in neighboring countries and the

establishment of own sites in one low-cost country (as a pilot) were found an

appropriate approach—at least as a first step of ArchiSurance’s internationalization.

For this low-cost country, the team developed some sort of “blue ocean strategy”

for health insurances with which to unlock new demand and thus create uncontested

market space (cf. Kim and Mauborgne 2005). It came up with this specific strategy

against the backdrop of what Wilson (2007) points out nicely: “Companies in every

industry and around the world are pursuing blue ocean strategies and re-defining the

Fig. 2.1 Cross-reference map of goals and strategies
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competitive landscape overnight. Companies left behind to fight it out in crowded

red oceans can only look forward to decreasing.” So the strategy targeted the many

young uninsured that could not afford the high premiums to be paid for health

insurance. Therefore, they should be offered insurance with low annual premiums,

but with limited coverage in terms of annual benefits. Additional coverage should

be available on demand for a considerable surcharge premium.

On the other hand, the cross-reference overview of strategies and goals (Fig. 2.1)

allowed for a final check of whether, after all, strategies may have entered the

agenda that are not sufficiently grounded in the overall system of goals and

objectives. Not only would this have meant that the motivation for such a strategy

was unclear, and thus difficult to explain to ArchiSurance’s staff, but this would

have also implied that strategies had been identified that are not really the “right”

ones in terms of the desired ends as they do not serve any of the defined strategic

purposes. Indeed, the project team found two strategic choices that were not related

to any goal at all. Talks with the chief executive officer, who had brought these

strategies onto the agenda, did not lead to their removal though. Despite the fact that

they were not really rooted in the strategic goals, to which all leading stakeholders

(including the chief executive officer) had agreed before, the chief executive officer

insisted on their survival. At least did the discussion lead to the formulation of an

additional goal; although it was some sort of artificial it made the motivation for the

corresponding strategies explainable.

Together with main players of the steering committee of the “Unite &Move On”

project, the project manager finally double checked all identified strategies (i.e.,

also those that were already assigned to a goal) in terms of their goal contribution.

Although this only led to minor adjustments (in editorial terms), it had a positive

impact on the commitment of the involved stakeholders and served well for the

purpose of quality assurance. Afterwards, the strategic choices found approval in

the steering committee and both goals/objectives and strategies were signed off in

the executive board.

2.5 Identification of Needs for Strategic Change/Amendments

To be able to track whether the selected strategies are successfully implemented

and finally completed and whether the determined goals are met, the project team

moved on by developing appropriate metrics for measurement. Here, the deliberate

classification of the strategic constituents (see above) helped ensure that successful

strategy implementation was not to be equated with goal achievement and that

dedicated metrics were thus developed for both goals and strategies. Along with

the relationships between the formulated goals and strategies at hand this

represented the basis for the implementation and application of a coherent mea-

surement system, with which progress can be measured on a continual basis,

reasons for lagging behind target can be located, and ineffective choices (e.g.,

strategy is implemented successfully, but there is no or only moderate impact on

the related goal) can be detected.
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In other words—or in COBIT terms (ISACA 2012)—the metrics for measuring

the application of means then serve as “lead indicators,” while the metrics for

measuring the achievement of goals and objectives are rather “lag indicators” in

that context. Measuring the introduced number of self-services, for example, can

help evaluate whether ArchiSurance progresses towards higher customer satisfac-

tion and may thus initially indicate to be on the right track. Due to whatever reason,

however, the choice for self-services may eventually not lead to increased customer

satisfaction, which may be measured by the net promoter score as a “lag indicator.”

Appropriate (potentially corrective) actions can then be taken immediately. The

basis for this is the thorough separation of means and ends along with their

expected cause-and-effect relationships explicitly documented.

2.6 Comprehensible Communication of Strategic Choices

In addition to the setup of a coherent measurement system, the project team was

tasked with the preparation of communication measures and instruments. Here, the

project team decided to create, among other things, a “one-pager” with the main

elements of ArchiSurance’s new strategic positioning. Not only did it present

ArchiSurance’s overall business motivation in terms of ends and corresponding

means, but in a simplified way it did also outline the relationships between these

strategic elements and could thus be used both to explain the existence of individual

elements and to navigate through the motivation as a whole:

This picture (see simplified representation in Fig. 2.2) became an important

instrument for the succeeding communication of ArchiSurance’s new strategic

positioning. It allowed the communication to be delivered in form of a consistent,
understandable, and capturing story: from drivers and constraints via goals and

objectives to strategies. Even further, it actually represented the new overall

ArchiSurance “story” itself, which explained its purpose, aspiration, and orienta-

tion, to which structures and people should align (cf. Graves 2012).

An important aspect in visualization and communication of this story, however,

was the level of detail used for that purpose. To make people not only understand

the story in general but also think about what the story means for oneself individu-

ally and how it can be adopted in the daily work, the elements that made up the story

were not broken down into all their details. Deliberately, some room was left for

self-interpretation. This was complemented by few overarching themes of the new

story, one of which was “simplicity,” formulated to activate people and make them

an active part of the story’s implementation. Special emphasis was put on the theme

“simplicity,” for which it was clear that different associations and perceptions

would exist. Due to its importance for the further coalescence of the “new”

ArchiSurance, an active engagement of each individual was believed to play an

essential role for successful strategy implementation.
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2.7 Reflection and Discussion

Based on the ArchiSurance case, this chapter has depicted the use of good practices

from architecture management in strategy making and thus illustrated how an

architectural approach to developing the business motivation can help achieve

higher consistency, effectiveness, completeness, and comprehensibility. A key to

this is the understanding that the business motivation itself has some kind of

architecture, and thus belongs to the overall enterprise architecture, not only for

achieving transparency in terms of the elements by which the design of business

operations and IT is motivated.

In summary, with a thorough conceptualization in a “motivation canvas,” such

an architectural approach provides a structure that can help avoid conceptual

flaws (such as mistaking strategies for goals), pre-limited thinking (such as

promoting specific means without prior clarity about the goal to be achieved

thereby and thus shutting out other valid options), the selection of presumably

ineffective strategies, and severe errors in communication. In this structure, which

is not meant to be of a too much formal character (cf. Simon et al. 2014; also see

Chap. 15), the creativity required for strategy making (Mintzberg et al. 2005) can

likely be initiated and leveraged effectively; at the same time, such a structure

ensures deliberate and rational strategizing and avoids the pitfalls that are present when

there is no one doing a proper job of joining the different dots in the motivation

Fig. 2.2 Business motivation one-pager
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sphere—someone that could be called a “strategy architect” (this is about the role,

not the label; in other words, this does not mean that everyone who applies

architectural thinking needs to be rebranded as an architect). Different strategic

techniques (e.g., SWOT analysis, goal decomposition, ERRC grid) can thus be

applied in a combined way and properly integrated using an overall model of the

business motivation.

In addition to the practices depicted in the preceding sections, there may have

been further opportunities though to apply architectural thinking and incorporate

additional business architecture pieces that could have further supported

ArchiSurance’s strategy development process:

1. It may have been reasonable to distinguish between different levels of strategies,

such as corporate and competitive strategies (cf. Simon et al. 2014). While the

corporate strategy basically determines with which products and/or services to

operate in which markets (the “where-to-play” decision), the competitive strat-

egy details how to operate in these markets and stand one’s ground against

competitors by creating a compelling value proposition (the “how-to-win”

decision) (cf. Martin 2014). A thorough differentiation of these concepts may

have provided an even better structure for the identification of appropriate

strategies. For example, based on the intended moves at the corporate strategic

level (e.g., the launch of third-party administration services), one may have

deliberately watched out for competitive strategies suitable to mitigate risks

(i.e., assessed constraints) related to these strategic choices (which here is the

entering of a new market).

2. Right at the start, the business model—with the structure it provides for some

of the main objects of strategy statements—could have been analyzed in

terms of any potential elements that may not have been fully realized yet or

to which the organization—possibly already the pre-merger organizations—

did not really live up (which is more than the implicit use for SWOT analysis

and goal identification, for which it provided the boundaries). The business

model’s scalability, time gaps between earning and spending, and several

other design aspects could have been addressed as well. This identification of

possible hot spots could have further informed the strategy development

process and may have led to additional reasonable strategies.2 As indicated,

these different strategic options could have then been analyzed in terms of

consistency and any impacts using the business model as well, as a frame-

work that allows an integrated view of strategic actions, or, more precisely,

their particular outcomes (i.e., including their relationships) (see Chap. 4 for

2Note that such deficiencies may not necessarily be addressed at the strategic level, but may also

be possible to be resolved at the lower levels of the business architecture without a strategy defined

for this purpose.
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an example).3 As the senior management of ArchiSurance’s three divisions

tended to focus on their individual strategies in the initial workshops, without

any concern for or maybe even to the detriment of other divisions, the

necessity to deal with potentially conflicting strategies should not be a

surprise. For larger enterprises, for which one may think of a portfolio of

business models that is being run, this is of particular relevance. In fact,

linking strategies entails not only resolving any conflicts, but rather creating

synergies across different business units (e.g., at the activity or product/

service levels). Ultimately, since the business model also provides some

sort of uniform language to describe how the enterprise is going to work

(in form of a single-page view) based on the decisions made in the strategy

development process, it could have also been used to further support the

communication of the strategic choices (cf. El Sawy and Pereira 2013).

3. The SWOT analysis could have gone into more detail to include a systematic

analysis of ArchiSurance’s capabilities and thus avoid creating strategies that

are ill-connected to the actual opportunities, needs, and concerns that arise from

current business execution (of which capabilities represent an abstraction). In

fact, such an investigation may have allowed for visualizing hot spots within the

capability landscape (e.g., capabilities with disproportionally high costs) that

should be addressed by appropriate strategies (cf. Simon et al. 2014), thus

serving as a proper baseline for strategizing (cf. Ulrich and Rosen 2011).

Later, once strategic choices have been made and mapped onto the future

business model, the designed target architecture at the business capability

level should have also been properly detailed. Here, clear responsibilities for

business capabilities are crucial to determine which capabilities may have to

change and to then meet the corresponding target.

Beyond that, the project teammay have also benefited from a closer involvement

of someone usually acting at the operational level (e.g., solution architect), who

may have brought in valuable practical experiences and thus helped the strategists

to “work with their heads in the cloud but with their feet on the ground” in the

strategy development process. Such an individual may have also supported the team

in challenging and optimizing goal and strategy statements [and keep them simple

according to Martin (2014)] and thereby increasing the level of understanding for

“ordinary” employees; here, care should be taken that finding the final wording

does not become science though (such that it hinders required progress). It is thus

crucial to keep in mind that strategy is not about perfection (cf. Martin 2014).

Ultimately, for strategizing and business modeling the joint sessions with the

senior management could have taken the form of “future workshops” [the original

German term is “Zukunftswerkstatt,” coined by Jungk and Müllert (1981)]—a kind

of moderated group work supposed to provide a forum in which the future can be

3Based on that, one may have also come up with a first evaluation of possible effects/impacts on

the lower-level architecture (e.g., processes) (cf. Radeke and Legner 2012; Simon et al. 2014).
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shaped creatively, with alternative scenarios being considered. At the core of this

technique is a fantasy phase, in which some sort of “perfect world” is assumed that

avoids restricted thinking and encourages ideas to be expressed no matter of

whether they are actually realistic. The evaluation is purposefully separated from

the preceding phase of fantasizing.

That being said, the distinction between the concepts of deliberate (i.e., inten-

tional) and emergent strategy (as responses to a number of unanticipated events)

[as drawn by Mintzberg et al. (2005)], the latter of which questions the manager’s

ability to predict the future and create appropriate plans accordingly, should not be

misused to become an excuse for avoiding difficult strategic choices or even

making no strategic choices at all until the future becomes sufficiently clear. As

Martin (2014) points out, if the future is too unpredictable to make reasonable

strategic choices, how would one believe that it will become significantly less so? In

addition, how would one recognize the point when predictability has increased to a

level that allows for making strategic choices?

Further, in relation to the role of architecture management in the strategizing

process, there may still be people who do not want to “buy” the idea of using

architectural thinking and practices therein as they do not see the required appetite

among strategists and executives. Similar statements were made (among others)

about the Internet before its rise to success though. To quote Zachman (1997), who,

while referring to enterprise architecture, asserted that “in the 21st Century, it will

be the determining factor, the factor that separates the winners from the losers, the

successful and the failures, the acquiring from the acquired, the survivors from the

others,” one should better not leave this unconsidered and wait until already being

outdistanced.
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Corporate Strategy and Corporate
Branding: Reference Frame and Examples
of Integrated Corporate Strategic & Brand
Management (CS&BM)

3
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Abstract

Strategy and brand are central constructs in the field of business management

research and practice. But while strategic management has been in place for a

long time, the holistic view on brand management has only stirred up some

discussion in recent years. In this context, special attention is paid to the

corporate brand, as this kind of brand has gained more significance in real life.

In the process of corporate branding, it is crucially important that corporate

strategy and brand strategy fall in line, as the brand is in this respect not a tool

operated by the marketers but instead should be absorbed entirely within the

identity of the corporation. So far, both constructs, i.e., strategy and brand, have

been largely regarded as separate fields (and the latter even less been made a

subject of an enterprise’s business architecture), which entails varying views of

how corporate strategy and corporate brand mutually affect each other, eventu-

ally leading to the question: which is dominated by which? This article is aimed

at establishing a core frame of reference of integrated “Corporate Strategic &

Brand Management” (CS&BM) and gives explanations by demonstrating spe-

cific design perspectives. In line with architectural thinking, particular attention

is paid to the interaction of corporate and brand identity, the strategic positioning

as well as how to manage positioning at the brand touch points.

3.1 Introduction

Ever since empiric research has shown that enterprises that have incorporated brand

orientation are more successful than those that have not (e.g., Madden et al. 2006;

Harter et al. 2005; Joas and Offerhaus 2001; Biel 2001; Court et al. 1999), scientists
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and experts from various subject areas have been addressing the issues of strategic

and operative brand management. The subject has caused rivers of ink to flow and

there has been a lot of research work while only part of it was implemented. So far

there is wide agreement that there is much more to the term brand than its mere

operational meaning: an emotional advertising campaign, a fancy corporate design,

or a new catchy claim often stimulate the desire for a brand—but this is restricted to

certain industries and even then in many cases only with a short-term impact. Yet,

the way how successful brand management can be effectively designed and how it

can be integrated with enterprise architecture management (as per Simon

et al. 2014) and strategic business management in general still needs further

clarification (Esch 2012). On the one hand, this is due to the vague understanding

of the term itself, as elements like brand identity, brand image, or even positioning

from the perspective of different fields of research are still subject to varied

interpretations and not demarcated clearly enough from related basic concepts of

strategic management (e.g., models of corporate identity as proposed by Birkigt

et al. 1998; Baumgarth 2008; Adjouri 2004). On the other hand, marketing itself is

to blame: the brand as such has been characterized as a purely operational tool far

too often and has been attributed to product policy (e.g., Walsh et al. 2013; Kotler

and Armstrong 2010; Homburg and Krohmer 2009) within the systematics of the

marketing-mix (product, price, distribution, communication).

Particularly the absence of an integrated approach for the development of

company strategies and the management of a company brand seems astonishing

as by means of identity-based approaches of brand management (e.g., Aaker 1996;

Meffert and Burmann 1996; also refer to Sect. 3.2.1) concepts have been made

available that could serve as a base for it. The intention of this chapter is therefore to

contribute to the development of such an integrated approach. However, this

requires an initial glance at the development of brand comprehension in the course

of time (e.g., shown in detail in Baumgarth 2008; Meffert and Burmann 2005).

Bearing this in mind, the two perspectives of strategy-oriented brand management

and brand-oriented strategy development will consequently be taken to develop a

frame of reference in terms of an integrated management of “corporate strategy”

and “corporate brand” (CS&B-management). Finally, there is debate about selected

and significant design perspectives of integrated CS&B-management, illustrating

which role the brand can play as part of change processes.

This chapter focuses on enterprises that—like Deutsche Bank, Siemens,

Lufthansa, IBM, or Google—promote a corporate or umbrella brand. However,

many of the statements are also relevant for enterprises that—like for example

Procter & Gamble, Unilever, or Mars—operate with strong product brands in line

with a multi-brand strategy. Nevertheless, these findings require further fine-tuning

in this context to ensure a smooth transfer.
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3.2 Corporate Strategy (CS) and Corporate Brand
Management (CBM): Core Components of a Reference
Frame

3.2.1 Brand Management Development

Brands came to life in the middle of the nineteenth century and initially served as

symbols of ownership and later also as proof of origin. The latter was becoming

increasingly important, as the geographical and emotional distance between manu-

facturer and customer was growing in the course of the progressing industrializa-

tion. More and more the brand’s role evolved into a pledge for the merchant’s good

standing. Later on, during the economic growth in the first half of the twentieth

century the number of branded products that was on offer had increased and

consequently business sciences started investigating the newly experienced brand

as such. Analyzing successful brands in those times led to an approach to brand

management that focused on the typical characteristics of brands (Tropp 2011;

Meffert and Burmann 2005; Schmidt 2007): products that featured certain attributes

like, for example, a high level of consumer awareness and widespread availability,

uniform pricing, mass advertising, and promotional packaging were called a trade-

mark or trademarked goods. In this context there was an instrumental view of how

brand management was seen: rules for pricing, advertising, packaging, and so on

were laid down and their adherence was supposed to guarantee success. In the

buyers’ markets of the 1980s, brands evolved into a form of marketing concept that

allowed manufacturers to distinguish themselves from others. In this context, it

seemed necessary for brand management for the first time not only to consider

communication policy but also to take account for product development, price, and

distribution policy across functions. At the same time, brand managers were

focusing on image as a core parameter. However, in the days of the information

society of the 1990s it became clear that an isolated view of the image is not

sufficient for successful brand management. Changes in morals held by society like,

for example, the rising ecologic and social awareness as well as new media and

communication channels and subsequent requirement changes imposed on

businesses were the reason that the direct interaction between customer and busi-

ness became more important (see, e.g., the society-driven concept of marketing

called “Gesellschaftsorientiertes Marketing” proposed by Raffée and Wiedmann

1989). Subsequently, the “corporate brand” took on greater significance (Esch

et al. 2006). On the part of brand management they realized for the first time that

a brand must be firmly rooted in the enterprise to be able to radiate its success to the

outside world.

The identity-based approach of brand management built on this fundamental

idea, which came to being in the 1990s (Aaker 1996; Meffert and Burmann 1996;

Kapferer 1992; Brandmeyer and Schmidt 1999) and rapidly spread across science

and industry, is today considered the most efficient management model in terms of

brands (Burmann et al. 2012). Along the lines of this understanding, success and

relevance of brands are primarily reduced to their identity, the development and
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definition of which requires a strong internal perspective which means that, accord-

ingly, no longer only customers but all stakeholders of a brand, e.g., staff,

customers, suppliers, and society play a key role in brand management. Therefore,

brand-related activities need to be arranged across functional and organizational

borderlines (Meffert 2004), e.g., by including employees of all departments (not

only from Marketing) or even external suppliers in the brand management process.

With this in mind, brand management is seen as an integrative component of

corporate management in which not only marketing activities but, e.g., also the

development of staff conduct in accordance with the brand plays a central role

(Meffert and Burmann 2005).

If one keeps with the idea of identity-based brand management, the dividing

walls of the classical trisection, namely definition of objectives, strategy develop-

ment, and implementation, will be razed. First of all, the brand influences the goal

definition: its specific identity rules out certain objectives right from the start. So

from an economic point of view, the premium brand Porsche, which stands for

attributes like perfection, innovation, exclusivity and performance, can’t possibly

pursue the objective of maximizing its sales volume. If Porsche developed and

distributed vehicles for the mass market, its brand identity would be hurt in the long

run. Second, the brand determines the strategy. If Porsche stands for premium

products, engineering skills and timeless design, it wouldn’t seem an advisable

marketing strategy to operate with multi-brand dealerships that are free to make

their own decision at their discretion. Instead, setting up its own dealership network

should be obvious. And third the brand Porsche has to find itself in a coherent way

in all implementation instruments (e.g., advertisements, processes, incentives), if it

does not want to run the risk of diluting its distinctive corporate identity. Hence, the

brand has an impact on the entire enterprise and makes sure that all parts are cross-

linked, thus making it an essential element from an overall architecture point of

view. If this is the case, we call it a brand-oriented enterprise (cf. Baumgarth

et al. 2011) in which, as will be explained below, the brand becomes a fundamental

part of the business model.

In brand-oriented enterprises the brand has an impact on, casually spoken,

everything and everyone. But if the brand is everything, what exactly is it? And

how does it interact with corporate strategic management? These questions will be

investigated in the following sections.

3.2.2 Corporate Strategy (CS) and Corporate Brand Management
(CBM): Going from an Isolated View to an Integrated
Understanding

As seen from the perspective of strategy-oriented brand management, identity-
based and comprehensive models of brand management seem obvious to exemplify

the interfaces between strategic management and brand management. Among the

large number of approaches (e.g., Haedrich et al. 2003), the model from Hatch and

Schultz (2001a, 2008) as well as the model of identity-based brand management
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according to Meffert and Burmann (1996; developed further by Burmann

et al. 2012) outlined at the beginning, are discussed.

The model from Hatch and Schultz (2001a) has been developed and tested for

corporate brands (Binckebacck and Baumgarth 2011) and assumes a brand is based

on the three elements strategic vision, corporate culture, and image. The strategic

vision includes the targets and strategic decisions made by top management while

the corporate culture includes the moral values shared by all staff. The image is

based on the expectations held by external stakeholders. According to this model, a

strong brand identity results from the fact that these three elements coincide to a

considerable extent (Baumgarth and Binckebanck 2013). Hence the brand is the

result of strategic vision, culture, and image. It is placed at the end of the process not

at its beginning. The successful brand manager builds on corporate strategy and is

encouraged to bring in line the company conduct that becomes visible at brand

touchpoints (e.g., communication, processes, staff conduct) with customer needs to

make sure there are no or only minor shortfalls. If this is attained, you will end up

with a strong brand; architectural thinking in terms of reasonably connecting the

strategic vision, corporate culture, and image to form a strong brand identity and

translating this identity into business operations can be considered the basis for this

result.

Likewise, the model of identity-based brand management shows some signifi-

cant points of intersection to strategic management. The focus on sales markets

often observed in former brand management approaches and the corresponding

communication policy tools are abandoned and the brand image experienced in the

market is no longer the sole center of analyses and measures. In fact, the view held

by the brand itself, its identity, is on an equal footing as its external view, its image.

The former dominating orientation to the outside world “outside-in” is

complemented by an inward view “inside-out” (Burmann et al. 2012). To set itself

apart from the competition and to gain competitive edge in the long run a company

needs to knot together both perspectives (Burmann et al. 2012). The brand, defined

as a bundle of benefits with strong features, emerges as a logical consequence at the

intersection of brand identity and brand image (Burmann et al. 2012).

The language used in the identity-oriented approach will already give away how

it has been affected by strategic management. The call for an “outside-in”-view

arises from the theoretical approach of market orientation which describes how

competitive advantages can be developed and secured in the long run. Market

orientation is reflected in a market-based view (Porter 2000, 2008; Keuper 2010;

Burmann et al. 2012), according to which at first the right market has to be selected

followed by the setup of a superior position within that selected market (Burmann

2002). The “inside-out” view, which is vitally important for identity-based brand

management on the other hand, is due to the resource-based and competence-based

view of strategic management which makes company resources and competences

accountable to explain competitive edge. Also, comprehending that neither a pure

market-oriented nor a resource- respectively competence-oriented view may prove

promising, but that much rather linking the different perspectives may be

recommended has been promoted in the field of strategic management for a long
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time (Zentes et al. 2006). Furthermore, it should also be noted that identity-based

brand management is not only closely knit with strategic management by language

but also with regard to contents. An example that supports this idea is the structure

of brand identity, which is defined as a self-perception of internal target groups

(Burmann et al. 2012). It mainly consists of six elements: the origin (where do we

come from?), the competences (what are we capable of?) the values (what do we

believe in?), the personality (how do we communicate?), the accomplishments

(what do we bring to the market?) as well as finally the vision (where are we

headed?). With the exception of personality, all mentioned elements of brand

identity are equally up for discussion in strategic management. The origin plays

a major role in the “dynamic capabilities” approach; accordingly, finding new

problem solutions is influenced by existing resources and competences

(Teece et al. 1997). Competences are an integral part of the already discussed

“competence-based view.” Values and vision play a central role in society-driven

marketing according to Raffée and Wiedmann, which considers itself a driving

force for strategic management (e.g., Wiedmann 2004; Raffée and Wiedmann

1989; Wiedmann and Kreutzer 1989). The question what a company brings to the

market is finally a starting point for a number of models of strategic marketing

management and has already been raised in Ansoff’s Product/Market Matrix

(1965), for example [also see, e.g., the “Business Model Canvas” (Osterwalder

and Pigneur 2010)].

From the viewpoint of brand-oriented strategic management, brand manage-

ment can be assigned to different levels of corporate management, depending on the

perspective. According to Ulrich (1981), corporate management needs to distin-

guish between normative, strategic and operative management. In normative man-

agement, the management philosophy is laid down specifying attitude, conviction,

and values, according to which the organization should be run. Raffée and

Wiedmann (1989) also include the definition of a global objective system as well

as the corresponding strategic course. Strategic management, however, determines

the medium-term targets and the corporate capabilities, while operative manage-

ment is about organizing and controlling ongoing affairs (Ulrich 1981; Kreutzer

et al. 1989). Based on this three-way split, the fundamental decision to operate with

strong brands can be interpreted as a normative decision that determines the

consequential employment of further basic marketing strategies like, e.g., market

segmentation. The determination of a brand’s identity may—as one may also add

the decision about the overall brand architecture—be assigned to strategic manage-

ment, as the transformation of a brand’s identity in a corresponding image is to be

seen as a medium-term target and presupposes the performance potential of an

organization. The implementation of a brand’s identity especially in terms of

product and communication policy (e.g., packaging design, corporate design, and

promotional appearance) and likewise price and distribution policy is a component

of operative management.

Above all, seen from the viewpoint of modern strategic management, brands

appear to be characterized as a fundamental part of the business model that should
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mirror the corporate strategy. The brand is often understood as some kind of value

proposition of the enterprise which satisfies the needs that are crucial for the buying

pattern of the envisaged target group in the respective market with a clear

demarcation to the competition (Burmann et al. 2012). With reference to the

conception of business architecture as introduced by Simon et al. (2014) as well

as in the introductory chapter of this book (Chap. 1), this value proposition (with the

brand identity being the related core asset) is derived from the business motivation,

which includes the corporate strategy as a core component. The value proposition,

on the other hand, will have to be translated into corresponding business execution,

as represented by, e.g., processes, structures, and even a brand-related culture.

Hence, branding, as the underlying approach to maintain a competitive edge, may

be considered a business model design theme.

Based on the previous discussion, we would like to offer the following reference

frame of a “Corporate Strategy & Brand Management” approach (CS&BM; see

Fig. 3.1). The framework proposes two different levels of corporate strategic and

brand management. On the side of corporate strategic management, the first level is

called strategic program planning and refers to all decisions about basic strategies

(e.g., market field strategies, market stimulation, etc.; see Sect. 3.3.2) and

Fig. 3.1 Reference frame of an integrated CS&B-management approach
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overarching goals as well as decisions about those goals concerning business

sectors or functional areas. It must be closely connected with what we call strategic

brand management as such. This first level of strategic brand management contains

all decisions about the brand identity and brand values, brand rules, brand position-

ing, and the management of the brand portfolio. According to our reference frame,

the second level of corporate strategic management is called strategic implementa-

tion planning. This level includes all decisions about functional policies (e.g.,

production planning, marketing-mix-programs), action planning, budgeting,

timing, and scheduling. Again, management decisions at the second level must be

closely linked with all decisions of what we call strategic brand management in the

broadest sense and what includes measures of brand-compliant leadership (e.g.,

leadership guidelines with relation to the brand), brand-related human resource

management tools (e.g., trainings about brand-related behavior), brand-related

communication activities (e.g., brand stylistics), action planning at brand touch

points, and again the budgeting, timing, and scheduling of those activities.

It goes without saying that the described integrated approach to corporate

strategic and brand management receives presetting and guidelines from normative

management. For instance, decisions about the basic strategic assumptions of the

company (e.g., quality or cost leadership, differentiation or adaptation) are taken on

a normative level. The integrated corporate strategic and brand management itself

provides input to operational management where the implementation in the indi-

vidual functional areas and the execution of planned measures are set up. In all of

that, different markets, different stakeholders, and possibly different geographical

areas need to be considered.

This reference frame outlined in Fig. 3.1 is assumed as a contribution to the

discussion which needs to be further shaped and fine-tuned. It goes without saying

that it cannot display all correlations and interdependencies between strategic

management and strategic brand management in the context of corporate branding.

Certain, important aspects of the reference frame will be described in the following

section by means of selected design perspectives.

3.3 Selected Design Perspectives of the Integrated Approach
to CS&B-Management

CS&B-management can only be successful if it does not adopt a biased and focused

perspective (e.g., as perceived from the perspective of the sales market) but rather is

able to reach all stakeholders of an organization equally. Of course, there may be

industries where internal target groups (staff) or procurement markets (suppliers)

are less important than in other industries. Nevertheless, it would appear necessary

to take a broad view, to bypass any opposition and to keep interfering signals on a

low level. Against this backdrop, three central fields of responsibility are displayed

in the following and the impacts of the respective activities are examined further.
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3.3.1 Definition of Corporate and Brand Identity as Gateway
for CS&B-Management

There is no doubt that a corporation’s culture shapes how they interact with their

stakeholders in a fundamental way. Casually speaking you might be able to define

culture with the following statement: “It’s about how we do the things around here.”

In contrast to corporate philosophy which only—frequently in the form of written

mission statements—describes the basic values determining the business-related

thinking and acting (see Chap. 1), the corporate culture includes the behavioral and

object-related level of what is going on in a company and, therefore, also the

ascertainment of values (Kreutzer et al. 1989) (see Chap. 7 for further details on

culture). Stakeholders will therefore never experience the philosophy of an organi-

zation but are faced with the culture that either goes along with the philosophy or

else is different. If essential characteristics of the experienced culture are perceived

as stable over time and at the same time there is no deviation between target and

actual position, then this is what we call corporate identity. Wiedmann defines the

term corporate identity as follows: “Corporate Identity (CI) is the specific ‘person-

ality of an enterprise’ meaning the values, targets, ways of thinking and acting,

behavioral routines, capabilities and skills, institutional regulations, and

appearances that are typical or deemed typical of a corporation in their entirety”

[Wiedmann 2004, p. 1415 (own translation); on the discussion of the term identity

as part of corporate identity approaches see Birkigt et al. (1998); a comprehensive

literature overview on different definitions of the term identity can be found in

Pérez and Rodrı́guez del Bosque (2014)].

The general concept of a brand comes into play by all means whenever the

enterprise—within the scope of its general competitive strategy—pursues a quality

leadership and differentiation strategy (Homburg and Krohmer 2009). Then it

becomes necessary to identify those elements in the corporate identity that are

not only typical of the enterprise and deemed genuine by stakeholders, but likewise

are or could be of high relevance to customers and have not yet been captured by the

competition to distinguish their brand in the market. It seems logical that without

distinctive characteristics that are relevant from a customer’s viewpoint to distin-

guish the enterprise from others with a similar product range, it is likely to be

difficult to create that special fascination that is typical for strong brands. On the

other hand, it must be mentioned that distinctive characteristics must not only be

sought on the functional level but also on the symbolic level. However, this does not

mean that at this stage one should already think about diving into the emotional

world of advertising. The symbolic characteristics that go along with a corporate

brand are much more likely to be found in areas like innovation, process reliability,

quality, or trust. In addition, those areas of the corporate identity that are tainted

with negative connotations should be left aside. At the end of the day, the objective

of brand management is to enhance the positive perception that is based on

outstanding accomplishments (Gietl 2013).

The formulation of brand identity is done internally and must hence be consid-

ered a concept of statements (Burmann et al. 2012). This concept of statements
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comes close to reality but does not map it entirely for at least two reasons. First, the

perceptions of external target groups can only be accounted for indirectly as judged

by the internal target groups (Hatch and Schultz 2008). Second, a target component

can link brand identity with corporate vision (Hatch and Schultz 2001b). Hence, the

brand identity reflects a brand’s characteristic elements for which it stands inter-

nally and should stand facing any external parties. However, it must be noted that it

does not constitute an ideal. Taking into consideration the specific company situa-

tion an initial ideal concept of brand identity should be projected in this process.

Following the comparison with the actual situation, though, this ideal concept has to

be streamlined to a feasible target concept (Wiedmann and Schmidt 1997). For-

mally, brand identity can be defined as follows: “Brand identity includes those

spatio-temporal features of a brand that sustainably shape a brand’s character

according to the internal target groups’ view” (Burmann et al. 2012, p. 30 [own

translation]). Conversely, brand image must be understood as an acceptance-based

concept with which the implementation level of the brand identity by the enterprise

can be mirrored.

An organization from the logistics industry can be named as an example of this

process where a comprehensive brand project was carried out a few years ago. In

order to initially capture the corporate identity, external consultants were called in

who compiled and visualized the elements of corporate identity by using different

survey methods (shifting through files of guidelines, analyzing internal and external

communication material, conducting customer telephone surveys, staff group

discussions, individual interviews with executives, workshops with suppliers,

etc.). Based on this, a cross-functional steering committee that was operating across

hierarchies categorized the most important but still numerous elements of corporate

identity according to conciseness (is this really typically characteristic for us?),

relevance (is this relevant for our internal and external target groups?), and distinc-

tive power (does this distinguish ourselves from our competition?). As a result, the

corporate identity could be boiled down further. The identity of the corporate brand

derived from the corporate identity consisted of a central core (brand core) and five

values that the brand was supposed to represent internally and in future also

externally. What was special about this method was that the brand identity mainly

reflected the outstanding achievements communicated in the past and, therefore,

met with widespread approval in the course of the implementation.

3.3.2 Development of Strategic Positioning as Core Assignment
of CS&B-Management

The term positioning is often understood as a specific highlighting of

accomplishments in order to distinguish a business clearly and positively from

other businesses, services or products (De Pelsmacker et al. 2013; Bruhn 2010). But

in such a perspective of differentiation the viewpoint of customer benefit is some-

what neglected: organizations develop brand positioning to strengthen the bundle

of characteristics that customers associate or should associate with a company in
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certain areas with the expectation that this added value is important for the customer

(Mudambi and Chitturi 2010). Keller (1993; with reference to Aaker 1982; Ries and

Trout 1979; Wind 1982) back then defined the term positioning as sustainable

competitive edge or also “‘unique selling proposition’ that gives consumers a

compelling reason for buying that particular brand.” Also Burmann et al. (2012,

p. 73; also compare the framework provided in Chap. 1) embrace a similar stance,

putting brand positioning on the same level as brand value proposition. “It

compacts the components of brand identity to very few, brief statements that

translate into a pledge promising the satisfaction of needs offered by this brand

that is easy to understand by the external target group” (own translation). Hence, as

positioning is based on brand identity as well as derived from it, the need for

authenticity, relevance, and distinction is also relevant for the positioning.

A well-known supplier in the solar industry that manufactured solar cells and

related top-quality products, planned and built solar farms, and worked on new

energy concepts, underwent a brand positioning process some time ago. For this

purpose the brand identity was taken as a home base which had been compiled and

documented in a previous project. As part of the brand identity process those

characteristics were filtered out that not only suited the company as well as

distinguished themselves from the competition and were relevant to customers

but also—from the viewpoint of the decision makers—had the potential to inspire

and fascinate current and future customers. This decision was based on in-depth

interviews with industry experts and key accounts as well as large-scale studies on

market development, industry trends and megatrends. The outcome of the

discussions was to characterize the enterprise no longer as a manufacturer of

solar modules but as a leading solar enterprise with system expertise which was

to become a fundamental aspect of the value proposition to be communicated to the

customer.

In terms of an integrated CS&B-management process the closely meshed coor-

dination of positioning with the basic marketing strategies needs to be ensured. This

includes, according to Becker (2000; also described by Scharf et al. 2012), the

market field strategies (specification of the product/market combinations, “Ansoff

matrix”), the market stimulation strategies (price-volume strategy or preferential

strategy), the market area strategy (determination and expansion of sales territory)

as well as market parceling strategies (mass marketing or market segmentation). So

the question whether an enterprise is doing business on the regional, national or

international markets or even considers itself a global enterprise (market area

strategies) should have a major impact on the wording of the positioning. Secondly,

it should be of particular importance at this point, amongst many other questions, to

address the question whether the enterprise can position its corporate brand facing

the various stakeholders and target groups at different locations or if a uniform

positioning for all market segments should be preferred (market parceling strategy).

The above mentioned solar business, for example, thought about the following:

would it be beneficial to associate its positioning as a system supplier with a specific
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designation of origin that should strengthen the perception of competence and

innovation amongst customers? This led to the discussion whether this demarcation

of origin was well understood in the markets of the individual countries or at least

conveyed similar contents. At the end of the day, the business decided to go for a

uniform positioning including a demarcation of origin in all serviced markets.

3.3.3 Implementation of Brand Identity Towards the Inside:
The Particular Challenge of CS&B-Management

In the course of integrated CS&B-management it becomes obvious that a brand can

only unleash its full potential when it is actually lived within the enterprise (Esch

2012). In the past, the dominating position of communication policy to implement

brand identity and positioning was often underlined (Bruhn 2001). Practical expe-

rience reveals, however, that brand management projects—especially in the context

of corporate brands—have often failed since inadequate tools which only focus on

external communication are used in the brand implementation phase. This is

particularly astonishing as there is a variety of well-known tools that are aimed at

bringing staff behavior, brand identity and positioning in line (Schmidt 2011;

Schmidt and Kilian 2012). Corporate brands like, for example, Apple, UPS, or

Disney, which are striving for distinct positioning, have long realized that many

known tools from the field of HR and organization development that are aimed at

altering staff behavior (e.g., leadership trainings, personal appraisals, or bonus

policies) can also function as brand management tools. This is not only attributed

to the visibility of the identity-oriented brand management approach which is seen

more often in practice but likewise due to the disappointment experienced by the

limited effectiveness of pure communication policy based activities (Rutschmann

2011; Koch 2010). More and more people seem to come to the conclusion that—in

association with corporate brands—only a mix of different tools can help align staff

conduct with the brand.

Against the backdrop of intensifying customer networks, it becomes more

important for the success of corporate brands how the latter interact with their

stakeholders. Disruptions in the relationship of customer and brand caused by

negative experiences are no longer a private matter but will be rapidly spread in

social networks, blogs, rating portals and any other appropriate forums and so made

known to a broad public quickly and easily. Here the contact between a supplier’s

workforce—being representatives of the brand—and customers is of particular

importance (Tomczak et al. 2005; Wentzel 2008). At the so-called brand

touchpoints, e.g., at customer service desks, in sales conversations or, at trade

shows, it will be revealed whether the brand can keep its benefit promise (Perrey

and Meyer 2011; Kilian 2012) or not. Any negative experience customers may

encounter will rapidly have a negative impact on brand perception. Positive

experiences, on the other hand, can strengthen the brand perception in the long

run. Since employees in more and more industries do their bit to raise their

customers’ brand awareness and to a greater extent than previously, consideration
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must also be given to the fact that staff conduct needs to be managed systematically

in accordance with the corporate brand.

The call for the implementation of an instrument mix leads to the conclusion that

brand management in association with corporate brands needs to be lined up much

broader than in association with product brands. HR policy tools like brand-

compliant selection of staff, integration of newly recruited staff or training brand-

oriented behavior are also part of the toolkit of a brand manager as are appropriate

management or incentive systems (Sackmann 2010). The approach of “internal

branding” provides the tools that will enable and motivate employees to promote

the brand through their behavior in order to keep the brand’s promise. The concept

of internal branding includes all measures (e.g., communication, training,

workshops) that are aimed at involving staff in the process of branding, informing

them about their own brand, filling them with enthusiasm about the brand and

finally to govern their behavior for the benefit of the brand (Schmidt and Kilian

2012) (see, e.g., Chap. 4 for a specific example).

So brand management of corporate brands is not to be left entirely to the

marketing and sales departments but must penetrate the enterprise in its entirety,

which involves the development of the brand in alignment with the (communicated)

brand promise and (actual) brand experience at the company’s touchpoints with its

target groups. Of course, those customers that use a product or a service in the

so-called “moments of truth” play a major role in the brand-building process, since

a stable and long-term sustainable brand-customer-relationship can only be

established through the consistent and continuous transfer of all components of a

brand at all brand touchpoints (Burmann and Wenske 2006). But in principle,

anybody that is exposed to a brand at the brand touchpoint can be a key multiplier

in the overall branding process. And just like one bad musician playing out of tune

can spoil the sound of a great orchestra, a badly managed brand touchpoint can

portray the overall brand in a rather unflattering light. Since corporate brands

usually have a lot of brand touchpoints, it is precisely for them of utmost impor-

tance to bring the touchpoints between enterprise and target groups in line with the

brand (Schmidt 2006). In addition, a systematic and brand-oriented touchpoint

management helps make the workforce aware of the brand strategy in its entirety

to generate quick results that have a long-term impact.

This means that it is initially essential to analyze the customer journey through

the corporate environment (Schüller 2012), which includes the detection and

prioritization of all brand touchpoints. The criteria for such a prioritization should

be the significance from the viewpoint of customers and target groups, contact

frequency and intensity. In a second step prioritized brand touchpoints should be

brought in line with the brand identity during an audit. Can the customer or

potential customer actually feel the brand at the touchpoints? Does the brand

touchpoint “behave” in a genuine, attractive, and distinctive way towards its target

groups? Answering these questions is simple only when the definition of brand

identity is based on few, concise characteristics and likewise, clear and plain rules

have been developed with which the brand compliance of any measure can be easily

assessed. An “on brand” touchpoint should therefore meet the majority of brand
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rules. Ideas for improvement should be compiled for those brand touchpoints that

are not “on brand” in a third step and thus included in an implementation plan.

Finally, implementation must be managed and monitored.

Let’s take the example of the insurance company that a few years ago strength-

ened internal brand management by training brand ambassadors that were to

explain the developed brand identity and positioning in their local entities. As

part of these workshops, employees were encouraged to compare identity and

positioning of the brand with the actual situation at the brand touchpoints locally

and, should there be any shortfalls, to submit proposals how to bring about a

change. These proposals were in return received by the brand ambassadors, boiled

down into core projects and in terms of a holistic program management absorbed in

the overall action plan of the enterprise (roadmapping) followed by budgeting,

timing and specific scheduling processes. A large brand event was held, that

involved all employees and where all agreed projects and initial findings were

presented. Additionally, the event was the platform for entertainment acts, creativ-

ity workshops and visualizations in order to emotionalize staff for the brand and fill

them with enthusiasm.

3.4 Conclusion

The old way of thinking, the brand is considered an operational tool that needs to be

defined downstream from strategy development is obsolete. Strategy and brand are

mutually dependent—at least in the context of strong corporate brands—and

consequently a holistic approach needs to be adopted in their respective develop-

ment. In addition to the examples outlined in this chapter, more ideas on the basis of

the outlined CS&B-management approach are welcome that shape the integrated

strategy and brand development process. The proposed examples may, however,

suffice to raise awareness of research and industry of the need for a stronger

involvement of strategic and brand management, as can be supported by the use

of an overall business architecture framework.
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From Business Motivation to Business
Model and Beyond: A Customer
Value-Driven Approach

4

Jörg Heiß

Abstract

Business architecture offers a comprehensive view of the business of an enter-

prise. This chapter explores how to reasonably link the different constituents of

the business architecture, primarily at the level of business motivation and

business model, while considering effects on the business execution. In parti-

cular, this chapter illustrates three main tools/approaches to help gain insights

into an enterprise’s business motivation and business model (including the

operating model): the “Value Disciplines,” the “Business Model Canvas,” and

the 2-by-2 matrix of the operating model in terms of integration/standardization.

It is demonstrated that these should not be considered and thus applied isolated

from each other. Decisions with respect to the value strategy should be reflected

in the business model, for example. Apple is used as an exemplary case to

illustrate the application of the three tools. Specifically, it is shown how Apple’s

(assumed) business motivation is reflected in the business model choices, and

how these are in turn implemented at the business execution layer.

4.1 Introduction

What should enterprise architecture (EA) management deliver for a company? You

may consider strategy, processes, and systems in focus of EA management

activities; this is widely acknowledged. Nevertheless, these parts will exist in an

enterprise without fostering a discipline like EA management. Questions like “how

is strategy implemented?” may remain unanswered though. Obviously, there are

several challenges in aligning strategy, business operations, and the information
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technology (IT); linking these different levels and developing a consistent model of

an enterprise is therefore a crucial part of EA management.

However, EA management functions that are just there and thrown into the pool

of multiple interests will probably drown. Why is that? EA management can be

misunderstood as a modern approach of building an enterprise or an IT landscape

(as a subset) aligned with strategic targets. But without a holistic view it will be “put

under water” by tactical initiatives, political interests, or short-sighted priorities. In

a best-case scenario it can then only show some value by providing expert skills for

solutions built in projects or through its function as a housekeeper for standards and

principles. So the question remains what is right to make EA management a

success? What are the boundaries for a holistic, consistent EA management

approach?

First, as a matter of fact, EA management will probably not work “bottom-up”

alone. Even if some architecture elements had their origin on an operational level

and then evolved to become part of the business model and strategy, EA manage-

ment has to look at “top-down” consequences of these elements. This is necessary

to make sure that “bottom-up” developments are part of an overall consistent model

and are reflected well on all levels. At last, all architecture elements should be

related to parts of the strategy. Therefore, it is of high value to analyze the strategy

and identify if there are elements in the architecture that contradict the consistency

from top to bottom.

Second, EA does not implement itself. If an architecture is defined, there have to

be measures to implement it.

Finally, an implemented architecture does not automatically mean that there are

benefits; that is, you have to have measures in place to make sure that the intended

effects are delivered.

All three topics are interesting to look at; in this chapter, the aspect of overall

consistency in the business architecture [including business motivation, business

model, and business execution, as outlined in Simon et al. (2014) and detailed in

Chap. 1] is in focus. Specifically, this chapter explores the linkage between business

motivation and business model and thus targets the following questions:

• How can effects of strategy be analyzed?

• How can strategy be linked to the business model?

• What is the right scope for an operating model1 and how does it affect business

execution?

To illustrate the use of three tools that help answer these questions and bring the

discussion to a practical level, this chapter refers to one specific, real-life enterprise

throughout all sections; Apple Inc. is known well enough to validate the theory

against a real-life example. It should be kept in mind that it is difficult to discuss the

actual corporate strategy here, since this is not available for the public; however,

there are some obvious key aspects that show how business motivation (factors that

1 The operating model is considered part of the business model (see Chap. 1).
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direct an enterprise, including, e.g., values, vision, goals, strategies, and directives),

business model (elements of value creation), and business execution (components

that implement the business model, such as, e.g., business processes) are

interlinked.

4.2 How Does Business Motivation Affect an Enterprise?

Working as an enterprise architect comes with the recurring need to justify architec-

tural decisions. For this purpose, it is very helpful to have accepted architecture

principles to rely on. Taking this further, it would actually be most promising to be

able to connect any element of the overall architecture with the basics of the

enterprise itself, as any substantial principle would have its roots there anyway. To

get a holistic view of the fundamental aspects that drive an enterprise, this book’s

business architecture framework suggests looking into the business motivation,

which aggregates all aspects an enterprise’s decisions should be founded on.

Most companies do have a strategy document and maybe this also covers the

aspects of mission, values, and external drivers, for example. Nevertheless, one

should be aware that even if there are explicitly formulated strategy statements it

may be necessary to look for implicit add-ons or even contradictory statements

from major stakeholders you have to consider.

So the basic question is how to extract the architecture-relevant facts out of the

explicitly and/or implicitly given business motivation. Several tools can be used for

this purpose; the following subsection describes one of these tools, including its role

for the “justification” of the overall architecture. The findings from applying the

tool can be used in different contexts:

• Identification of overall strategies or principles

• Creation of a consistent design of the business model

• Support of linking business execution to the business model

• Identification of gaps between the actual business model and the business

motivation

4.2.1 Value Disciplines

To build a consistent architecture, it is important to identify what is most important

for an enterprise. This should be a key part of its strategy statements. According to

Treacy and Wiersema (1993), there are three value disciplines an enterprise can

pursue (see Table 4.1).2 All three disciplines need to be developed to a certain level

2 The value disciplines do not necessarily cover all aspects within the business motivation.

Nevertheless, they represent one tool to start with, and the results can be combined with findings

from additional analyses.
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to make the enterprise fit for competition, but there is one to focus on to

differentiate.

Only a few companies have succeeded to excel in two of these disciplines, as

there are obvious trade-offs. Cost leadership does not fit the offering of a broad,

customized product portfolio, while extensive process automation usually does not

come with high flexibility. Therefore, one important task for business architects is to

identify the company’s core value discipline and align the architectural decisions

accordingly. For sure this means that from time to time the conflict between

upcoming business ideas and their alignment to the existing business has to be

managed.

Table 4.1 Value disciplines (Treacy and Wiersema 1993)

Customer

intimacy

Summary of value discipline

– Do everything to identify the customer’s need and make a profound

decision of how to fulfil them

– Deliver a full range of services

– Focus on the long-term profitability of a customer

Impact on the architecture

– Implement variety of distribution channels (online, on-site, self-service,

etc.)

– Implement processes to identify and classify the customer, create systems

and collect information to support these processes

– Develop capability to update product portfolio according to customer’s

needs

Operational

excellence

Summary of value discipline

– Leadership in price and convenience for the customer

– Manage transactions efficiently

– Measure quality and cost of transactions

– Concentrate on standard products

Impact on the architecture

– Reduce overhead costs by focusing production on demand

– High level of process automation to improve cost, quality, and

performance

Product

leadership

Summary of value discipline

– Produce continuous stream of state-of-the-art products and services

– Concentrate on speed

– Pursue new ideas (also from outside the company), do not be afraid to

make your own products obsolete

– Present the benefits of new products

Impact on the architecture

– Maintain and improve capabilities to develop and deliver products

– Foster creativity

– Support fast decision making, avoid bureaucracy

– Be able to manage risks of failure
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4.2.2 Example: Apple

How does this apply to Apple? At first instance, several people may consider Apple

a customer intimate company. If you look into this in more detail, it becomes pretty

obvious that Apple is not primarily driven by customer intimacy though. For each

product group, Apple basically has a streamlined product portfolio without many

variations. Back in 2007 there was only one iPhone. For some time it nearly seemed

that Apple adopted a quote from Henry Ford: “You can have an iPhone in every

color as long as it is black.” Still, in 2013, with several iPhones in the market

(5s and 5c in different colors), you would not consider it as a move to customer

intimacy. Nokia and Samsung offer smartphones in every size and cover the prize

range from low to high end. So if it is not customer intimacy that drives Apple, what

is it then?

Looking at the products Apple released for the last decade, it appears that the

intention has always been to be the market leader with respect to design, user

experience, technology, and product integration. So even if there was no product

leadership statement in Apple’s strategy, one would most likely identify it as the

value discipline by which it is predominantly driven (Fig. 4.1). There is another

element from Apple’s history that is typical for a “product leader.” Obviously, the

success of iPhones and iPads dramatically affected the turnover of iPods. Apple was

not afraid of replacing one successful product of its own with a new one, as any

other company could have come up with a similar device.

How ambitious Apple is to keep its product leadership is recognizable in its

latest decisions. Due to the fact that hardware components are available for other

players in the industry as well, it becomes increasingly difficult to build an

outstanding smartphone, tablet, or notebook. Obviously, Apple noticed that and

today concentrates not only on the hardware but sells the whole package with its

iLife applications (and other software services) for free on all platforms. By doing

Fig. 4.1 Value discipline for

Apple
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this, it still has an add-on for its products that others cannot copy easily, for the prize

of losing around $400 million in software revenue.

Furthermore, there is another important element of product leadership in the

smartphone/tablet market—the ecosystem. The user value of a device does not only

depend on hardware specifications but also on network effects within the platform.

Imagine there would be no WhatsApp available for iPhones. It would not be

relevant if you had another “perfect” messenger app, as the value of such apps is

related to the number of connected users. This means that in order to maintain

product leadership, it is essential to care about the ecosystem. Later in this chapter it

is shown which measures Apple has in place for this; for now, such consideration of

the ecosystem is meant to indicate that Apple puts product leadership in focus of its

activities.

The pure need for being the best was pointed out by Tim Cook (CEO of Apple

Inc.) in a recent interview (Grobart 2013): “There’s a segment of the market that

really wants a product that does a lot for them, and I want to compete like crazy for

those customers.” Therefore, they are in need to innovate to give customers the

extra benefits they can expect for the higher price.

4.2.2.1 Is Apple Excellent in Operations?
Is that all? Perhaps not, as you may find Apple also succeeds in operational

excellence. There may be two indications for that:

– First, it managed to develop its supply chain in a way that allows a flexible

production with outsourced capacities at very low costs. Although this might be

typical for operationally excellent companies in particular, you would probably

not consider this a main strategic target for Apple. It is a pure necessity to work

with external capacities and technology for building electronic devices.

– Second, with the web-based Apple store as well as the iTunes- and AppStore, it

makes use of very convenient, highly efficient solutions to sell products.

Although this would also fit for a company driven by operational excellence,

for Apple the main driver seems different. It is part of its product leadership

approach to have these platforms in place as they are used to support the

ecosystem of Apple products.

As pointed out earlier, in every company you will find a certain degree of each

discipline, as you can neither leave costs unconsidered nor ignore customer needs and

product quality; in fact, the minimum level for each is defined by the competition.

4.2.2.2 Further Strategic Observations on Apple
Focusing on product leadership and caring about the ecosystem is not only impor-

tant to be attractive for customers. Strategically, it has another value because a well-

developed, feature-complete ecosystem is hard to copy for competitors. Consider

Microsoft’s Windows Phone; although Microsoft tried hard for several years now,

Windows Phone is still behind. At the hardware/operating system level it was kind

of easy to deliver “nice” products. However, you still do not get all apps and
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contents that are available for iOS devices, as it is difficult to attract a large

community of external developers for the platform.

Furthermore, a strong ecosystem comes with a lock-in effect for users. Once a

user has stored his profiles and data in one ecosystem, it costs some effort to move

to another one, even if it offers the same features. In fact, Steve Jobs recognized this

lock-in as a primary goal of Apple with its cloud services, thus making sure that

existing customers choose more Apple products in the future (Chen 2014).

Therefore, you can assume that, from a strategic point of view, Apple also has

the iOS ecosystem in focus. Product leadership is connected to that as it means to

develop the ecosystem to be best-in-class. Such an ecosystem should be hard to

copy and makes it convenient for customers to buy more and more Apple products.

4.3 How to Link Business Motivation to Business Model?

4.3.1 Value of a Business Model

As a business architect you will have the need to break down the given statements

from the business motivation into smaller parts that directly affect single archi-

tecture building blocks. An overall goal such as “cost saving” may work at the

motivational level, but for the “right” architecture you need to define which

elements of your architecture at lower levels will be affected by this goal. You

can guess that this process is probably not easy. Nevertheless, all relevant stake-

holders for your architecture should agree at least on a top level how strategy is

translated into a business model. A supporting tool for this purpose is the “Business
Model Canvas” (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010).

The basic idea here is very simple. The enterprise has to decide on its position for

nine main topics (as explained below).3 The general value of applying the Business

Model Canvas lies on multiple levels:

• Analyze strategy: The Canvas helps to visualize the meaning/contents of the

strategy in one picture. It can thus be used to discuss the different topics with

major stakeholders before designing and implementing the lower-level archi-

tecture (e.g., business processes).

• Design/implement architecture: During design and implementation of the lower-

level architecture, the Canvas gives orientation about the underlying facts of

each building block. Especially during the design phase architects need solid

information with respect to the elements of the Business Model Canvas.

For example, to develop the architecture at the execution level it is important

to know which customer segment is addressed. An architecture for the mass

3 The nine building blocks of the Canvas represent major parts of the business model constituent of

the architecture framework used in this book (there are some additions in this framework though;

see Chap. 1).
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market probably looks different than one for a niche market. It may also help to

coordinate different projects by defining the main targets for each.

• Evaluate results: If the business results do not match the expectations, the

Canvas can be used to evaluate which building blocks may have not performed

as intended.

The Business Model Canvas is very flexible as well. It can be used to visualize

the business model on an enterprise level, just for a single product, or even for

single capabilities. As such, it can be employed as a general tool to develop the

architecture.

In combination with the ideas of a cause-effect-model, the Business Model

Canvas provides an even more systematic picture (King 2012). In this variant, the

elements of a Business Model Canvas are ordered in a sequence to group demand,

supply, and results for better transparency.

4.3.2 Business Model Canvas for Apple Inc.

To demonstrate the value of using such a Business Model Canvas, this section

applies it to Apple Inc. as a whole (not only for a single product or capability).

Additionally, it presents some possible alternatives to improve the understanding of

the model itself. Note that the Business Model Canvas may be more complex than

described here. This example is limited to the chosen scope and does not show the

full variations the Business Model Canvas can have.

Figure 4.2 displays the main elements of the Business Model Canvas (ordered by

the main three topics Results-Demand-Supply). More details about the different

Fig. 4.2 Business model canvas for Apple
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parts of the Business Model Canvas can be found in the underlying literature

(Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010).

4.3.2.1 Results

Value Proposition
The value proposition defines why a customer chooses one product over another.
The value proposition may be linked to specific customer segments.

Becoming and remaining a product leader is certainly difficult. Without any

doubt, Apple stands out as a brand; especially with the first versions of the iPhones

it was clear that it worked perfectly as a status symbol for a wide range of customer

segments. Therefore, a strong brand (see Chap. 3 for a detailed discussion of brands

as a significant part of the business model) along with being a leader in design,

technology, and usability must be in focus of the business model.

The brand “Apple” is especially associated with design, according to which

every part is well thought of. Even if the functionality does not differ from any other

devices, Apple’s version looks “better” or is “nicer” to touch. It is important to note

that the design does not stop with the look; all parts are considered important for the

overall impression of the product and are part of the design process. To support its

product leadership, Apple focuses on an integrated software/hardware product that

delivers optimized usability and performance. This is enhanced by an ecosystem

that makes sure that network effects are generated by a high number of users, on the

one hand, and app developers and content publishers, on the other hand. In this way,

the ecosystem itself becomes an element of the product and has to be managed in

order to be best-in-class.

It may be an interesting point for discussion whether novelty should be consi-

dered a part of Apple’s value proposition. Of course, iPod, iTunes, and iPhone/iPad

have been disrupting offers in the market. Nevertheless, considering the size of

Apple and the revenue it earns with established products today, you may conclude

that Apple’s success is not really dependent on inventing something new every

year. Therefore, it seems more important to be the best rather than to be the first.

Altogether, it can be concluded that the value proposition is linked very well to the

value discipline of being a product leader.

Cost Structure
Cost structure defines the priorities of operating a business regarding costs.

Analyzing Apple’s cost structure is not that easy. On the one hand, there is the

value proposition of delivering best-in-class products; on the other hand, there is the

need to minimize costs. Therefore, it is hard to decide whether Apple is cost-driven

or value-driven.

For sure, as has been pointed out earlier, Apple favors a value-driven approach

for design and development. This fits very well to the approach of being a product

leader. Nevertheless, there is the necessity to look at costs. According to the value

disciplines, this is a prerequisite demanded by the competition. Apple complies
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with this by exploiting the possibilities of economies of scale in a cost-driven

approach for production and distribution.

Revenue Streams
Revenue streams define how revenues are (to be) generated from the customer
segments.

Apple generates the major part of its overall turnover by selling hardware.

Nevertheless, there is a substantial part generated through media sales (iTunes,

AppStore) and subscription fees (iCloud). Across all product groups, Apple follows

a high-price strategy. Being successful as a product leader with a strong ecosystem,

Apple can ask for higher prices than the competition [as mentioned earlier, Apple’s

CEO Tim Cook puts this in focus of Apple’s strategy (Grobart 2013)].

4.3.2.2 Demand

Customer Segments
Customer Segments identify the target groups of the business.

In terms of hardware products, Apple addresses the mass market by fulfilling the

need for easy-to-use devices with a good brand name. With respect to media content

such as songs from iTunes or apps in the AppStore, it looks a little different.

Basically, you have two groups of customers for that platform. On the one hand,

there is the consumer; on the other hand, there are app developers, record

companies, etc. Both customer groups affect each other: no content would mean

no consumers and vice versa. Implementing such a multi-sided platform is a

challenge, but obviously Apple succeeded and cares for both groups within its

business model. One aspect of this is observable at Apple developer conferences.

Quite often, independent developers are addressed directly in keynotes to make

clear that they are part of the “Apple world” and their apps are part of Apple’s

success. By doing this, Apple addresses them emotionally and makes them know

that they are an important part of the ecosystem. Of course, it is also a fact that it is

interesting to develop for iOS from a commercial point of view, as it is still the

platform with the most revenue for developers and content publishers (Cole 2013).

Concentrating on the mass market and multi-sided platforms, Apple supports the

value proposition of delivering a good ecosystem to the customer. In this way, it is

guaranteed that all relevant apps are available for iOS and there are enough users to

enable network effects. Nevertheless, it is obvious that this situation is at risk. With

the increasing number of users of Android devices, you may wonder if Apple can

continue to succeed in this area.

Interestingly, Apple has chosen to more or less ignore the enterprise market

(“business-to-business” [B2B]). As Apple can be confident that its products are

known well, the products may have success in the enterprise market anyway. A

stronger focus on the B2B market may lead to interdependencies that may affect

innovation and design. As one can imagine, business customers have an interest in

longer product lifecycles and version support. Therefore, it is a consequent decision

for a product leader not to care for all possible customer segments.
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Customer Relationship
The customer relationship identifies the type of relationship that is intended for a
customer segment.

As explained in Sect. 4.2.2, Apple does not focus on customer intimacy but on

product leadership as its primary value strategy. Therefore, it is a reasonable choice

to enable customer-self-services to address the mass market.

Moreover, Apple chose strategically to stay in direct contact with the customer

and, therefore, to foster personal assistance. This is not directly connected to a value

discipline but represents an additional choice. Interestingly, Apple does not use

market studies for evaluation of its products but relies on feedback collected within

the own organization; Apple flagship stores play an important role in this respect.

It is important to note that adding personal assistance to the Canvas does not

mean that Apple is driven by customer intimacy. A typical example for a customer

intimacy strategy would be a more dedicated personal assistance, as you may find in

the private banking sector. In such a business model, you may have a dedicated

customer representative for each client.

Channels
Channels define how the business addresses its customer segments to deliver the
value proposition.

To deliver the value proposition of a strong brand, it is a consequent decision to

promote the products through fully controlled channels, such as the Apple website,

iTunes/AppStore, and Apple flagship stores.

Again, you find an element which is not inferred directly by the orientation

towards a certain value discipline. In Apple’s business motivation you probably

find additional information that led to the decision to address the mass market.

As a consequence, Apple has to achieve an adequate market appearance. For this

purpose, the Apple-owned channels are complemented by cooperations with other

enterprises (including telecommunications providers).

4.3.2.3 Supply

Key Partnerships
Key partnerships identify partners and suppliers needed for the business model.

Apple needs manufacturers to build its products (for iPhones this is mainly the

Taiwan-based company Foxconn). You may view this as a strategic alliance, as the

manufacturers are no competitors for Apple but they enable Apple to deliver

products according to its high standards. For some parts (e.g., displays for

smartphones, microprocessors), Apple is dependent on competitors such as

Samsung. In this case, however, you may not consider it a strategic alliance,

since Apple and Samsung are in a direct competition at the market.

As mentioned earlier, app developers play a crucial role and are thus important

to consider. It helps to look at them not only as customers for a multi-sided-platform

but also as partners who enrich the iPhone/iPad products. The same is true for

publishers and record companies. They are customers that Apple has to attract to
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make sure they use its platform. At the same time, they are partners as they deliver

the content Apple cannot provide on its own.

There is one special type of partnership for the iPhone market, in which Apple

collaborates with telephone providers. For the first iPhones this was necessary to

enable some special functionality that was enabled by these providers (e.g.,

voicemail). Up to now, these partnerships have developed to become an important

distribution channel to address the mass market (see previous section).

Partnerships can be classified by their key advantage. Manufacturing partner-

ships help to benefit from economies of scale, for example. This is not directly

linked to any decision with respect to the value disciplines. Nevertheless, as already

pointed out, being operationally competitive is always necessary. Partnerships with

app developers and content suppliers expand Apple’s capability to deliver a best-in-

class product. As such, they can be considered a direct implication of the pursued

product leadership (as explained earlier, a strong ecosystem is of relevance for

mobile devices). Partnerships with telephone providers expand Apple’s distribution

capability. As already described, this cannot be linked directly to any value

discipline. However, you will probably find a statement in Apple’s business moti-

vation that suggests addressing the mass market instead of looking for a niche.

Key Resources
Key resources identify the core assets needed for the business.

It is clear that Apple relies on human and intellectual resources for developing

and designing its products. This also includes patents and copyrights. As Apple has

just started to build manufacturing facilities in the US over the last 2 years, the

Canvas also includes physicals. Strategically, it is not clear to what extent Apple

aims to manufacture in Apple-owned factories; however, it seems that it becomes a

more important part.

Obviously, you can directly link the need for human and intellectual resources to

the business motivation and also other parts of the business model. The develop-

ment of best-in-class products implies having on board people to do so and the need

to protect intellectual property. Again, it is difficult to link the choice for Apple-

owned factories to the business motivation as analyzed earlier. One can only

assume that Apple decided from a strategic point of view to reduce its dependencies

from partners.

Key Activities
Key activities describe the most important activities of the business.

As design is a significant constituent of Apple’s value proposition (see above),

it is clear that it is also reflected in the key activities. Since Apple aims to deliver

integrated hardware/software products, software development is an important part

of this.

Of course, another key activity is manufacturing. As mentioned, Apple conti-

nues to build products in Apple-owned factories. Nevertheless, the collaboration

with hardware suppliers is far more important. For products built by suppliers,

quality control is necessary to ensure Apple’s standards.
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These key activities are directly linked to other parts of the business model

(value proposition and cost structure) and, therefore, represent a consequent choice

to be made here.

4.4 How to Link Business Motivation to Business Operations?

Thus far, this chapter has looked at the business motivation to identify high-level

strategic choices that drive an enterprise. At the business model level, these choices

have been detailed in terms of the relevant elements for value creation. One may

think that it is now straightforward to design an organization and business processes

according to the decisions made. Nevertheless, at least one aspect is missing.

For example, if you think of a multi-national enterprise that goes for the operational

excellence, it appears reasonable to set up structures that come with a high

standardization and centralization, as this may allow a high degree of efficiency.

For other value propositions something else may be adequate. Generalizing this

thought, it is valuable to analyze in more detail how the business motivation may

influence the business execution. This will be based on the operating model

concept, which may be considered an additional part of the business model that

directly links to the business execution (see Chap. 1).

4.4.1 Domain-Based Analysis of Operating Model

While architecting the domains of an enterprise, it is of good use to know which

business processes should be highly integrated and/or highly standardized. Of

course, this will determine architectural decisions while building organizations

and IT landscapes to a large extent. One major influence on making these decisions

may come from the value discipline. If an enterprise follows operational excellence,

it may pursue a high level of standardization. In this case, it may exploit economies

of scale while building IT systems and implementing processes. In contrast, if an

enterprise pursues a customer intimacy strategy, it may rather opt for a low level of

standardization. Therefore, it has the flexibility to respond better to the demands of

different customers.

One tool to discuss the intended level of integration and standardization for all

relevant business processes is a simple 2� 2 matrix. A prerequisite for this is a clear

understanding of the business motivation and the other parts of the business model.

In particular, there are two top-level drivers affecting the level of integration/

standardization (Table 4.2).

Depending on the level of business process integration and standardization,

you have four generic options (Ross et al. 2006) for how to build the architecture

(Fig. 4.3).

The four variants have different process characteristics, as explained in

Table 4.3. Obviously, the choices made with respect to the operating model directly

influence the business execution and IT architectures.
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As an architect, if you apply this way of thinking to your architecture develop-

ment process, you have to evaluate whether you can position your enterprise as a

whole according to these criteria or if it seems a more suitable approach to look at

processes of single architectural domains. For example, maybe the architecture

domain of financial accounting can be unified in a global enterprise (better

reporting, economies of scale through central systems), whereas marketing and/or

product development are diversified or coordinated (to improve responsiveness to

local trends). You may thus look at the key activities captured in the Business

Model Canvas. For each activity, it is useful to analyze the parameters from the

value discipline and how this affects integration/standardization. By doing so, you

should be able to develop an architecture in which the decisions with respect to the

Table 4.2 Drivers for business process standardization/integration

Driver for

standardization

Cost efficiency: To be cost-efficient, it may be necessary to exploit

economies of scale. This may require a higher level of standardization

Driver for

integration

Need for data reuse: If different business units address the same

customers or if processes are supported by several locations, there is a

need for high integration

Fig. 4.3 Business process integration/standardization (cf. Ross et al. 2006)
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operating model are in line with the pursued value discipline and the other parts of

the business model.

This way of looking at operating models may also resolve a possible conflict in

case the strategy is oriented towards product leadership or customer intimacy,

where, however, efficiency should also not be left unconsidered. After having

identified key activities that have to be supported by an “expensive” operating

model, one may find other domains in which a higher level of standardization is

possible. By doing so, one may end up with possibilities to improve efficiency

without affecting the value proposition for customers.

Table 4.3 Outline of generic operating models

Process characteristics Tasks for EA management

Diversification • All business units are able to design

their own processes; there is no

shared data throughout the

enterprise.

• This is most suitable for enterprises

with multiple subsidiaries serving

different markets with different

products.

• Enable economies of scale by

facilitating reuse of solutions

without limiting local

optimizations.

Replication • Each business unit uses centrally

designed processes; nevertheless,

the data is not shared between the

business units.

• This solution is adequate for

companies that can replicate their

way of working but are not in need

of sharing data across different

markets (e.g., McDonald’s).

• Provide standard solutions for

global efficiency.

Unification • A business process is standardized

and used by all relevant business

units; all data is shared.

• This may be a good approach for

enterprises that work highly

integrated with complex supply

chains (e.g., chemical industry).

• Provide shared applications to

reinforce standard processes and

global data availability.

Coordination • All business units have their own

business processes; the relevant data

is shared between these processes.

• This can be of use for enterprises

that address the same customers

with different products (e.g.,

insurance companies; processes are

designed to fit the needs for

automobile or life insurance, core

master data about the customer is

shared throughout the processes).

• Provide global data access through

standard data interfaces, enable

local solutions through loosely

coupled systems.
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4.4.2 Enterprise-Based Analysis of Operating Model

The approach outlined in the previous subsection considers business process

standardization as one criterion. For top-level stakeholders this may be too opera-

tional. Nevertheless, it may still be of good use to analyze effects from the business

motivation on the operating model in a more general way. Therefore, this sub-

section presents an alternative to the previous model [adopted from Prahalad and

Doz (1987) and Bartlett and Ghoshal (1991)]. If you look at the dimensions global

integration and local responsiveness forces for the whole enterprise, the discussion

will have a more strategic focus. The general drivers for these criteria can be found

in Table 4.4.

One may wonder what the value of these dimensions is. The good thing is that

the value proposition may directly influence them. For example, customer intimacy

is probably a driver for high integration (as the reuse of customer data in several

processes for different products may improve the customer relationship). So with-

out looking at a more detailed level of the business model, you may be able to infer

the “right” level of integration and local responsiveness.

From a retrospective point of view, this may allow for performing a consistency

check of your strategy and the operating model. The resulting 2� 2 matrix (see

Fig. 4.4) again identifies four stereotypes and also indicates a typical structure and

strategy in each quadrant. If you think of a company with low integration and high

local responsiveness forces that is managed by a strong head office, you have likely

discovered a field for further discussion. The general characteristics of the architec-

ture within this model can be found in Table 4.5.

4.4.3 Example: Apple

As emphasized earlier, Apple’s first priority is product leadership. Interestingly,

Apple is successful as a global and unified company. In general, the products are the

same everywhere, the way of marketing and selling is unified. The following

subsections provide some examples of how Apple connected the various elements

from business motivation, business model, and operating model (according to this

Table 4.4 Drivers for responsiveness/integration forces

Drivers for local

responsiveness forces

An enterprise may opt for high local responsiveness if there are

different local customer needs depending on nationality, culture,

etc. Furthermore, it may be necessary to deal with different local

legislations or different distribution channels

Drivers for integration

forces

High integration may be forced by the need for exploiting

economies of scale. Customers drive global integration if there is

the need for a globally unified service or if the customers ask for

similar products all around the world. If the competition acts

globally, this will also reinforce global integration
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Table 4.5 Characteristics of operating models with respect to internationalization

Global

• Managers with worldwide responsibility

• Core processes are centralized (marketing,

development, etc.)

• Small number of product variations

• Exploit economies of scale for nearly

everything

• Global knowledge sharing

Transnational

• Try to exploit economies of scale by

standardizing processes that are not directly

connected to products and services

• Limited number of production facilities

• Reduced number of product variations

• Local responsiveness for distribution channels

• Processes for marketing and dealing with the

competition are coordinated

• Global knowledge sharing

International

• Country/region managers at a lower

hierarchy level than managers from

headquarter

• Small number of product variations

• Localized processes for distribution and

marketing

Multi-domestic

• Country/region managers, who are more or less

independent from headquarter

• High number of product variations

• Localized processes/strategies

Fig. 4.4 Integration/local responsiveness forces
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framework part of the business model) and implemented these in its business

execution architecture.

4.4.3.1 Value Proposition
To implement the value propositions “design” and “usability,” Apple has (among

others) two main challenges to stay in the product leadership position:

• How can Apple keep building top-quality products?

• How can Apple be flexible and innovative?

Of course, there may be several options for how to successfully build high-

quality products; a diversified approach may be as successful as any other. None-

theless, unification seems to be working for Apple. That means that all products are

developed in one design center under central supervision. This is to ensure a

common user experience for all Apple devices and coordinated product lifecycles.

This can be taken as a good example of how operating model choices are deter-

mined or at least affected by the offering part of the business model.

4.4.3.2 Customer Relationship/Channels/Customer Segments
With respect to sales, distribution, and customer communication, you might expect

that Apple prefers self-controlled flagship stores to sell and promote its products,

since this probably suits best for product leadership. In fact, this may be seen the

only way to ensure that the consumer has the best possible experience while

purchasing an Apple product. As a matter of fact, these stores do exist, and Apple

decided to unify this globally (Apple is placed in the unification quadrant for this

capability). At the business execution level, Apple therefore trains sales personnel

in addressing customers worldwide in a similar way. Each sales person is supposed

to represent the Apple brand through the outfit, the way of talking to customers, and

handling problems a customer may have. Apple store personnel thus do not only

care about maximizing sales but also about promoting the brand.

Since Apple also addresses the mass market, the operating model also has to

facilitate customer self-services. Again, it is a consequent decision to place this

capability in the unification quadrant to stay in line with the business motivation. At

the business execution level, this is reflected in the provisioning of a worldwide

online store (including iTunes and AppStore) and the apple.com website. Through

this, the value proposition of a strong brand and outstanding design is supported.

Nevertheless, a consequent implementation of this approach (with Apple

products not being available through mass retailers or telecommunications

providers) alone would have affected the availability of Apple products in the

market. Therefore, Apple expanded the pure unification approach (for marketing

and sales) to use market opportunities as they appear. In one market, that may result

in cooperations with retailers, in others there may be an alliance with one or several

telecommunications providers. It does not necessarily question the unification

approach; it just shows that unification does not stand for inflexibility.
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This example demonstrates that creating an operating model is influenced by the

overall strategic direction and determined to a considerable extent by the customer

area of the business model. Additionally, it has to be decided at the business

execution level how these elements should be implemented with respect to integra-

tion and standardization. Once this is in place, there is a solid ground for the further

design of the architecture.

4.4.3.3 Key Activities

Design and Development
It has already been analyzed that Apple generally chose to operate in unification

mode and that design and development are key activities. To understand how these

choices influence the business execution, one may look at the development and

marketing processes. Interestingly, Apple found a very unique way here (Lashinsky

2012). The key aspects are:

• Start with design: Apple’s designers have the right and responsibility to build a

product according to their vision (including hard- and software). The finance or

manufacturing departments are not involved in this process.

• Work as startup: Once the team for a product has started to work, it does only

report to the Monday-meeting-executive-team (ET). The ET consists of

members from the top management; it is the final decision committee for all

design projects. Every week the ET reviews the progress of Apple’s develop-

ment activities; this is possible due to the fact that Apple only has a limited

number of products in the market. Decisions in a development project are made

relatively fast without the complex reporting structures of a huge company.

• Build and test: Each product is built several times, tested, and then rebuilt with

improvements. This process is a very expensive way of development, but it

guarantees that every aspect can be considered and maybe replaced if some

alternatives are available. Implementing such a process of proactive collection

for criticism and product improvement is a well-proven way of fostering

innovation and creativity (Burkus 2013). The design process even includes the

packaging of a product. The package of a new product is considered as important

as any other part of the device.

• Central marketing: All marketing activities are coordinated centrally to support

the global brand and are already planned within the product development stage.

As the brand is one of the value propositions, marketing is not just considered as

cost but as something that brings value to the company. Of course, this has to be

reflected in the product itself.

Additionally, this way of managing projects is one option to overcome linkage

issues within the different management levels of a company. As addressed in the IT

engagement model (Fonstad and Robertson 2006), there are three challenges of

linkage for IT-related projects:
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• Business Linkage: With the ET (Monday-meeting-executive-team), it is ensured

that development projects are directly linked to top-level objectives.

• Architecture Linkage: Through the phases of development it is ensured that each

and every part of the new device is developed according to the architectural

requirements. If necessary, a new architecture may be developed to offer an

integrated solution (consider the introduction of iPod and iTunes that together

formed an integrated solution).

• Alignment Linkage: This denotes the challenge of how to align projects with the

rest of the business. Typically you may have the challenge of how to align

development projects with marketing campaigns of different teams. Apple

addresses this challenge by organizing marketing centrally and aligning it

directly with the CEO and the ET.

These details of the product development process are implemented business

architecture and work as an example to show how the decisions about linking

business motivation (product leadership) and operating model (unification) deter-

mine the parameters for designing the processes at the business execution level.

As described, this also helps to overcome some typical alignment issues you may

find in other enterprises.

Manufacturing and Quality Control
The choice of working as a global enterprise (according to the enterprise-based

analysis of the operating model, see Sect. 4.4.2) directly affects the key activity

“manufacturing.” This is recognizable in Apple’s manufacturing capabilities over

the last decades. In the 1990s, Apple had various production plants that built Apple

products only. This affected flexibility and exploitation of economies of scale.

A typical move for an enterprise with a global operating model would be to reduce

the number of products (remember: back then Apple still produced printers and

other devices) and minimize the number of production facilities to achieve high

production numbers.

To maximize this effect, Apple chose to ally with external manufacturing

partners. These partnerships let Apple keep control over the manufacturing process

and the tooling of the factories. It provides Apple with huge production capacities

without raising the capital costs on its balance sheet. Additionally, Apple controls

the whole supply chain. This is necessary to have global product rollouts (the

iPhone 5 started in 31 countries simultaneously with 5 million sales in 3 days).

The optimization of manufacturing for such global events reflects the global

character of the operating model. In any other mode, manufacturing would have

to support differentiating activities at a lower scale but perhaps with more

variations.

One key aspect here is quality control. Of course, it would be a disaster for Apple

if the value propositions of brand/status and design would be compromised by low

product quality delivered by manufacturing partners. The necessary processes for

this are in place. Due to its bargaining power, Apple obviously managed to have the

right contracts in place to put quality issues back to the manufacturing partner. In
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2013, Apple sent more than five million iPhones back to Foxconn (the major partner

for hardware products) due to quality issues. The cost of around $1.5 billion hit

Foxconn but not Apple.

This shows that quality control is a necessary key activity for realizing value

propositions such as brand/status and design. Especially for an enterprise in a

global operating mode it is of high relevance, as quality issues may affect the

brand worldwide.

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter has shown that while working with the three business architecture

levels—from business motivation to business model and business execution—it is

necessary not to lose sight of the big picture. Each level on its own has its value and

is worthwhile to be analyzed as such. Nevertheless, you will need insights from

other levels to develop the architecture consistently.

The introduced tools may offer support for this purpose (see Fig. 4.5). However,

as the example of Apple shows, this is only a start. It may be “easy” to decide on a

global operating model; developing the architecture has its challenges on lower

levels though. When detailed processes are to be designed, one may still face the

difficult situation of how to find appropriate solutions to comply with the top-level

targets (e.g., the Apple design process in its existing form). It heavily depends on

the right people and capabilities. Of course, the success of an enterprise is not only

determined by strategy or the business model but, at last, by the success of bringing

together people, processes, information, and the use of technology.

Can EA development also work bottom-up? One may think that Apple could

have also started with its more or less unique design process and built the enterprise

around it. Even then, however, Apple would in fact have decided on a strategy in

which design—as one of Apple’s key capabilities—determines all other elements

of the architecture, which brings us back to a top-down development of the

enterprise architecture and the cornerstones that are necessary to ensure an

integrated architecture.

Fig. 4.5 Demonstrated tools in the business architecture framework and linkages
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The Capability Management Process:
Finding Your Way into Capability
Engineering

5

Matthias Wißotzki

Abstract

Enterprises reach their goals by implementing strategies. Successful strategy

implementation is affected by challenges that an enterprise has to face and

overcome. Enterprises require specific capabilities in order to be able to imple-

ment strategies in an effective way and achieve desired results. Thus, the

demand for a systematic capability management approach is growing. This

chapter, therefore, introduces a general process for identifying, improving, and

maintaining capabilities in an enterprise. This is based on an integrated capa-

bility approach that results from a number of investigations performed over the

past years. Comprised of four building blocks, the capability management

process represents a flexible “engineering” approach for capability catalog

developers and designers.

5.1 Introduction

Enterprises are complex, highly integrated systems comprised of processes, organ-

izational units, information, and supporting technologies, with multifaceted

interdependencies between each of these (Razavi et al. 2011). Therefore,

organizations have to be more sensitive towards the implementation of business

strategies and their consequences on, e.g., processes, customers, and/or application

systems. In fact, while enterprise structures are becoming increasingly complex,

changes inside such structures have frequently confronted enterprises with

challenges over the last few years (Wißotzki et al. 2013; Wißotzki and Christiner

2012). This issue is emphasized by the fact that “business-critical” projects fail in

two out of three enterprises. A lot of decision makers experience failure in their
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“business-critical” projects because of conflicting interests, insufficient information

quality, or decisions being taken elsewhere (Radar 2012). Above all, there are

several factors that may influence enterprises in terms of modifications:

• Mergers & acquisitions require consolidation and elimination of redundancies to

form a “new” architecture that supports the whole business at a high-quality

level at lowest possible costs (Alm and Wißotzki 2013; Sonnenberger and

Wißotzki 2013).

• Sourcing strategies like outsourcing, insourcing, offshoring, or cloud computing

create a distributed landscape with completely new requirements for the gover-

nance processes (Wißotzki et al. 2014).

• Internalization & globalization require a rapid replication of existing best-

practice blueprints of how to execute certain parts of the business in a new

organizational unit (Alm and Wißotzki 2013).

• Regulations and fast changing or new business models might require more agile

business operations and IT to provide completely new capabilities (e.g., car

manufacturers that become mobility providers or telecommunication infrastruc-

ture enterprises that become full service providers) (Sandkuhl et al. 2012).

• Budget restrictions especially in the small-to-medium enterprise (SME) context

limit the resources that can be used (Wißotzki and Sonnenberger 2012;

Sonnenberger and Wißotzki 2013).

• External regulations like Dodd-Frank or Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) limit the

flexibility while increasing the workload (Wißotzki et al. 2014; Berneaud

et al. 2012).

• High complexity in enterprise architectures might restrict even highly skilled

and competent professionals and also increase costs (Berneaud et al. 2012;

Ahlemann et al. 2012).

• Information quality: “Information is outdated: 14 months old & 55 % accurate”

(Nucleus Research). “Information is weak: On average 20 % of applications are

redundant” (Capgemini 2011).

Economic success is dependent on sound strategies that support the realization

of defined goals. Therefore, it is not only important to be aware of the existing

challenges and problems but also to continuously gather and assess information

about organizational knowledge, responsibilities, available resources, and pro-

cesses required for strategy implementation.

Enterprises are equipped with various capabilities that are specific to their

situation and setting, but many are not fully aware of these capabilities. For this

purpose, an integrated approach is needed that supports the identification and

description of capabilities required for an effective operationalization of enterprise

strategies. These capabilities should then be derived systematically through a

structured process, gathered and managed in an enterprise-specific repository that

we call “capability catalog.”

This chapter thus provides a description of a generic capability management

process, including a preparation phase, a capability identification and refinement
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phase to define and manage them in a capability catalog, and an evaluation and

maintenance phase for update purposes.

5.1.1 Starting from Strategy

In general, strategies could be understood as impulses for actions to be taken to

reach a certain goal (see Chap. 1). The term “strategy” originally comes from the

military field and represents an adjustable construct used to convert an actual state

into a target state (Hinterhuber 2011). There are many similarities to the idea of a

“strategy” within the economical context, as enterprises modify their original plans

over time as well. Moreover, the own market positioning in comparison to that of

competitors needs to be identified and either maintained or improved in consideration

of market conditions, stakeholders, and available/required resources (Hinterhuber

2011). Enterprises are able to achieve defined goals with the aid of long-term planned

behavioral patterns.

There are different approaches regarding the specific content of a corporate

strategy (i.e., there is no universal consent in the literature). However, modern

approaches of strategy formation usually concentrate on the market positioning of

products and services and enabling operationalization thereof inside a business

model. From an architectural point of view, this is supported by developing

representations of enterprises in abstract models.

In line with the description provided in Chap. 1, a strategy serves as a mediator

between goals and their realization in terms of, e.g., action catalog packages,

considering other motivational elements such as directives, values, constraints,

and drivers. Goals of an enterprise and strategies used to achieve these goals may

thus lead to the adjustment of, e.g., the business model, which characterizes (among

others) the overall value chain, involved stakeholders, core assets, or the operating

model. In a next step, the organizational structure, roles, processes, and also the IT

landscape (application and technology architecture) is designed (Simon et al. 2014).

However, there are two fundamental challenges when it comes to the realization

of strategies to achieve defined goals:

1. According to Wöhe (1990), strategy formulation involves the creation of an

action catalog for strategy realization. In order to be effective, such an action

catalog requires an enterprise to have a structured view of its capabilities though.

2. Even though a strategy is designed for long-term efforts, there is the need to

remain responsive to any changes in the business environment. This flexibility is

essential in order to react to new drivers and constraints such as changed

customer needs, new technologies, or statutory regulations (Sect. 5.1). This

requires the ability to immediately evaluate changes and their implications;

again, this can be supported by an overall capability model.
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5.1.2 Analysis of Capability Approaches

There are several capability approaches in the literature that cover different

disciplines of entrepreneurial experience. According to Bakhtiyari and Adel

(2012) and Ulrich and Rosen (2011), capabilities belong to the elements that are

strategically relevant for an enterprise, even though there are only a few studies

about features and criteria for demarcation of the capability idea.

Based on a literature review of several conference proceedings and journals

released after 2002, we thus identified and analyzed similarities of definitions,

elements, methods, and theoretical principles.1 From 189 papers found in our

literature search, we classified as 23 papers as relevant.2

First, we identified different concepts of capabilities prevalent in the literature.

We found “dynamic capabilities” to be the most frequently applied concept.

However, universal “business capabilities” and capabilities restricted to informa-

tion technology (“IT capabilities”) are subjects in a considerable amount of papers

as well. In addition, few publications addressed so-called “core capabilities” (either

advanced or basic) of an enterprise. Other concepts represent very specific objects

of research (as they appear in only one paper). Among these concepts are those

focusing on the lifecycle of capabilities (1), capabilities in the context of business

process management (BPM), innovation (1) and knowledge integration

(1) capabilities, as well as strategic capabilities. A definition of the different

capability types will be given in the next section.

In addition to these capability concepts, we examined the works in terms of their

support for the process of developing and evaluating capabilities. We therefore

distinguished methods of development and assessment. Tools that are applied to

map defined capabilities onto an interval or ordinal scale fall within the scope of

assessment. In contrast, methods of development support the identification and

further development of existing capabilities. We identified nine approaches that

addressed the process of developing or evaluating capabilities; seven publications

focused on the development of capabilities, whereas the other two dealt with

methods of assessment.

Teoh et al. (2008), for example, adopt a phase-based model (“capability devel-

opment process model”) to determine important resources and (dynamic)

capabilities for system upgrading in SMEs. A more generic approach is pursued

by the framework of Helflat and Peteraf (2003). It introduces a general way or, say,

pattern for developing (different forms of) capabilities; it thus provides a rough

outline instead of a detailed development process. The two stages of the framework

are (Helflat and Peteraf 2003, pp. 5–7):

1 Sources included the European Conference on Information Systems (ECIS), the Enterprise

Computing Conference (EDOC), the Journal of Management, and the Strategic Management

Journal, for example.
2 It should be noted that both the selection of relevant sources and the method of analysis [in this

instance a literature review (Kitchenham and Charters 2007)] have an influence on the results.
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• Development stage: This stage begins after a team is organized and assigned to a

capability to be developed.

• Maturity stage: The maintenance of a certain capability is performed within this

stage, involving measures such as revising a capability in order to keep it in the

organizational “memory” of an enterprise. Repeating these measures helps

embed a capability within internal structures.

In contrast, the “CPX Capability Framework” introduced by Duhan et al. (2005)

provides more details. This framework pursues a new and innovative approach

applied to combine the domains of “Dynamics,” “Systems,” “Cognition,” and

“Holism,” with a focus on knowledge-based SMEs. “Dynamics” relate to both

the market an enterprise appears in and the capacities required to be responsive to

changes in the market. “Systems” depict relationships between resources and

stakeholders of a company. “Cognition” is the responsibility of managers to

effectively organize corporate processes. “Holism” represents the gained knowl-

edge about those stakeholders that contribute resources to valued-adding processes

(Duhan et al. 2005, p. 4).

In general, the identified approaches for capability development come with

comprehensive models. With regard to capability evaluation, this is similar.

As the two identified papers dealing with assessment cannot be considered repre-

sentative, there remains a need for further research.

5.1.3 Capability Definition

Following the presented literature review, this section develops a definition of the

term “capability” that will be used as a basis for the integrated capability approach.

First, we thus detail the different types of capabilities introduced in the previous

subsection. Above all, four types of capabilities are prevalent in the literature, some

of which can be divided into certain subtypes. Figure 5.1 presents our classification

of the different types.3

As can be derived from commonalities in the literature, the individual capability

types come with the following characteristics:

• Dynamic capabilities: How does an enterprise achieve and sustain competitive

advantages in rapidly changing markets and strong competition in consideration

of technological innovations? In case an enterprise applies the dynamic capabil-

ity concept, it should acquire the ability to respond to changes in the enterprise

environment by creating, extending, recombining, or protecting assets like

resources, processes, or competences. The identification of existing

opportunities and potentials belongs to this type of capability as well. The

innovative capability subtype refers to the development and supply of both

3 The number in brackets denotes the number of papers the concept appears in.
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new products and services (Vitari 2009; Barreto 2010; Teoh and Shun 2009) (see

Chap. 6 for further details on dynamic capabilities in business architecture

management).

• IT capabilities: This is where the focus is on technical aspects. IT capabilities

enable an enterprise to provide IT services both internally and externally. The

“IT knowledge integration capability” represents a subtype that concatenates

knowledge management and IT resources (Hecht et al. 2011; Tarafdar and

Gordon 2005; Basaglia et al. 2009).

• Business capabilities: These capabilities allow an enterprise to combine

resources, competences, information, processes, and their environments to

deliver consistent value to its shareholders and customers. They describe what

the business does and what it will need to do differently to achieve business goals

(Helflat and Peteraf 2003; Iacob et al. 2014).

• Core capabilities: Core capabilities should be categorized as a subset of business
capabilities. They represent the execution of core competencies for the purpose

of providing either products or services. In addition, core capabilities are

supported by both enabling (capabilities that are necessary but not sufficient)

and supplemental (replaceable even though creating an added value) capabilities

(Butler and Murphy 2003; Duhan et al. 2005).

The different types of capabilities are combinable. In the case of dynamic and IT

capabilities, for example, the focus is on the IT-supported adjustment to environ-

mental changes. To create an overview of similarities and differences between the

different capability concepts, we analyzed the identified papers with regard to

“descriptive elements” (see Fig. 5.2).4 In this context, we examined whether such

elements are an actual part of the definition (if provided) or simply get a mention in

the context of “capabilities.”

Fig. 5.1 Capability classification

4Again, the numbers in brackets indicate the frequency of the elements in the analyzed literature.
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The following characterization of the descriptive elements is predominantly

based on the author’s view, since most papers do not provide an exact definition.

Nevertheless, this overview shall facilitate the understanding of the integrated

capability approach introduced later:

• Resource: This element aggregates all material and immaterial goods of an

enterprise (e.g., financial, physical, human, technological, organizational

resources), and thus also includes the people concept of this book’s business

architecture framework (see Chap. 1).

• Business Goal: As an enterprise represents a goal-oriented system, every capa-

bility should be assigned to a certain business goal from a logical perspective. It

was thus examined whether a reference was made to the goal concept (e.g.,

competitive advantages, satisfying customer wishes, provide services).

• Enterprise Context: The enterprise context is an issue in the context of dynamic

capabilities, as their focus is on dynamic enterprise environments. Specifically,

the enterprise context relates to the actual field of application.

• Process: A process represents a sequence of activities in order to achieve a

certain outcome.

• Knowledge: Even though knowledge might be classified as an immaterial

resource, we consider it as a distinct concept here due to its multiple references.

• Actor/Role: Capabilities are assigned to a certain actor. An actor may represent a

single person or an organizational unit that is defined by its roles and

corresponding responsibilities, decision authorities, and financial capital.

On that basis, we then reviewed specific perspectives or, say, attitudes of the

authors with regard to the capability concept. The following paragraph presents

capability characteristics as present in specific literature sources that we re-evaluate

here:

• Core Capabilities lead to competitive advantages (Butler and Murphy 2003,

p. 4): Capabilities do not per se lead to competitive advantages but only if

capabilities are successfully implemented within the organization in order to

provide an increase in value.

• Capabilities have to be difficult to imitate (Butler and Murphy 2005, p. 2):

Enterprises might have both general and special capabilities, from which only

the latter should be hard to imitate.

Fig. 5.2 Descriptive elements of analyzed capability types
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• A capability represents a process that uses resources (Vitari 2009, p. 3): A

capability is not a process, as the latter represents a sequence of activities. A

process implies an emphasis on how work is done within an enterprise. A

capability, instead, specifies a more general concept, focusing on what an

organization can or should do.

• The result a capability yields is sufficient (Helflat and Winter 2011, p. 9): A

capability does not consider input or output items. Accordingly, these are not

comparable with each other and thus usable for evaluating whether expectations

have been met. In order to evaluate the quality of a capability, e.g., capability

maturity models can be applied.

• Capabilities are adjusted to user needs (Butler and Murphy 2005, p. 3):

Satisfying a user’s needs corresponds to the goal orientation of an enterprise.

As capabilities are goal-oriented, this statement is supported.

• Capabilities are used for coordination of activities and utilization of resources
(Hecht et al. 2011, p. 3): Resources have an important function in the context of

capabilities. Therefore, both the utilization of resources and corresponding

activities represent an essential feature of capabilities.

• A capability is the ability of a structural unit to use a resource in order to
achieve a certain goal (Azevedo et al. 2013, p. 2): Acquiring an ability has

priority in this context, as it indicates that a capability has to be initiated by a

human instead of being proceeded automatically.

Eventually, from our analysis (and the concepts identified therein), and closely

in line with the definition given in Chap. 1, the following definition of the term

“capability” derives:

Capability: Represents the ability of an enterprise to join resources and infor-
mation in order to support a strategic goal. This combination is applied in

consideration of the specific context and executed in a defined and repeatable

activity/process for which certain roles/actors take responsibility in order to

produce a desired outcome.

The aim is to provide a general definition that copes with the requirements of

both the projects and the capability management process introduced in the next

section. The definition refers to the six descriptive capability elements introduced

above. The concept of “knowledge” has been integrated into the generally accepted

concept of “information.” Furthermore, the “business goal” has been rephrased to

“strategic goal.” The concept of “enterprise context,” or just “context,”

characterizes the environment or, say, application area of a capability. The element

“actor” has been incorporated into the definition as an operating unit that has the

responsibility to “join resources” or “execute processes.”

Derived from the introduced analyses, it appears to be common that the terms

“capability,” “business function,” and “business process” are often applied
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synonymously. Consequently, we identified several criteria that help to clarify the

differences between the terms (Table 5.1).

5.2 The Integrated Capability Approach

In line with Santana Tapia (2009), the research approach followed in this chapter

consists of two main stages. The first stage is the problem investigation rooted in

empirical and conceptual research, e.g., conducting systematic literature analysis,

surveys, and expert interviews (Pöppelbuß et al. 2011; Wißotzki et al. 2013).

The second stage addresses a project-driven method of resolution that is based on

our experiences in three different research projects: EACN Project,5 CaaS Project,6

The Open Group Capability Improvement Project.7

This chapter presents preliminary project findings combined with the results of

first action research cycles; hence, the proposed method is a part of a larger body of

a work in progress. The purpose is to develop an appropriate management process

for the preparation, identification, organization, evaluation, and maintenance of

capabilities in enterprise environments. It should provide clear guidance and

accommodate established state of the art and best practices to overcome challenges

described in the introduction section of this chapter. As part of this, we propose an

integrated capability approach that supports the identification of the capabilities

required for an effective operationalization of a strategy. Using this approach,

capabilities should then be derived systematically through a structured process

and gathered in an enterprise-specific catalog.

Table 5.1 Attempt of term classification: capability, function, and process

Capability Function Process

Focus Strategically, existing and future

behavior

Tactically, existing

distinct behavior

Operatively

Solidity Enduring and stable Not as stable as a

capability

Flexible,

start/end

Scope Entire enterprise Business unit-

specific

Task-

specific

Origin Strategy/strategic goals Capability Function/

services

Purpose What What How

Lowest

decomposition

level

Capability Service Activity

Modeling

approaches

E.g., cluster maps, strategy maps,

text/templates, archimate

E.g., 4EM, archimate E.g., BPMN,

EPC, etc.

5 See http://www.wirtschaftsinformatik-rostock.de
6 See http://caas-project.eu
7 See http://www.opengroup.org
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In line with this book’s architecture framework (see Sect. 5.1.1), both

capabilities and the elements capabilities consist of or, say, are realized by can be

assigned to the business execution level. We distinguish between three capability

types:

1. Business Capabilities (business context)

2. EAM Capabilities (architectural context)

3. IT Capabilities (IT context)

Basically, these types have different kinds of context, which in turn depend on

the area of application. For instance, the context of business capabilities represents

a combination of objects of the business architecture (e.g., product, market, or

customer) and management activities, whereas the EAM capabilities context is

defined as a combination of architectural objects (e.g., application, information

flow, or component) and management functions (Wißotzki et al. 2013).

However, referring back to the previous subsection, a thorough definition of a

capability requires an additional set of elements to be considered: the required

information, roles/actors with competences to help create a specific outcome, the

relevant activities or process, and appropriate resources (Fig. 5.3).

We now return to the following question:

What kinds of capabilities are required for an enterprise within a certain area of
application in order to achieve defined goals?

We deal with this question using the concept of a capability catalog that

describes a collection of capabilities necessary to support the implementation of

an organization’s strategy. The subsequent process is applied to support the identifi-

cation and creation of a capability catalog.

Fig. 5.3 Descriptive elements of a capability
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5.3 The Capability Management Process

This section offers a description of our capability management process (CMP). The

CMP consists of four building blocks (BBs), each focusing on distinct contents and

having distinct outputs. In short, the first building block sets preparation conditions

like problem, scope, and stakeholder definition. The second building block designs

the capability catalog structure, whereas the third block develops the detailed

capability content. The governance building block covers catalog evaluation and

maintenance issues (Fig. 5.4).

All in all, the process building blocks thus need to cope with the following

requirements:

• Identification of involved parties and definition of terms and preconditions

• Identification of capability types and corresponding capabilities for operational-

ization of strategic objectives

• Systematic derivation of capabilities, gathered and maintained in a repository

called capability catalog

The following subsections provide detailed explanations of each phase and the

steps involved in these phases.

Fig. 5.4 The capability management process
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5.3.1 Preparation

The first building block defines conditions for the capability catalog to be created

and should help meet the following requirements:

• Problem definition & clear scoping of the application area

• Define developer and user groups of the capability catalog

• Negotiate terms & perspectives

• Define capability type & context objects

• Agree on a common development procedure

• Form the outer frame of the catalog

Therefore, the first building block will be divided into the four steps:

1. Scope & Application Area
2. Terms & Concepts Identification
3. Capability Context Definition
4. Development Strategy Definition

In the first step, called “scope & application area,” stakeholders and the focus of
the required capability model are clarified. The involved parties have to agree on

the application area and the goals of the capability catalog that is to be created.

Accordingly, several questions are relevant here, e.g.: what kind of support do

stakeholders expect from a capability catalog? Does the catalog cover domain- or

context-specific questions or is it used for more general purposes? Who is involved

in the development of the catalog (e.g., managers, domain experts, etc.)? So, all in

all, the following questions have to be answered in this stage:

• For which purpose are capabilities defined?

• Which strategies need to be supported?

• Which area of application requires a capability catalog?

• Are there any industry-specific capabilities that need to be considered?

• Who is involved and provides input?

As indicated, different stakeholders need to be involved in the preparation of a

capability catalog, including the upper management. According to human nature,

there is a warily behavior towards change as long as it is not assessable. Conse-

quently, a base of confidence needs to be established by providing information

about the starting situation and interests and thus creating so-called “pick-up

points” for involved parties. These pick-up points might strongly differ from each

other, depending on the position and associated concerns of the participant. A

stakeholder analysis supports the identification of parties that are or at least should

be involved, their interests, and their corresponding pick-up points. Therefore, the

following questions need to be answered:
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• Who will have which benefits?

• Who has an influence on the capability catalog development project?

• Who should be involved?

• What are the expectations of involved persons/groups/stakeholders?

• What is the general attitude towards the project (positive, negative, or neutral)?

• How great is the influence of specific persons/groups (small, medium, high, or

crucial)?

• Who initiated the project for what reasons?

• Who already is or needs to be informed about project goals/addressed problems?

• Who is essential to initiate the project and who will be affected by project

outcomes?

• Will answers to these questions be documented in form of a project description

and also approved in some sort of project contract?

Table 5.2 illustrates an exemplary analysis of a capability catalog’s application

area with respect to a potential goal to improve the business-IT-alignment:

This first step defines just the outer frame of the catalog but does not yet

determine the concept of capability in depth, its level of detail, the specific context,

as well as the strategy and design of the catalog. The understanding of the capability

concept may vary among the relevant stakeholders. Therefore, the step “terms &
concepts identification” will identify terms and common perspectives to define a

consistent capability concept. Starting with a general example of the capability

approach may create a common understanding of the perspective at hand. Never-

theless, obtaining an overview of already existing definitions and concepts in the

area of capabilities during preliminary stages is advisable in order to either use or

extend present standards. The following questions might be helpful:

• Are there existing capability approaches, projects, catalogs, or maps in the

enterprise?

• How is the concept of capabilities applied?

• What level of detail do these capability approaches have?

Table 5.2 Example for application area analysis

Goal Improve our business-IT-

alignment

Challenge: “IT is not able to deliver to the

business strategy say 75 % of CFOs” (Gartner

2011)

Strategy Development and

maintenance of an

architecture inventory

Benefits: Reliable architecture information,

standardized communication, cross-company

comparability of applications, reduced efforts

for current landscape analysis and ad-hoc

reporting, ability to identify redundancies and

change impacts

Application

area

Enterprise architecture

management

Actions: E.g., situation analysis, elaborate

options, develop target state, roadmapping and

migration planning, project portfolio planning,

etc.
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• In which application areas have these approaches been applied?

• How satisfied are stakeholders with preliminary results?

Results of this particular stage have to be documented and made available for the

involved stakeholders. At this point, the global requirements of the capability

catalog development are defined and the existing concepts are compared and

enhanced by missing components.

In the next step, the “capability context definition” is worked out. According to

Abowd et al. (1999), a context describes any information that can be used to

characterize the situation of an entity. As already depicted, the integrated capability

approach is premised not on an entity but on object-based concepts of the enterprise

architecture, i.e., descriptive elements such as roles, information, or resources (see

Sect. 5.2). Therefore, the context of capabilities is broken down into architectural

levels as well. Referring to Buckl et al. (2010), capabilities have either a direct or

indirect relationship to (other) architectural objects. The introduced descriptive

elements are assigned to a capability within this step in order to determine the

actual type (Figs. 5.5 and 5.6).

Attention should be paid to the fact that the context objects for business

capabilities could depend on industry-specific aspects, given that business

capabilities are meant to sustain and enhance competitive advantages due to their

uniqueness, inimitability, and contribution to the generation of higher customer

value (Bakhtiyari and Adel 2012). In this context, certain objects or functions such

as business objects or management functions are defined as context objects, since

their interaction creates customer value. Time horizon (e.g., current, future),

activity-based or management aspects (e.g., planning, implementation, audit, main-

tenance), impacts (e.g., core, support) might be other candidates for context objects

as well.

Table 5.3 illustrates a couple of examples of typical industry-related business

capabilities that provide guidance for the identification process.

Now, that content-related elements of required capabilities have been explained,

the question of how the catalog is constructed and appropriate capabilities are found

Fig. 5.5 Genes of capabilities
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needs to be answered. Hence, this leads us to the “development strategy definition”
step. Here, two different approaches can be distinguished:

• A new catalog is developed.

• An already existing catalog is extended.

During the development of strategies, it is necessary to obtain management

approval and support. In addition, all relevant organizational units and employees

have to get access to required information and documents. In fact, informing

relevant stakeholders about, e.g., the upcoming activities and the corresponding

timeframe is essential in order to obtain the required support.

The relevance of the overall project to the enterprise, the purpose of the

capability catalog, a time schedule, planned activities, the involved parties, a

common understanding of how capabilities will be applied—all of these aspects

Fig. 5.6 Example for a business capability definition

Table 5.3 Typical industry-related business capabilities industry

Industry Examples

Utility E.g., contract management, policy management, claims management, customer

management, network capacity management

Automotive E.g., production facilities planning, production equipment manufacturing,

customer management, supply chain management, incoming goods processing

factory

Banking E.g., safety management, credit management, compliance management, trade

management, risk management, order management, real estate management

Software E.g., product life-cycle management, pre- and after sales, test & validation

management, license management

Mining E.g., production planning, ore extraction, waste management, logistics

management, plant management, smelting, materials management
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need to be clear and/or available right at the beginning. The main objective here is

to create openness among the involved parties or, say, stakeholders to upcoming

analyses in order to have a positive influence on both quality and correctness of the

identified capabilities.

The need for personnel and monetary resources required in the context of a

capability development project may have to be justified during the first building

block as well. The following aspects may generally support the value justification:

• Added value of the capability catalog in accordance with the overall perfor-

mance of an enterprise, e.g., cost savings or quality enhancements

• Development of competitive advantages with the aid of capability-based

planning and investment

• Improvement of the documentation and auditability of organizational

requirements used to achieve goals

The following aspects summarize the most important points of the preparation

phase:

1. Define and agree on goals and the application area

2. Ensure to have consent and support of the upper management

• Involve all relevant organizational units

• Arrange an adequate period of time and sufficient resources

• Admit access to already existing documents

3. Consider affected individuals at an early stage

• Inform about the purpose of the capability catalog that is to be created

• Make the schedule and planned activities available

• Communicate who currently is or will be involved for what specific purpose

The quality of a developed capability catalog depends on precise scoping and

whether compliance with guidelines for quality management is achieved. These

guidelines represent another important component of this phase, as they contribute

to quality improvement of the development process and allow an evaluation of the

achievement of objectives.

5.3.2 Design Catalog

Subsequent to the determination of content within the preparation stage, the design

of the capability catalog is initiated. Hence, capability candidates are identified,

collected, structured, and their dependencies are defined:

1. Capability Candidate Identification
2. Structuring and Combining
3. Relationships Identification
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The phase starts off with the “capability candidate identification.” The focus of
this activity is the definition of the first capabilities. Prior to any analyses, it is

important to accurately define the area of application and coordinate the required

work (see BB1). The area of application determines the content and concepts that

are significant for the identification process.

Therefore, the output of BB1 provides the basis for the planning of required

identification activities, involved experts, and the effort estimation. For the actual

identification process, there are several possibilities that have been successfully

used in other fields such as enterprise modeling. Table 5.4 summarizes different

methods of analysis with respect to their field of application within the capability

candidate identification stage.

The initial activities for identifying capabilities should be kept as short as

possible. In general, these initial activities result in a roughly structured collection

of individual capabilities or at least capability ideas.

The origin of the identification process is a so-called “capability solution
matrix.” At the X-axis and Y-axis of the matrix, you find the context objects. For

a business capability “market analysis,” for example, the X-axis contains a context

object called “market” (business object). At the Y-axis, there are simplified man-

agement processes like “planning,” “execution,” and “controlling.” Consequently,

the matrix cell at the intersection of the “market” object and an analysis step of the

Table 5.4 Overview of methods of analysis for capability identification according to Sandkuhl

et al. (2013)

Analysis method Field of application within capability identification

CapStorming The utilization of creativity techniques such as brainstorming

in the course of the initialization process of a capability

catalog is helpful for quickly seizing ideas and combining

these with existing concepts. The goal is to gather several

ideas in a minimum of time with the aid of problem-oriented

associations and combinations. As the point of origin there

might be, e.g., goals, packages of measures, processes, or a

context matrix

Survey Represents the main technique for gathering information in

the context of descriptive capability elements. In particular,

these elements are used to either describe the context or

improve the comprehensibility of a subject by creating a

uniform language

Document analysis Is used for either preparation purposes or as an initial step

within the identification process (e.g., existing strategy maps,

process models, domain architectures)

Written cases Are used in addition to surveys to identify the time and

material input necessary to carry out a certain task

Moderated/participative/design

thinking workshop

Characterizes identification activities and/or solution

development steps that are applied in order to achieve

consent among the involved parties. A joint analysis of

current as well as prospective capabilities has an influence on

quality, feasibility, and acceptance
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“planning” phase would then represent the “market analysis” capability. Figure 5.7

illustrates this example.

After collecting initial capability suggestions, the results need to be analyzed

(with regard to their context), discussed, and, if necessary, restructured. Within the

step “structuring and combining,” redundant elements are removed and capabilities

that have a strong coherence as to content are aggregated or further specified.

Within this stage, content-related aspects are combined to create a catalog that is

both easy and clear to understand. A capability catalog does not serve its purpose if

users are not able to gain a certain understanding of the catalog after an initial

training. In case there is a large amount of capabilities, these could be aggregated or

categorized. Accordingly, similar capabilities are either pooled or integrated using

appropriate decomposition levels. It is of course necessary to have this agreed by

the involved stakeholders and to document questions and critical comments that

may occur. Subsequent to first refinements of the capability catalog, participants

work on additional iterations with the aid of the collected questions and critical

comments in order to suggest further changes and enhancements.

In the course of several iterations, it is necessary to create a suitable document or

description of the capability catalog in order to achieve a better understanding and

to support involved stakeholders. The documentation should be digitized during

initial activities, using, for example, a document such as the one depicted in

Fig. 5.8. The capability solution matrix could provide a structuring concept for

this stage. Still, any other type of structuring is possible (note that this mainly

depends on the area of application as well as the applied context [see BB1]).

Fig. 5.7 Concept of the capability solution matrix
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Additional criteria that might be subjects of further refinements (e.g., the level of

content and detail) are explained in BB3.

The objective of this step is to classify identified capabilities, create a consistent

structure, and fix capability names and prepare stable descriptions. The capability

catalog can be characterized as follows at the state of this building block:

• Represents the first substantial results of the brainstorming activities

• Redundant elements that state similar points are pooled

• The catalog is may still be incomplete

• Relationships between capabilities are either fragmentary or missing

Since the collected improvement suggestions usually may not guarantee a

sufficient, complete, or consistent capability catalog, it is necessary to conduct

further analyses and reorganizations. In addition to an improved level of detail that

is achieved in BB3, dependencies among capabilities need to be identified and

documented. During the step “relationships identification,” different relationships

are documented and analyzed. As a result of identifying missing relationships,

removing inconsistencies, and discovering gaps, there is an enhancement of both

the knowledge represented by the catalog and the understanding of capabilities

being available within an enterprise. Implicit, undesired, or overlapping

relationships between capabilities have to be detected and adjusted (Fig. 5.9).

Fig. 5.8 Structural concept of a capability solution matrix
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The different relationships between capabilities can be classified as follows:

• Informative Relationship: Which capability depends on information provided by

another?

• Supportive Relationship: Which capability is a prerequisite for another?

• Functional Relationship: Which capabilities represent different aspects in the

same category?

5.3.3 Develop Details

Creating a capability catalog is typically an iterative process that is completed once

every capability is described in a sufficient level of detail for supporting the strategy

implementation of an enterprise. Thus, the third building block is responsible for

the refinement of already achieved results by applying the following steps:

1. Catalog Content Layer Definition
2. Capability Content Engineering
3. Develop & Test Views

The initial step of the third building block, “catalog content layer definition,”
addresses the definition of the content and associated depth in order to provide both

a final structure and order of the capability catalog. This step is important in case the

catalog needs to achieve a high level of detail in terms of content (e.g., by

specifying descriptive elements and defining evaluation criteria). Figure 5.10

illustrates a three-level approach for the content layer definition. The capability

solution matrix represents the first level and is used to identify contextual

capabilities. At the second level—the capability content—descriptive elements

are specified. Last but not least, different kinds of evaluation criteria are developed

at the third level.

Fig. 5.9 Visualization example for relationships in the capability solution matrix
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After specifying the number of content layers covered by the catalog, a system-

atic analysis of the identified capabilities as part of the “capability content engi-
neering” step is advisable. Here, the capabilities are actually described in further

detail.

According to Ulrich and Rosen (2011), the following list presents a number of

basic principles for the capability content engineering process:

• Capabilities define what is done, not how to do something.

• Capabilities are nouns.

• Capabilities are defined in terms of their application area (i.e., there should be no

technical terms for describing business capabilities).

• A capability should be enduring and stable, not volatile.

• Capabilities are not redundant.

• There is one capability map for an application area.

• Capabilities can have relationships to other capability types.

During the engineering process, the entire capability catalog appearance may

still be subject to substantial changes. The catalog’s structures are depicted with the

help of models that support a clear and consistent conception of the catalog.

Prior to any adjustment, a review of previous work is required. Afterwards, an

elaboration or refinement of the descriptive elements can be carried out. An

elaboration of the “market analysis” capability, for example, would be performed

with respect to the following questions:

• What information is required in order to conduct a market situation analysis?

• Which roles are able to provide information and make decisions with respect to

this object?

• What resources are required to perform a market situation analysis?

Fig. 5.10 Exemplary catalog content layers
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• How is a market situation analysis performed and what kind of output is

produced?

• Are there already predefined activities or a standard process for market analysis?

• Are there any references of already defined capabilities to logical objects of the

enterprise?

The third building block is completed by the “develop & test views” step. When

describing capabilities in detail, it is necessary to ensure that every capability is

formulated in a general manner, i.e., there should not be any connections to objects

such as particular applications or markets. However, capabilities may well be

linked to logical elements. For instance, the connection between goal, strategy,

and corresponding capabilities for realization could be captured in a view.

Figure 5.11 illustrates this example.

In general, views might be applied to present specific sets of capabilities to

different kinds of stakeholder groups. In particular, one of the following sample

views might be created: required maturity level vs. current maturity level of a

capability used for strategy implementation, costs of creating a capability,

dependencies between capabilities, financial aspects (revenue, profit), or just a

business capability overview (see Fig. 5.12 for an example).

For presentation purposes, different tools and technical measures (multiple video

projectors or monitor screens, special software tools) may be used. This is to

name just a few examples: data and tree maps, radar charts, parallel coordinates,

cone trees, or layer charts (Lengler and Eppler 2007).

5.3.4 Catalog Governance

The last building block describes an important, remaining stage in the context of

creating and introducing a capability catalog. In fact, the governance process

addresses the quality management of a created capability catalog. It thus includes

activities referring to the evaluation, deployment, and maintenance of a catalog.

The paragraphs below describe these activities in detail:

1. Evaluation Concept
2. Catalog Evaluation
3. Catalog Deployment
4. Catalog Maintenance

Even though there are a lot of approaches dealing with quality criteria and

valuation methods in the context of, for example, business processes (Sandkuhl

et al. 2013), there is still little progress in the application area of evaluating

capabilities, in which approaches most often build on ordinary methods for quality

control or are impractical for the designated purpose (Sect. 5.1.2). This might have

originated from an omitted preparation phase, which is normally used to describe

the quality criteria a catalog has to satisfy.
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In order to both counteract deficient quality and promote the functionality of a

catalog, the optional steps “evaluation concept” and “catalog evaluation” can

be used.

The subject of the “evaluation concept” step can be the development process

(the way the catalog is constructed), the designed result (the catalog itself), or both,

i.e., a differentiation between “model verification” and “model validation” is

necessary (de Bruin et al. 2005). In line with Duhan et al. (2005), the catalog

verification determines if the artifact represents the developer’s concept accurately

and it tests the model against a set of theoretic evaluation methods. The catalog

Fig. 5.11 Market analysis capability details—content layer 3
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validation examines from the perspective of the intended catalog usage if the

artifact corresponds to the real world. This can be achieved by applying case

studies, assessments, and expert interviews. An example of a verification method

is described by Wißotzki and Koç (2014). Due to practice-oriented reasons, this

section exclusively covers the validation of capability catalogs. Accordingly, the

quality level and quality criteria have to be elaborated during this stage (unless it

has been done BB 1) to make a measurement possible. Appropriate criteria can

normally be derived from the goals predefined in the scoping of the capability

catalog (Sect. 5.3.1). In addition to conducting an overall review of general quality

standards such as completeness, accuracy, flexibility, linkage, simplicity, intelligi-

bility, and usability, it is recommended to apply comprehensive evaluation tools,

e.g., capability maturity models, in case of large capability catalogs.

Maturity models are specific management instruments that define various

degrees of maturities in order to evaluate to what extent a particular competency

fulfills the qualitative requirements for a set of competency objects (Wendler 2009)

and/or development processes in an organization (Back 2010). Having their origins

in the software industry, maturity models are designed to measure the current

state—the achieved level of competence—by means of assessment methods

(Meyer et al. 2011; de Bruin et al. 2005). Maturity models may be applied in the

“catalog evaluation” step. After such an evaluation, the second building block can

be revisited and the feedback can be used as an input for further iterations of catalog

development.

The way of integrating a catalog into an enterprise has a vital influence on the

success of this catalog. To this end, the “catalog deployment” step addresses the

implementation/roll-out of a catalog in the organization. As specified earlier,

Fig. 5.12 Exemplary fragment of a business capability catalog visualized in a cluster map
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creating a capability catalog is only reasonable in case the management approves

and supports the process. Accordingly, both upper and middle management need to

be convinced. That being said, the success of integrating a capability catalog

depends on two major elements:

1. The capability catalog has a high-quality level

2. Stakeholders (e.g., board level, business developers, line managers) are satisfied

with both the approaches and achieved results.

The completed capability catalog thus needs to be formally presented to the

steering committee and contracting authority, respectively. This should be deliv-

ered either in the form of an intermediate presentation or as part of the project

completion. It thus needs to be ensured that the needs of the stakeholders are

satisfied. To achieve this, accurate planning and preparation is required. The project

team needs to be able to enhance the results of the capability catalog creation

process, i.e., converting the final catalog version, descriptions, and illustrations into

an appropriate form of presentation. Relevant stakeholders might, for example,

obtain a copy of the document in order to prepare themselves for approval. The

subsequent aspects need to be considered in the context of catalog deployment:

• Obtain feedback from users and the steering committee

• Obtain decisions about the maintenance of the catalog and the allocation of

resources

• Integrate the catalog into existing processes

All in all, the catalog deployment needs to pursue the goal of achieving an

acceptance of the results and creating an activity plan in terms of additional

elaborations or unresolved issues. Even though an initial evaluation of the achieved

state should have been conducted in the preceding building blocks, it is unlikely

that a single iteration is sufficient. The second goal is to receive user feedback

provided by individuals or working groups in order to improve the catalog utili-

zation. In this regard, it is recommended to perform internal surveys or workshops

after a certain period of time. Such feedback can result in a change in the structure

and/or in the function of the capability catalog. Besides, changes in the domain

knowledge and management approaches can create the need for improvements in

the catalog (Lahrmann and Marx 2010). For these reasons, and given that an

enterprise may have to meet new challenges over time and capabilities need to be

modified accordingly, there is an ongoing “catalog maintenance” process in addi-

tion to the aforementioned evaluation methods applied to create a high-quality

capability catalog. This step comes with the following advantages:
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• Structure and comprehensibility

• Precise descriptions

• Simplified modifications and reorganizations of the created catalog

• Contributes to the organizational learning and securing of organizational

knowledge

Consequently, an improvement of both quality and usage period of the catalog is

addressed within the last step of this building block. Modifications in the catalog

structure as well as slight changes may occur in this step. From Lahrmann and Marx

(2010), we adopted three of four extension patterns for the purpose of catalog

maintenance, illustrated in Fig. 5.13.

A general update of capability catalog elements by adding new descriptive

elements or updating the evaluation mechanism (e.g., maturity assessment proce-

dure) may be examples of the first pattern. It is also possible to add new context

objects or reorder their configurations, e.g., by changing attributes that might

influence the identification process (Sect. 5.3.2) or at least reconfigure the

relationships between different capabilities. Although these extension patterns

challenge the metastructure of the capability catalog to some extent, they would

not require passing the first building block and beginning the development process

again by redefining the scope, as this would go beyond the scope of maintenance.

5.4 Conclusion

Enterprises reach their goals by implementing strategies. Successful strategy imple-

mentation is affected by challenges that an enterprise has to overcome. Enterprises

require specific capabilities in order to be able to implement strategies efficiently

and achieve a specific outcome. A demand for a systematic management approach

to identify capabilities is growing.

We presented a generic approach that can be used to derive capabilities through

a structured process and gather them in an enterprise-specific catalog for an

effective operationalization of enterprise strategies. A capability here describes a

certain combination of information, roles, activities/procedures, and resources to

Fig. 5.13 The catalog extension patterns according to Lahrmann and Marx (2010)
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support issues like strategy implementation, planning purposes, or transformation

processes.

Following a four-building-block approach, we described a straightforward and

flexible process for capability catalog developers and designers, which allows the

integration of descriptive elements for different capability types. The capability

management process is based on the approach of Wißotzki and Koç (2013) and it

forms a tool that facilitates the development of scientifically well-founded capabil-

ity catalogs aligned with the design science research guidelines (Hevner

et al. 2004). In particular, our approach provides a building block covering the

continuous evaluation and maintenance in order to maintain capability and catalog

quality.

Additional detailed content of the building blocks and corresponding steps are

still in development and have only been mentioned to some extent in this chapter.

Our future research will elaborate on this topic and demonstrate more practical use

cases of capability catalog development projects. In fact, our aim is to focus more

on use cases and/or possible applications in order to indicate the tradeoffs of our

approach and to evaluate and potentially extend the process.
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Using Capability Models for Strategic
Alignment 6
Wolfgang Keller

Abstract

In many enterprises there is a gap between strategies and their implementation

by business processes and information systems supporting those processes.

Capabilities can bridge this gap by offering a common language (for business

and IT) and a means to systematically map strategy (expressed in business

models) to capabilities, which are then implemented using, e.g., people, business

processes, and also information systems. Therefore, capabilities form a central

element in business architecture management, easing the execution of a business

strategy as expressed, e.g., in various forms of business model canvases. This

chapter explains the general concept of capabilities. These can be divided into

so-called operational capabilities, which are the ones to implement and execute a

strategy, and dynamic capabilities, which are needed to formulate business

models, to develop strategies, and to configure the right set of operational

capabilities. The main part of the chapter deals with methods that help manage

a portfolio of operational capabilities, such as so-called heat mapping, or the use

of capability footprints, and provides hints on how to obtain a capability map for

an enterprise in some given industry.

6.1 The Role of Capabilities in Business Architecture
Management

The term “capabilities” is being used quite a lot in discussions on business archi-

tecture and IT investment planning (see, e.g., Bredemeyer et al. 2006; Cameron and

Kalex 2009; Homan 2008; Ritzenhöfer 2008). It is somehow strange that, on the

one hand, people are using the term in an inflationary fashion, while, on the other
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hand, the body of literature on capability-based investment planning in business

architecture is comparably small. Maybe this is because a lot of the players, who

actively apply capability-based planning, still consider it some form of competitive

advantage.

This chapter will first give a short clarification of relevant terms such as

capability and capability model in as much depth as needed in practice. If you

ask three people about capabilities in business architecture or even business capa-

bility management, you might get five answers. It may thus be a good idea to start

by looking up the basic terms in a dictionary. Merriam Webster’s Dictionary

(Merriam-Webster 2014) defines capability as follows:

1. the quality or state of being capable; also: ability

2. a feature or faculty capable of development: potentiality

3. the facility or potential for an indicated use or deployment

Taking this further to the notion of business capabilities, Cameron and Kalex

(2009) provide the following definition:

A business capability defines the organization’s capacity to successfully

perform a unique business activity. Capabilities:

• are the building blocks of the business,

• represent stable business functions,

• are unique and independent from each other,

• are abstracted from the organizational model,

• capture the business interests.

One might say that this is not really revolutionary new. Some people might argue

that they do not see a real difference to functional decomposition here. Comparing

capabilities, components, and, e.g., functional decomposition is indeed a rewarding

exercise for ongoing academic research (see Chap. 5). However, it is not a necessity

to go through such an exercise in order to get practical benefits from using

capabilities in business architecture management.

Some might argue that the term capability is not sufficiently well defined here.

From a rather academic point of view this is more than valid; from a practical

standpoint, however, the above level of precision proved to be sufficient,

facilitating communication between business and information technology

(IT) people.
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6.1.1 Capabilities and Domains

Some professionals opine that top-level capabilities are nothing else than the

top-level domains of the business architecture of a company. This comes close to

the truth. Figure 6.1 offers an example for illustration.

As an architect, if you compare the rather generic model illustrated in Fig. 6.1

(which is applicable to all industries) to your own company’s domain model, you

will typically be able to properly map these two models onto one another.

Deviations may come at a more detailed level. Let us assume that risk management

is a top-level capability of insurance. Then underwriting (the acceptance of risk)

can be seen as a subcapability of risk management. However, looking at the

enterprise more from a supply chain perspective, one would rather say that

underwriting belongs to the processing capability. You could now spend a lot of

time discussing whether to put underwriting in the processing corner or the “man-

age the business” area of the model. Experience says that this is not really worth the

effort. At some level in the hierarchy of capabilities, the views will merge again. No

matter what the path from the root of a capability tree to an underwriting capability

looks like, you will find an Underwriting Capability in an insurance capability

model. So, in different capability models for the same industry there are very

similar capabilities at very different places in the capability tree. However,

capabilities remain a useful planning instrument as long as a given enterprise agrees

on a single tree of capabilities for its business architecture management (BAM).

This does not have to be a “universally true” capability tree for an industry. Most

Fig. 6.1 Exemplary top-level capability model [adopted from Merrifield and Tobey (2006)]
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practitioners will not invest too much effort in finding a universal capability tree.

Instead, they will use the models they have at hand and then mix these models (see

Sect. 6.3.3) to be able to have something applicable in a relatively short time.

6.1.2 Capabilities in Business Model Canvases

Business model canvases provide classification schemes for the necessary

ingredients of a business model. In general, these come in different variants (e.g.,

King 2012; Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010); however, what they have in common is

that they usually comprise both “key resources” and “key activities.” Such key

activities, in turn, directly relate to capabilities needed to implement the business

model, as described using a business model canvas.

As explained in Chap. 1, business models and capabilities are closely related to

each other. An enterprise implements at least one business model. It can also

implement more than one business model if it has, e.g., more than one division

where each division might have its “own” business model. Implementing one or

more business models requires a set of appropriate “operational capabilities”—a

term that is not meant to say that those capabilities may not have any strategic

importance, but to point out their relevance for running the business and allow a

proper demarcation to so-called dynamic capabilities, as introduced in the follow-

ing section.

In most enterprises there is already a set of capabilities implemented that is more

or less aligned with the actual set of capabilities needed to implement all business

models. This might not have happened as a conscious or planned activity; however,

with the concept of capabilities in mind, it will be possible to identify and describe a

set of capabilities currently implemented. In order to help establish a managed

process for dealing with actual and planned sets of capabilities, Sect. 6.3 will

introduce a few methods that may support business architects in properly planning

and implementing the set of operational capabilities that is needed to implement all

relevant business models of an enterprise.

From time to time—say, in periods of up to 3 years—some of the following

might happen:

• The enterprise wants to adopt new business models or change existing ones.

• Existing business models are optimized.

• Changes of the environment may lead to new ways of how to best source or

implement capabilities.

In each case, changes of the optimum set of operational capabilities may be

required. For example, capabilities may become obsolete and should then be

removed from an enterprise’s capability portfolio. It may also turn out that a

capability could better be outsourced or that the implementation of certain

capabilities needs improvement.
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6.1.3 Capabilities as a Common Language in the Enterprise

As has been outlined in this book’s introductory chapter, capabilities represent

significant portions of what the business is able to do and encompass various

aspects, e.g., people, processes, and, potentially, the information technology used

to support the activities needed to offer a capability.

In many businesses you will find a large percentage of capabilities that might not

be automated by IT at all. In such cases, there may just be a support by common

office solutions such as email, word processing, and spreadsheets, but not by

specialized business applications. Examples are the “capability to imagine new

products” or the “capability to report regulatory compliance.”

It is quite common for capability names to start with a verb. For example, you

may have a capability “manage life insurance contracts.” Again, in case of a small-

scale or a start-up operations, this capability might not be supported by any IT

system at all.

Relevant aspects that can be integrated into the concept of a capability are [e.g.,

according to Kumar (2006)]:

• performance metrics and cost information for a capability,

• service level agreements for a capability,

• compliance criteria,

and any other attributes that may be helpful for managing a set of capabilities. As

an enterprise IT architect, if you have practiced application portfolio management,

this will sound familiar, except that the subject of interest is a business capability

instead of an IT application.

Referring back to the previous subsection, it is also clear why having capabilities

as the subject of discussion should be favored over mere discussing at the level of

business processes. This is because in the latter case you may omit important

strategic aspects and consider only those aspects that are already implemented.

Activities that will contribute to future business success might not yet be

implemented. In other words, as some enterprise architect may claim, business

processes represent the past. To express future needs, additional concepts are

required. This is where capabilities offer assistance, as they serve the purpose of

reasoning about future sources of success much better than other concepts do.

6.2 Dynamic Capabilities

Up to this point, this chapter’s discussion of capabilities has revolved around the

context of how to implement a business model or strategy. There is one further

notion of capabilities that is related closer to an earlier step in strategic management

or, say, the creation of a sustainable competitive advantage, that is, strategy

formation. With reference to the business model canvases discussed above, one

could also say that strategic management is, amongst other topics, about how to
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identify and define the business models needed to make a venture successful.

So-called dynamic capabilities are those capabilities needed to identify and imple-

ment a proper set of business models and operational capabilities to create sustain-

able competitive advantage and evade a “zero profit condition” (Teece 2009,

p. 85 ff.) of strategic management.

Dynamic capabilities are defined as “the firm’s ability to integrate, build and
reconfigure internal and external competences to address rapidly changing
environments” (Teece et al. 1997). This may also be restated as the firm’s ability

to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external operational capabilities.

Hence, dynamic capabilities can be seen as meta-capabilities.

According to the dynamic capability concept as described by Teece (2009) (see

also Fig. 6.2), an enterprise

• must be able to sense new opportunities for products or services (which has a lot

to do with technology management and management of innovation)

• must be able to seize them (which has a lot to do with business model design);

• and, finally, must be able to manage threats on the way to exploit the

opportunities. (which also comprises disciplines such as solid governance or,

e.g., knowledge management).

Hence, dynamic capabilities have a far wider scope than just designing business

models. They also deal with systematic ways how to come across new business

models and how to defend them against competitors or any other threats. Managing

operational capabilities is a part of implementing business models, while defining

and successfully maintaining a business model is one outcome of the application of

dynamic capabilities.

6.3 Managing a Set of Operational Capabilities

Based on the previous sections, we can conclude that a proper management of one’s

set of operational capabilities can be considered as a use of dynamic capabilities or

as a dynamic capability itself; in particular, one may thus perceive BAM as a

dynamic capability. The remainder of this chapter focuses on some patterns

according to which enterprises manage their portfolios of operational capabilities.

In a typical large scale enterprise there might be some 200–300 operational

capabilities that are the subject of planning exercises at a senior management level.

They might be decomposed into a few thousand fine-grained operational

capabilities, which will be dealt with by lower levels of management to implement

those capabilities that have been identified as important by the senior management.

Depending on the hierarchy levels used for capability decomposition, one may end

up with catalogs (or call them trees) of up to 2.000 and more capabilities, grouped

hierarchically from the top-level domains down to maybe level 5–7. Senior man-

agement will deal mostly with levels 1–3, while the lower levels are typically used

to design implementations of the capabilities at levels 2–3 (as level 1 just represents
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the domains). More specifically, typical use cases of such capability models

according to Ritzenhöfer (2008) and Cameron and Kalex (2009) are:

• Investment decisions: One can assess existing operational capabilities in terms of

whether they have any strategic importance based on the support of the business

strategy and/or business model. One can then also scrutinize the capabilities’ IT

support and compare this to their strategic importance. This may lead to the

identification of mismatches: strategic capabilities with insufficient IT support

and less important capabilities with best-in-class IT support. This should then be

addressed or at least considered in future investment decisions.

• Business-IT-alignment: An assessment of a capability portfolio can also be used

to conduct a gap analysis with respect to the implemented business processes and

IT support in an enterprise. On that basis, different deficiencies may be

identified. For example, strategically important capabilities might lack high-

quality IT support or, in contrast, unimportant capabilities are implemented

using far too expensive business processes and IT support.

• Outsourcing decisions: Non-strategic capabilities with high operating costs are

prime candidates for any wave of outsourcing.

• Demand and portfolio management: This is more or less a variant of the above.

Mapping change demands onto capabilities, it may be straightforward to find out

whether those demands contain more or less unimportant features or whether

they help improve strategically important capabilities.

A main strength of capability management is that it creates a common language

for various professions in an enterprise that allows them to discuss common issues,

e.g., where to best invest financial resources in an enterprise. Against this back-

ground, the following subsections will present a description of three procedures that

illustrate the handiness of the capabilities approach:

• Heat Mapping: This is a very universal approach to produce colorful material

that helps prepare decisions, e.g., for the use in capability-based investment

allocation. Heat maps show “hot spots” in the operational capability landscape

and help communicate them.

• Footprinting: This is a variant of heat mapping that can be used for solution

planning and comparison across, e.g., several subsidiaries. IT applications, for

example, have a footprint that can be expressed in terms of capabilities. Making

such footprints visible helps to compare solutions and make their scope easily

discussable.

• Mix the Models: It shows how to obtain a capability model, as the basis for

analysis and planning using capabilities (such as in the previous procedures). In

most cases, it will not be possible to download a “ready-to-use” capability

model, but it will have to be developed for the specific purposes at hand. A

typical approach is to mix the models.

In a logical order of sequence, we would have to look into the development of a

capability model first (“mix the models”). However, as this has already been
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addressed in detail in Chap. 5, we deal with the application of a capability model

first (i.e., heat mapping and footprinting), before returning to the development part

and giving some further advice on how to get started with a capability-based

approach.

6.3.1 Heat Mapping: Using Capabilities to Direct Investments

Imagine you want to know the spots where your house could require some

investments in additional insulation. You could have a so-called thermal infrared

building survey carried out. Now consider the (re-)allocation of investments in

business activities (or, in a second step, in their IT support), which may be triggered

by some changes in the business model. It thus needs to be reviewed where it might

be worth putting money. For this purpose, one needs some sort of a bird’s eye view,

which also allows for communicating facts to the upper management in a visual,

easy-to-understand style. So the question here is: What is the equivalent to an
infrared building survey in business architecture management or enterprise invest-
ment planning?

When trying to answer this question, one has to deal with a set of conflicting

forces:

• Managers want one slide, while architects may want the details: For manage-

ment meetings like investment committees, it is essential to have relevant facts

on a single or at least only few slides. On the other hand, architects want accurate

facts, and they want decisions to be based on these facts. They want things to be

true or right. Operationally minded people would typically say that PowerPoint

slides used at the management level are inaccurate, while managers would say

that too much detail would blur their vision and hence hamper their ability to

decide.

• Sometimes also managers want a drill down: The fact that managers want a

one-slide overview does not mean that they would not like to have more details

at hand if required. Hence, whatever planning method should allow drill-downs

like thermography allows zooming.

• Time consumption versus accuracy: The “higher the resolution” of the images

that also allow zooming in, the more expensive the technology to make the

pictures. This holds for thermography, photography, and this also holds for the

use of capability-based heat maps in investment planning. One can apply any

level of functional decomposition in order to increase accuracy. The drawback

are rising costs.

A straightforward approach is to produce a so-called heat map of the capability

landscape. Figure 6.3 depicts a sample heat map at a domain level. Such a map

could also be refined to lower-level capabilities. Red color coding could, e.g., stand

for high maintenance costs combined with low customer satisfaction for the imple-

mentation and support of a capability. The basis for producing such heat maps thus
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is a list of capabilities together with a set of attributes used to go through the current

situation of the enterprise in a bunch of expert sessions (Fig. 6.4). Therein, experts

can tell you, e.g., how important they rate a capability for the enterprise’s success.

Business managers could judge whether the capability has any strategic impor-

tance. Users can evaluate the quality of, e.g., business processes for a given capabil-

ity. Enterprise IT architects can contribute insights into how many applications are

used to implement the capability, thus indicating the degree of redundancy.

Once such an information base has been set up, it can be used to generate far

more than one heat map. If you define that

Fig. 6.3 Sample heat map

Fig. 6.4 From evaluated capabilities to a heat map
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color on map ¼ some function attributes of capabilityf gð Þ;
then it will be possible to generate an arbitrary set of heat maps, depicting different

aspects, depending on the attributes some stakeholders are interested in (Fig. 6.4).

6.3.1.1 Variants
As indicated, heat mapping allows a high variability in itself. You can basically

define arbitrary sets of attributes that you want to have included in the evaluation as

well as an arbitrary evaluation function that assigns colors or other map attributes to

the graphical representation of the capability on a heat map.

One option is to use border color to indicate the result of a second evaluation

function (Microsoft Services 2006). Certain tool sets also make the size of boxes

variable to indicate, e.g., application costs (cf. Cameron and Kalex 2009). There are

hardly any limits to one’s fantasy.

6.3.1.2 Consequences
Capability heat mapping implies the following:

• Both managers and operational people can be satisfied, if enough efforts are

invested in evaluating capability catalogs down to the level that is wanted or

needed for a decision.

• With a proper tool set, one can drill down to an arbitrary level, as deep as a given
set of capabilities is modeled.

• The method is as time consuming or accurate as one wants it to be. You can thus
start at a high level of capabilities and model or evaluate deeper in areas, in

which there seem to be “hot spots.”

6.3.1.3 Known Uses
The business engineering method set called “Motion” (Homan 2008; Microsoft

Services 2006) makes extensive use of configurable heat maps. In fact, heat

mapping is supported by various tool sets, as has been demonstrated by Cameron

and Kalex (2009). The “Business Domain Based Capability Roadmap” (Buckl

et al. 2009a) is a specialization of heat mapping, used by companies such as

Nokia and Siemens. Prominent consultancies also promote the use of heat maps

and capability-based planning (see example maps in Ritzenhöfer 2008).

6.3.2 Footprinting: Using Capabilities for Solutions Planning

Consider the execution of a globalization strategy for a large scale financial service

company, in which you have to synchronize operations in regions such as Northern

America, LATAM (Latin America), EMEA, (Europe Middle East Africa), and

APAC (Asia Pacific). You are tasked with a comparison of the different solutions

(incl., e.g., processes, roles) in the subsidiaries in the various regions. Those

subsidiaries have completely different histories. Hence, they may have different
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solutions, which may implement different capabilities. Here, the question is: How
do you get a sufficiently accurate overview of numerous solutions that implement a
few hundred fine-grained capabilities each?

Again, if you aim to answer this question, you have to deal with a set of

conflicting forces:

• Ease of use versus sufficient accuracy: A method that allows quick comparisons

should also allow enough accuracy to not end up with wrong decisions because

important facts were not taken into consideration. Ideally, one should be able to

drill down to the lower level of detail if required.

• Speed versus accuracy: Managers are impatient, while operational people often

want details and sufficient time to prepare optimum decisions. Amethod that allows

comparing process ecosystems should be able to support both, that is, fast

screenings, on the one hand, and also longer, but more accurate examinations, on

the other hand. At best, the quick check should allow to be taken to a more detailed

level later.

An often employed method is to compare the solution footprints. To this end, a

common catalog of capabilities should be used to identify the capabilities that are

implemented by each solution and then map, e.g., the processes and applications in

focus onto the capability catalog. Color coding finally allows an indication of those

capabilities that are implemented by a solution (and those which are not). The

resulting maps are called “footprints” (Fig. 6.5).

6.3.2.1 Variants
Instead of simply using a boolean value for “X implements capability Y,” it may

also be reasonable to use a scale with respect to the degree of quality to which X

implements Y.

6.3.2.2 Consequences
System footprinting based on capabilities comes with the following characteristics:

• Ease of use: Once a common capability model is available, using it for

footprinting is really straightforward. If a heat mapping tool is in place, it can

also be used for footprinting.

• Fast and accurate enough: Footprinting can be used down to any level of a given
capability tree. If initially a coarse footprint has been used to exclude a few of the

candidate solutions first, it is also possible to refine the evaluation at a later stage

and then put more efforts in the evaluation only for favored solutions.

6.3.2.3 Related Procedures
Footprinting can be seen as a special form of heat mapping, using one property or

relationship (“is implemented by process or application X”) and hence a trivial

coloring function. By mapping a given set of processes and IT applications onto a

capability catalog you end up with their footprints, which can be easily visualized

using a “degenerate” heat map.
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In order to be effective with footprinting, a high-quality capability model of the

relevant area of interest is required. This can be mixed from various sources (see next

subsection). Footprinting can also be combined with kiviat diagrams (Buckl

et al. 2009b).

6.3.3 Mix the Models: Obtain an Own Capability Map

Consider an upcoming capability-based planning activity for which a catalog of

business capabilities is required and for which you thus need to come up with, say,

around 200–400 capabilities. In addition, the capability model should be structured

into different levels. The issue here is: How can you obtain a “good enough”
capability model for your future planning efforts?

When trying to obtain a capability list, you typically have to deal with the

following set of conflicting forces:

• Speed versus quality: Typically time is a scarce resource when a new strategy is

about to be defined. Developing a catalog of maybe 300 capabilities, as (initially)

needed for a typical international enterprise, and discussing this with all relevant

stakeholders may take far more than a year. Typically, these are time spans that the

uppermanagement does not accept. On the other hand, by an initial brainstorming in

a small group under high time pressure, it might be possible to produce a result much

faster. However, the quality level may suffer; the catalog might be incomplete,

redundant, might not capture the strategically important capabilities, and so on.

• Patience versus accuracy: In a management workshop there will not be suffi-

cient time to discuss 2.000 single capabilities. Perhaps it might be possible to

discuss 50–70 important top-level capabilities and their respective state and

importance to the enterprise.

Solution A

Life contract administration including 
product server functionality

Solution B

Life and non-life contract administration 
excluding product server functionality

Fig. 6.5 Comparison of two system footprints
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• Full custom versus reference model: To obtain a capability model for a given

enterprise, one can try to “invent” the whole catalog, which means that

capabilities are derived from some theoretical or other models by applying

whatever business engineering techniques. This will typically take lots of time

and the results might initially not have the quality of best-in-class models. On the

positive side, such models have the potential to be relatively well tailored to the

specific enterprise. Alternatively, one could also consider the purchase of an

industry-specific capability model from external sources, with which it might be

possible to save a lot of time. The downside of this is that it may result in a list of

capabilities for the average of the industry, that is, non-standard capabilities that

are important for the specific enterprise might be missing.

• Clean design versus pragmatism: The literature offers various business engineer-
ing methods that would allow the development of a functional domain model,

capability model, and also service model more or less from scratch by gathering in

front of a whiteboard and applying design principles (Engels et al. 2008). On the

other hand, it is also possible to obtain models from various sources and design

one’s own model on that basis by discussing at a domain expert level. Those

experts will also have design principles in their mind when synthesizing their

enterprise-specific model; however, they will not start with a blank sheet of paper

or a blank whiteboard. In contrast to a method specialist who is good at design

procedures, they will also know the industry they operate in.

• “Good enough and fast” versus “perfect and slow”: One could spend years

developing the “perfect” capability catalog for a given enterprise. For the upper

management, however, it will not seem worthwhile to produce a 100 % solution

but to achieve timely results. Apart from that, the “perfect” catalog would be

outdated soon because business changes faster than engineers can apply real

methodical engineering. The usual 80 % of the maximum possible results by

employing maybe 10–20 % percent of the effort for a 95 % perfect solution

should do the job. This is well known as applying the Pareto principle.

Therefore, as a best practice, people mix their capability models from various

sources. Typically, you would start by identifying the top-level domains. This level

can be developed using the following sources:

• Folklore from the own company: Often companies do have maps of a certain

structure from previous planning efforts.

• Industry maps: For many industries there are industry reference models

maintained by groups who foster knowledge exchange and promote best

practices in the respective industry. eTOM (TM Forum 2014) is a typical

example of such models for the telecommunications industry. Reference mate-

rial for the insurance business, on the other hand, may be provided by a given

country’s association of insurers.

• Standard software solution maps: Often there is also standard software available
for a specific industry. These often come with a “solution map” or something

similar for the relevant industry, which also comprises typical industry domains.

As such, they may represent a very good source here.
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• Maps provided by specialized consultants: Consultancies typically organize

themselves according to industry sectors, e.g., banking, telecommunications,

chemicals, or manufacturing. Typically, they also possess capability lists from

previous engagements that can help kick-start the setup of a capability model.

• Generic maps: On a high level, to start with, one can use models like Porter’s

value chain (Porter 1985), or a top-level domain map as already mentioned

earlier.

Once a high-level domain map has been set up, you would continue in an

iterative way to break down the capabilities to a level 2 or 3, for example. Typically,

the internal sources start to dry up here and it will be required to mix stuff from

industry maps [such as eTOM (TM Forum 2014)] and experts with generic capa-

bility models.

6.3.3.1 Variants
There are too many variants to be counted. Any combination of sources for a

capability model could be seen as a variant, depending on what sources are

accessible in a given industry.

6.3.3.2 Consequences
If one obtains a capability model as a synthesis of various sources, this has the

following typical consequences:

• Speedy and good enough: Typically a time box will be set for the development

of a capability model. If quick results are required, one can rely on a bigger

proportion of external material, often resulting in higher costs. However, if the

aim is to save money and there is no serious time pressure, the primary use of

internal experts may be favored.

• Sufficient individuality:Models provided by industry experts are good enough in

many cases. If additional capabilities are needed that are not covered by such

models, they can often be found in generic capability models or also in those for

similar industries. Particular strategically important capabilities might be known

oneself (if they are considered important in a given enterprise). Therefore, a

mixed capability model will be “individual enough” in most cases.

6.3.3.3 Known Uses
There is one international telecommunications provider based in Germany who has

a mixed capability model based on sources such as its own group domain model,

eTOM, and also capabilities lists from a large software vendor. Another large

telecommunications company operating in Germany also makes extensive use of

eTOM and complements this with own considerations. There are more than a

handful of German insurance companies who have developed their domain

architectures based on VAA, an initiative of the German Association of

insurers GDV.
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6.4 Summary

In this chapter, we could demonstrate that operational capabilities are needed to

implement business models. So-called dynamic capabilities are a meta-concept

which can be used to sense, seize and defend opportunities to generate sustainable

competitive advantage. Business model generation is one discipline in applying

dynamic capabilities. Operational capabilities are needed to bring business models

to life. Operational capabilities can be managed using methods of portfolio man-

agement in order to align them with an enterprise’s strategy. This also comprises

questions of sourcing and performance management for operational capabilities.
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Can Culture Be Designed? 7
David W. Gray

Abstract

Culture is widely recognized as one of the prime foundations of a successful

business, yet it is still poorly understood, especially as an element of business

architecture management. This chapter explores the following questions:

1. What is culture and why is it important?

2. Is there such a thing as an inherently “good” or “bad” culture?

3. What is the role of culture in change?

4. Can culture be designed?

5. If these things are possible, how might they be achieved?

This chapter also introduces a diagnostic tool, the “Culture Map”—designed

to help groups of all sizes improve their understanding of their culture, diagnose

issues and work toward resolutions, along with some instructions for its use.

7.1 Introduction: What Is Culture and Why Is It Important?

No company escapes the need for change. Numerous studies have found that more

than 50 % of change initiatives fail to meet their objectives. Resistance to change is

cited as the number one reason for these failures. And what most leaders call

“resistance to change” is actually culture (Schein 1992).

If you want to understand the dynamics of change, you have to understand the

dynamics of culture. They are an essential part of the business architecture, yet they

are not so easy to understand. In fact, culture does a really good job of hiding in
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plain sight. For example, if people know what needs to happen, yet they fail to do it,

that is a culture problem.

Culture is collective behavior. It is the habits that we form as a group. That is all

it is. And it is emergent; a living, dynamic thing. In any company you do things. As

you find ways to do things that are consistent and repeatable, habitual behaviors and

routines form. This is inevitable. It is part of a natural process that enables an

organization to scale, so it can become more efficient.

Any behavior that is rewarded consistently over time will become a habit, and

will become embedded in the collective habits we call culture. Some of these habits

are good for the organization as a whole, but some might also be harmful. In any

group, people attempt to influence each other’s behavior in a variety of ways. For

example, if political or backstabbing behavior is rewarded, say by promotions or

pay increases, then you will see that behavior continue and, if it is rewarded

persistently over time, it will become a part of “how we do things around here.”

Rewards might be formal or informal. Formal rewards include things like pay

increases, promotions, bonuses, and formal recognition such as awards or a corner

office with a nice view. Informal rewards can be such things as being appreciated by

peers, a sense of accomplishment, or feeling like you “fit in” as a respected member

of a group.

Over time, “the way we do things around here” comes to be seen as the only

valid way to do things. There is a right way to see the world, to think about things, a

right way to manage tradeoffs, to solve problems, to make decisions and judgments,

as well as acceptable ways to rationalize, justify, and explain them. Because culture

is also a group dynamic, it has a shared history and a group identity. It has rules and

norms about who is included, who is excluded, who has status and power, what can

be discussed and what is undiscussable. The longer an organization has existed, the

more deeply embedded its culture will become. And the longer an individual has

lived and worked in a given culture, the more invisible the culture will become over

time. It is the deeply rooted habits as well as the relative invisibility of culture that

gives it its power. New people who are just joining such a culture may feel

disoriented at first. Understanding the formal rules as written in policy manuals

and handbooks is only part of the story. They must “learn the ropes” so they can

navigate the social system and find their place in it.

Typically, the people who have the most power in a culture also have the most to

lose if that culture changes. So the culture itself has a tremendous power to resist

change. In fact, every significant change in the routine habits and behaviors of an

organization will involve cultural resistance and cultural change. To fight change,

organizations employ a variety of conscious and unconscious defenses, known as

“organizational defensive routines” (Argyris 1990).
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7.2 Is There Such a Thing as an Inherently “Good” or “Bad”
Culture?

Culture evolves through the interplay of dynamic forces inside and outside the

organization. On the one hand, any group needs to organize and work together as a

group (internal integration). On the other hand, it needs to adapt to market forces

and other outside influences (external adaptation) (Schein 1992), as has been

explained earlier in this book (Chap. 1).

A successful culture is one that has achieved a good fit between the two. That is,

the way it is integrated internally is a good fit for the external environment. Most

companies that have achieved sustainable success in their markets have such a fit.

As long as those market conditions remain relatively constant, a strong culture can

be a significant asset. However, if the market environment shifts, the same strong

culture that was once an asset can quickly become a liability.

Consider Nokia, which was, as recently as 2008, the largest player in the mobile

phone market, with 40 % market share (Malykhina 2008). Nokia was celebrated for

its organizational values and culture, and rightly so. Over its more than 100-year

history, Nokia had achieved excellence as an innovative, entrepreneurial

manufacturing company, evolving from a rubber and paper manufacturer to elec-

tronics, cables and telegraph equipment, and emerging in the 1960s and 1970s as a

mobile phone manufacturer.

However, as the company entered the twenty-first century, the role of the mobile

phone in society was shifting. Phones were no longer simply communication

devices. Increasingly, the phone was becoming a computing device. And while

the earlier “dumb phones” were differentiated based on things that were based on

manufacturing excellence, like industrial design, reliability, and performance, the

newer “smart phones” were differentiated by the operating system and applications.

In other words, when all you could do with a phone was talk and text, customers

cared more about things like color, size, and reliability. But when new devices like

the iPhone emerged, and customers found they could access whole new functions

and capabilities, they cared less about what a phone looked like and more about

what they could do with it.

Nokia’s culture was successful in a world centered on manufacturing, where new

models required heavy R&D investment and high risk. But the company floundered

when faced with technology giants like Apple, who could mobilize an entire

ecosystem of developers who created new applications at a pace Nokia could not

hope to match.

Nokia’s culture hadn’t changed. But the culture that had once made Nokia great

would prove a liability as Nokia adopted a strategy that was driven mostly by

software, making hardware more of a commodity. A corporate culture that was

once celebrated became “a culture of complacency” (O’Brien 2010).

Was Nokia’s culture inherently good? Yes and no. The culture was so strong that

culture change would have been a major undertaking. Resistance would have been

high. And in fact, Nokia did go through a series of cultural change exercises to
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become “more like an internet company” (Willigan 2009). But that bridge, it seems,

Nokia was not able to cross.

The more successful a company has been in the past, the more difficult it will be

to change, because in a strong culture people tend to persist in believing that the

habits and routines that made them successful in the past will continue to work.

They will also tend to employ organizational defensive routines, denying the

validity of reports and observations which are inconsistent with deeply-held beliefs

about their group and its identity. However, an organizational culture can only be

great if it is not only internally integrated, but also a good fit with its external

environment.

7.3 What Is the Role of Culture in Change?

When the market shifts, companies must adapt. With respect to culture there are

two options: You can change the culture to fit the new business strategy, or you can

change the business strategy to leverage a strong culture that already exists.

Consider Samsung, another mobile phone manufacturer that took a radically

different approach to the changing market landscape. Samsung focused on making

devices that could run every operating system that was available. Although they

could not build devices to run proprietary operating systems like Apple’s iOS or

Nokia’s Symbian, they made sure that Samsung phones could run any operating

system that was available to them, like Windows and Android. They made phones

with small screens and big screens. They also sold components to other smart phone

makers, including Apple.

In short, they recognized that the mobile-device market would be driven by

software, and they did everything possible to ensure that no matter what the

software was, it would be able to run on a Samsung phone. Recognizing that

smartphones will in turn become commoditized, the company is also spending

$20 billion to develop its capabilities in medical devices, solar panels, LED

lighting, batteries for electric cars, and biotech.

Nokia was acquired by Microsoft in 2013, and Samsung now sells more mobile

phones than any company in the world, including Apple. A company with a strong

culture, like Nokia, might have been more successful with option two (see above)—a

Samsung-like strategy. However, when strategic options are limited, sometimes the

only option left is culture change.

Consider IBM in 1993. A once-proud company, with a very strong and storied

culture, was on the brink of bankruptcy. As a last resort, the board of directors hired

a customer—Lou Gerstner, formerly CEO of American Express—to take over the

failing company.

IBM’s values, “Excellence in all we do,” “Superior customer service,” and

“Respect for the individual” had become ossified over time. What had once been

living, dynamic values had, over time, deteriorated into platitudes, habits and

routines. The company’s culture was internally integrated, but after holding a
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virtual monopoly on mainframe computers for many years, it had lost touch with

the market.

In Gerstner’s words, “‘Excellence’ became an obsession with perfection. . .
‘customer service’ became largely administrative. . . like a marriage that had lost

its passion. . . ‘respect for the individual’ came to mean an IBMer can pretty much

do whatever they want, with little or no accountability.”

What had once been a customer-oriented culture had become stultified and

bureaucratic. As Gerstner points out, “This codification, this rigor mortis that sets

in around values and behaviors, is a problem unique to—and often devastating

for—successful enterprises. I suspect that many successful companies that have

fallen on hard times in the past—including IBM, Sears, General Motors, Kodak,

Xerox, and many others—saw perhaps quite clearly the changes in their environ-

ment. They were probably able to conceptualize and articulate the need for change

and perhaps even develop strategies for it. What I think hurt the most was their

inability to change highly structured, sophisticated cultures that had been born in a

different world” (Gerstner 2003).

Gerstner did everything he could to get IBM re-focused on customers and the

market. One of his first moves was to send senior executives out to meet directly

with customers and give him a one-page report on their issues and concerns. He also

changed IBM incentives and reward systems to align with the new strategy. In other

words, he not only talked about culture and values, he changed the structure and

focus of the company so that the behaviors he wanted to see were reinforced and

rewarded. In spite of massive organizational resistance, including senior managers

actively fighting his agenda, he eventually succeeded in turning IBM around.

Gerstner recognized that his turnaround of IBM was successful largely because

he put culture front and center. “Culture isn’t one aspect of the game,” he wrote. “It

is the game.” Culture change at this scale is exceedingly difficult. In fact, Gerstner

only decided to address IBM’s culture as a last resort:

Frankly, if I could have chosen not to tackle the IBM culture head-on, I probably wouldn’t

have. . . changing the attitude and behavior of hundreds of thousands of people is very, very
hard to accomplish. Business schools don’t teach you how to do it. You can’t lead the

revolution from the splendid isolation of corporate headquarters. You can’t simply give a

couple of speeches or write a new credo for the company and declare that the new culture

has taken hold. You can’t mandate it, can’t engineer it. What you can do is create the

conditions for transformation. You can provide incentives. You can define the marketplace

realities and goals. But then you have to trust. In fact, in the end, management doesn’t

change culture. Management invites the workforce itself to change the culture. Perhaps the

toughest nut of all to crack was getting IBM employees to accept that invitation (Gerstner

2003).
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7.4 Can Culture Be Designed?

Gerstner understood that culture is not something that can be changed by mandate.

To initiate culture change, leaders must create the conditions that will allow it to

emerge, and then invite the workforce to change.

The conditions that give rise to culture are typically not consciously designed.

Rather, they emerge over time as a natural by-product of business operations,

processes, habits and routines. However, the relentless advance of technology has

accelerated the pace at which businesses must adapt to changing markets and

circumstances. Traditional sources of competitive advantage and barriers to entry

erode faster today and are no longer sustainable over the long term. Thus, learning,

adaptiveness, creativity, and design have now become key sources of sustainable

competitive advantage.

This has led to the emergence of design tools for developing business models

and strategies, a new suite of business mapping frameworks that, in line with

architectural thinking, create structured spaces within which strategists can

visualize complex and dynamic relationships, identify gaps, and explore

possibilities. Two examples are the “Service Blueprint,” to design services

(Shostack 1984), and the “Business Model Canvas,” a tool to explore and develop

innovative business models (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010).

The Service Blueprint creates a space that organizes service interactions along a

timeline, distinguishing between a front stage (where customer interactions take

place) and a back stage (internal operations), divided by a line of visibility (the

degree and depth which customers can observe backstage operations) (see Fig. 7.1).

As outlined in further detail in other chapters of this book, the Business Model

Canvas contains nine building blocks in a structured spatial relationship that

codifies the relationship between nine key elements of any business model (see

Fig. 7.2). It thus represents a tool to capture main (though not all) aspects of the

business model as presented in Chap. 1.

A good design tool should have the following characteristics1:

1. It solves a clear and relevant business problem.

2. It is based on sound research and theory.

3. Its categories are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive.

4. It uses plain language and concepts that are easy to understand.

5. It is content-agnostic and solution-agnostic.

6. It is simple and practical enough to be used in real-life work situations.

All of the preceding characteristics were carefully considered in the develop-

ment of the tool presented in the next section.

1 These characteristics were identified in a personal interview of Alexander Osterwalder—as the

creator of the Business Model Canvas—by this chapter’s author in 2014.
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Service blueprint

Customer actions

Onstage servers
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Support processes
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Fig. 7.1 Example service blueprint

Business Model Canvas

Key partners Key activities Value proposition Customer relationships

Key resources Channels

Customer segments

Cost structure Revenue streams

Fig. 7.2 Business model canvas template
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7.4.1 The Culture Map and the Principles of Its Design

The “Culture Map” is a business design tool for exploring and understanding the

culture of an organization, industry or profession. It is a structured, spatial frame-

work that codifies the important components of an organizational culture (see

Fig. 7.3).2

The Culture Map is based primarily on the research and theories of Edgar Schein

(MIT Sloan School of Management) and Chris Argyris (Harvard Business School),

specifically, Schein’s model of organizational culture (Schein 1984), and Argyris’s

theories of action (Argyris 1976).

Schein’s model of organizational development divides culture into three cogni-

tive levels, often visualized as an iceberg (see Fig. 7.4), because two of the levels

are not directly observable. At the first level are those things that are directly

observable, such as facilities, furnishings, dress code, observable interactions, the

way that meetings are structured, visible rewards and recognition, language, the

stories people tell, and so on. Schein calls this level “artifacts.” At the second level
are the group’s shared values, which constitute the core identity of the group.

Values are preferences for one way of acting over another, for example, valuing

Culture map

Evidence

Levers

Stated values

Acted values

Assumptions

Fig. 7.3 Culture map template

2 The map was designed with the assistance of Alex Osterwalder and conforms to his criteria for a

good business tool. In addition to Alex Osterwalder, significant contributions were made by Larry

Irons, Chris Finlay, Marcia Conner, and Alan Smith.
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teamwork over outstanding individual contributions, or vice versa. At the third,

deepest level are the group’s tacit assumptions, which are not easily recognized and
do not come up in daily conversation or interactions because they are often not

consciously realized. These are the elements, like “unspoken rules” which are

taboo, undiscussable, and otherwise not easily accessed.

Schein’s model of organizational development forms the core structure of the

Culture Map. The top row of the Culture Map, labeled “Evidence,” corresponds

with Schein’s top level. The second level of the Culture Map, “Levers,” is the

addition of the author. The reason for this is that making strategic changes to an

organization’s culture will require changes to rewards, incentives, organization

structure, and so on (i.e., other elements of business execution as outlined in

Chap. 1). Thus, the “Levers” row is the space for considering organizational design

decisions that are necessary in order to create what Gerstner calls “the conditions

for the transformation.” The third and fourth levels of the Culture Map, “Values”
and “Assumptions,” conform to the second and third levels of Schein’s iceberg.

Argyris’s theories of action postulates that people have mental models about the

way the world works, which they use to decide how to act in various situations. He

calls these theories of action. In his research, he discovered that when people were

asked to describe their theory of action, it often did not correspond with their

observable actions. He suggested that people have two theories of action: one that

they will describe to themselves and others, and a second, often unconscious theory

which can be inferred by their actions. He called these the espoused theory and the

theory-in-use. The espoused theory is the explanation that someone will offer when

asked how they will act in a given situation. The theory-in-use is how that person

actually acts when that situation arises.

The difference between an espoused theory and a theory-in-use is the difference

between what people say and what they do, which is easily observable in any office

environment. In fact, as Argyris points out, most people can detect the gaps between

the two theories in other people, even though they can rarely do so for themselves.

Fig. 7.4 Schein’s iceberg
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In the interest of politeness, or getting along, however, most people refrain from

pointing out these gaps.

Because people generally avoid conflict, and prefer not to do things that embar-

rass or threaten others, these gaps tend to fall in the “undiscussable” category. If the

boss says she has an open door policy, but every time someone complains they are

shut down or ignored, people will quickly learn to stop complaining.

So over time, people will learn to avoid such pitfalls, in fact, they will quietly

collude with each other, while at the same time they will refrain from discussing

them openly. Organizational culture is often rife with such inconsistencies, which is

one reason culture has to be “learned” by new employees. When confronted by

information which seems incongruous or inconsistent with their theories,

individuals and groups within a culture will engage in defensive reasoning, such

as blaming others, questioning the reliability of sources, and so on.

In his book “The Future of Management” Gary Hamel reports a conversation he

had with senior executives in a big American auto manufacturer. He asked them

why, after 20 years of benchmarking studies, the company had been unable to catch

up to Toyota’s productivity. The answer is a perfect example of the kind of

defensive reasoning that “protects” an organization from learning the truth:

Twenty years ago we started sending our young people to Japan to study Toyota. They’d

come back and tell us how good Toyota was and we simply didn’t believe them. We figured

they’d dropped a zero somewhere—no one could produce cars with so few defects per

vehicle, or with so few labor hours. It was 5 years before we acknowledged that Toyota

really was beating us in a bunch of critical areas. Over the next 5 years, we told ourselves

that Toyota’s advantages were all cultural. It was all about wa and nemawashi—the

uniquely Japanese spirit of cooperation and consultation that Toyota had cultivated with

its employees. We were sure that American workers would never put up with these

paternalistic practices. Then, of course, Toyota started building plants in the United States,

and they got the same results here they got in Japan—so our cultural excuse went out the

window. For the next 5 years, we focused on Toyota’s manufacturing processes. We

studied their use of factory automation, their supplier relationships, just-in-time systems,

everything. But despite all our benchmarking, we could never seem to get the same results

in our own factories. It’s only in the last 5 years that we’ve finally admitted to ourselves that

Toyota’s success is based on a wholly different set of principles—about the capabilities of

its employees and the responsibilities of its leaders (Hamel 2007).

To account for possible inconsistencies between theories of action and observ-

able action, the third level of the Culture Map has been divided by a dashed line to

distinguish between espoused theories (called “Stated values” on the map) and

theories-in-use (called “Acted values” on the map). Acted values are those that may

not be explicitly stated but can be inferred from evidence.

The language of the Culture Map has been carefully chosen. It is designed to be

clear, simple and easily understandable and has been tested in a variety of business

environments.
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7.4.2 Using the Culture Map

The Culture Map is designed to help business people explore, discuss, and interact

with the cultural dimensions of their workplace. It can be used by an individual, a

team, a larger group like a department or a division, or by the company as a whole,

to capture the cultural aspects of their overall business architecture.

Culture is complex and dynamic, and there are many cultures that exist, simul-

taneously and overlapping, in any organization. For example, people in a profession

or an industry, such as accounting, affiliate with the culture of their profession as

well as that of their company. People in a region will affiliate with regional cultural

preferences as well as those of their company. Therefore, before using the Culture

Map, it is important to discuss which culture you want to examine. For example, do

you want to examine the culture of your department or the company as a whole?

It is important to create a space for discussion such that people feel safe

discussing things that are usually undiscussable. For this reason, it is best if culture

mapping can take place in a calm, refreshing, neutral environment, outside the

normal office realm, in a casual, informal environment, with as few of the usual

cultural trappings as possible. It is especially important to include new people, and

to make sure they feel as safe as possible. People who have not yet “learned the

ropes” can often see incongruities that have become invisible or undiscussable to

others.

People should be asked to take on the role of “culture detective” and told that we

are here to examine and look critically at our culture. They might need help to

understand why this is important, by pointing out, for example, that “we are

merging two groups and want to ensure we get the best of both” or “our market

has changed and we want to deepen our understanding of our culture’s strengths and

weaknesses.”

It can be helpful to start with Argyris and Schön’s “Two-Column Exercise” to

demonstrate the difference between espoused theories and theories-in-use (Argyris

and Schön 1996).

1. Have participants divide a page into two columns, a left-hand column and a

right-hand column.

2. Ask them to think of an important, emotionally difficult, conversation they had

at work.

3. In the left-hand column, have them write down the conversation as they remem-

ber it, like a script in a play.

4. In the right-hand column, have them write down what they were thinking and

feeling but did not express at the time.

5. Have people compare the two columns and consider what was taboo or

undiscussable and why.

6. Ask people to share their insights.

If people are not willing to discuss their emotional conversations and their

insights, you have not yet created a space that is safe enough for culture mapping.
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Once this exercise has been successfully completed, the Culture Map can then be

used to see and explore the relationships between

1. The things you do and see every day (Evidence),

2. The systems, rules and structures, both formal and informal, that reward the

behavior (Levers),

3. The underlying values, both stated and acted (which are often quite different)

that are expressed in the systems, rules and structures (Values), and

4. The tacit or unconscious assumptions and beliefs (often based on experience)

that the values are based on (Assumptions).

A culture mapping exercise is partly like an archeological excavation, and partly

like therapy. You want people to look for clues, and, by comparing across

categories, to try to make linkages and connections, as well as identify gaps and

incongruities. At the same time, because you are looking at people, behavior,

motivations and often conflict, the process can be deeply emotional, sometimes

gut-wrenching, and even cathartic.

It is recommended to use an outside facilitator who is not overly familiar with

your culture. The facilitator should be told that the role is to act as a lead culture

detective, to look for clues, make connections, and ask what might seem like

difficult questions. The role of the facilitator is to dismantle your group’s organiza-

tional defenses, to untangle the defensive logic. To get to the root of the following:

1. What do we do? (Evidence)

2. What do we reward and punish (Levers)

3. What do we say we value, and how is it different than what we truly value?

(Values)

4. What do we believe? (Assumptions)

When in doubt, keep asking why. “Nothing is more powerful than the dumb

question.” (Schein 1992).

There are numerous ways to approach the Culture Map, but after the “Two-

Column Exercise” it often makes sense to put the group’s stated values up for

examination. Most companies have some kind of official statement of values (see

Chap. 1), which can often be found on the company web page. If not, people should

be able to come up with a list.

You can tell people that these are the group’s stated, or espoused theories, and

that we are here today to discover and discuss our theories-in-use—the theories that

actually drive the dynamics of the workplace, which may often be unstated, taboo

or undiscussable. The group’s stated values can be put on sticky notes and posi-

tioned in the row titled “Stated Values.”

Next, the group should be asked to brainstorm evidence that either confirms or

contradicts those values. For example, if a group values “openness” but has very

high cubicle walls and offices with closed doors, that would be evidence that is in

contradiction to the values.
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Once the “Evidence” row is filled in, you can have people think about the

levers—rewards, incentives and punishments—that have a direct causal link with

the behaviors. How exactly does the group benefit from high walls and closed

doors? On examination, you might find a number of levers. People do not do things

unless they are rewarded over time. So, one should look for those rewards. They

may be formal, like pay, bonuses and awards, or they might be informal, like being

appreciated. But they will be there.

Next, you could move to the “Acted Values” column. It is not unusual to find that

the acted values are in direct opposition to the stated values. The author’s experi-

ence includes companies who said they valued simplicity, only to find that, judging

by their actions, they clearly valued complexity. It also includes companies who

said they valued entrepreneurship and risk-taking, while their actions demonstrated

a clear value for bureaucratic, risk-averse structures.

The lowest level of the map, “Assumptions,” is perhaps the most difficult for the

culture detective. It requires deep reflection and thoughtful consideration of the

tacit assumptions that underlie the group’s values. Any group will have shared

assumptions about the external world and the marketplace. In a cult, for example,

the outside world is assumed to be antagonistic, to be feared and shunned. Some

companies see customers as targets, to be captured, stolen from competitors and

owned, while others see them as peers or collaborators.

The important thing to remember about the “Assumptions” level is that

assumptions are beliefs about the way the world works. People will have a tendency

not to realize they are assumptions, because, within the context of a culture, they

often seem obvious and axiomatic.

For example, a company that is highly competitive and avoids partnerships may

believe that the world is fundamentally competitive and cooperation is for fools.

Such beliefs are usually based on experience. However, external environments

often change faster than organizations can keep up, and, for example, if a market

has become fundamentally more complex and interdependent, cooperation may be

the only way to survive. By questioning fundamental assumptions, you can open the

door to new ways of thinking about the market.

One way to think about assumptions is to ask people to design an experiment that

could test whether those assumptions are correct—an experiment they could con-

duct themselves. In the example above, and experiment might begin by asking,

“How would we act if our market was fundamentally cooperative instead of

competitive?” If you can describe those actions, then you can act as if they were

true, in a small, low-risk way (even if you do not believe it), and observe the kinds

of results you get.

There are many ways to use the Culture Map. The approach described above is

an exploratory approach, a kind of diagnostic, designed to help a group examine

and reflect on their culture, as part of their current architecture. From a target

architecture perspective, you can also use the Culture Map as a design tool, to

imagine a desired culture and create the systems and structures most likely to

support it. You can use it to think about the design of your physical work environ-

ment. You can use it when launching a new venture that will require radically
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different values than the parent company. You can use it when you have a strong,

successful culture, in order to better understand the dynamic elements that make it

great.

Because culture mapping is a strategic and sensitive exercise, it is not possible to

share real-life examples at this time. However, for the purposes of study and

conversation, below is a sample Culture Map, populated based on the Nokia case

study described earlier (see Fig. 7.5). Note that there are many gaps and

incongruities. For example, there is a clear gap between the stated value “passion

for innovation” and the acted value “we fear and avoid risk.”

7.5 Conclusion

Meaningful conversations about culture are difficult to have. Most such discussions

are superficial, “rah-rah” affairs. Most enterprises are not safe places in general, and

to create a space that is safe enough for deep reflection and emotional conversations

is challenging. But an organization’s culture is its center of gravity, its most

powerful latent force, and where most of the potential can be found for organiza-

tional success.

Organizations are like people. They have experiences, and based on those

experiences they form theories about the world and how they should act. And, if

successful, those theories become deeply embedded habits and behaviors. When the

Fig. 7.5 Nokia culture map
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world changes, sometime something that used to be a good habit becomes a bad

habit. But habits, good or bad, are difficult to change.

A company trying to change its culture is like a 1,000 people trying to quit

smoking at once. It is exceedingly difficult. But it can be done. This has been

demonstrated by Lou Gerstner and others. But as Gerstner said so well, “You can’t

mandate it, can’t engineer it. What you can do is create the conditions for the

transformation.”

Culture is not necessarily something that you need to worry about. It is not

something that necessarily needs to change. But you should be aware of it. You

should understand it and you should be intentional about it, just as with other

elements of the overall architecture.

In most companies the current condition is a mass of organizational rules, rituals,

systems, and structures that have accumulated over a long period of time. But the

conditions that lead to a successful culture are not arbitrary. The conditions for

cultural transformation are not arbitrary.

If you want to understand a culture you can map it. If you want to design the

conditions that will lead to successful behavior, or successful change, you can do

it. Those conditions must be designed.
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From Value Chain to Value Network:
Reinventing the Enterprise in the Light
of Technology Forces

8

Tarmo Ploom

Abstract

Cloud, mobile, social, and analytics technologies are changing the environment

in which today’s industries operate. It takes only few employees to start a

globally scalable business. It may be that such startups are currently still in

their infant phase. But what will happen if these new enterprises achieve massive

cost reduction and flexibility advantages over the coming years due to new

technology application? It is clear that current enterprises have to adapt to the

revolution initialized by the new technologies. How can existing enterprises

respond to the new entrants who use the latest technology to their advantage?

Should they just copy technology? Or should they take a knowledge-based

approach and ask the question “what special know-how do they have that new

entrants do not have?” What would be the “new” competitive advantage of

today’s enterprises? To answer these questions, this chapter analyzes four

general business architecture views (value chain, process view, information

view, and structural view) of an example financial service company. In particu-

lar, it discusses the impact of technology-driven changes on these four views.

Based on this analysis, it proposes a scenario that could help financial service

companies to respond to technology-driven changes. This scenario is based on

process management techniques and the application of domain-specific industry

standards. The combination of process management with elements of informa-

tion architecture can act as a catalyst in transforming value chain oriented

enterprises over to value network-oriented enterprises, which focus on orches-

tration of value creation activities in the value network. Rather than fighting new

entrants in their strength areas (technology), existing enterprises can use their

business process know-how for reconfiguring their business to adapt to changed

external circumstances.
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8.1 Introduction

Fifteen years ago, enterprises faced changes caused by a new technology—the

World Wide Web. Enterprises worked out their e-commerce strategies,

implemented them and started using the World Wide Web for their benefits and

growth. Now, 15 years later, companies face not only one new technology, but a

combination of cloud, mobile, social, and analytics technologies. Today’s impact of

the combination of new technologies is significantly stronger than the impact of one

single technology 15 years ago. Back in these days, enterprises found a way to

respond to technological challenges accrued from the World Wide Web. But how

can today’s enterprises respond to changes caused by a combination of four game-

changing technologies instead of just one?

Against this background, this chapter:

• takes a closer look at environmental changes of today’s enterprises,

• analyzes the current state in an example industry—the financial industry,

• describes the high-level business architecture of an example financial

company—Credit Suisse,

• analyzes how the value chain could change due to a perfect technology-driven

storm caused by cloud, mobile, social, and analytics technologies,

• analyzes how the overall business architecture may change as a result of value

chain changes,

• describes how enterprises could adapt to the changed value chain, and

• discusses how a transformation towards the new value chain could be

carried out.

8.2 Environmental Analysis

This section starts off with a description of the context in which today’s enterprises

operate. First, social, technical, economic, and political forces surrounding existing

enterprises are analyzed. Second, to become more specific, an example industry—

the financial industry—is analyzed to illustrate how an industry can be impacted by

“the technology-driven storm.”
The following analysis focuses more on consumer-based businesses (for exam-

ple, retail or private banking) and less on non-consumer-based businesses (for

example, re-insurance or investment banking). However, it should be noted that

results of the following analysis are partially applicable also to non-consumer-

based industries.

8.2.1 Social, Technical, Economic, and Political Changes

The main social challenges companies face today result from technology-based

social networks. In the past, enterprises could take central control of their branding,
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marketing, and communication initiatives. Today, information in social networks is

no longer controlled centrally but it is distributed across the graph of network

participants. By linking together different social networks, information can be

spread across the world at an unprecedented speed. In addition, the communication

sender no longer has to have a multi-million dollar budget for global communica-

tion; it is enough to have Internet-connected devices and an understanding of how

social marketing works. For today’s enterprises this means the following:

1. Enterprises are no longer in full control of their communication. In the past,

enterprises could control centrally which target group receives which message.

However, today’s social networks give their members the means to communi-

cate as effectively as enterprises with globally distributed target groups.

Enterprises have lost their ability to control which information about themselves

is distributed in social networks.

2. New entrants can use social networks for viral marketing (social marketing

which crosses different social subgroups) and build their customer base in

days from zero to millions of users. If the communicated message resonates

with members of the social network and is subsequently transmitted from one

social group to another, then brands can be built in days instead of decades.

3. Fortunately, social networks are not simply a threat. Existing enterprises can use

social networks for sentiment analysis and adjust their products and services

accordingly.

Cloud-based service offerings are having a dramatic impact—increasing the

speed at which companies can scale, and significantly lowering the capital expen-

diture to enter the market. Today it is possible to build up a multimillion users

company with only a small budget. This has never been possible before. Fifteen

years ago, when the World Wide Web technology started to be adopted, building up

a multimillion users company needed financing in the order of millions of dollars.

Today’s cloud technology combined with social network-based marketing has

made setting up a new business more straightforward than ever before. And it is

not only about the cost of setting up a new business but also about scaling the

business. Cloud technology allows fast and cheap scaling-up for capital-constrained

startups.

Two economic forces shaping today’s world are globalization and the emer-

gence of free information facilitated by the Internet. The labor market has become

substantially global (due to outsourcing options). Enterprises can profit from global

labor arbitrage. Value creation activities that cannot be automated with algorithms

can be assigned to cheap labor force all around the world. Another side effect of the

Internet has been the emergence of free information. Business-relevant information

(market researches, customer contacts, prices, addresses, service ratings, product

comparisons, CAD blueprints, geographical information systems, financial infor-

mation, etc.) is freely available on the Internet. The combined effect of globaliza-

tion and the emergence of free information is that entry barriers for new businesses

become even lower than before.
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A political force could be the wish to control the Internet. In the past, the main

target of political control were natural resources like oil or gas. Currently, the

intention of control in the world has extended from real assets to the virtual assets—

i.e., to the Internet. Highly scalable technologies for analyzing information in the

Internet have been created for control purposes. But these technologies (big data

analytics and machine learning) can be applied not only for surveillance but also for

customer analytics. For enterprises it represents an opportunity; they can learn to

know their customers better than the customers themselves.

8.2.2 Impact of Technology-Driven Changes on the Financial
Industry

To become more specific as to how changes in the environment impact existing

enterprises, this section continues by analyzing an example industry, i.e., the

financial industry, with the main focus on retail and private banking. Porter’s

“Five Forces Framework” (Porter 2008) identifies industry profitability or, say,

attractiveness as an interplay of the bargaining power of suppliers, the bargaining

power of buyers, the threat of new entrants, the threat of substitute products, and

that of industry rivalry.

Suppliers of the financial industry are employees and various service providers.

As the supply of qualified commoditized labor grows globally, the bargaining

power of the labor force should drop. Also, as the number of service providers

grows, their bargaining power drops. In combination, these two effects positively

influence the profitability of the financial industry.

Particular attention should be given to the bargaining power of buyers. As

information becomes free, buyers are better informed than ever before; if they

need a bank for transactional retail banking rather than for long-term private

banking, it is easy for buyers to find cheaper alternatives. Also lock-in barriers of

customers are continuously reduced by regulators, who demand the possibility of an

easy transfer of bank accounts from one bank to another.

Concerning substitute products, financial industry products themselves remain

what they were; however, there are changes in the delivery channels (for example,

mobile channels replace “old” online channels), in content (for example, more

specific reports are offered to the customer), or in the speed of execution of

payments.

Main forces of change for the financial industry come from new entrants. New

technologies have reduced the entry barriers for new entrants massively. To build

up a multimillion user business, only a few thousand dollars are needed. It has never

ever before been possible to set up companies as “easy” as today. And we see new

entrants in nearly every sectors of the financial industry, such as currency exchange,

payments, swaps, asset valuation, customer relationship management, or risk cal-

culation services.

What does it mean for the profitability of the financial industry? In the short

term, the cheaper supply should have a positive effect and increased customer
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power a negative effect on profitability. Probably these two effects will cancel each

other out in the short term. However, from a mid- or long-term perspective, new

entrants, who use cloud technology, mobile technology, and viral social marketing,

could lead to an erosion of profitability.

Business opportunities for new entrants are restricted by regulations, in particu-

lar by banking license and capital requirements. In fact, it is expensive to get and

maintain a banking license. Increased regulation makes the maintenance of a

banking license even more expensive and forces many banks to exit the business

as they don’t have the capability to fulfill various regulations.

What it means for the area of the financial industry that is protected by the need

for a banking license is that its profitability grows as there will be fewer players.

Another implication is that existing banks will remain account holders of

customers, as new entrants are financially not capable to obtain a banking license.

However, as new entrants take over financial industry business lines that are not

protected by banking licenses, the profitability of the financial industry will erode

substantially in the middle and long term.

8.3 Analysis of the Current State of an Example Enterprise

The main threats to the financial industry are new entrants who leverage cloud,

mobile, analytics, and social technologies. Before analyzing the impact of this

massive attack of new entrants on our example industry—the financial industry—

this section describes the current state of an example bank, namely Credit Suisse.

Specifically, the next section looks at the following architectural views used by

Credit Suisse:

1. Value chain view

2. Domain model (functional view)

3. Business process view

4. Information view

8.3.1 The Porter Value Chain

The Porter value chain describes the main activities of value creation inside an

enterprise (Porter 1985) (Fig. 8.1) in a linear and rigid way. It starts with inbound

logistics and ends with service provisioning to customers. Contact with suppliers

takes place in the inbound logistic stage, after that processing takes place inside an

enterprise.

The Porter value chain focuses on company-internal processing and not that

much on the orchestration of activities between suppliers and the enterprise. As the

majority of today’s large enterprises are monolithic companies that carry out a

substantial part of their value creation activities internally, this kind of value chain

is an appropriate framework for their analysis. The question of course is if this
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approach would still be applicable in a hypothetical scenario in which a substantial

part of value creation activities is outsourced to external suppliers.

8.3.2 Structural View: Banking Component Model

A banking component model describes how the business functionality is aggregated

into components, based on the principle of high cohesiveness within components

and low coupling between components (Parnas 1972).

An example banking component model—the “Credit Suisse Combined Domain

Model”—is presented in Fig. 8.2. This model represents a comprehensive view of

diverse banking activities, including retail banking, private banking corporate

banking, wealth management for institutional clients, and wealth management for

private clients.

Classical blue chip banks today carry out most of their activities themselves.

Outsourcing of activities has been a topic in areas like human resources manage-

ment, information technology (IT) support, or IT application development. How-

ever, most of the functionality presented in Fig. 8.2 is carried out bank-internally

based on internal IT systems.

The Credit Suisse Combined Domain Model, as illustrated in Fig. 8.2, represents

building blocks of general functionality that are independent from financial asset

classes (equity, bond, fund, and derivative). As such, it can also be applied by banks

specializing in specific financial asset classes.

Today, most of the activities represented in the Credit Suisse Combined Domain

Model are carried out internally in the enterprise. Even if (in the future) a substan-

tial part of the value creation activities was outsourced to new suppliers or new

entrants, the overall functionality in the model would remain the same. What could

change is, of course, the distribution of activities between internal and external

suppliers.

Firm Infrastructure (General Management)

Human Resource Management

Technology Development

Procurement

Inbound 
Logistics

Ops. Outbound 
Logistics

Sales & 
Marketing

Service and 
Support

PRIMARY ACTIVITIES

SUPPORT 
ACTIVITIES

Fig. 8.1 The Porter value chain (Porter 1985)
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8.3.3 Behavioral View: Banking Business Process Model

The behavioral view explains how activities represented in the structural view act

together in the value chain. It represents a dynamic view on enterprise operations

contrary to a static view given by domain models.

An overview of an exemplary behavioral view—the Credit Suisse process
repository—is shown in Fig. 8.3. Business processes at Credit Suisse are classified

into five different categories. While business processes at level 0 represent end-to-

end enterprise business processes, those at level 4 are operational processes that

describe the flow of fine-grained tasks in everyday operations.

Often the behavioral view shows only abstract high-level business processes; in

this case, the behavioral view of an enterprise looks quite compact and simple. For

example, at Credit Suisse there are 200 business processes at level 0. A business

architecture view that focuses only on that level may be overly simplistic though.

The overall size of the behavioral view can be illustrated better not by the

numbers of business processes at the highly abstract level 0 but by those at the

“tangible” level 4. At Credit Suisse, there are more than 30,000 distinct business

processes at level 4. Business processes at that level are thus very fine grained. They

represent sequences of activities in the daily operations of the enterprise.

How would such a model be transformed in the future when new entrants start

offering specialized services covering core banking activities? Which business

processes would then remain in enterprises and which would be procured from

low-cost suppliers?

Fig. 8.2 Credit Suisse combined domain model (Murer et al. 2011)
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8.3.4 Information View: Orchestrating Components in Business
Processes

The information view represents business objects, data types, and attributes that are

provided and needed by components of the domain model and are needed in the

execution of business processes.

Often the information view is represented in the form of business object models.
Business objects are relatively stable concepts in the enterprises. Business services,

business rules, or business processes change continually; business objects, how-

ever, remain relatively stable. As such, business objects form the cornerstone of the

business architecture.

However, the weakness of business objects is abstraction. Similar to the behav-

ioral view, in which, e.g., the top level has 200 business processes at Credit Suisse, a

focus on only the business objects may create an oversimplified view of the

enterprise. To see the real size of the information view two characteristics are

needed: the number of unique attributes and that of overall attributes in the

enterprise. For example, for overall banking activities approximately 11,000 unique

attributes are needed. Of course, due to redundancy (the same unique attribute is

defined multiple times, often with different name or format), there are significantly

more attributes used in current banks than just the unique attributes.

Services and domains in today’s banks communicate predominantly over in-

house-defined data standards. As mentioned, a side effect of such internal definition

is redundancy; often for the same business purpose there are many different

in-house data standards available that can cause semantic interoperability

challenges. Therefore, it is not only the redundancy of information that current

enterprises fight with, they also face non-interoperable internal standards that are

defined by different departments or organizational units of enterprises.

Of course, enterprises are slowly learning and understanding that information

redundancy and semantic interoperability can cause some issues. For example,

Fig. 8.3 Credit Suisse business process repository
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information redundancy leads to data quality issues which can in turn lead to

low-quality reports or forecasts. On the other hand, semantic interoperability issues

come with higher integration efforts and reduced agility. These topics have often

been ignored in the past.

But what will happen in the future? When banks start integrating web services of

external service providers, with each external service provider offering its own

proprietary data standards, how can banks then figure out the meaning of informa-

tion, as it would not only be in-house standards that have to be integrated but also

proprietary standards of vendors? And how can enterprises facilitate a seamless

flow of information in their business processes?

8.4 Prediction of the Future: A Possible Scenario

As seen in the previous sections, free information and new technologies facilitate

the emergence of a large number of new entrants into the financial industry. Never

ever has it been easier to set up a new business and scale it up to one with millions of

customers.

Thus, the game is changing. Before shedding light on how to play the new game,

this section shows what the new game is about. In fact, to point out the effects of the

new game on existing enterprises, this section takes a closer look at:

• changes in the value chain of the financial industry,

• changes in the behavioral view of the financial industry, and

• changes in the information view of the financial industry.

8.4.1 The New Game

What is the new game and how to play it? The new game is characterized by the

following effects:

1. Emergence of information economy

2. Network effects

3. Free information

The transformation from an agricultural economy to an industrial economy took

over 5,000 years. The transformation from the industrial economy to a service

economy took over 100 years. The next transformation takes place from the service

economy to an information economy. While the core production factor in the old

economies was land, machines, or labor, the main production factor in the new

economy will be information. Information is the new oil.

Old economies were characterized by production factor distribution based on

Gaussian standard deviation. The new economy will be different; distributions of

wealth or production factors will be determined by scale-free distribution, resulting
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in a magnification of network effects. Companies that have the right product at the

right point of time and do effective “viral” marketing may grow from dozens of

users to millions of users in just a short period of time.

In old economies, production factors had a price. In the new information

economy, information itself as the core production factor will become free to

some extent. For example, Yahoo and Google offer free financial information to

their customers; likewise, a comparison of different financial products or service

providers is freely available on the Internet. Information that was expensive years

ago has become free. For today’s financial industry players this means that entry

barriers to the financial industry are disappearing.

8.4.2 How to Play the New Game?

How should companies respond to the “new normal,” in an economy that is based

on free information and network effects? First, it should be clear that current

enterprises cannot stop the transformation of the service economy to the informa-

tion economy; current enterprises have to adapt and find a way how to do business

in the “new normal” and how to use the “new normal” for their own advantage.

Second, as barriers to entry disappear, there will be a plethora of new service

providers that offer their services at a fractional cost of current enterprises. As these

new entrants leverage new technologies and use free information, they will be able

to offer their services at very competitive prices.

Third, new entrants to the financial industry may not have a banking license and

may not have the know-how of end-to-end banking business processes. New

entrants can acquire know-how about business processes in a specific fine-grained

business domain but it will be unlikely for them to understand the complexity of all

banking activities.

That is, the financial industry can use the new situation for its own benefit.

Existing players in the financial industry can integrate new entrants into their end-

to-end business processes and, in this way, reduce their processing costs massively

and thus increase their margin.

The key in the new game is the integration of new suppliers and new entrants

into the financial industry end-to-end processes and preserving end-to-end

processing know-how at the side of the existing players. Customer relationship

and knowledge of financial end-to-end processing will be a competitive advantage

in the future financial industry.

8.4.3 Changes in the Value Chain

Does the classical value chain approach of Porter still hold in the “new normal”? As

more and more activities will be outsourced to new entrants or new suppliers, this is

questionable. It becomes even more questionable when taking into consideration

that new entrants do not offer their (web) services only to existing enterprises but
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also to other new entrants. The current monolithic enterprises will thus be replaced

by a network consisting of existing enterprises and new suppliers.

As a result, the classical value chain that starts with inbound logistics and ends

with customer response transforms itself and becomes more an orchestration of

different players with their specific services. Consequently, there will no longer be a

linear “internal” value chain but instead a network that connects value creation

activities inside and outside of existing enterprises. The role of banks is to preserve

their power in such a network, and that is the key to future profitability.

Of course, in the “new normal” existing enterprises may not only consume (web)

services from external suppliers, they can also become (web) service providers

themselves. For example, there are good chances for financial institutions to

provide tax calculations, regulatory reporting, or risk calculations via web services.

As all financial enterprises somehow need these services, first movers may obtain a

significant market share.

8.4.4 Changes in the Behavioral View

Changes in the value chain will impact the enterprises’ behavioral view. As the

currently linear and rigid value chains are transformed towards dynamic value

networks, the internal processing of existing enterprises should adapt to the

changed value network.

In the past, activities in enterprise value chains were predominantly carried out

internally. However, new industry entrants can offer the same activities at an

unpredictable low price due to leveraging new technologies. It is probable that

for cost reduction reasons existing enterprises will partially replace activities that

have thus far been provided internally with those externally provided.

Fortunately, new entrants focus on specific activities in the value chain and not

on the overall financial end-to-end processing, as they miss corresponding knowl-

edge. Only established enterprises have such end-to-end processing knowledge.

This means that parts of lower-level business processes (e.g., level 4 at Credit

Suisse, Fig. 8.3) could be carried out by new suppliers, but the overall end-to-end

business processes (e.g., levels 0, 1, and 2 at Credit Suisse, Fig. 8.3) will remain

under control of the existing players.

In turn, the number of internal business processes will drop; likewise, there will

be a greater focus on end-to-end business processes that orchestrate (web) services

from external providers. In the “new normal” (web) services relevant for business

processes are procured in substantial parts from the outside, not from the inside.

The role of existing enterprises becomes the orchestration of these external services

rather than that of internal services.
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8.4.5 Changes in the Information View

Changes in the value chain will also impact the information view of the enterprises.

As a substantial part of internal processing could be replaced by (web) services

offered by new entrants, the question arises as to how to integrate all these new

service providers? It is probable that information models that today are predomi-

nantly internally focused will change to facilitate the integration of new entrants

into the new value network in the future.

As there will be a huge number of new web service suppliers for the financial

industry, it will be interesting to know which underlying information model may be

appropriate for the future.

1. Will new suppliers use their own proprietary data models?

2. Alternatively, will there be consensus in the industry to adopt industry data

models?

For suppliers, proprietary data models help to create additional entry barriers to

protect their business; in consequence, they may achieve higher margins. It would

be a reasonable competitive strategy for new entrants to protect their market share.

However, can this strategy actually be a successful one? As entry barriers for

new financial service providers disappear, there will probably be other suppliers

who may rather base their services on industry standard data models. If existing
enterprises aim to reduce costs, then of course they will choose suppliers who do not

come with a risk of being locked in; they will choose web service suppliers who

offer standard industry data models. Such a development has already started. A

number of financial software providers like “Charles River” or “Clear to Pay” have

made the support of financial industry standards their strategy.

A strategy that is based on industry standard data models would be beneficial for

existing enterprises, as integration costs of new service providers would drop

significantly and external service providers would become easily replaceable. If

there is only a small set of industry standards data models that have to be consid-

ered, integration efforts for current financial enterprises will be reduced. On the

other hand, new suppliers that use industry standard data models can increase their

market share as their (web) services are easy to integrate.

To sum up, it is highly probable that existing enterprises in the financial industry

will face massive transformation from proprietary in-house standards to financial

industry standards. Today, the main financial industry standards are:

• ISO 20022 (financial industry message scheme)

• FIX (Financial Information eXchange)

• XBRL (eXtensible Business Reporting Language)

• BIAN (Banking Industry Architecture Network)

• FpML (Financial products Markup Language)

• IFX (Interactive Financial eXchange)

• HR-XML (HR Open Standards)

• RWF (Reuters Wire Format)
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These standards alone provide approximately 8,300 unique attributes, which

covers approximately 75 % of the needs in the financial industry (11,000 attributes).

Among the benefits of a massive adoption of industry standards by existing

enterprises in the financial industry are:

• a simplified integration with new suppliers,

• reduced redundancy in the internal attribute universe, and

• reduced semantic interoperability problems.

Note that the presented information view based on industry standards primarily

addresses the integration point of view. Still, an abstract information view, that is, a

business object model remains necessary. Fortunately, business objects are stable

concepts; business objects and their relations remain relatively stable over time,

while other artifacts like business processes or business rules may undergo changes.

As such, the business object model of a transformed enterprise is likely to stay

relatively similar to the current one.

8.5 Transformed Enterprise in the New Normal

8.5.1 New Value Network

As discussed earlier in this chapter, the classic Porter value chain transforms to a

value network (Fig. 8.4) in the financial service industry. The role of existing

enterprises in this value network will be:

• to orchestrate suppliers of web services in end-to-end processing,

• to preserve know-how of their end-to-end business processes, and

• to preserve power in value networks by building up capabilities for flexible

switching of web service providers.

The value network is not a far from being a reality. The directory service

“ProgrammableWeb” has registered more than 10,000 public APIs published over

web services today. And not only new entrants register their web services in

ProgrammableWeb. Also established players in the financial industry, such as

ING (Langlois 2012), have started publishing their own web services to the public.

The value network is already in its infancy.

8.5.2 New Structural View

What will be the changes in the structural view of existing enterprises? For

example, will there be changes in the Credit Suisse Combined Domain Model

introduced earlier?
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The overall business functions offered by existing enterprises may not change.

What changes is that functions will increasingly be outsourced to external service
providers rather than providing these in-house. This is also prevalent in the domain

model of Credit Suisse (Fig. 8.2). Already today there are specialized providers for

client trading, custody, payments, settlements, risk calculations, trade finance, tax

calculations, etc. That is, most of the functions covered by the Credit Suisse

Combined Domain Model can already be procured from external suppliers.

So, while the overall functions provided by today’s enterprises will remain

unchanged, there may be a frequent change of service providers in the future.

After all, the structural view will remain as it is today. For existing enterprises

this comes with less in-house infrastructure, less applications, and less operations

personnel; however, more people will be required who can handle the new financial

value network and manage contracts and service level agreements with web service

providers.

8.5.3 New Behavioral View

As mentioned earlier, the behavioral view represented in a business process reposi-

tory may become flatter and will have less business processes. The main focus of

enterprises will be on the high-level end-to-end business processes (Fig. 8.3).
To manage the new behavioral view of their operations, enterprises will need the

following components in the future:

• a business process execution platform,

• a business process dashboard, and

• a business process repository.

Fig. 8.4 Value network
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A business process execution platform will become a core infrastructure com-

ponent of future enterprises. Such a platform orchestrates web services provided by

the internal and external service providers in the end-to-end processing of business

processes. An objective of future enterprises should be to execute all their end-to-

end business processes on one central platform to calculate key performance

indicators (KPIs) and to be able to switch external service providers and thus

preserve control of the end-to-end processing. An example of an end-to-end

business process execution platform is described by Ploom et al. (2013).

A business process dashboard will present KPIs of all end-to-end business

processes, including the option to drill down by specific supplier, web service,

business process types, or business process instances to investigate their perfor-

mance. When companies performed all value creation activities in-house, they were

in direct control of their operations. However, in the future, a huge part of

operations will be outsourced to a variety of web service providers. To keep

sufficient control and to steer external web service providers, strong monitoring

of operations is needed. A business process dashboard has to provide a real-time

view on the operations of future enterprises.

Finally, a business process repository is the place to store the end-to-end

business processes. Today, business process repositories are usually only for

documentation purposes and often drift away slowly from the actual operational

business processes. In the future, there should be a direct link between business

processes in the business process execution environment and those in the business

process repository, and both should contain the same up-to-date business processes.

End-to-end business processes are the new “gold” of future enterprises, it is their

DNA that describes how enterprises work and perform.

8.5.4 New Information View

In the past, companies spent significant efforts to define their in-house information

standards. Somehow this approach worked despite tremendous side effects in form

of redundancy and semantic interoperability problems.

The future financial value network will have a large number of suppliers; the

only way these suppliers can interoperate is by collaborating and by using the same

set of information standards. As outlined earlier, in the financial industry these are

standards like ISO 20022, FIX, FpML, RI-XML, XBRL, BIAN, and IFX.

Figure 8.5 illustrates the Credit Suisse Combined Domain Model along with the

relevant financial industry information standards. It is apparent that most domains

have a corresponding financial industry standard available; only utility functions

like archiving or basic facilities are without a supporting financial industry

standard.

So, financial industry standards already cover all finance-related domains in the

Credit Suisse Combined Domain Model today. There is no need for existing
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enterprises in the financial industry to continue the development of their proprietary

in-house standards. Globally agreed standards that facilitate interoperability with

new web service providers are available and ready for use.

8.6 Role of Business Architecture Management

From the previous parts of this chapter we can conclude that the perfect technology-

driven storm causes a change from a value chain to a value network and, as a result,

current enterprises will have to transform significantly:

• Several internal activities will be replaced by external web services.

• Proprietary information standards will be replaced by industry standards.

• Focus of operations become end-to-end business processes, their execution, and

their monitoring.

It is massive change—probably the biggest externally driven change current and

past enterprises have faced over their history. Existing enterprises have to reinvent

themselves. The question is whether such a change is going to happen by chance. In

addition, it will be interesting to see whether such a change can be carried out in one

large project. Both questions are likely to be answered negatively.

The industry ecosystem will be in change, so it is not fully clear when (and

which) internal activities can be replaced by external (web) services. As a result, the

Fig. 8.5 Credit Suisse combined domain model domains with corresponding financial industry

standards
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transformation from a service economy to an information economy will be very

hard to plan, as we do not have an exact picture of the future.

The only viable way for doing so is by making use of the concept of managed

evolution (Murer et al. 2011) at the end-to-end business process level. By

automating end-to-end business processes using a business process execution

platform, by collecting KPIs with respect to their performance, and by improving

these business processes, operations can be transformed in a controlled approach

from a linear value chain to a collaborative value network.

Such a concept is represented in Fig. 8.6. It is nothing completely new itself.

Such an approach has been applied by many companies in the past 15–20 years to

improve parts of their business processes. What is new is the focus on the end-to-

end business processes and the application of continuous optimization for these

end-to-end processes.

To manage end-to-end business processes and to identify best performing

interoperable (web) services, business architecture management plays a crucial

role. Specifically, business architecture management has to

• continually evaluate the mix of in-house and outsourced business activities and

find the best mix for each point of time,

• manage a catalog of business services that can be procured externally,

• continually evaluate end-to-end business processes based on KPIs, and

• continually identify necessary changes in end-to-end business processes.

Fig. 8.6 Continuous optimization of enterprise-level business processes
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The good news is that the managed evolution (Murer et al. 2011) concept helps

carry out the required transformation. However, the bad news is that there are

certain preconditions that have to be met:

• A business domain model has to be in place.

• A business activity model has to be in place.

• Business processes have to be known and documented.

• KPIs for business processes have to be defined.

• A business object model has to be in place.

• Information models at the integration level have to be available.

• Finally, all of these models have to be connected with each other.

This means that there is substantial homework before current enterprises can go

to the next step, that is, the transformation using a managed evolution (Murer

et al. 2011) approach.

It is hard to generalize the current state of business architecture management in

today’s enterprises. Despite its enormous importance, business architecture man-

agement is still a relatively young discipline and its benefits may still not be fully

clear to CXOs. Also, the architectural focus in enterprises has thus far mainly been

on technology standardization (to reduce the number of technologies in the

enterprises) or cost reduction in the form of application rationalization programs

(to reduce the number of applications). Widespread business architecture manage-

ment programs with a focus on the preparation of the enterprise for its hardest

transformation are still not very common.

The current state of business architecture management may be understandable

though. Without technology and application standardization, current enterprises

miss an important stepping stone for the next-level transformation, that is, real

business transformation. In other words, before starting business transformation,

some technology and application standardization should have taken place to pre-

pare the ground for business transformation.

The role of business architecture management may thus initially also be to

support and facilitate technology and application standardization. The transforma-

tion from a service economy to an information economy, then, is where business

architecture management can show its real value. In fact, business architecture

management is the only function in existing enterprises that can guide and plan

transformation towards the new information economy.

8.7 Conclusion: “Welcome to the Information Economy”

The transformation from the service economy to an information economy takes

place at an unpredictable speed. The “perfect storm” caused by the combination of

new technologies (cloud, mobile, social, big-data-based analytics) and changed

customer behavior (rise of social information gathering, rather than centrally
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controlled information push from companies) has changed the world and existing

enterprises.

Consequently, the game has changed. The information economy is based on

(Lanier 2013):

• free information,

• customer analytics,

• network effects, and

• value networks instead of linear value chains.

Current enterprises can adapt to this new situation, they have the chance to

survive this perfect storm of technologies. Business architecture management can

help guide enterprises in the transformation from a service economy to an informa-

tion economy and provide the flexibility for enterprises that they need for the future.

To conclude, it is neither the strongest of the species nor the most intelligent that

survives, it is the one that is the most adaptable to change (Darwin 1859).
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Liberate Your Business Potential via
Actionable Patterns 9
Alexander Samarin

Abstract

Business processes and organizational structures are integral parts of the busi-

ness architecture. In fact, they are essential when it comes to the configuration of

business capabilities. Although the core business processes and structures of

each enterprise are unique, they are “constructed” from typical business working

practices, e.g., delegation of authority, group approval, four-eye check, etc.

When these working practices are implemented in an optimal manner, this

leads to less stress, less risk, higher performance, higher security, and higher

predictability of results. This chapter presents typical business working practices

as formalized and optimized actionable patterns (executable, proven, easy-to-

deploy, and reusable working methods).

9.1 Introduction

It has been widely acknowledged that business processes and structures play an

important role in the configuration of the capabilities needed to realize a certain

business model. Although each enterprise has its specifics in terms of processes and

structures, there are some typical practices/approaches that may be used across

different enterprises to address certain strategic choices or, in general, business

concerns. This chapter therefore presents a selection of patterns (as high-level,

general solutions to common “problems”) to provide ready-to-use, actionable

solutions for the “execution” area of the business architecture that is conceptually

defined in Chap. 1 (also see Simon et al. 2014).
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In general, such actionable patterns provide the following benefits:

• staff members can concentrate on the unique challenges of their business and not

waste time re-inventing the wheel;

• armed with actionable patterns, different staff members will employ similar

processes and/or activities to implement similar capabilities, thus increasing

the level of re-use;

• re-usable patterns facilitate the automation and gradual elimination of routine

activities, thus increasing the scope for value-adding contributions;

• disjointed solutions and systems will fuse into a coherent platform for business

execution, which will act as a catalyst for business innovation.

The patterns in this chapter are described according to the following schema:

1. the business concern to be addressed by the pattern;

2. the logic of the pattern;

3. the implication(s) of the pattern;

4. example(s) of the pattern.

The use of these patterns is similar to following a recipe. In the first instance, you

should follow the recipe. Later, once you have gained some experience, you can

adapt it to your “taste” and needs. Based on the schema outlined above, the

remainder of this chapter describes the following patterns:

• Anisotropically Decentralized Organization (ADO)

• Customer eXperience As A Process (CXAAP)

• Delegation of Authority Matrix (DAM)

• Maturity Of Process System (MOPS)

• Structuring IT Organization (SITO)

9.2 Pattern: Anisotropically Decentralized Organization
(ADO)

9.2.1 Business Concern to Be Addressed by the Pattern

Suppose an organization is growing and decentralizing by creating branch offices

(BOs) at various locations to serve more customers (e.g., following a re-design of

the business model). The BOs have different capacities, as they have different

levels of staffing, different availabilities of skills, and different levels of

competencies. At the same time, all BOs have to carry out similar core business

processes, so the Central Office (CO) should provide adequate support to the BOs.1

1Alternatively, the other way around, a shared service center is established to support already

existing branch offices that were previously fully autonomous.
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From an information technology (IT) support perspective, it is practically

impossible to automate the activities of such an organization since the work may

be dynamically distributed between the CO and BOs; thus, the users cannot provide

up-front the full specifications of all variations. The pattern shows how to structure

the lower-level business architecture of such a distributed organization (primarily

by aligning its overall business processes with the individual capabilities at each

business location) to overcome this IT bottleneck.

9.2.2 Logic of the Pattern

This pattern is intended to present formally a business activity as a limited set of

combinations of coordinated work between the BOs and the CO.

It is considered that any business activity can be decomposed into four logical

steps [similar to the PDCA cycle (Deming 1986)] connected as shown in Fig. 9.1:

1. PLAN: preparation for the work to be done;

2. DO: execution of an indivisible unit of work;

3. VALIDATE: checking the correctness and quality of the work carried out;

4. REFLECT (or “re-factor”): analysis of the work experience and results to see

whether it is useful to propose or implement any improvements for future work.

In a decentralized organization, the participants in each step can vary and may

comprise branch office (“B”) and/or central office (“C”) resources. For example, if

a particular BO has no experience with the procurement of a particular type of

service, then that step should be carried out by the CO. It is assumed that CO

resources are capable of carrying out all activities (which includes also any step

within any activity).

The possible combinations of participants in a step are:

• C—the step is carried out fully at the CO (i.e., there is no delegation)

• B—the step is carried out fully at a BO (i.e., there is complete delegation)

• BC—the step is carried out at a BO with some post-control by the CO to make

sure that it has been done correctly

• CB—the step is carried out at a BO with some pre-advice by the CO to make

sure that it will be done correctly

• CBC—the step is carried out at a BO with pre-advice and post-control by the CO

Fig. 9.1 Simple process for any business activity [see OMG (2011) for the BPMN notation]
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Only certain of these combinations are actually applicable in each of the four steps:

• PLAN—C, B, BC, CB, CBC (although informal consultations between BOs and

the CO resources are always possible, the last three combinations make

consultations between the BO and CO explicit and mandatory);

• DO—C, B (the work can be carried out only at a BO or the CO);

• CHECK—C, B, BC (the check can be carried out only after the actual work has

been completed; results of the check may be validated by the CO [thus the

combination “BC”]);

• REFLECT—C, B, BC (reflection can be carried out only after the actual work

has been completed; improvement ideas from a BO may be validated by the CO

[thus the combination “BC”]).

These combinations are not independent, and they are combined in a few

variants which represent the degrees of decentralization of a particular activity at

a particular BO (see Table 9.1).

These variants may also be considered as a BO’s “capability maturity level”:

• none (level 0)

• technical (level 1)

• managerial (level 2)

• controlled (level 3)

• managed (level 4)

• optimizing (level 5)

Table 9.1 Degrees of decentralization

Level PLAN DO CHECK REFLECT Description

0 C C C C No BO capabilities are available for a

particular activity

1 C B C C The BO has some technical capabilities for

a particular activity

2 CBC

or BC

B BC C The BO has some management and

technical capability but the staff members

need some proactive guidance to carry out

a particular activity

3 B B BC C The BO has some management and

technical capabilities but the staff members

need some reactive guidance to carry out a

particular activity

4 B B B BC The BO has sufficient management and

technical capabilities to carry out a

particular activity except for reflection

5 B B B B The BO has sufficient management and

technical capabilities to carry out a

particular activity without guidance or

technical assistance, and it is capable of

continual improvement/optimization via

reflection
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The crux is how to choose the best variant that should be applied for a particular

activity in a particular process instance within a particular BO to be carried out by a

particular staff member. The choice can be made using some kind of business

decision management (BDM) which

• “knows” processes, activities, and local specifics,

• traces the actual skills and performance of staff members, and

• estimates different risk factors (political, financial, etc.) and degrees of

compliance.

Such a business decision management should be systematically consulted

“between” normal activities, since some characteristics of a particular process

(e.g., complexity and urgency) may change over time. To some extent, it is

responsible for overall planning, control, and guidance during the course of execu-

tion of normal activities, and measurement of outcomes. The business decision

management should be carried out by central resources, as it should have access to

enterprise-wide knowledge.

The business decision management may work together with the DAM pattern

described in Sect. 9.4.

9.2.3 Implications of the Pattern

The capability maturity level of a particular BO to carry out efficiently and

effectively a particular activity depends on many objective and subjective factors.

Enterprise-wide business processes, their activities, and BO locations (thus local

cultures) may be considered relatively static entities.2 By contrast, there is greater

variance with staff members—they can be hired, temporarily contracted, relocated,

trained, and guided very quickly. Another variable factor is the provision of

adequate supporting tools (HR services, IT environment, logistics, linguistic

services, and general services) to staff. Among those, the IT environment should

be sufficiently flexible to provide for a BO standard configuration as well as some

optional extensions on demand. The latter may improve the maturity level by

implementing localized versions of standard processes.

Another factor is the ability to work fully electronically (digitally) within the

organization. This implies that staff members are able to exchange in electronic

form both information (e.g., data, documents) and actions (e.g., signing an elec-

tronic document with an electronic signature).

2 This is not meant to infer that these factors cannot be changed to increase the capability maturity

level (see, e.g., Chap. 7 for cultural design).
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The following topologies can be considered:

• each BO can exchange data and documents with the CO (star communication);

• the CO and all BOs can exchange data and documents (network

communication);

• staff members can carry out some types of work from outside offices having a

limited mobile communication;

• staff members can carry out all types of work from outside offices having full

mobile communication.

As there are many factors that affect the capabilities of a particular BO, it is

important to accept that not all BOs will be able to “jump” immediately to the top

capability maturity level—they will advance at their own pace.

9.2.4 Examples of the Pattern

The ADO pattern was inspired by the decentralization of an international financial

organization known to the author. Historically this organization was very

centralized; to get closer to its customers, the organization has started to transfer

staff to field offices.

Another example is the introduction of e-government services at local (commu-

nal and regional) levels. As some local administrations are less advanced and less

capable than other ones, the central administration must support the former during

some transition period.

9.3 Pattern: Customer eXperience As A Process (CXAAP)

9.3.1 Business Concern to Be Addressed by the Pattern

The provision of excellent customer experience is one way for an enterprise to

obtain loyal customers who will tell their friends, colleagues, and networks how

well the enterprise treats its customers. In fact, it may be a fundamental part of the

value proposition to the customer, as captured in the business model (see Chap. 1).

To realize this value proposition, other business architecture elements then need to

be closely aligned to it. Therefore, it is essential to put oneself into the position of

the customer and to consider the business from that point of view.

9.3.2 Logic of the Pattern

The following quotation provides a clue to the logic of this pattern: “The reason

customers use our products and services is to get jobs done in their lives” (Campbell

2010). Imagine a hierarchy of nested (in some senses) processes:
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• a person’s life as a process (actually a system of processes);

• a person’s circumstance as a process (e.g., expecting a baby);

• a person’s job as a process (e.g., buying a bigger car);

• customer experience as a process (e.g., a person who is buying a car acts as a

customer for a car dealer).

The better the fit of an enterprise’s products and services with those processes

(e.g., the enterprise reduces the hassle surrounding a particular process for a

customer), the more attractive will be the enterprise’s products and services for

customers.

The purchase of a car from a car dealer is a process comprising pre-selection,

testing, and negotiation between two roles (the customer and the car dealer).

Actually, each role has its own individual process, and both individual processes

are working together as co-processes. If the car dealer’s process fits perfectly to the

customer’s process then the customer may not only buy the car, but may also reuse

the services of this garage again (and also recommend it to their friends, colleagues,

and networks), as shown in Fig. 9.2.

Obviously, each “customer experience as a process” is unique, but is constructed

from some process patterns [with respect to, e.g., appointment making, comparison,

decision making (Samarin 2013a), etc.]. The ability to recognize the pattern that is

the most appropriate in a particular situation and the knowledge of how to effi-

ciently apply that pattern is crucial for an enterprise to be able to optimize its own

processes and to respond to the needs of a particular customer.

A better understanding of the “higher” processes of a particular customer is also

very beneficial. It is important to ask the right questions to “milk” the right

information from a customer.

For example, a civil architect should not ask a customer (who wants the architect

to build his or her house) “How many rooms would you like to have?”, but “Will

you need to entertain visitors?”, “How many children do you have?”, or “How long

do you intend to stay in this house?”. Then the architect can work with the customer

to find the best design that meets the customer’s stated needs.

9.3.3 Implications of the Pattern

Although the creation of a fascinating customer experience may be considered as an

“art,” it can be facilitated by the use of process patterns. In addition, the life cycle of

Fig. 9.2 Life-span of some business objects
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certain resources involved in “customer experience as a process,” e.g., a customer’s

file, may be described as processes as well (Samarin 2013b). In fact, all core and

supporting processes of an enterprise can be presented as a system of interlinked

processes (Samarin 2014). The use of one common concept (namely, processes)

along with corresponding techniques to describe the functioning of an enterprise

enables better overall monitoring and optimization.

9.3.4 Example of the Pattern

Traditionally, business processes are viewed and measured from the point of view

of internal staff members (inside-out view). Considering business processes from

the point of a customer (outside-in view) adds additional measures related to the

customer experience. An excellent example of what is important to measure in the

case of customer experience is provided by Olbrich (2009).

9.4 Pattern: Delegation of Authority Matrix (DAM)

9.4.1 Business Concern to Be Addressed by the Pattern

Consider an operating model (see Chap. 1) that mandates a high degree of central-

ization. As it is not possible (for practical reasons) for the top management to make

all decisions itself, it is necessary to formally specify how the decision-making

power is delegated from the top management “downwards” to other roles. Some

delegation is defined statically via the organizational structure, whereas some other

is defined dynamically depending on the financial impact. For example, a director

may approve the purchasing of assets up to a value of US$50,000, while more

expensive assets must be approved by a vice president.

9.4.2 Logic of the Pattern

The DAM logic should be expressed in accordance with BDM methods

(if existing). All parameters (e.g., the cost of an asset, the type of the asset, priority,

etc.) are evaluated in accordance with certain conditions. Each rule comprises one

or many conditions, and one decision. A rule in which all conditions are true is itself

considered as true.

For example, an approval of procurement may be governed by the authority

matrix shown in Table 9.2. The column in Table 9.2 “Action for the role of”

actually presents three different variants of a decision process: approval in one

step (rows 1 and 4), approval in two steps (rows 2 and 5), and approval in three steps

(rows 3 and 6).
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9.4.3 Implication of the Pattern

Three business architecture concepts are at the core of this pattern: (1) organ-

izational roles, (2) business process for actions, and (3) business decision for

rules. The latter two should be well implemented with adequate tools to allow

full control over these artifacts for the business. In addition, cultural aspects (see

Chap. 1) should be taken into consideration for a reasonable setup or change of a

delegation structure.

9.4.4 Example of the Pattern

As mentioned above, the procurement process is the most prominent example of the

DAM pattern. Other examples can be found in the client service area, e.g., with

respect to decisions of how to serve particular customers (according to the segment

they belong to and its position in the business model).

9.5 Pattern: Maturity of Process System (MOPS)

9.5.1 Business Concern to Be Addressed by the Pattern

Suppose an enterprise wants to reach a particular level of maturity in accordance

with the “Capability Maturity Model Integration” (CMMI) (SEI 2009) (e.g., as a

response to an insufficient realization/support of the business model) and the

functioning of the enterprise is represented as a system of processes. From a process

management perspective, the MOPS pattern identifies the operations on business

processes that are required to help the enterprise advance to a certain level of

maturity (see Table 9.3):

• Model refers to the fact that the enterprise makes a representation of the

complete (end-to-end) process to support communication about the process.

Table 9.2 Example of authority matrix

Conditions Action for the role of

Procurement

type Contract value Manager Director

Vice-

president

1 Services <US$10,000 Approve N/A N/A

2 Services �US$10,000 and

<US$50,000

Check Approve N/A

3 Services �US$50,000 Check Check Approve

4 Goods <US$20,000 Approve N/A N/A

5 Goods �US$20,000 and

<US$80,000

Check Approve N/A

6 Goods �US$80,000 Check Check Approve
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There is no single standard way to model, but the model must encompass the

process.

• Implement means that the enterprise creates certain “aids” that are designed to

help support the process. Today this often means developing some software that

aids in information exchange (it does not have to be software though).

• Execute means that the process is performed or enacted in accordance with the

agreed model (which acts as a contract or guideline).

• Control refers to the fact that there is some means of ensuring that the process

follows the designed course. This may be strict control and enforcement, or it

may be loose control in the form of guidelines, training, and manual practices.

• Measure means that effort is made to determine quantitatively how well the

process is working.

• Optimize refers to an ongoing activity which builds over time to improve steadily

the measures of the process. Improvement is defined according to the goals of the

enterprise.

CMMI states that institutionalization is an important concept in process

improvement. When mentioned in the generic goal and generic practice

descriptions, institutionalization implies that the process is ingrained in the way

the work is performed and there is commitment and consistency in the performance

of the process. An institutionalized process is more likely to be respected during

times of stress.

9.5.2 Logic of the Pattern

The logic is built on a mapping of the introduced process operations onto the CMMI

levels.

9.5.2.1 Performed Process (Level 1)
A performed process is a process that accomplishes the work necessary to produce

work products.

Interpretation from a process management point of view: Process templates are

considered as black boxes (inputs, governance, outputs, resources) with some

information about some process-related concepts such as roles and business objects.

The relationships between these artifacts are not fully explicit. The outcome of a

process instance is unpredictable (because it strongly depends on how people are

doing the work together).

9.5.2.2 Managed Process (Level 2)
A managed process is a performed process that

• is planned and executed in accordance with the policy,
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• employs skilled people who have adequate resources to produce controlled

outputs,

• involves relevant stakeholders,

• is monitored, controlled, and reviewed, and

• is evaluated for adherence to its process description.

A critical distinction between a performed process and a managed process is the

extent to which the process is managed. In comparison with a performed process

which has no explicit planning, a managed process is planned and the performance

of the process instance is managed against the plan. Corrective actions are taken

when the actual results and performance deviate significantly from the plan. A

managed process achieves the objectives of the plan and is institutionalized for

consistent performance.

Interpretation from a process management point of view: Process templates are

defined explicitly but not in detail—they comprise the macro-activities. Such a

template is based on some locally agreed conventions (as opposed to enterprise-

wide conventions). Typically, a template specifies who (roles) is producing what

(business objects), how (macro-activities), and when (some coordination). Although

this is actually a skeleton of the process, it is sufficient to plan process instances and

to have some key performance indicators for managing this instance against the plan.

The enacting of process instances may be performed either manually or with the

help of some tools (e.g., project management software). The handling of some

artifacts, e.g., project documents, performance data, and resource allocation, may

be partially automated. Since each macro-activity involves a significant amount of

human interpretation, the outcomes from process instances are not highly

repeatable.

9.5.2.3 Defined Process (Level 3)
A defined process is a managed process that

• is tailored from the organization’s set of standard processes according to the

organization’s tailoring guidelines,

• has a maintained process description, and

• contributes work products, measures, and other process improvement infor-

mation to the organizational process assets.

One critical distinction between a managed process and a defined process is the

scope of application of the process descriptions, standards and procedures. For a

managed process, the process descriptions, standards, and procedures are local, i.e.,

they are applicable to a particular project, group, or organizational function, while

for a defined process they are enterprise-wide. As a result, the managed processes of

two similar projects within the same organization may be very different.

Another critical distinction is that a defined process is described in more detail

and is performed more rigorously than a managed process. This distinction means

that improvement information is easier to understand, analyze, and use.
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Finally, management of a defined process is based on the additional insight

provided by an understanding of the interrelationships of the process activities and

detailed measures of the process, its work products, and its services.

Interpretation from a process management point of view: Process templates are

defined in accordance with enterprise-wide agreed standards. In addition, process

templates are defined explicitly at the granularity of well-defined small activities.

Typically, a process template specifies who (roles) is producing what (business

objects), how (activities), why (rules), and when (exact coordination). This is

actually a normal executable process template which mixes human and automated

activities. The latter are rather comprehensive and can be common between differ-

ent business domains.

Each project can tailor an appropriate standard process template to the needs of

the project (this is some kind of ad-hoc static optimization, of course, with some

reasonable limits). Since human participants (roles) perform mainly value-adding

work (as well-defined small activities) and not the process administration per se,

then the outcome of process instances becomes rather repeatable. Well-defined

small activities are simpler to control, thus making the management of a process

instance more active.

It is important to note that some level of flexibility should be anticipated to

achieve such a tailoring to be carried out without causing any negative effects and

without serious efforts. For example, artifacts should be easily versioned and

models should be easy to understand.

9.5.2.4 Quantitatively Managed Process (Level 4)
A quantitatively managed process is a defined process that is controlled using

statistical and other quantitative techniques. The product quality, service quality

and process-performance attributes are measurable and controlled throughout the

project.

Interpretation from a process management point of view: A normal executable

process template is enriched to take into account the needs for proactive control of

process instances. For example, the process template contains several checkpoints

at which the performance of a particular process instance is measured to take an

informed decision about the further execution of this process instance (see Samarin

2009). In some senses, a process instance interacts with the process execution

engine. So, a process instance is systematically optimized without a change of its

process template.

9.5.2.5 Optimizing Process (Level 5)
An optimizing process is a quantitatively managed process that is changed and

adapted to meet relevant current and projected business objectives. An optimizing

process focuses on continually improving process performance through both incre-

mental and innovative technological improvements. Process improvements are
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selected on the basis of a quantitative understanding of their expected contribution

to achieve the organization’s process improvement objectives versus the cost and

impact to the organization.

A critical distinction between a quantitatively managed process and an

optimizing process is that the optimizing process is continuously improved by

addressing common causes of process deficiency. A quantitatively managed pro-

cess is concerned with addressing special causes of process deficiencies and

providing statistical predictability of the results. Although the process may produce

predictable results, the results may be insufficient to achieve the organization’s

process improvement objectives.

Interpretation from a process management point of view: A process template is

optimized on the basis of performance analysis of many process instances and some

enterprise-wide information that is external relative to this process template (e.g., a

need to speed up all processes within the enterprise). This is a static (design-time)

optimization. Some techniques for dynamic (run-time) modification of a process

template may be considered as well.

9.5.2.6 Process Operations in CMMI Process Types
Table 9.3 summarizes the process operations that are involved in each CMMI

process type. The nature of involvement is indicated as “Implicit” (informal),

“Explicit” (formal), or “I/E” (in between “Implicit” and “Explicit”).

9.5.3 Implication of the Pattern

Table 9.3 helps to illustrate that a tool for managing processes is desirable from (at

least) the “defined process” (level 3) upwards to actually automate the management

of processes. If such a tool can also provide objective analysis of process perfor-

mance, then it may help to overcome the cultural barrier between imposed (levels

1–3) and institutionalized (levels 4–5) processes.

Table 9.3 Nature of involvement

Operation

vs. type

Performed

process

Managed

process

Defined

process

Quantitatively

managed

process

Optimizing

process

Model I/E (black

box)

Explicit

(locally)

Explicit Explicit Explicit

Implement Implicit I/E Explicit Explicit Explicit

Execute Implicit I/E Explicit Explicit Explicit

Control Implicit I/E I/E Explicit Explicit

Measure Implicit Implicit I/E Explicit Explicit

Optimize Implicit Implicit Implicit I/E Explicit
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9.6 Pattern: Structuring IT Organization (SITO)

9.6.1 Business Concern to Be Addressed by the Pattern

A complex organizational unit (referred to here as a “department”) with several

functions is to be restructured into a set of smaller units (say three to five, referred to

here as “divisions”). This pattern addresses the question of what is the best way to

achieve this and, at the same time, to take into account the necessary separation of

duties and the potential synergy between functions.

As this pattern was originally developed for the re-structuring a particular IT

department, it was decided to express this fact in the name of the pattern, although

this pattern is applicable for various areas.

9.6.2 Logic of the Pattern

The following algorithm is proposed.

1. Specify all departmental functions: F1, F2, . . .
2. Define a set of “prohibition” rules: P1, P2, . . .

Each prohibition rule justifies why two particular functions can’t be in the same

division. An example of such a rule is the “separation of duties” which is a key

concept relating to internal control to protect an organization from fraud and

errors.

3. Define a set of “synergy” rules: S1, S2, . . .
Each synergy rule justifies why two functions should be in the same division. An

example of such a rule is client coordination whereby there is a single point of

contact for each client.

4. Draw a (symmetrical) matrix between all functions by assigning the prohibition

and synergy rules for each relationship (see Table 9.4). For cases where neither

rule exists, indicate “¼” (neutral).

5. Identify clusters in the relationship matrix. For example, functions F1 and F2

form a cluster.

6. Use the clusters identified as guidelines for creating departmental divisions.

Table 9.4 Example of the

relationship matrix
Function F1 F2 . . .

F1 S1 ¼
F2 P2

. . .
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9.6.3 Implication of the Pattern

This pattern makes the decision logic for structuring an organizational unit explicit

and thus an organizational design objectively validatable. Of course, this formal

method offers only a first approximation that should be tailored to the specific

enterprise (and the available level of talent) at hand.

9.6.4 Example of the Pattern

Suppose an IT department is growing and as a consequence needs to be

restructured.

First, you should select all functions that will potentially be carried out by the IT

department from the frameworks followed by the IT department (such as COBIT,

ITIL, TOGAF, and PMBOK). For simplicity, all these functions are combined into

the following groups:

• GOVERN (governance)—group leading and carrying out “administrative” coor-

dination by setting and maintaining internal policies, controls, and processes;

• ARCH (architecture)—group translating a customer’s requirements into a viable

plan and guiding (only “technical” coordination) others in its execution;

• SECU (security)—group defining policies concerning the confidentiality, integ-

rity, and availability of information services;

• PM (project management)—group supervising the building of core services and

capabilities;

• OM (operations monitoring)—group supervising the operation of core services

and capabilities;

• BUILD—group developing core services and capabilities including application

services, information services, and infrastructure services;

• OPER (operations)—group operating core services and capabilities, including

deployment, pilotage, and service desk;

• EVAL (evaluate)—group carrying out internal control;

• INTERN (internal)—group providing supporting services for the whole

department.

Second, you should define the prohibition rules, which are specific to the enterprise:

• P1: separate doing and supervising/controlling (because of the separation of

duties principle);

• P2: separate architecture/design and implementation (because of the separation

of duties principle and early quality assurance or “quality at entry” principle);

• P3: separate implementation and operations (because of the separation of duties

principle);

• P4: separate policy definition and policy implementation (similar to legislation

vs. executive power separation);

• P5: deep specialization for provision of particular services.
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Third, you should define the synergy rules that are specific to the enterprise:

• S1: need for close collaboration;

• S2: architecture is guiding implementation, because an architect is a person who

translates a customer’s requirements into a viable plan and guides others in its

execution;

• S3: there is a close relationship between technical and administrative activities,

because in the evolution of social-technical systems (including enterprises) how

you do something may be more important than what you do.

Fourth, you should prepare the relationship matrix using the defined prohibition

and synergy rules (see Table 9.5).

Finally, you can identify the clusters, namely {GOVERN, ARCH, SECU, PM,

OM}, {BUILD}, {OPER}, and {EVAL, INTERN}, and use these clusters to form

the divisions.

In this example, the BUILD function was divided into three functions, specific to

the needs of the organization: BUILD process-centric services, BUILD knowledge

services, and BUILD infrastructure services. The EVAL and INTERN were put in

the CIO front office. The final structure of the IT department was as shown in

Fig. 9.3.

The divisions of the IT department can be considered as a functional layer which

is used by a layer of end-to-end processes of projects (see Fig. 9.4).

The technical and business knowledge and experience gained in each project are

preserved, enriched, and re-used through an additional layer of “competence

forums.” Each forum is oriented to support “generic” capabilities, e.g., business

process management (BPM), enterprise content management (ECM), and business

intelligence (BI), built “on top” of specific capabilities as shown in Fig. 9.5.

Table 9.5 Exemplary relationship matrix

GOVERN ARCH SECU PM OM BUILD OPER EVAL INTERN

GOVERN ¼ ¼ S1 S1 P1 P1 P1 ¼
ARCH ¼ S2 S2 P2 P1 P1 ¼
SECU ¼ ¼ P4 P4 P1 ¼
PM ¼ P1 P3 P1 ¼
OM P3 P1 P1 ¼
BUILD P3 P1 ¼
OPER P1 ¼
EVAL ¼
INTERN
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9.7 Summary

This chapter has presented patterns for the execution level of the business architec-

ture (see Chap. 1) to address specific business model choices in a reasonable way.

These represent only a selection of possible patterns to share them, demonstrate

Fig. 9.3 The final structure of the IT department

Fig. 9.4 Functions and projects in the IT department

Fig. 9.5 Functions, projects, and competence forums in the IT department
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their practical value, and to promote wider efforts for discovering and formalizing

further business architecture patterns (including those at “higher-level” places in

the business architecture). It should be noted that, since the presented patterns have

been introduced as high-level solutions for common problems, the use of these

patterns in a specific enterprise may require tailoring to the specific conditions

at hand.
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Business Architecture for Change Program
Design and Planning 10
Adrian P. Apthorp

Abstract

It is an established practice of program and project management to plan based on

product breakdown structures or rather to decompose the end product into

individual deliverables. Following this common practice we consider how the

key elements of our product (the changed business), described by the business

architecture can and should be applied in designing and managing business

change. In particular, we address the challenge of identifying and managing

dependencies in large complex programs—something classical program man-

agement methodologies leave as an “exercise for the reader.” The approach

employs key business architecture deliverables that define the target architecture

as well as those documenting the current architecture. In applying key aspects of

the business architecture, such as capabilities, in program planning we seek to

ensure alignment in various aspects of change across the organization and its

resources, including IT systems. Our approach is a synthesis of project/program

management and architecture practices. The approach described is based on the

experience of taking an architecture-driven approach to a major business change

program (Sprott 2008).
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10.1 Business Change Is a Complex Undertaking

Managing change to an established business can be likened to upgrading the parts

on a “747” whilst it is flying. The business still needs to operate with no impact to

service and at the same time make the necessary changes to deliver the benefits of

the change to the business and its customers. The complexity and risks associated

with business change are well documented. Many examples can be found of failure

to execute change successfully, either with the change initiative being abandoned

part way through with little benefit to show for it or worse. There are also many

methodologies, often proprietary, which address business change either in whole or

part (for example, the “soft” or human aspects of change).

The discipline of business architecture management, as part of the overall

enterprise architecture management discipline, has gained increasing interest in

the last few years due to the focus on making sense of the complexity within which

large enterprises operate. Indeed, following the assertion that all businesses have an

architecture explicit or not, then any business change must in some way reference

the architecture of the business. However, this is often done implicitly and not

considered holistically by many change or business transformation methodologies.

A more complete methodology can be articulated for planning and managing

business change where business architecture provides the common foundation

throughout the life of a change initiative. Rather than describe a complete method-

ology here in detail, our focus is on using the business architecture to untangle some

of the complexity of business change in order for the change problem to be made

more manageable. The intention is to make the business architecture explicit and

draw on its structure to partition the overall change in to (relatively) self-contained

deliverables, as the basis for planning and subsequent operation. Indeed, the

principles used for enabling the change can be applied to the target business

architecture to enable future agility.

It goes without saying that in designing or building a program plan for business

change there are many forces at play that give rise to complexity. These forces need

to be balanced in order to mitigate risk and ensure that delivery is realized over the

life of the program. Forces that need to be considered include:

• The natural and inbuilt dependencies of the target business architecture—

Depending upon the scope of an initiative there are a wide range of dependencies

in the target architecture that will drive the phasing of deliverables. For example,

clearly a product cannot be sold (tell that to some sales people) unless the

capability to market or deliver it is in place. An understanding of the

dependencies in the target architecture will help identify an order of precedence

for which areas of the business in scope can or should be tackled first.

• The existing environment—By definition, a business change program is not

operating in a “green field” environment. Therefore, migration from the existing

business environment (including processes, organizational structures, informa-

tion technology [IT] systems, etc.) needs to be considered in the sequencing of

program deliverables.
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• Business priorities and benefits realization—With the high-profile nature of any

business change program there is a significant expectation in maximizing the

benefits to be gained and in a given (usually aggressive) time-frame. Certain

priorities may already be attached to particular benefits; others may be seen as

“low hanging fruits” and, therefore, anticipated earlier than others.

• Changing business conditions—Over the duration of a change program the

conditions in which the business operates can change dramatically, for example,

change of leadership, change of economic situation—positive or negative, etc.

As a result, the scope or commitment to the program may change, including

cancellation. Whatever the change, the business should be left in an operable

condition.

• Other change initiatives—Typically, a large organization can have multiple

change initiatives running at once, often in different functions. Clearly the

portfolio of change initiatives should be complementary and not conflicting

with each other.

• Trust and credibility—Any team charged with delivering a major business

change has to establish trust and credibility from all of those affected by the

change across the organization. This is in addition to the challenges associated

with ensuring buy-in for the change in the first place (not tackled as part of this

discussion). Establishing trust and credibility creates a “pull” effect within the

organization for the subsequent realization of the change benefits.

• Resource needs—Resources of various types (e.g., people, equipment, financial)

need to be identified and scheduled to work on program deliverables as effi-

ciently as possible. Resource planning will not be discussed in detail; however, it

is expected that the program plan developed through the approach described here

will provide the basis for resource allocation. Indeed, the impact of resource

constraints can be assessed against the plan, yielding, for example, an under-

standing of the trade-offs in addressing mandatory foundational changes vs.

short-term benefits for realization.

A number of the forces clearly drive towards the need to establish and maintain

confidence by delivering benefits early and regularly. Such drivers work against a

“big bang” delivery. Incremental benefits-driven delivery is not wholly incompati-

ble with needing to deliver the “building blocks” of the changed business. However,

a balance is required between delivering foundational building blocks with no

apparent immediate benefit and delivering direct visible benefits.

Indeed, as part of breaking down complexity, incremental delivery is one of the

principles of our approach, resulting in benefits accrual and realization throughout

the life of a change program. In this way we draw on some of the principles of agile

software development (Beck et al. 2001) but applied to large-scale business change.

Incremental delivery will support a future culture of change (or managed evolu-

tion). On the negative side, it may also increase costs in the short term, with tactical

delivery. However, this can be considered a risk mitigation strategy with the

additional benefit of future change readiness. It also has the risk and advantage

that a change initiative can be stopped, if environmental factors dictate, with some

benefits having already been realized.
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In reviewing these forces, it is our contention that the business architecture

provides the overall context to reconcile them, enabling mitigation of dependencies

and complexity. This applies to both the final deliverable and the execution of change.

We will explore this through discussing key elements of the business architecture and

the experience of applying them in a major change initiative (Sprott 2008).

10.2 Planning a Europe-wide Business Change

An example of where the approach we describe has been successfully applied was

in a business change program across the European region, involving 30 country

business units. This program exemplifies all of the forces that we described in the

previous section.

Having established a Europe-wide road transportation network, as the result of

significant acquisitions (at least one per country), it became apparent that the

overall value proposition and quality of service experienced by customers needed

significant improvement. In order to address these needs it was determined that a

standard product offering was required, supported by greater consistency in

capabilities and integration of the core processes used across business units.

Ultimately, this meant adopting standard processes and changing the operating

model. Although not part of the original business objective, this solution also

resulted in the adoption of standard IT systems by many country business units.

During the initial feasibility study, different options were explored in order to

meet the required capabilities of the target value proposition. The two key ones

being:

1. Enhancement of the current processes and IT systems to a common standard.

2. Adoption of existing proven standard processes and IT systems from another

business line.

The second option, to adopt the proven standard processes, was ultimately

selected to deliver the required capabilities. However, this still required some

change to both the processes and IT systems to deal with transition and those

specific capabilities not found in the other business line. The adoption of these

processes and systems inevitably impacted other aspects of the business set-up in

order to deliver the new and changed capabilities. Changes included which

facilities and organization units would be used to fulfill certain capabilities. Also,

as the processes in the two environments operated according to different informa-

tion standards (e.g., account numbers, product coding, etc.) the foundations of many

processes needed to change, even though the basic activities may have remained

(at least superficially) the same or similar.

Also, as a networked business there was the need for coexistence during transi-

tion, in order to maintain at least the current level of service. Hence, the new had to

interoperate with the old and vice versa. In addition, the individual country business

units had to participate in planning and executing the change. This required a clear
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definition of what the target was and the constraints in which to operate, as well as

the necessary coordination to ensure a smooth transition.

Therefore, even though many elements of the solution were available, the

complexity of the actual change to the operating business was significant. This of

course had to be achieved with the minimum of impact to customers or rather any

impact experienced should be a positive one.

10.3 Foundations to the Approach

In our approach and this discussion we focus on the “hard” side of change (i.e.,

planning and delivery of tangible deliverables) by synthesizing the approaches of

two disciplines: project/program management and business/enterprise architecture.

In doing so, it is hoped that the complementary relationship between business (and

enterprise) architecture and programmanagement is reinforced. Of course, it should

not be a surprise that these two disciplines are important if we consider the

disciplines traditionally involved in the design, planning and delivery of new and

changed buildings, cities or complex systems. However, there seems to be little

established practice and training that brings the techniques and deliverables of both

disciplines together in the domain of business change.

Although the emphasis is not on the “soft” side of change (i.e., the people

aspects), this aspect is of course a significant consideration in ensuring success in

a change management initiative. Indeed, business architecture can and should play

a role in the “soft” side of change management.

10.3.1 Influences

Our approach draws on established architecture methodologies such as the “Archi-

tecture Development Method” from “The Open Group Architecture Framework”

(TOGAF ADM)1 (cf. The Open Group 2011) as well as techniques from informa-

tion engineering (Finkelstein 1989), and standard project and program management

practices [e.g., PRINCE2® (AXELOS 2014) and Managing Successful

Programmes [MSP®] (Cabinet Office 2011)]. Indeed, our approach may be consid-

ered a realization of capability-based planning as per the TOGAF ADM, although

our initiative predated its introduction in TOGAF 9.0. As previously noted, we also

apply some of the principles of agile software development. In bringing these

disciplines together for planning and managing business change, we focus on

addressing the challenges previously outlined:

1 The TOGAF ADM is specifically referenced; however, many of the concepts are common to

“business systems planning” (BSP) and “enterprise architecture planning” (EAP).
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1. Providing a technique for the key program planning step “now identify and

manage your dependencies.”

2. Incremental delivery and benefits realization.

By drawing on the practices and techniques of existing architecture

methodologies and applying them in the context of business change, we seek to

provide an approach that considers information systems/IT as components of the

changed enterprise,2 rather than the objective of it. This entails refocusing the

emphasis of these methodologies towards the enterprise as a system, of which an

IT system is a part, and hence addressing the significance attached to certain areas.

This includes the emphasis on data rather than what the data represents, i.e., the

“things” (tangible and intangible) that the business works with (e.g., shipments,

vehicles, accounts, products) need to be understood in their own right, as distinct

from the information about them.

With regards to project and program management methodologies it is not our

intent to discuss established practices for estimation, monitoring, controls, etc.

These are assumed. However, we highlight where architecture practices and

deliverables play a role in designing both the expected outcome of a change

program, and the structure and planning of the program itself.

10.3.2 Key Elements of the Business Architecture

Central to our approach for dealing with the challenges outlined above and as a

basis for describing the target business architecture are business capabilities:
A business capability is an [. . .] ability to execute a defined [. . .] pattern of activities and

produce a desired outcome (e.g., product, service) by deploying specific resources and

expertise and processing information in a defined organizational and cultural environment

(Simon et al. 2014; also see Chap. 1).

Business capabilities are typically composed of a hierarchy of finer-grained

business capabilities. The hierarchy can be established by exploring the processes

that deliver a given capability. Capabilities that are common to more than one

process or activity highlight the opportunity for aggregating resources into a

specific functional unit within the business that realizes the given capability or set

of capabilities. For example, a call center need not be specialized to the handling of

one type of call or request (e.g., bookings or orders) but can have the ability to

handle multiple types of request from a customer. Of course, some degree of

specialization may be required depending upon the level of knowledge required

for the range of call or request types to be handled.

By their nature, business capabilities are multi-dimensional (Malan et al. 2002–

2006). Each dimension will shed light on various dependencies; however, the

2 This type of approach has been referred to as concurrent business engineering (Leganza

et al. 2009).
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first-order dependencies are found by exploring the business objects that realized

capabilities act on.

Business objects are the “things” or entities (e.g., customer, account, order,

product, etc.) that an enterprise acts on or deals with.3 An understanding of the

relationships between business objects provides insight into the natural

dependencies within the enterprise. Indeed, the types of business objects handled

by an enterprise are generally relatively stable; therefore, it can be assumed that if a

key business object type or the way it is identified is impacted this will result in a

major change to the business, e.g., a change to how a product or facility is identified

can have major impact across the business. Many business object dependencies

may be obvious (e.g., a product needs to be defined before selling it to a customer or

an account needs to be opened before an order can be taken); however, by explicitly

identifying them it is possible to identify what parts of the business architecture are

tightly coupled and where dependencies can be broken (see Fig. 10.1).

Although business objects provide an understanding of the dependencies within

the enterprise it is necessary to explore other elements of the business architecture

to start identifying where dependencies can be mitigated. In particular, insight is

provided by investigating how the capability usage of business objects is expected

to change as a result of the envisaged business change.

By identifying and naming business objects, alignment on the terms and

definitions associated with them serves to establish effective communication

throughout a change initiative and the operation of the future business. These

terms will appear in naming business capabilities, business processes, and

associated key performance indicators (KPIs).

Business processes, or more specifically, the end-to-end business processes that
flow through the organization to deliver value to customers and the business, are the

Customer

Product

Account

Invoice

Tariff

Order Package

Flight

Tour

Facility

Fig. 10.1 Business object dependencies

3 As business objects are the types of things that the enterprise cares about, in many cases data

about them needs to be stored and handled. However, it must be clear that they are not synonymous

with the objects that are the focus of object-oriented programming, although they may be

represented by them.
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other key element of the business architecture that we draw on. Activities within a

business process pass business objects between them, changing their state, as well

as consuming or referencing other business objects. End-to-end business processes4

(e.g., Order to Cash) operate or focus on a specific business object, transforming it

in the context of a clearly defined customer and service/product provider.

By exploring end-to-end business processes and identifying the business objects

passed between them, business object dependencies can be confirmed. Also, pro-

cess interfaces, where business objects are passed in a given state, can be clearly

identified, exposing natural places in the business architecture where dependencies

can be mitigated. At such places pivot points may be established in the architecture

(see Fig. 10.2). Pivot points are “axes” within an architecture around which change

can be managed. We will say more on the value of pivot points in Sect. 10.5.3.

10.3.3 Target Business Scenario

Established program and project management practices tell us to plan based on

product breakdown structures or rather to decompose the end product in to

Fig. 10.2 End-to-end processes with pivot points

4 End-to-end business processes (Davis 2010) are similar to the concept of value streams (Brown

2009) described by Martin (1995). However, we place particular significance on the transforma-

tion or change in the state of the subject business object.
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Table 10.1 Target business scenario table of contents

Section Description

Vision The overall vision for the changed business including the

drivers for change. This section basically represents the

business motivation layer as per this book’s business

architecture framework (see Chap. 1)a

Business environment A description of the environment in which the target business

is expected to operate. This includes the context for

relationships to external parties such as customers, suppliers,

and regulatory authorities, and therefore describes major parts

of the business model (including the operating model) as per

this book’s business architecture framework (see Chap. 1)

Product definition We identify the product definition separately here, as in our

initiative the definition and standardization of the product was

a major deliverable. For other initiatives, it may be considered

part of the business environment (or, in other words, the

business model [see above])

Principles Principles make explicit the fundamental decisions and

policies that constrain and guide the design of the changed

business such as, for example, “standard business processes

will be adopted.” Where design decisions are unclear, the

principles should be referred to for direction and, if necessary,

further principles identified. Principles may be found

embedded in various places, including the vision, business

environment, or product definition, but should be made

explicit

Business objects Definition of the business objects in scope or impacted by the

business change. This includes a description of the

relationships between business objects and any attribute or

structural changes.b For example, in our case different

nomenclature was introduced for identifying accounts and

facilities. The volume and distribution of business objects

should also be provided. Business objects fit within the

business execution part of this book’s business architecture

framework (see Chap. 1), but reflect all the entities of the

business not just the information entities

Required capabilities and end-

to-end processes

Description of all the major capabilities, highlighting the

changes of the changed business at key touch points and the

supporting end-to-end processes. Ideally, these should be

described independent of the organizational model. The

organizational model is expected as an outcome of the

business design. Key performance indicators (KPIs) should be

included as well. Again, this section basically maps onto the

business execution part of the business architecture framework

(see Chap. 1)
aThe business architecture framework has initially been described by Simon et al. (2014) and, as

indicated, is outlined in further detail in the introductory chapter of this book
bThese may be formalized in a business object model, as an entity relationship model of business

objects. The business object model is often referred to as a conceptual data model in texts

discussing data models
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individual deliverables. In turn, the product break down structure should be

transformed in to a work breakdown structure as the basis for costing and schedul-

ing. Therefore, a description of the end product is critical for planning.

In the MSP® methodology the end product is described in a blueprint (which

MSP® acknowledges to be delivered by a business or enterprise architecture

activity). In our approach, the blueprint is described in a target business scenario

document. This document describes the envisioned capabilities as well as other key

aspects of the changed business. It is a high-level description of the desired business

rather than a detailed specification or design of the future business processes,

systems, organization, etc. This allows us to take an iterative (and “agile”) approach

to planning and managing the change. To support this approach, the target business

scenario therefore needs to articulate the essential nature of the changed business,

the target business architecture, from which key planning assumptions can be

derived. The target business scenario then provides the overall context for the

change and is the “anchor” or common reference that all subsequent deliverables

relate back to. It is maintained under change control throughout the change pro-

gram. Table 10.1 describes the table of contents for a target business scenario.

Although originally based on the TOGAF notion of a business scenario, the

emphasis is fully on the required change in the business (as can be seen from the

table of contents). As such, the target business scenario is a statement of

requirements of the changed business and therefore does not detail the target

business design, i.e., the physical processes (workflows and procedures), IT

systems, facilities, and organizational setup. These are expected deliverables of

the program itself.

BUSINESS OBJECTS

BUSINESS DESIGN

TECHNOLOGYINFORMATION

WORKFLOWS AND PROCEDURES

PEOPLE AND ORGANIZATION

ASSETS

BUSINESS CAPABILITIES
AND 

END TO END PROCESSES

PRODUCTS

Fig. 10.3 The architecture

framework, separating design

from the architecture

elements
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The separation between the business architecture elements described in the

target business scenario and the business design, that is a response to it, is

summarized by the architecture framework illustrated in Fig. 10.3. Business objects

are shown to provide the foundations of the architecture and the business itself.

10.4 Applying the Business Architecture

Having established the business architecture foundations, we will now explore their

application in a business change initiative, based on our experience. In our initiative

we considered three phases to a change program:

• Phase 1 (Program Definition)—This phase delivers the target business scenario

and establishes the options and case for change.

• Phase 2 (Program Design)—Program design develops the overall structure and

plan for the program to deliver the change, as well as the overall business case.

• Phase 3 (Program Delivery)—The delivery phase elaborates on the business

architecture and initial business design developed during phase 1, and of course

implements the change.

Our particular focus in applying the business architecture is phase 2, to design an

effective approach and plan to deliver the changed business and associated benefits,

i.e., the program design.

10.4.1 Phase 1: Program Definition

The target business scenario is the key business architecture deliverable from the

definition phase of a change program and acts as the primary reference for program

design and delivery. The program definition phase follows an iterative process of

development and refinement of the target business scenario and testing it against

various solution options.

A draft target business scenario (referred to as initial business scenario in

Fig. 10.4) is developed based upon the overall aspiration of the change sponsors

according to the outline in Table 10.1, identifying the vision, business environment,

and key capabilities (new, changed, and existing) that support the vision. The draft

target business scenario is then used as the basis of a feasibility study to establish

the overall viability of the change. This is achieved by developing an initial view of

the business design to meet the needs of the changed business articulated in the

target business scenario. The assessment is necessarily a high-level one that will

identify the major resources (across the organization) that will be impacted by the

change, in order to provide an order-of-magnitude estimate of cost that can be

rationalized against the anticipated benefits.

In our case the business design was the responsibility of each business unit to

develop in response to the target business scenario, including guiding principles.
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Development of the draft business scenario was the responsibility of the senior

enterprise architect assigned to the initiative with overall ownership transferred to

the program executive by the end of phase 1.

The initial view of the business design will most likely identify a number of

basic options to fulfill the target business scenario. Also, it is more than likely

changes to the target business scenario will have been identified from the feasibility

study that should be incorporated into a revised target business scenario. Assuming

that the feasibility study provides a positive assessment, a more detailed impact

analysis can now be conducted to assess the identified solution options in more

detail and select the preferred one with associated costs. The results of the impact

analysis then provides the basis for the business case, which is then finalized with

the program design (phase 2). It can also be anticipated that further refinements will

be made to the target business scenario as well as the business design as a result of

the impact analysis.

It should also be clear that the activities and deliverables of this phase will

provide an input to the phase 3 business design deliverables as well as to an

assessment of the gaps to be closed between the current and changed businesses.

In addition to this, they supplement the target business scenario with inputs for

phase 2, where the change program itself is designed and the program plan is

developed.

Fig. 10.4 Program phasing
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10.4.2 Phase 2: Program Design

In designing a change program the objective is to establish an overall structure and

plan for the program that delivers benefits at key milestones in program execution.

Core to the program design is the identification of a number of parallel workstreams

with minimum dependency between them. A workstream may be a single project or

be divided in to a series of projects that incrementally deliver benefits. Although

there will of course remain dependencies between them, workstreams can be

phased to ensure that critical path dependencies are followed.

In the same way that principles play a key role in the design of the target business

scenario, they are also important to the program design. Therefore, key program

design principles need to be established. In this discussion we are illustrating

certain principles based upon the experience of what worked for us. These can

potentially contribute to a catalog of business transformation patterns. Such

principles may include:

• Change will be delivered incrementally.

• Workstreams deliver the complete change, including deployment in the field.

• Workstreams are scoped to end-to-end business processes, and can be cross-

functional.

• Information exchanges/process interfaces are the key to interoperability and

decoupling. Interfaces are more important than applications.

• Design for migration/transition to enable current and future change.

As we asserted earlier, the basis for identifying dependencies are the business

objects in scope or impacted by the change program. Therefore, we start with

developing the dependency map of business objects (see Fig. 10.1). The depen-

dency map can be developed by simply exploring which objects have a creation

dependency on other objects. For example, an order cannot be created without

knowing the product or the customer. Alternatively, if a conceptual data model

(or business object model) already exists for the business, the dependencies can be

identified through the foreign keys of the entity relationships.

Separately, the business objects should be mapped to the capabilities that are in

scope of the change program. Mapping is done by identifying which capabilities

create or transform a business object. This yields to a matrix similar to a CRUD

matrix,5 except that the mappings are highlighted with an “X” (see Fig. 10.5). The

information as to which business objects are referenced by capabilities to create or

update another object is given by the business object dependency map. Inevitably,

there will be a clustering (Veryard 1994) of capabilities around certain objects,

5 CRUD or “Create,” “Read” “Update” “Delete” matrices are an established technique in enter-

prise information architecture (cf. Cook 1996) and in database analysis and design for partitioning

and optimizing systems and databases.
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which gives an indication of which capabilities can be delivered together and,

therefore, of how to divide the program into workstreams.

With the results of the business object dependency and business object/capabil-

ity mapping activities, a capability dependency map (Veryard 2012) can be created

and visualized. The result is a map of the natural dependencies between all the

capabilities in scope for the change program, indicating the natural order of

precedence and providing insight in to where dependencies can be broken. This

map, once developed, can be subsequently reused in further change initiatives, as

can many of the other business architecture artifacts that are developed in this

phase. It can also help to identify capabilities that may be missing. For example, if

there is a dependency on the “Product” business object, we may discover that there

is not yet a planned capability to maintain the product catalog (see Fig. 10.6).

The insight gained from the capability dependency map can be further analyzed

by reviewing the capability changes to be delivered by the program and how they

affect the business objects they act on, i.e., if there is no change to a business object

then that dependency link can be broken. If the object structure is changing, then

this will have a bigger impact on dependent capabilities than if the object is simply

extended. In our case, the method of identifying the “Product,” “Account,” and

“Facility” business objects changed, placing dependencies on the associated

capabilities. However, there was no change to the “Package” object, allowing us

to decouple the associated capabilities from the order ones.

Of course this map does not take into account the critical to deliver requirements

as seen by the business, but gives an idealized view of how a major change program

Fig. 10.5 Example of capability to business object mapping
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can be decomposed in to deliverable sets of capabilities and hence workstreams. In

order to introduce a business-prioritized view, the business sponsors need to

prioritize the capabilities identified in the target business scenario. By applying

the priorities to the dependency map, key enablers (in terms of subsequent

deliverables and business benefits) can be identified, and the scope, goals and,

objectives of the program’s workstreams/projects can be refined. Where conflicts

are identified as a result of reviewing the priorities against the dependency map, the

migration strategies discussed in Sect. 10.5 can be applied to mitigate the conflicts

where possible.

Workstream scope can be further refined by ensuring alignment to the end-to-

end business processes, which deliver the core capabilities of the business. Indeed,

it is likely that the capabilities scoped within workstreams will already be broadly

aligned to these processes. However, formalizing this alignment will have several

benefits:

• Capabilities delivered together will realize or be realized by an end-to-end

functioning process.

• The need to address the capabilities for the operational management of the end-

to-end process will be highlighted.

• Process interfaces will be established or reinforced at critical points along the

process chain providing decoupling and enabling future change.

The clustering of capabilities with the inherent responsibility for certain business

objects also provides an idealized logical organizational structure as an input to the

business design. This is only logical as it does not reflect the number of resources

and their distribution required to deliver the capabilities.

Each identified workstream (see Table 10.2 for example of scoped workstreams)

should now be scoped based upon the capability changes to be delivered along

Customer

Product

Account

Invoice

Tariff

Order Package

Flight

Tour

Facility
Negotiate Agreement

Open Account

Provide Quote
Order Acceptance

Invoice Order

Track Package
Sort Package
Load Package

Plan Network

Schedule Flight

Schedule Pickup
Schedule Delivery

?

Fig. 10.6 Example of capabilities overlaid on business object dependencies
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business object and end-to-end process lines, with the change requirements for each

workstream linked to the original requirements, i.e., the target business scenario.

Therefore, the relationships between workstreams will be based on business object

dependencies (see Fig. 10.7). Each workstream should also be phased (in case of a

long workstream) to deliver business benefits through changed capabilities at key

milestones. In our case, this was clarified by identifying the capabilities required to

enable specific product features. As a result, as specific workstream projects

delivered a changed capability, the product feature was realized as a benefit.

Given the incremental and evolutionary approach, it can be anticipated that at

various points during the change program some parts of the business will operate to

the new model and other parts to the old model. Therefore, at significant milestones

Table 10.2 Business architecture scoped workstreams

Workstream

Objective—Capability changes to

deliver Dependencies

Product

management

Product and tariff structure definition

Product catalog publication and

maintenance

Account opening Reduce time to open an account.

Account maintenance

Migrate existing accounts to new

structure

Product and tariff structure

definition

Order to cash Standard Order to Cash processes Account maintenance

Network design Consistent facility identification

Plan required facilities and reorganize

Optimize flight schedules

Optimize tour schedules

Package

transportation

Accurate and timely package tracking Consistent facility

identification

Fig. 10.7 Summary of steps to design the program
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in program delivery interim “configurations” of the business will be established.

These configurations form transitional architecture(s) of the program and are an

essential part of the program design. They ensure that the business can continue to

operate even though the overall change is partially complete and provide a firm

footing for subsequent changes. Section 10.5 explores the migration strategies that

can be used to identify the transitional architectures.

Typically, there is an additional cost associated with implementing such

configurations; however, experience shows that the benefits outweigh the cost.

The benefits result from incremental delivery of benefits, risk mitigation, and

simply breaking the problem down into manageable chunks.

Our initiative benefited from a number of existing architecture models, such as

business object and process models. The architecture team, comprising a senior

enterprise architect and process architect, was responsible for ensuring review of

the existing models and for development of the phase 2 architecture deliverables.

This included the first draft of the program plan, which was subsequently trans-

ferred to the program manager. In addition to the review with subject matter

experts, input to the deliverables came from the senior business function

stakeholders and the program executive, especially in terms of establishing

priorities and confirming dependencies.

10.4.3 Phase 3: Program Delivery

Having established the essential structure of the business architecture in the defini-

tion phase and the scoping of individual workstreams and projects based on it, this

now sets the context for detailing the business design in each workstream. As each

workstream progresses through the design of processes and associated resources

and IT systems to deliver capabilities, the resulting design deliverables should be

verified against the architecture. Any changes or additions identified can then be

contributed to the revision and extension of the architecture (see Fig. 10.8).

Fig. 10.8 Update of the business architecture through projects and programs
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This clearly has implications for the governance of the program to ensure the

alignment of deliverables from each workstream with the overall architecture. We

will not explore the governance here in any detail, except to highlight the need to

establish the accountability within each workstream/project for alignment with the

target business scenario and through it the business architecture. This assurance role

should typically be assigned to someone other than the workstream leader/project

manager. This establishes a balance between project management time and cost

drivers with ensuring overall architecture fit.

As in any other initiative, specific workstreams will identify issues that require

mitigation and result in changes to scope. Given that the scope is set in the context

of the business architecture, it is now more straightforward to establish impacts to

other workstreams and adjust accordingly. Indeed, such changes should be reflected

in an update to the target business scenario and all other related architecture

deliverables. Indeed, the linkage of workstream scope to the target business sce-

nario via capabilities enables requirements traceability throughout the program.

10.5 Migration Strategies and Patterns

As we are in the business of transforming a business from one state to another, we

need to consider how the business will continue to operate as the program

progresses, as well as how to effect the change as smoothly as possible. In addition

to examining dependencies, as discussed earlier, certain migration strategies

(informed by the business architecture) can be employed that enable coexistence,

mitigate conflicts in priorities, and promote the change. These are important tools to

consider in phase 2 when designing the program.

Therefore, once again, we return to the business object and capability

dependencies and explore how to both exploit and mitigate them, through patterns

and strategies for:

• Sequencing change,

• Decoupling change in different parts of the business, and

• Establishing pivot points (or “axes”) around which change can be managed.

In making the organization change-ready, these strategies can be employed on

an ongoing basis and not just in a one-off change program.

10.5.1 From Object Specification to Execution

The characteristics of certain types of business object and their lifecycle states

provide insight into optimizing the sequence of change (Fig. 10.9). It should come

as no surprise that the object dependency map highlights the fact that transactional

business objects (high-volume, fast changing objects that result from delivering the

products or services of the business, e.g., orders, packages) are dependent on
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referential business objects (low-volume, relatively slow changing objects that

define the business, e.g., products, facilities).

This insight implies a natural sequence for planning change, i.e., that referential

business objects are foundational to the business and the capabilities associated

with them need to be available before the capabilities associated with transactional

business objects can be put in place or changed (see Fig. 10.6).

However, care should be taken to separate the definition or specification of a

business object from the instances of it, otherwise it might appear that there are

cyclic dependencies in the business. For example, the product specification is

required to identify the capabilities to deliver the product, and presumably the

capabilities to deliver the product need to be in place before it can be sold.

Therefore, clarifying the state of the object (e.g., specified, designed, available)

will help to resolve any cyclic dependencies that may be apparent from the business

object dependency map.

Also, it is important to plan for and put in place the capabilities associated with

providing visibility on and measuring the performance of business objects (for

example, the “order” object) through their lifecycle. By putting these capabilities in

place early in the change program, the ability to manage progress towards the

desired operational processes and capabilities is established. This will also enable

focus on quality in the data and the resulting processes. Establishing the monitoring

and management capabilities is, of course, dependent upon the relevant business

object specifications being developed and referenced.

10.5.2 Decoupling

In order to isolate change in one part of the business from another, we need to find

ways to decouple it, or minimize the direct knowledge that one part of the business

requires of another. By designing the program based upon the method we have

described above, we have already established the foundations for decoupling. That

is, by identifying the object dependencies around capabilities and by scoping

workstreams by end-to-end processes, we establish a number of critical touch

points or interfaces between workstreams and the changed business (e.g., product,

tariff, account, and facility from Table 10.2). These interfaces will in effect

encapsulate the responsibilities of one workstream from another. This reflects the

fact that by identifying opportunities for decoupling in the target business architec-

ture (the changed business) we can use these same interfaces for decoupling

Business Object
Specification

Referential Object
Capabilities

Measurement
/ Visibility

Transactional
Object Handling

Transactional
Object Creation

Fig. 10.9 Sequence of change—from object specification to execution
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workstreams. This allows for evolution both in the business as the program delivers

and in the changed business.

These interfaces therefore need to be put in place so that the changes can be

managed either side of them. This first requires a common understanding of the

object(s) being shared through the interface. Tactical implementations of the

interface may then be required to enable the interface with a basic capability to

fulfill or provide mapping between the new and the old until the target capability is

delivered; this is in effect a facade.

Depending upon the nature of the interface, such facades may be implemented

through IT systems or via physical process and organizational changes. Although

this is not a discussion on IT integration, the following patterns have proved to be

valuable in managing change and are highlighted here for illustration:

• integration broker

• shared database

• service-oriented interface

Within the realm of physical process and organizational approaches, a “clearing

house” or broker function are strategies that may be used to achieve decoupling.

Also, a degree of decoupling between parallel workstreams can be achieved by

establishing the specification for an interface and then working to this (including

testing). Only when the parts (of the business) being decoupled are ready, are they

brought together then.

10.5.3 Pivot Points

In order to manage change effectively in any system, certain reference points need

to be established so as to avoid chaos, i.e., everything changing at once. Indeed, it is

likely that the target architecture is different from the current, and will have been

partitioned in different ways, e.g., with changed organizational or system

boundaries. Therefore, we need to find key reference points in the target architec-

ture that we can relate to the current architecture and manage change around.

These reference points form the “axes” of the architecture and are typically at

points where key elements of the architecture come together. These reference

points, therefore, exhibit the highest dependencies in the architecture (not neces-

sarily the change). However, having established these reference points, other

elements of the business can change or develop independently of each other.

Depending upon the scope and nature of the change the specific reference points

might vary; however, certain reference points should be identifiable for the business

as a whole. The “Order” business object and associated capabilities might be seen

as an obvious pivot point (see Figs. 10.2 and 10.6). On one side of it, you have the

production processes that fulfill the order; on the other side, there are the billing

processes; and finally, you have the customer requesting a service based upon a

product offering.
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Therefore, it is important to identify what the pivot points are and establish them

as early as possible in the change program. Depending upon the change, mitigation

of dependencies around the pivot points will be required. This can be achieved

through decoupling as described in Sect. 10.5.2.

10.6 Conclusions and Further Work

We have explored how, starting with the foundations of the business architecture

that are made explicit in a target business scenario, it is possible to design and

execute a business change program. This is based upon the experience of

employing such an approach in a large multi-national business change program.

The principles and learnings have been abstracted with the intent to establish

patterns and principles that can be applied in other change scenarios. These can

be summarized as follows:

1. Business object dependencies are the starting point for identifying capability

dependencies and scoping change deliverables.

2. Scope workstreams based on clustered capabilities and end-to-end business
processes.

3. Seek to decouple parts of the business from each other enabling current and

future change.

4. Establish pivot points around which change can be managed.

5. Use the flow of information in the business, exhibited by the types of business

objects (referential and transactional) to promote change.

Underlying these principles are those of incremental delivery and managed
evolution. There is clearly follow-on work required to validate and build on these

principles in other change programs and apply them to other businesses and

business models. Also, the role of other elements of the business architecture

needs to be further explored.

10.6.1 Reusing the Approach

Although the approach described here has been used to plan change to a significant

business line across multiple functions, it is anticipated that it can also be applied to

different scopes of business change, in particular where the change affects several

business capabilities or processes. This could be a new or enhanced service

offering, or process optimization to reduce costs. Given the architecture elements

and principles that this approach is based on, it is applicable to the realization of

service-oriented architecture. However, it does not assume or indeed mandate that

such an architecture style is employed.

Once explicitly established, the architecture can then be used as a reference for

successive business changes through ongoing “managed evolution” as well as for
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running the business. Indeed, as illustrated in Fig. 10.8, other change initiatives

should draw on and supplement the business architecture, enabling increased

alignment and further embedding the business architecture. We will not explore

in detail all the areas in which the business architecture can become embedded,

except to point out that the terms and definitions based on business objects,

capabilities, and processes should become part of the business language, and of

course physical process descriptions can be used for training. As the practice and

discipline of applying and updating the business architecture is established, we can

expect that the organization’s business transformation and change maturity will

increase.

10.6.2 Exploring Other Elements of the Business Architecture

The approach we described here focuses on key elements of the business execution

architecture (see Chap. 1) in order to design a program to deliver a changed

operating business. As such, it draws on key elements of the other business

architecture layers.

In developing the target business scenario we have assumed that the business

model is a given and did not delve into its design. Indeed, the business model should

be the basis for identifying required capabilities. Hence, if the business model

changes, then this is reflected in the required capabilities.

Although organizational design is not directly addressed in the target business

scenario, a change in the business’ operating model (Ross et al. 2006) needs to be

reflected in the target business scenario by establishing our target operating

model—this can be articulated by principles, e.g., process standardization—and

which capabilities can/are to be outsourced or delegated (e.g., subcontracted) to

other parties. This necessarily has an impact on the capabilities required to manage

the relationship with other parties that are different to managing internal resources.

Indeed, the principles for defining KPI’s and establishing compensation

mechanisms are developed based upon the target operating model.

In our case, there was a change in recharge model between different business

entities that illustrates the need for different capabilities to implement the recharge

model. This is aside from the “soft” change management necessary to apply the new

recharge model.

10.7 Final Word

We started out to design and deliver a business change program based upon an

architecture-driven approach and program management best practices. This we did

successfully. In developing an architecture-driven approach we drew on established

architecture methods and practices from different areas (e.g., software and enter-

prise architecture) as well as our own experiences in managing change. Having

done so, we have taken a systemic view of the business/enterprise, drawing on some
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of the general principles of systems thinking and practice. We also hope to have

contributed to the development of business architecture practice by identifying and

capturing key patterns and principles for enabling change in large organizations.
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Building Agile Enterprises: A Model-Based
Approach to Rapid Realization of Business
Value
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Marc M. Lankhorst and Bas van Gils

Abstract

Agility is a key ability of enterprises, but agility does not come for free.

Organizations need to choose where to focus their efforts in becoming more

agile. This chapter describes an integrated approach for the development of agile

enterprises, based on sound engineering principles. This approach uses various

types of models and analysis instruments from the business architecture field.

Further, this chapter shows how virtualization techniques can contribute to

business agility. This is against the background of an increased focus on “data

as an asset”—independent of the systems that currently hold the data—that

represents an important development for many organizations. As a matter of

fact, many organizations also face increased reporting requirements (due to ever

changing legislation, for example). Finally, having agility on a per-system basis

is not enough, because you run the risk of building agile silos. The role of

architecture in fostering enterprise-wide coherence and in bridging the gap

between strategy and execution thus is the final topic of this chapter.

11.1 Introduction

Agility is a key property of enterprises. The pace at which customers demand

changes, the pressure of new laws and regulations, and the ease with which

competitors can copy their services leads to tremendous pressure on companies.

Pressure to change, to adopt new technologies and practices, to scale up or to reduce

cost are typical examples. In many organizations, being agile is therefore as crucial

as being able to innovate. Innovation and agility are necessary competences for a

sustainable business.
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But agility does not come for free: organizations need to choose where to focus

their efforts in becoming more agile and therefore need to think strategically about

where agility is necessary, required, or unwanted.

There is a strong connection between the different technology-related

competences of an enterprise: the digital options that modern technology creates,

the structural agility resulting from these options, and the competitive actions the

enterprise can take. And all of these crucially depend on what is called entrepre-

neurial alertness: strategic and systemic foresight.

11.2 Perspectives on Agility

To deal with various drivers for agility (see Sect. 11.5.2), organizations both need to

address their development change processes, which need to be responsive to these

drivers, and have existing business processes, structures, and information technol-

ogy (IT) applications that are flexible enough to accommodate the required

changes. For example, an insurer’s introduction of a new online service for

providing insurance products requires a rapid and responsive development process

for such a service, while the existing Internet channel, back-end systems, and

associated fulfillment processes must be flexible enough to easily incorporate this

new service.

Thus, two kinds of agility are the foundation for the agile enterprise (Lankhorst

2012). First, we have process agility: using agile practices for design and develop-

ment, focused on people, rapid value delivery and responsiveness to change. This is

the most common use of the term “agility” in an IT context, with agile software

development processes such as Scrum at the forefront, but the same agile processes

apply in a business context as well. But agile development processes alone are not

enough: you still run a risk of creating inflexible and fragmented systems.

This leads us to the need for system agility: having organizational and technical

systems that are easy to reconfigure, adapt and extend when the need arises. We use

the term “system” here in a broad, system-theoretic sense, including business

processes, business services, organizational structure, etc., and not just IT

applications and technical infrastructure.

Agile systems have five important properties (Lankhorst 2012):

1. Making changes to the system is easy. This is of course the primary issue.

2. These changes can easily be deployed, not only in a technical sense but also

including, for example, the impact on business processes or human resources.

3. Side effects of these changes are easy to deal with, to minimize disruption of and

risk to the day-to-day operations.

4. The system is easy to integrate with its environment, for example through the use

of standards.

5. The system can easily be decoupled from its environment, either to replace or

reuse it in another context.
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Having agile processes and systems thus creates the foundation for true business
agility: using your process and system agility as an essential part of your enterprise

strategy, outmaneuvering competitors with shorter time-to-market, smarter

partnering strategies, lower development costs, and higher customer satisfaction.

Whether it is useful or necessary to be agile in a specific domain depends, on the

one hand, on the organization’s environment (in particular on the events and

changes in this context), and, on the other hand, on the organization’s strategy, as

we will describe in more detail later. In the remainder of this chapter, we will

concentrate on system and business agility. The issues and opportunities of process

agility are sufficiently known and described elsewhere.

11.3 Becoming More Agile

Taiichi Ohno, the founding father of Lean, reputedly said that “You cannot be Lean.

You can only become Lean.” To some extent, the same can be said about Agile: you

cannot be agile, you can only become more agile [see, for example, Towill and

Christopher (2002) for a good discussion on the relation between agility and lean].

A straightforward way of working for becoming more agile follows the next steps.

In the next sections, we will describe each of these steps, and illustrate this approach

with a practical example.

1. assessing the current agility of the organization (Sect. 11.4);

2. determine the business motivation for agility, i.e., which changes in the environ-

ment affect the organization (Sect. 11.5.2);

3. assess how agile the organization needs to be from the perspectives of business

model and business execution (Sects. 11.5.3 and 11.5.4);

4. define a course of action to achieve this (Sect. 11.6).

Of course, this process is used iteratively in a plan-do-check-act fashion

(Deming 1986), measuring the outcomes and possibly changing course, adapting

your strategy, or dealing with this feedback in another fashion.

11.4 Assessing Agility

Creating truly agile enterprises is not an easy task, and something that may take

several years. Where do you start? What are the quick wins and bottlenecks? How

do we avoid going “only” for the low-hanging fruit, rather than making a strategic

choice to let agility become part of the corporate DNA?

This section presents a two-part capability model based on common models

from the literature, to help organizations assess their current and desired agility. It

provides insight into the next steps that are useful to improve your agility. Note that

we explicitly avoid the term “maturity” here: it is not our intention that all

organizations should strive for the highest possible level in this capability model,
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but rather that they choose appropriate capabilities that fit their specific strategy and

circumstances, and to strive for balanced capabilities in the several agility areas.

The capability model combines the process and system aspects of enterprise

agility that together underpin its business agility. The process agility capabilities

use the common capability maturity levels known from models such as the CMMI

(SEI 2010), and include aspects from the Scrummaturity model of Yin et al. (2011),

and the “Agility@Scale” model of Ambler (2010). We distinguish five capability

levels, listed in Table 11.1.

For the capabilities concerning system agility, we use a scale based on the work

of Ross et al. (2006), the “Service Integration Maturity Model” (OSIMM) (The

Open Group 2009), and the “Business Decision Maturity Model” (BDMM) (von

Halle and Goldberg 2009), again adapted to an agile context. Table 11.2 lists these

levels.

11.4.1 Example

We illustrate this with an anonymized example from our own experience: the

Agency for Quantity and Quality (AQQ), which is tasked with the provision of

all kinds of statistical reports, financial analyses, and other information products to

the Ministry of Policy and Governance1 from an unnamed Western-European

country. This organization is big (in terms of number of staff) and heavily

compartmentalized. As with many organizations, there is increased regulatory

pressure on financial and quality aspects. Public opinion about the (lack of)

Table 11.1 Process agility capability levels

No Name Description

1 Initial The organization is starting to recognize that it has issues with

aspects of agility. However, no formalized roles, procedures,

measurements, or instruments are used yet to address these issues

2 Managed The organization has started explicitly to manage its agility, and agile

ways of working are introduced at the project level

3 Defined Management of enterprise agility progresses beyond the project

level. Business drivers for agility are recognized and the

organizational strategy appreciates agility as an enabling factor

4 Quantitatively

Managed

Agility is addressed in the full service lifecycle, and the organization

actively measures outcomes and guides its process and system agility

using quantitative techniques

5 Optimizing The organization’s strategy is based on its agility; agile teams’

performance has been highly optimized, based on the results of

continuous improvement and sharing experiences within and outside

the organization

1We are sorry we cannot be more explicit, but that would harm the anonymity of the organization

presented here.
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performance of the organization is a key driver and is largely determined by

interpretations of the published performance reports.

The AQQ’s customers—cabinet members, policy makers, and regulators—

require ever more reports that combine existing data sources in novel ways. For

example, a newspaper article on injustice is picked up by a Member of Parliament

who asks the Minister about the number of citizens affected by this specific

problem, and the AQQ has to come up with the right numbers at short notice.

Moreover, the Board of the Agency wants to be more pro-active and offer new

kinds of analyses and reports to its clients, and possibly even expand into serving

private-sector clients.

Table 11.2 System agility capability levels

No Name Description

1 Silos System agility is unknown and possibly quite low. Individual parts of

the organization are developing their own services independently,

with no integration of data, processes, standards, or technologies

2 Standardized

technology

System agility is addressed reactively, only at the level of individual

systems, and focused on IT. Standardized technologies and platforms

have been put in place to communicate between silos, and to

integrate the data and interconnections

3 Optimized core The IT systems in the silos have been analyzed and broken down into

reusable component parts. Models are used for the design of the

business and IT operations, and at the level of enterprise goals,

drivers, and requirements

4 Business

modularity

Business drivers for agility are monitored continuously. Models are

used at three levels of abstraction:

(1) for requirements and design purposes

(2) to obtain management information; and

(3) in suitable domains also for direct implementation

Models are also used to identify and combine independent business

modules and services. Business services to the environment can

quickly be realized across the enterprise by combining and

configuring internal and external business services

5 Dynamic

venturing

The organization’s strategy is based on its agility. Architecture is

used as a core instrument to orchestrate business and IT as an

integrated whole, not only for design purposes but also in close

relation with the organizational strategy. The architecture extends

beyond the borders of the individual organization and includes the

networked enterprise level. It is used as a strategic instrument:

strengths and weaknesses are measured using architecture models

and used as input for strategic discussions, to spot business

opportunities that may result from current and/or future business

capabilities of the organization itself and of its partners. Thus, the

agility of the organization is used as an asset with which it competes

and collaborates in a networked environment. A continuous

improvement cycle of the organization and its architecture ensures it

stays ahead of the curve
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The structure and information systems of the organization are perceived as a

barrier to agility. For example, building a new or extending an existing data mart for

some query often takes up to 9 months. When we analyze the current capabilities of

the organization, we see that it scores quite low. Its process agility is at the initial

level: it recognizes the need for agility, but is not yet actively managing this, nor

does it use agile ways of working. Likewise, its internal structure is siloed: the

original tasks that were assigned to it by the Ministry have been translated into

separate departments. These have their own IT systems and databases, which are

often based on the same data sources. Integrating this wealth of data would provide

many interesting opportunities, but is currently not feasible.

11.5 Desired Agility

Next to the general capabilities of an organization, as addressed in the previous

sections, we need more detailed insights into the areas in which an organization

wants to be agile. We thus present an instrument to identify the need for agility of an

enterprise, based on its strategy and business drivers. This is combined with an

analysis that identifies potential barriers to agility to find the “agility hotspots,”

areas in which the organization wants to be flexible but current agility is lacking.

These are the areas on which you need to concentrate.

11.5.1 Assessment Instrument

The analysis instrument we present comprises a set of questionnaires that is

intended for business managers, strategists, and architects. It contains questions

about the organization’s strategy, business drivers from its environment or context,

and the potential barriers and limitations in adapting to these drivers. These

questions address the frequency and impact of changes from the environment,

and the time the organization needs to accommodate these changes. Some examples

are listed in Table 11.3.

Based on the answers to these questions, the agility requirements for the

organization can be determined by linking the strategic choice and drivers to the

different aspects of process agility and system agility. For example, for an insurance

company that has a customer intimacy strategy, differences in customer segments

(their expectations, their value to the company, etc.) may be the driving factor for

agility, requiring, for example, changes to channels and customer interaction based

on these differences. The need for agility will then focus on the customer-facing

business processes and IT systems, requiring flexibility in their design and a rapid

design and realization process for such customer-oriented changes. Our agility

analysis assesses which elements of an organization are most likely to be affected

by strategic and situational factors and shows what the relative importance of these

influences is. The next sections describe this instrument in more detail, first

focusing on the “why,” i.e., the business motivation perspective (strategy and
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drivers; Sect. 11.5.2), then on the “what,” i.e., the business model perspective

(Sect. 11.5.3), and finally the “how,” i.e., the business execution perspective

(Sect. 11.5.4) (see Chap. 1 for an overview of these perspectives).

11.5.2 Desired Agility: Business Motivation Perspective

Whether it is useful or necessary to be agile depends on the organization’s environ-

ment and, in particular, on the events and changes in this context. To assist

organizations in assessing their current and desired agility, we must first address

these business drivers for agility. Organizations need internal flexibility in several

aspects to be able to respond in an agile manner to these external and internal

drivers. Seven common business drivers for agility can be observed (Lankhorst

2012):

1. Product/service dynamics: market demands or new opportunities leading to

introducing new services, phasing out services, or changing service parameters,

rules, or other aspects;

2. Revenue dynamics: market and internal cost factors leading to changes in pricing

strategies and other aspects that influence your revenue stream;

3. Volume dynamics: changes in demand and supply, requiring, for example,

resource scaling;

4. Channel flexibility: changes in the use of different channels to deliver services,

add new channels, drop expensive ones, move to new technologies;

5. Supply chain flexibility: involving different partners in realizing or delivering

your services;

Table 11.3 Sample questions from agility questionnaire

Strategy

How would you classify your competitive strategy? (customer intimacy, product leadership,

operational excellence)

Which value center approach do you use to manage your IT investments? (cost, service, profit,

or investment center)

Business drivers

How often do you introduce new products or services?

How often do you change parameters, rules, processes of a service to match the customer’s

situation or demands?

How often do you involve different business partners in realizing or delivering your services?

How often do you change the internal organization, processes, and/or systems to improve

efficiency or quality?

Barriers to change

How long does it take to add a new channel to an existing business service?

How long does it take to modify a business process because it has to use a different IT system?

How long does it take to change the number of people involved, if demand changes?

How long does it take to change the rules or parameters of products or services?
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6. Continuous compliance: new rules and regulations that need to be complied

with;

7. Technology adoption: availability of new technologies that can be used to lower

costs or gain an advantage over competitors.

These drivers map onto the drivers and constraints concepts in the business

motivation part of the architecture framework applied throughout this book (based

on Simon et al. 2014; see Chap. 1). Each of these drivers has, when selected for

implementation, its own impact on the organization and its information systems.

Next to this, the need for agility also depends on the organization’s chosen

competitive/value strategy (according to Treacy and Wiersema 1997) and IT

investment strategy (Venkatraman 1997), as per the strategy element of this

book’s framework. Organizations that focus their strategy on operational excel-

lence may decide to build very efficient, but perhaps less flexible processes and

systems than organizations that choose to focus on customer intimacy or product

leadership (see Chap. 4 for further details on these so-called value disciplines).

Also, the parts and aspects of the organization that need to be most agile depend on

the value strategy. For customer intimacy, for example, agility in customer-facing

processes and channels will be highly important, whereas product leaders will stress

the agility of their products and services.

To determine the focus of your agility efforts, you must be aware of these

environmental drivers in order to find the “agility hotspots” of your organization.

11.5.3 Desired Agility: Business Model Perspective

For an analysis of system agility, we need to look at the “what” in relation to the

“why” outlined in the previous section: what kind and level of agility does the

organization need, from the perspective of the business and environment in which it

operates? Different drivers have impact on different parts of the organization. For

example, channel flexibility is strongly linked to the way channels and business

functions are interconnected. In this way, the organizational target of any driver can

be identified, given a certain choice of model. We use the “Business Model Canvas”
(Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010) to describe the business model and link the seven

drivers for agility identified in Sect. 11.5.2 to the nine concepts in the Canvas. All in

all, the building blocks of the Canvas represent major parts of the business model

constituent of the architecture framework used in this book (there are some reason-

able additions in this framework though; see Chap. 1).

For our purposes, we have also extended the Canvas, in this case with a “Risk
and Compliance” concept. This addresses the way the organization chooses to deal

with various internal and external risks (addressing financial, operational, and other

risks, e.g., in terms of its risk appetite) and what the influence of regulatory pressure

is on their business model. For example, a bank will typically have a low risk

appetite and is under high regulatory pressure, so it needs to respond quickly to

policy changes but will have extensive decision-making processes on business
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changes, in order to control risk. On the other hand, an Internet startup may take

considerably higher risks and operates in a less regulated environment, making it

more agile in its decision making on, for example, the products and services it offers

or the IT infrastructure it uses.

We have analyzed our anonymized governmental organization AQQ using the

agility questionnaires outlined in the previous section. The results are summarized

in two “agility maps,” as depicted in Figs. 11.1 and 11.2.

For this organization we see that the biggest mismatch in required and realized

agility is in customer relationships, channels, and key resources. The background is

that the Ministry is under pressure from politicians with respect to the ever rising

costs in its domain, and the AQQ needs to provide management information to the

Ministry to provide the insight needed to curb these costs. However, the “event-

driven” nature of politics makes this need for information very dynamic; any article

in a national newspaper on yet another incident of overspending will generate

parliamentary questions to the responsible Minister, who in turn will ask for more

or better management information, resulting in new information demands for the

AQQ. And this is just one example; the AQQ provides this type of information to

Fig. 11.1 Agility hotspots in business model
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many organizations in the Ministry’s domain. Further analysis shows that the

agility hotspots signify:

• better relationships to customers in order to provide timely and accurate infor-

mation that is adapted to their specific requirements;

• a need for more and higher-quality data sources and the means to combine

different sources to create relevant reports, for example using a data warehouse

(as a key resource);

• better channels to provide various institutions with access this information,

including the delivery of “open data” to the general public.

Having this impression of the necessary system agility from a business model

perspective, i.e., knowing the “what,” we now zoom in on the “how,” the realization

of agile systems.

11.5.4 Desired Agility: Business Execution Perspective

To analyze system agility from a realization or business execution perspective, i.e.,

addressing the “how” of system agility, we use a two-dimensional framework

Fig. 11.2 Agility hotspots in realization
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structured along two axes: service aspects and abstraction levels. In our realization

framework, we use four abstraction levels:

1. The requirements level deals with the motivation and rationale behind the

service, and comprises the service requirements from a business perspective.

This is of course closely linked to the business model and business motivation

perspectives described before.

2. The design level contains the interactions, processes, functions, rules, and

objects that are needed to realize the service.

3. The implementation level describes how the service will be implemented, in

terms of both the people and the technology involved. Ideally, this level can be

skipped, i.e., if the design models are directly executable on the infrastructure.

More often than not this is not realistic, which makes it necessary to also look

into the implementation facets.

4. The infrastructure level is where “the rubber meets the road”: the people and

technology actually delivering the service. On the one hand, there are people

with suitable capabilities who deliver services to customers. To be able to

deliver these services, they execute tasks, coordinate activities, manage other

people, and enforce that rules are obeyed (or not). On the other hand, there is the

IT infrastructure which delivers automated services and comprises both generic

hard- and software infrastructure and specific applications on top of that.

An important architectural approach that can provide more system agility is the

use of models and model-driven tools to facilitate the development and change

process by solving agility (and other) concerns still at a relatively high,

IT-independent abstraction level. These models can then be targeted to suitable

IT infrastructure, either by transforming them to technology-oriented models or

software code, or even by directly interpreting and executing these models. The

latter improves both the innovation and the execution capabilities of the enterprise,

because it shortens the path from “business idea” to “business execution” and it

improves the business insight in the operational reality as well.

Furthermore, by dealing with each aspect of a product or service separately

before dealing with the bigger picture, we can maintain a grip on the complexity

and avoid that design concerns get mixed up. This supports agility by providing a

single point of definition and change for each aspect. An important example in

business design is the separation of the “know” from the “flow,” i.e., managing the

business rules separately from the business processes in which they are applied (von

Halle and Goldberg 2009). This promotes reusability of rules and adaptability of

processes. Another well-known example of this principle from application devel-

opment is the use of a three-tier architecture, separating presentation, business

logic, and data. Below, we describe the six aspects we distinguish (Lankhorst

2012).
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11.5.4.1 Interaction
The interaction aspect concerns the way in which the enterprise interacts with its

environment. It includes the enterprise’s collaboration with its various partners and

how its clients interact with the business services it provides. These services may be

delivered through an online channel, but traditional, human-centric services, deliv-

ered, for example, via the telephone or over the counter, are also part of this. This

interaction aspect can be viewed as an elaboration of the customer channels concept

of the Business Model Canvas, and also comprises interactions with partners (e.g.,

the supplier channels in the business architecture framework used in this book).

11.5.4.2 Structure
The structure aspect concerns the way in which the enterprise organizes its human

and technological resources. This includes the organizational structure, comprising

the definition and allocation of roles, responsibilities, authorizations, reporting

lines, et cetera, but also the information system structures, i.e., the technical and

application architectures. This is basically an elaboration of the key resources part

of the Business Model Canvas, and it corresponds to the organizational structures

and resources elements (from the execution level) of this book’s business architec-

ture framework (see Chap. 1).

11.5.4.3 Function
The function aspect addresses the individual elements of business and application

functionality that, orchestrated and coordinated together, deliver the actual sub-

stance of a service. This comprises both the (manual) tasks of employees and the

(automated) service logic of applications. Individual functions (and the services

they deliver) are coordinated via the coordination aspect, they use and produce

information from the information aspect, and they employ rules and calculations

from the decision aspect. This can be viewed as an elaboration of (parts of) the key

activities concept of the Business Model Canvas, and to some extent it corresponds

to the business process aspect at the execution level of this book’s framework.

11.5.4.4 Coordination
The coordination aspect focuses on the various dependencies between the activities

needed to deliver services. This includes, for example, the specification and (possi-

bly automated) orchestration of business processes, workflow support, and so on. It

comprises both the coordination within an individual organization and the coordi-

nation of activities with other organizations, which may be users of the service or

partners in delivering it. This can be considered an extension and elaboration of the

key activities area of the Business Model Canvas to incorporate the value chain

coordination and cooperation aspects of this book’s business architecture frame-

work; at the execution level, it thus corresponds to the business process aspect.
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11.5.4.5 Decision
The decision aspect captures the logic of reasoning used in the service domain to

reach decisions, i.e., how decisions are (to be) made. For example, in the domain of

insurance policies or banking products, this pertains to decisions based on

calculations, and other (logical) derivations. Part of this logic may take the form

of executable specifications, such as decision tables or executable business rules;

other elements are typically used by people, both in delivering the service and in

defining, checking, and enforcing an organization’s rules of conduct. Again, this is

an elaboration (of parts) of the key activities aspect of the Business Model Canvas,

and as such it basically corresponds to the business process and the control aspects

at the execution part of this book’s framework.

11.5.4.6 Product
Finally, the product aspect is concerned with the things that the service produces

and consumes, and the way in which these products are registered and managed.

Products can refer both to tangible business objects, such as cars and pizzas, but

also to intangible information items, such as insurance claims and pizza orders. This

is where virtualization (for our running example) is an important example, as will

be illustrated below. This is typically an elaboration of the value proposition part of

the Business Model Canvas to detail the actual products and services behind a

particular value proposition (as per the business architecture framework used

throughout this book); at the execution level, this may primarily correspond to

information entities.

11.5.5 Example

If we apply this analysis framework to our example organization, the Agency for

Quantity and Quality, we can construct a heat map that shows you where the

systems are less agile than needed (Fig. 11.2).

In this heat map, we see that the main issues are in the columns for the

interaction and the product aspects. This stands to reason: the increasing demand

for all kinds of policy data, delivered in various forms of reports, preferably online

or even real-time, leads to issues in customer interaction.

Moreover, the information needed to create these reports has become a bottle-

neck; combining data sources in ever changing ways is a major challenge for the

agency with its siloed organization structure and systems landscape. How can they

become more agile in combining, integrating, refining, upgrading, and analyzing

relevant data sources to create timely and relevant policy information? In the

remainder of this chapter, we will concentrate on the latter aspect.
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11.6 Improving Agility Through Data Virtualization

Data is an important theme for many organizations. Indeed, once could argue that

this has been true since the rise of information technology in the 1970s. However, if

we look at the literature over the last few decades, then it seems that there has been a

gradual shift away from a focus on (information) systems towards managing data as

an asset in its own right (Brooks 1995; Martin 1990a, b, 1995; Spewak and Hill

1993). As John Ladley (Ladley 2010) aptly summarizes it:

The twenty-first century business features information as the fuel. We don’t replace

process; we enable operators in existing processes [. . .]. The bottom line is: if information

is fuel—then improper treatment is risky. Fuel can be volatile. Fuel can explode.

In the light of this trend, we will show how data virtualization techniques can

help organizations improve agility (Van der Lans 2012), not only at the level of

their information systems but up to and including their business architectures,

sometimes even up to the level of business models. We will first give an overview

of what these techniques entail and subsequently illustrate how they improve agility

in the organization. Note that the point is not to show off how “cool” this new

technology is. Instead, we hope to illustrate that this type of technology can help

organizations achieve improved agility.

11.6.1 Example

As we outlined in the previous sections, our example Agency for Quality and

Quantity has been established through a series of tasks assigned to it by the

Ministry, which has resulted in a number of organizational, informational, and

technical silos. This is a common scenario: many organizations have grown either

through an increased product portfolio with associated structures or via a series of

acquisitions and mergers, and have ended up with various silos (Ross et al. 2006).

First of all, the AQQ organization also suffers from a siloed mentality: different

departments find themselves really special and completely different from their

peers in other departments. This has resulted on local ways of working and all

manner of different IT systems.

To give an example of organizational issues hampering speed and agility: we

discovered that, as part of different views on developing new information products

for decision makers such as business intelligence reports, management had put an

end to the debate and forced the standardization of a waterfall approach. This gave

more grip, but agility was hampered, and the siloed landscape meant that data had

to be pulled from many different sources. This reduced both development speed and

confidence in the quality of the end product. Since the data was used for (strategic)

decision making, this was a serious issue.

Numerous attempts have been made by the AQQ to standardize business pro-

cesses and integrate IT systems. While these have fixed many (local) needs, the

perception is that these efforts have been slow and expensive. Requests for new
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functionality as well as for reports have been piling up, and a business case for an

enterprise data warehouse (EDW) has been in the making for a long time now. In

fact, the idea of having a complete repository with all corporate data is appealing

but, still, building it seems like a daunting task.

A typical abstraction of the issue is shown in Fig. 11.3. The diagram shows that

there are many (logical) data flows between various systems which somehow seem

to converge at the (planned) BI system. Some of these flows pass through the master

data management (MDM) hub where some integration and standardization takes

place. Even though some components, such as the MDM hub, are intended to

improve (access to integrated) data, AQQ has learned that moving data across the

landscape through each of these flows takes time and is a potential source of errors:

there are minor differences between definitions in various systems, derivation rules

and key calculations (for example, handling tax rates and discount schemes) differ,

text fields are misused, etc. On top of that, there is also the widespread idea that

semi- and unstructured data such as email and documents that are scattered across

the organization potentially have a lot of value as well.

This is a situation where data virtualization techniques can help. Following the

definition of data virtualization of Rick van der Lans (2012), we see data

virtualization as a group of technologies that makes a heterogeneous set of

databases and files look like one integrated database, which has some commonality

with how many people see the concept of a federated database. As we will see

shortly, though, data virtualization picks up where “traditional” data federation

stops and provides organizations with a rich set of techniques for data integration

issues.

Reusing the notation introduced by Van der Lans (2012), Fig. 11.4 illustrates the

main idea. Working from the bottom up, we see a heterogeneous set of source

systems, with all types of data (structured and unstructured). The data structures are

replicated, wrapped, and—if so desired—cached in the virtualization server. From

Fig. 11.3 Example application landscape and data flows
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that point on, all data manipulations can be done in one virtualized environment,

reducing the need for moving data through a landscape. Note that the type of access

can also be configured: virtualized access can be “read only,” or may include

“write”-access as well. Transaction management functionality will make sure the

data stays consistent.

One aspect of agility should be obvious from this discussion: development and

data integration within the virtualized environment can be considerably more agile

than in a traditional setting. Requirements and specification [for example, metadata

management (Mosley et al. 2010)] could still be used, but rather than a long build-

and-deploy time, we now have results available immediately in a virtual table

structure. As a result, it is easy to learn-while-doing in quick and highly interactive

cycles with end users: quick sprints will deliver a working prototype and later

adjustments can easily be made without having wasted many valuable development

hours.

This also demonstrates the fact that such a system itself is also considered to be

agile. Referring to the properties of agile systems we mentioned in Sect. 11.2:

1. It will be fairly easy—and most of all: fast—to adapt to ever changing business

needs for information.

2. Deploying changes to a virtualized data model is easier than changing the data

structure of a physical database, which can entail all kinds of data conversion

issues.

3. Dealing with the impact of changes is easier, since no software is adapted,

lowering the risk of disruptions and keeping the impact localized.

Fig. 11.4 Illustrating the principles of data virtualization
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4. Integration of the solution is simple, since existing interfaces remain stable.

Built-in features around security, auditing, logging, and monitoring (i.e., when

things change in the source systems) provide the organization with the means to

stay in control of their data. In short:

– Data virtualization decouples access to data from the source systems. This

allows further manipulation of data without impacting the original systems.

– Virtualized access to structured and unstructured data allows for uniform query-

ing. Caching avoids heavy work-loads on the original transaction systems.

– Data access can be optimized for various stakeholders with different needs,

concept definitions, permissions etc.

– Virtualization allows for rapid, incremental development and delivery of infor-

mation with minimal impact on source systems.

This mechanism can be considered a key source of agility that supports key

activities in the organization. A virtual data warehouse with rapid and agile

development of new data structures will make it easier to accommodate needs

from management, who increasingly seek data-based, rationalized decision making

to complement with creative strategic skill (De Wit and Meyer 2010).

Suppose, for example, that national newspapers are filled with stories about fraud:

tax money is lost due to foreign and national criminals who have found legal

loopholes. Parliament quickly needs the numbers to assess the impact. For validation

purposes, data from other agencies must be incorporated into the analysis. Taking

more than a week for such integration will not be acceptable. Also, when parliament

takes decisive action, monitoring the effects of interventions will be an issue and

requires an agile data landscape; as the debate in parliament evolves, AQQwill have

to respond with near real-time data to facilitate further analysis and decision making.

The other obvious need for system agility in the field of data is in the realm of

compliance and regulations. Many industries are heavily regulated, for example in

finance or healthcare, and rules for compliance reporting change all the time. In and

by itself this need not be an issue. However, we often see that concept definitions

change slightly, derivations and key calculations become more complex, other

types of information are required, and so on. Again, the rapid development cycles

and flexibility offered by data virtualization helps to accommodate these changes.

11.7 Architecting Agility

Having agility on a per-system basis is not enough, because you run the risk of

building agile silos. On top of this, a solid architecture approach is needed to ensure

coherence between services, processes, systems and other constituents of the

enterprise, avoiding local optimization and providing a clear link to the enterprise

strategy.

To some it may seem that architecture is something static, confining everything

within its rules and boundaries, and hampering agility and innovation. Many
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proponents of agile methods are opposed to the use of architecture, categorically

classifying it as “Big Design Up-Front.” They argue that stakeholders cannot know

what they really need and the problem will change anyway before the project is

completed, so you cannot provide any useful designs up-front.

This is a misconception about the role of architecture. A well-defined architec-

ture helps you in positioning new developments within the context of the existing

processes, IT systems, and other assets of an organization, and in identifying

necessary changes. Thus, sound architectural practice helps an organization inno-

vate and change by providing both stability and flexibility. The insights provided by

a thoroughly documented architecture are needed to determine the needs and

priorities for change from a business perspective, on the one hand, and to assess

how the organization may benefit from technological and business innovations, on

the other hand.

Agility is not the only concern of an enterprise. Many trade-offs have to be

made. Cost efficiency versus flexibility, versus reliability, versus other “-ilities.” A

well-designed architecture helps in making such trade-offs, analyzing different

change scenarios with respect to these different properties, and in assessing their

impact across the enterprise.

Architecture thus serves several important roles in fostering agility:

• It bridges the gap between strategy and operations, by providing management

with information to guide strategic and investment decisions, on the one hand,

and giving concrete guidance for realization, on the other hand. Having such a

clear “line-of-sight” between the strategic and operational level is essential both

in defining a viable strategy, taking into account the possibilities and limitations

of your enterprise, and in rapidly and effectively implementing this strategy,

with an integral approach across all relevant aspects of that enterprise.

• It helps in focusing design efforts on those points of variability or uncertainty

that are important from a business perspective: where do you expect future

changes, and how can you facilitate these? Explicitly designing the necessary

variation points in your architecture will help implement such future changes

quickly.

• It provides a way of designing organization-level agility, for example by

employing specific architecture principles (cf. Greefhorst and Proper 2011),

creating reusable business-level building blocks, and, from an IT point of

view, defining standardized interfaces, and using infrastructures that speed up

development.

• It gives designers and developers the insight in the organization, its IT, and its

environment that they need for making changes, assess their effects, and deal

with these effects in a proactive manner, thus speeding up realization by finding

the easiest route for implementation, reusing existing building blocks, and

avoiding unnecessary rework.

The AQQ agency, for example, expects the most important points of variability

in the many kinds of management reports they need to provide. This leads to
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variability in the data sources they connect with in order to acquire the necessary

input data, and in the analysis processes of these data sources. Hence, it needs an IT

architecture that allows for rapidly connecting new data sources, for example by

using standardized interfaces, data formats, etc., and, in particular, a business

architecture that provides flexible business processes and business rules for

aggregating and analyzing these sources to create the required management

information.

An important architecture principle that fosters the flexibility needed by the

AQQ is separating the “know” from the “flow” (as outlined earlier), i.e., separately

managing the business rules used for data analysis and aggregation, and the

business processes in which these rules are used. This facilitates changing only

the computational part of the analysis without touching the workflow, which will

often comprise a number of generic steps used across many different analyses.

Figure 11.5 illustrates this position of architecture as a way of interlinking the

different perspectives outlined above. From top to bottom, we see that architecture

serves as a bridge between strategic thinking and agile execution. It fosters coher-

ence between the various elements of the enterprise and helps reduce management

uncertainty, which is often a main obstacle to agile ways of working. On the one

hand, architecture supports management in making business decisions. On the other

hand, it is grounded in and provides guidance to the operational reality of the

organization. This is the familiar strategic-tactical-operational distinction.

The “waterfall” or top-down style of strategy execution, however, does not work

in an agile environment. Ponderous architectural processes that take many months

to provide useful content will slow down organizational decision making and

therefore hamper agility. Decision making should be as “local” as possible; only

the high-risk, high-impact decisions need to be taken at the strategic level (see, e.g.,

Chap. 1). Architecture should be employed in a just-in-time and light-weight

manner, especially when it gets closer to the operational level, and provide projects

and operational teams with guidance when they need it, at the level of detail

they need.

From left to right in the figure, architecture both provides insights that help run

the enterprise as-is (the “going concern”) and facilitates change to realize desired

Fig. 11.5 Architecture in

context
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business outcomes. This distinction is less clear-cut than that of management

vs. operations: disciplines such as Lean, Agile, and DevOps focus on continuous

or incremental improvement in daily operations, and are therefore somewhere in

the middle of this spectrum.

Agile thinking views the entire life cycle of business and IT artifacts and

capabilities as a whole, largely doing away with the distinction between “running”

and “changing.” This implies that the business and IT landscape is seen as a

portfolio of elements of different granularity, each with its own business value,

life cycle, and rhythm. Allocating and reallocating budget to these elements based

on expected and measured business value, matching the impedance of their life

cycles, continuously creating new value, and reacting fluidly to external changes is

the order of the day.

Related to this cyclical nature of agile processes is the use of feedback loops to

respond to change (something sorely lacking in waterfall processes). Architecture

should be used as a feedback mechanism as well, by incorporating useful local

changes and, if necessary, feeding them back up the chain to the strategic level.

Only then will it close the feedback loop and fruitfully contribute to enterprise

agility.
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Effectively Modeling Your Architecture 12
Gerben Wierda

Abstract

Enterprise architecture management is to a large extent about managing complex-

ity; this holds for both the business and the IT architecture level. As a discipline, it

has tended to focus on creating simplicity, such as embodied by principles,

guidelines, and simplified models of what is or what is to be. This chapter is

about the why and how of setting up a broader and deeper role of modeling in

enterprise architecture management. In particular, it presents ways (specifically

languages) to model the business architecture in its current state at a reasonable

level of detail. It also discusses the role of modeling in future state planning.

12.1 Introduction: Managing Complexity in Enterprise
Architecture Management

Though enterprise architecture management as a discipline has originally been

established, in particular, to fight the intractable complexity of the information

technology (IT) used by the business, the reason for any enterprise is its business

goal and thus its business processes, and not the IT.

Enterprise architecture management has traditionally moved between a rather

IT-oriented approach and a “start with the business” approach, e.g., the “business-

IT-alignment” approach. In the extreme application of the first approach, the

business is often ignored in practice. In the extreme application of the second

approach, a (flawed) “waterfall” mechanism ensues, which generally has a limited

effect on the problem that was to be solved: the intractable complexity of IT used by

the business.
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Both approaches—the “IT-centric” and the “business-first” approach—are

attempts to find a simplified starting point to manage the complexity of all the

relations between IT and IT, business and IT, and business and business. The

business-first approach, for instance, often at the start tries to establish a clear

division of the business into business functions, so that these can be used to divide

the landscape into—from the enterprise architecture perspective—manageable

semi-isolated parts.

The problems with these approaches—starting in a specific “layer” (e.g., busi-

ness, applications, infrastructure) leads to problem addressing the other layers—has

led to another type of simplification: create a basic set of guidelines, often sepa-

rately for each layer. This is the “principles approach.” The Open Group Archi-

tecture Framework (TOGAF), for instance, starts with principles: clear and simple

guidelines for design decisions that are taken later. TOGAF gives a series of

examples (cf. The Open Group 2011), as exemplified in Table 12.1.

This sounds fine from a business perspective and it also is a truism: if there is no

business case for a change, do not change. Now, given that changes in the IT

landscape come by definition with continuity risks, as errors are all too human in

these complex endeavors, business is generally not too keen on changes in the IT

landscape such as infrastructure life cycle events,1 such events being a detail that

also escapes the attention of the abstraction-oriented enterprise architects. The

Table 12.1 Exemplary principle [adopted from The Open Group (2011)]

Principle Requirements-based change

Statement Only in response to business needs are changes to applications and technology

made

Rationale This principle will foster an atmosphere where the information environment

changes in response to the needs of the business, rather than having the business

change in response to IT changes. This is to ensure that the purpose of the

information support—the transaction of business—is the basis for any proposed

change. Unintended effects on business due to IT changes will be minimized. A

change in technology may provide an opportunity to improve the business

process and, hence, change business needs

Implications Changes in implementation will follow full examination of the proposed

changes using the enterprise architecture

We don’t fund a technical improvement or system development unless a

documented business need exists

Change management processes conforming to this principle will be developed

and implemented

This principle may bump up against the responsive change principle. We must

ensure the requirements documentation process does not hinder responsive

change to meet legitimate business needs. The purpose of this principle is to

keep us focused on business, not technology needs—responsive change is also a

business need

1 Life cycle events are changes in the architecture that are driven by the evolution of used

components. Good examples are operating systems that go out of maintenance, or updates of

any type of software.
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business may understand keeping up to date with security patches to operating

system and updates to virus scanners, as this can be directly related to business

demands with respect to security and continuity, but why update a SAN2-driver on a

server (a server that uses the SAN, not one that provides it) if the old one works?

The old adagium says: “If it ain’t broken, don’t fix it.” Changes always carry risks

and these risks are not welcome, especially when that change is happening in a

period in which the business performs critical processes, like year-end reporting.

So, all too easily, a business will ask for “freezes” in the IT landscape because of its

continuity (business) need. Continuously, however, parts of the landscape change.

That SAN environment at some point needs to be upgraded and at that time there is

a clear business need. And then, unexpectedly, a while later, the business-critical

SAN-using server fails, because the old driver and the new SAN turn out to have

some hidden incompatibility. The SAN provider of course never tested its system

with all the older driver versions of all operating systems. The data is corrupted and

the IT department is blamed for the lack of continuity, while everybody forgets that

it was the nasty little detail of the business demanding the freeze because of its own

business needs that was the root cause of the problem. As the proverb says: “People

trip over molehills, not over mountains.”

Most existing approaches of enterprise architecture management have in com-

mon that they start out with trying to find a position where the world is clear and

simple, so it can be managed from there. The example of the lowly SAN-driver

(a small detail in the overall landscape, if there ever was one) is to show that

principles and other simplification instruments may sound fine (especially when

they are truisms), but that does not turn them into sufficiently reliable approaches to

design/change decisions. And that is true for all the simplifications enterprise

architects use to make their work as enterprise architects manageable and easier

to communicate.

The bottom line in enterprise architecture is that there are a multitude of complex

relations, both within the layers we recognize, but also between those layers.

Looking at any layer in isolation carries large risks and so does ignoring details.

Enterprise architecture is a holistic type of subject with a rather unlimited amount of

complexity. There are approaches such as SIP (cf. Sessions 2008) that promise

ways to minimize your architectural complexity by partitioning your business and

IT. These may help a bit in fighting the “accidental” complexity of your archi-

tecture; they will, however, have no effect on its “fundamental” complexity. Such

“object-oriented” approaches also generally tend to ignore the limits of the physical

world: a nice layered architecture approach, with services and messaging between

“functional partitions,” or an architecture developed for flexibility, tends to suffer

from performance issues and the limitations of the physical world. That is another

part of the complexity that is often ignored in enterprise architecture management

approaches: it is often assumed that everything is possible, technically, and that the

2 SAN stands for “Storage Area Network”—a technology for offering network-based storage to

systems.
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world is not physical but logical. But when the whole architecturally beautiful setup

leads to the risk department getting its numbers long after they are needed,

pragmatic fixes (read: breaches of the ideal architectural picture) will be

implemented. Business comes first, after all.

In other words: approaches to enterprise architecture management that try to

establish a simplified model of reality to work from, be it functional divisions,

principles, or other approaches, tend to operate in a world that lacks so much

relevant detail that its decisions are brittle and of limited effect on the actual

problem. Practicing enterprise architecture management, being a method to manage

complexity, should not be based on ignoring that complexity, but on confronting

it. This means three things:

1. If enterprise architecture management is to be successful, it has to be a collabo-

rative effort in the company. The main reason for this is that nobody, not even an

enterprise architecture department, has enough knowledge about relevant details

to go at it alone. Setting up good enterprise architecture processes and organizing

this collaborative use of the fragmented knowledge on all aspects of the enter-

prise is a key for success.

2. Enterprise architecture management needs a mechanism to assess the need for

details. A good candidate is using the risk aspect. For example, instead of being

based on ignoring details, abstraction in enterprise architecture must be based on

“consciously leaving out irrelevant details.” which assumes actually analyzing

the potential effect of ignoring details before they are left out of the analysis.

3. Knowing your “current state architecture” (CSA) in enough detail is essential to

improve the change-design-and-assessment process. The business architecture is

an important aspect of that.3

12.2 Current State: Modeling Your Business

12.2.1 Why Model Your Business?

Businesses, especially complex ones, have a need to document themselves. Partly,

this is for their own use: setting up standardized, reproducible behavior is essential

for many an organization’s success. There are, however, more reasons to document

your business. Some of these are:

• Regulators demanding well-documented and auditable business processes and

IT support. Note, this is the same one as the one mentioned above, just from

another stakeholder.

3 For more complete architectures, often the term “landscape” is a good replacement for the term

“architecture” to make people aware that it is not about the guidelines but about the (to be created)

reality.
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• Less work finding out your start position at the beginning of a change initiative

• Identifying weak spots in your landscape and other uses for portfolio

management

Such demands generally lead to initiatives to document the landscape. For

primary business processes, many (but certainly not all) organizations have this

as an established practice and they will have “business process manuals” that

describe the processes that the business follows (though often not always at a

reasonable quality). For IT, this is also an established practice, though certainly

not always of a high quality either. Most larger organizations will have a “Configu-

ration Management Database” (CMDB4) that is above all directed to IT infra-

structure. Often, companies will have an IT service management system (e.g., to

log incidents and calls) which implicitly also has an administration of available

systems, sometimes roles (such a system owner), sometimes processes, the latter

seldom coupled to the actual process documentation. Various business functions

(service management, business continuity management, security, database manage-

ment, operational risk management, etc.) generally keep their own administration,

sometimes in dedicated systems, sometimes just in drawings, spreadsheets, and

documents. Not surprisingly, these various administrations do not form a consistent

whole. There might be simple differences, like an application named differently in

different administrations and documentations, up to complete mismatches between

the overlap of functions. The business continuity administration might be based on

completely different process descriptions than those in the official business process

manuals, for instance.

An essential property of these (fragmented) administrations is that they are very

difficult to maintain. Look below the surface, and even those business process

manuals will often have internal and external inconsistencies. The attempt to model

some landscapes in drawings leads to impressive looking large posters on the wall,

that, even if they are correct, are out of date within a few months.

There is only a single solution for this mess: modeling. A model is structured

(as opposed to unstructured) information that allows automated coupling between

models as well as automated analysis. There are many modeling environments for

both domain-specific models (such as process models) and (integrated) enterprise

architecture models, and there are a lot of tools available. Many of these are based

on a proprietary modeling language. For the modeling to be robust under tool

change (and given the fact that these models should exist for a long time), and for

other reasons, using standard modeling languages is generally preferred. For busi-

ness process modeling, the leading standard is BPMN® (OMG 2011), the “Business

Process Model and Notation” (or, depending on where you read in the documen-

tation, “Business Process Modeling Notation”), a standard managed by the Object

4A CMDB is a system to document the IT that is being maintained (at an instance level). It is often

limited to hardware items such as computers, keyboards, monitors, and a rough sketch of software

installs.
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Management Group. For enterprise architecture modeling, the leading standard is

ArchiMate® (The Open Group 2013), managed by The Open Group. Both standards

overlap in several ways, e.g., processes are concepts that are modeled in both.

12.2.2 A Single Logical Model

Before describing the key parts of a current state modeling setup, we should clarify

an important aspect of business modeling: it is unavoidable that there are multiple

models of your organization in use in your organization. They are seldom

recognized as models, but in practice they are. Examples, in line with the previously

mentioned documentation efforts, are:

• A CMDBwill effectively contain a “model” of your infrastructure, possibly with

links to applications, business actors and business roles such as owners, etc.

• An operational risk management tool will have a “model” of your processes,

roles and actors, maybe business functions.

• The IT service management (“help desk”) tool will have a “model” of

applications, maybe processes, owners, platforms.

• The business continuity management administration will have a “model” of

processes, applications, maybe data.

• The security function will have a “model” of applications, maybe processes.

• The business will have a “model” of its processes (flow charts with documen-

tation), applications used, roles, actors, data, etc.

• Information management will have a “model” of all applications, platforms,

maybe business processes or business functions, etc.

• “Run” managers (those responsible for keeping IT running in day-to-day

operations) may have their own “model” of what they are managing, e.g., an

overview of databases, servers, software.

• Management may keep “balanced score cards,” and strategists may work with

business model canvases, both based on a structuring of the organization.

• HR maintains the “management structure” of the organization, generally in HR

systems.

All these models describe a single reality (your business) from a particular point

of view. The problem is that in most organizations, these models are separate and

they may not tell the same story and sometimes they even contradict each other.

A good modeling approach therefore requires setting up the different physical

models in such a way that:

• They form a single logical model.

• That single logical model can be maintained with limited effort.
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12.2.3 Business Process Models: BPMN

Though many organizations still use unstructured approaches to modeling their

business (word processing documents, including graphical representations such as

flow charts), a standard process modeling grammar has established itself over the last

decennium: BPMN, an open standard from the Object Management Group (OMG).

BPMN looks like flow-charting (and as such is easily accepted by the business), but

is based on a structured definition of the grammar (itself written in UML—the

Universal Modeling Language, also from the OMG). It is also a grammar for

which there is ample tool support, including free/open source solutions.

BPMN is not perfect. Even Bruce Silver—its leading teacher and author of a

very good introduction to its use (Silver 2011)—admits that the grammar has its

troublesome aspects.5 These stem mainly from the fact that the language has been

designed above all to model “executable” processes, that is, processes that can be

directly executed by a computer. It is, in other words, a language that shows its

technical heritage and that it was never initially intended as a documentation

language for human processes to be understood by humans. Examples of peculiar

aspects of BPMN are for instance the absence of a graphical representation of its

core concept “Process,” the ambiguity of a core element like “Pool/Participant,”

and the “bolted-on” nature of the (for humans important) “Lane” concept.

Though that sounds like a list of reasons not to use BPMN, this is not what is

intended. BPMN is eminently usable for the purpose of structurally documenting

your processes. What a list like the one above illustrates is that perfection is not

necessary for usability.

BPMN is almost completely focused on modeling the behavior of an enterprise.

It has structures for activities of all kinds, and has trigger- and flow-relations that

can be used to create complex behavioral descriptions.

12.2.4 Enterprise Architecture Models: ArchiMate

Roughly of the same age as BPMN is ArchiMate, but it has grown in popularity

beyond its initial following after its adoption by The Open Group as its standard for

enterprise architecture modeling in 2009. ArchiMate is now a de facto “open

standard” enterprise architecture modeling language, though it is not yet as wide-

spread as BPMN.

ArchiMate was developed by a university-business collaboration in the

Netherlands in the early 2000s. ArchiMate is fundamentally different from BPMN

in a number of aspects, the main one being that it was not designed from a formal

perspective but from a pragmatic perspective: the collaborators designed a language

that fit their use of modeling. As such it is not based on a formal definition (as BPMN

is), but on practical considerations. Where BPMN is more “early Wittgenstein”

5 See Business Process Watch (2014) for several blog posts that address these issues.
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(Wittgenstein 1984), ArchiMate is more “late Wittgenstein” (Wittgenstein 1958),

and those who are familiar with the philosopher’s work will understand that, while

there is a common theme, the difference is rather fundamental.

ArchiMate is based on splitting the architecture in the usual enterprise archi-

tecture layers: business and information architecture, application and data archi-

tecture, and infrastructure architecture. Its internal structure in each layer is based

on dividing into “active structure,” that performs “behavior” which affects “passive

structure,” as in simple natural language like subject-verb-object patterns. Another

special aspect is that relations between different elements in a model that are not

directly connected (e.g., a business process and a server) may be derived from all

the intermediate relations between the elements involved, thus offering standard-

ized ways to summarize detailed models into simplified ones.6

12.2.5 Combining BPMN and ArchiMate to Create Models
of Your Business

Table 12.2 summarizes the differences between BPMN and ArchiMate. These

differences make the obvious idea of modeling process details in BPMN and the

overall enterprise architecture in ArchiMate not straightforward.

Table 12.2 Comparison of ArchiMate and BPMN

ArchiMate BPMN

Model the enterprise Model (executable) processes

Split in layers: business, application, and

infrastructure architecture

Not split in layers

Pragmatic metamodel Formal metamodel

Fully graphical grammar Graphical representations added to parts of

the formal grammar

Strong on the structure, weak on the dynamics of

the enterprise (i.e., triggers, flows)

Strong on the dynamics of processes, weak

on the structure of the enterprise

Split in active structure, behavior (of active

structure), and passive structure

Mostly behavior

Derived relations No derived relations

Model/view separation common in tooling Model/view separation not common in

tooling

6 This mechanism has various restrictions. For example, there are non-derivable relations that are

clearly valid and derived relations that may not be valid. See Wierda (2014) for more information

and, in general, a possible introduction into the language.
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12.2.6 Patterns and Links

To call BPMN or ArchiMate a language is a bit of a misnomer, stemming from the

IT adoption of the word “language” for constructs like programming languages.

The elements that make up BPMN and ArchiMate are more elements of a grammar
than a language. What is said in the language depends not just on the grammar, but

what the elements are given as “name” (i.e., label). To make this clear with an

example, it is easy in ArchiMate to model that the Large Hadron Collider is being

managed using an Excel spreadsheet. Such a model is correct ArchiMate (correct

grammar), but the meaning is nonsense.

What ArchiMate and BPMN have in common with real languages is that there

are many ways to say the same thing. Not just in level of detail, but there is also a

certain freedom of choice on how to use the grammar and what elements to include.

Different modelers of a process or a piece of enterprise architecture will come up

with correct, but different models. This effect is stronger in ArchiMate than in

BPMN (as ArchiMate slightly more resembles the non-logical pragmatic nature of

ordinary language), but both grammars have this aspect.

The advantages of structured documentation of your business come from the

possibilities of manageable coupling of those different “models of reality” and

manageable maintenance of and reliable analysis based on those models. All these

advantages melt away when there is a total freedom of choice with respect to the

patterns7 used. Because the languages themselves are limited in the structure they

force upon the modeler, using them effectively requires the disciplined use of fixed

patterns. Setting up and strictly following these patterns is a “conditio sine qua non”

for the effective and successful use of structured modeling of your business.

If these patterns are designed well and followed strictly, it enables the linking of

models in various grammars, creating that single logical model of your enterprise.

An example of a linkage between BPMN and ArchiMate models can be found in

Wierda (2014).

12.3 Future State and Change: Planning Your Changes

12.3.1 From Broad Strokes to Fine Detail: The Architecture
of a Change

From Jan Hoogervorst comes the term “Columbus Management”:

7 As there are many ways to model each aspect (from business processes/functions to database

servers) each way can be considered a pattern (or a style). Using patterns means that one will

model the same aspect always exactly in the same structure, similar to using a very limited set of

grammatical constructs when writing text.
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When we left, we did not know where we were going. When we arrived, we did not know

where we were. And everything was paid for with other people’s money.8

Interestingly enough, if you relate this to people, while most will understand that

this means that starting a project without enough design is asking for trouble, some

will argue that Columbus was successful. In reality, of course, Columbus was an

exception. Most projects that were based on flawed or missing plans, then and now,

failed (in Columbus’ time often with deadly results). Going forward with a project,

and hoping it will “strike lucky” like Columbus, does not seem like a rational

strategy. That is why the idea of a “project architecture” to establish some guidance

that makes the project more predictable is generally accepted.

Changes to our existing landscapes, certainly the more substantial ones, are

generally the result of projects. These days, when working “under architecture,”

projects are generally required to create some sort of “project start architecture”
(PSA). This deliverable is generally intended to guide the design work of the

project.

The question of course is: what constitutes a good project architecture? Can we

go ahead with allocating large sums of time, money, and people when we have only

a vague idea what the outcome will be? Strangely enough, this is still what often

happens. Projects often start with a dreamed up budget and plan, or they start in a

phased approach that in the end eats up a multiple of the resources originally

planned. The reason is that businesses are generally convinced that it is impossible

to design everything in advance. They are right, of course, as the ultimate complex-

ity overwhelms such an attempt.

The conviction that having all details in advance is impossible generally leads to

an approach where there are no details in advance. Such an approach generally fails,

as it are those details that derail the projects in the first place. What is needed,

therefore, is a smarter approach to those details, and here modeling can help.

Without going into much detail: instead of trying to establish a well-defined

level of detail to adhere to, it is much better to have a dynamic approach to details.

It is clear that one has to end with all the details in place, at which time these details

become part of your current state landscape. But the question which level of detail

is appropriate for the start of your project requires a bit more intelligence.

From the field of “industrial safety” comes an approach that can be adapted to

enterprise architecture management. In that field, risk is not seen as something to be

avoided, as there is no such thing as “not taking risks.” The key to safety is not

“avoiding risks,” but “consciously taking acceptable risks.” This insight can be

translated to enterprise architecture management’s handling of—potentially

risky—details. In our practice, we have adopted the definition (in enterprise archi-

tecture management): “Abstraction is consciously leaving out irrelevant details.”

8 Jan Hoogervorst is former Vice President Corporate Information Strategy of KLM Royal Dutch

Airlines. He used this in a speech once, and told the author in private communication that he did

not invent the term, but had also picked it up from someone else somewhere. The source is

unknown.
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It is clear that at the start of a project, not all details of the target state can be known.

But leaving them out requires an assessment of the risk of leaving them out. There

are two kinds of risk to contemplate: risk for the project’s success (scope, cost,

time) and risk for the ensuing landscape of the organization.

This translates to modeling as follows. A project start architecture should

contain a model of what is to be delivered by the project: the target state. Details

may be left out if it is estimated that leaving them out does not carry too much risk

for neither the project nor the overall landscape. During the project, more and more

details will be added until at the end the model is complete at the level of detail that

is required for the current state architecture.

Next to modeling the current state architecture and target states for projects,

planning of the overall future state can also be supported by modeling, though

generally in a less detailed manner.

12.3.2 Future State: Multiple Models of a Single Reality
and the BITMAP

A good “future state architecture” is more than just a sketch of the future and a

roadmap to get there. This is not the place to delve into it deeply, but part of it can

be supported by modeling.

And while current state models and project end state models need to be suffi-

ciently detailed, future state models (such as domain target states, or plateaus9) may

be more abstract and less detailed. Here too, the rule about details can help to decide

on the required level of details.

When thinking about the future of the organization, architects need some sort of

map of that organization. Enterprise architects often use a pattern where they divide

the business into “business functions” and model part of their design patterns on the

basis of such divisions. Now, the concepts of enterprise architecture—and “busi-

ness function” is not an exception—are not universally defined. In some

approaches, the function is an abstraction that looks like an “acting element” as

in “the payments function makes sure that all payments are executed before they are

late.” In other approaches, such as in ArchiMate, the business function is behavior

of an “acting element,” so the active element may be “payments department” and its

behavior the “paying invoices” business function. Such different uses of words lead

to a lot of confusion in the enterprise architecture world. In this chapter, we will

follow ArchiMate’s definitions of these concepts.

9 A plateau is a situation in the development of your landscape that will be in production. Projects

deliver results, and when these results are used, the actual landscape changes. As there are many

changes and many projects, or even phases of delivery in projects, working with the concept of a

plateau gives you the possibility to view the interrelations between various change initiatives to

make sure beforehand that the landscape in production will be acceptable and catch conflicts

between change initiatives before they can become a problem.
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Now, suppose we want to make a functional division of our company. As an

example, suppose we have two aspects: handling our holdings (stock, bonds, etc.),

and handling our cash. Both types of activities require a different set of skills, work

with different external parties, use (partly) different administrations, etc. An exam-

ple ArchiMate view can be seen in Fig. 12.1.

Here we see two ArchiMate business functions with some internal processes

modeled. The arrows represent the ArchiMate “Used-By” relation, which tells us

that the business uses a couple of systems (the “service” the application provides for

the business). These services may be provided by one or more systems; in our

labeling standard we label the application service generally with the name of the

system that provides it, so in this example there is a 1:1 relationship between

application and realized service.

Both functions need to reconcile their internal administration with the outside

world. For “Cash & Payments” this means reconciling what is in the payments

system with what is in the bank statements. For “Accounting” this means

reconciling what is in the accounting system with the statements from the

custodians (parties that keep assets for the actual owners, just like a bank keeps

cash for its real owner).

Fig. 12.1 The “Cash & Payments” business function and the “Accounting” business function

with the applications they use (Wierda 2012)
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Enterprise architects may end up in heated discussions about dividing the

business into functions. This is because, from a different perspective, we may not

have two functions, but three.

Figure 12.2 shows this different way of looking at the business. Enterprise

(IT) architects are drawn to this way of looking, because they know that one of

the problems they have to address is that the same kind of IT support may be

implemented twice if you look purely at the business process. If you do not watch

out, “Cash & Payments” sets up quite a different reconciliation system than

“Accounting” and suddenly our landscape has two different systems for what is

in effect the same functionality. Exactly this is something that working with

enterprise architecture management is meant to prevent. In other words, simply

dividing the business into functions and working from there towards the IT land-

scape may lead to suboptimal results from an enterprise (IT) architecture point of

view. This example may be easily recognized, but when such divisions are coupled

with design principles based on that division (e.g., “each function ‘owns’ its data”

or “data communication between functions is message-based”) it may quickly lead

to unintended complexities or problems (e.g., performance of the eventual resulting

setup).

ArchiMate’s definition of a business function says it is a grouping of activities—

a grouping that is based on aspects such as skills, resources, location, etc. The

architect is in fact free to decide on which basis the division is to be made. But how

should we solve the heated argument? The answer may be to “let go.” If the choice

of aspect leads to a different division, and both aspects make sense, then we can

accept that there are multiple concurrent valid divisions. From a business perspec-

tive, a “Reconciliation” function may not make sense, but from an IT perspective it

does, and such a perspective is also useful.

The idea is not to have an endless number of different functional landscapes; this

would defeat the object of creating structure in these discussions in the first place.

But there is nothing wrong with having more than one perspective. From a

management perspective, one division may be needed; from a business-IT-

Fig. 12.2 Introducing the “Reconciliation” function (Wierda 2012)
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alignment perspective, another may be useful. The name we use for the one that is

used for enterprise IT architecture (business-IT-alignment) planning is “BITMAP,”

which stands for “Business-IT Mapping.”

The division in Fig. 12.2 above looks cleaner from the business-IT-alignment

perspective: every function uses its own IT; a popular architectural principle is

being followed. But our picture above hides details that show the opposite.

As Fig. 12.3 displays, if we add “Break Resolution”10 as part of the reconcili-

ation processes to the mix, the situation becomes more realistic and instead of a

single reconciliation system being used by two business functions, the “Reconcili-

ation” function now uses three systems (as shown by the additional “Used-By”

arrows). It is still useful to have a BITMAP though, as it helps in keeping the IT

landscape as simple as possible.

12.4 Introducing and Sustaining a “Modeling-Supported”
Architecture Management Approach

Introducing a modeling-based approach in an organization is not easy. There are a

couple of obvious requirements that need to be fulfilled:

• The appropriate skills (e.g., ArchiMate and BPMN modeling) need to be

established in the organization.

• A serious initial investment needs to be made in setting up the current state

models of (at least) the enterprise architecture and (more detailed) business

processes.

• There must be an effective governance to keep the models up to date.

Fig. 12.3 Adding “Break Resolution” to the mix (Wierda 2012)

10 Break Resolution is solving the found discrepancies between internal and external

administrations, hence handling the exceptions that come out of the (automated) reconciliation

process.
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This is not all. To fulfill these requirements, other prerequisites are necessary.

The most important is that the organization understands both the need and the

feasibility of the approach. This is not easy, because many people in the enterprise

architecture field do not believe the approach is possible. There is a widespread and

deeply felt belief that doing this is either impossible (because of the overwhelming

real complexity of organizations) or unnecessary (because other approaches like

setting up design principles and abstract future state landscapes are expected to be

sufficiently effective). Not having the shared belief makes the approach very

difficult (if not impossible) to realize. It will probably take quite some time before

using models more extensively in enterprise architecture management has

established itself.

The fact that you cannot model everything in enterprise architecture has led to a

practice where almost nothing is really modeled. But a smarter, risk-based approach

to modeling may change that in the coming years.
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Business Architecture Quantified:
How to Measure Business Complexity 13
Christian Schmidt

Abstract

Complexity of both business and IT is one of the most frequently discussed

topics in strategic management and enterprise architecture today. For many

business leaders, complexity is of central concern due to its assumed impacts

on operating costs, organizational agility, and operational risks. In fact, com-

plexity growth may be considered one of the major drivers for misalignment. As

a consequence, organizations are increasingly forced to manage the complexity

of their business and IT actively. However, existing qualitative methods fall

short of supporting this on a larger scale. Quantitative measures may be consid-

ered a promising means to assess and manage the complexity of business and

IT architectures in a systematic and universal way. This chapter presents a

generic framework for conceptualizing and measuring enterprise architecture

complexity and applies it to the domain of business architecture. Using this

book’s business architecture framework as a reference, it is shown how business

complexity can be operationalized and quantified using well-defined and

practice-proven measures.

13.1 Why Complexity Matters

Complexity is blamed for many things. Many business leaders seem to think of it as

a general source of evil. Complexity is held responsible for rising coordination

efforts and operating costs. Complexity is said to drive up change efforts, thereby

constraining agility and swelling the time-to-market. And complexity is perceived a

major source of failures, poor quality, and increasing operational risks. But there is

also another side to the story. Against the backdrop of growing market dynamics,
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competition, and legal regulation, organizations are facing a permanent need to

develop new and innovative solutions. Often, this comes at the price of expanding

business and information technology (IT) complexity only. US mutual insurer

USAA, for example, has been reported to deliberately take up higher levels of

complexity in order to create a high-quality customer experience (Mocker and Ross

2012). As it stands, complexity is a burden, but it may also be a necessity. This

Janus face of complexity together with the lack of a commonly agreed definition is

a major source of confusion, making complexity management a rather controversial

and challenging subject. It is the purpose of this chapter to add some more clarity to

the discussion and show how the concept can be applied to the domain of business

architecture.

Generally speaking, complexity may be considered a quality of a system

(or architecture) referring to the quantity and variety of system elements and the

relationships between these (cf. Schütz et al. 2013; Schneberger and McLean

2003). Per se, complexity is neither a good nor a bad thing. But as a matter of

fact, it has various implications for the development, change, and operation of the

system. Therefore, complexity should be regulated to an appropriate level. But what

exactly does that mean?

Fundamentally, each system/architecture needs to fulfill the requirements

imposed to it by the environment.1 Fulfilling these requirements will call for a

certain minimum level of complexity that cannot be reduced without causing

dysfunctional behaviour.2 Any complexity exceeding this minimum level may in

turn be considered architectural waste. Waste elements and relationships are

problematic in the sense that they will increase operations, change, and mainte-

nance efforts. In the following, architectural waste is also referred to as the

complexity surplus of an architecture or parts thereof. According to this termino-

logy, approaching the optimal level of complexity equates to minimizing the

complexity surplus.3 However, in order to identify the minimum complexity, the

requirements must be known. This may be straightforward for a certain software

application. But how does this concept relate to enterprise and business

architecture?

In enterprise architecture management (EAM), architecture layers have

emerged as a good practice to structure and decouple the main parts of the overall

architecture. The ArchiMate standard, for instance, distinguishes between a busi-

ness, application, and technology layer and uses the concepts of business, appli-

cation, and technology services to decouple these (The Open Group 2013).

1 In line with the classic dichotomy coined by Drucker (1974), an architecture that fulfills all

environmental requirements may be called effective (it “does the right thing”).
2 Referring to the classic dichotomy again, an architecture with minimal complexity may be called

efficient (it “does the things right”, i.e., with minimal effort) (Drucker 1974).
3 It should be noted though that the strategic impact of the complexity surplus will be contingent on

the role of depending variables like agility and efficiency within the organization. For example, a

quality leader operating in a stable market environment may have less incentives to control the

complexity surplus than a cost leader in a rapidly developing marketplace.
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Following this conception, the requirements of a given layer are defined by the layer

above. The application architecture, for example, needs to fulfill the requirements

of the business architecture by providing appropriate application services. Taking a

closer look into the business architecture as conceptualized in Chap. 1, the business

execution layer needs to satisfy the requirements imposed by the business model,

and in turn, the business motivation. Therefore, to determine the complexity surplus

of a given architecture layer or domain, the complexity requirements of the

overarching layer need to be evaluated. Successful complexity management will

hence be characterized by minimizing the complexity of each architecture layer

taking into account the layers above. This may be considered a major strategy to

achieve architectural consistency and alignment.4 As each architecture layer

inherits complexity requirements from the layer above, the management of com-

plexity will be most effective if layers are addressed in a top-down order.

However, it should be noted that requirements (and thus the optimal level of

complexity) may vary across vertical domains or capabilities (Schmidt 2013). For

differentiating front-end domains, for instance, a higher level of complexity may be

appropriate than for non-differentiating back-end domains. Therefore, effective

complexity management is not simply about reducing complexity throughout the

landscape but rather about creating the right level of complexity in the right place,

that is, finding the right positioning in the complexity continuum as symbolized in

Fig. 13.1.

What makes an active management of business and IT complexity even more

important is the underlying dynamics known as the law of rising complexity
(Schmidt and Buxmann 2011; Lehmann 1997; see Fig. 13.2). In order to survive,

organizations constantly need to adapt to changing environmental conditions.

Fig. 13.1 The complexity continuum

4 From an architectural perspective, alignment may be defined as the degree of consistency

between the components of an architecture given by their properties and collocation. An architec-

ture is well aligned if it is both effective (fulfills all requirements imposed by the environment) and

efficient (does not contain any waste components or relationships).
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In practice, this generally follows an evolutionary process mediated by internal and

external stakeholders. This evolutionary process tends to favor local and short-term

solutions, mirroring the need for swift implementation and the balancing of stake-

holder power (Schmidt and Buxmann 2011). The managers of certain business

lines, for example, often strive to create local solutions that they can control and

shield from the rest of the organization. Also, mergers and acquisitions usually add

to business and IT complexity. If not managed actively, complexity will hence rise

continuously. Given the negative implications outlined above, an effective manage-

ment of business and IT complexity may be considered a strategic capability that

may even be turned into a source of sustained competitive advantage.

13.2 The Need for Quantitative Models

Given the importance of complexity in both business and IT architecture, methods

are needed to actively manage and control the complexity within the various

architectural domains. Until recently, complexity decisions have been mostly

based on qualitative reasoning. Employing architectural repositories, enterprise

architects usually engage in capturing and maintaining a structured model of the

architecture (including components and their interrelationships). Traditionally, this

data is primarily used for qualitative analyses. For example, graphical views and

matrices may be created to demonstrate that certain capabilities have multiple

(redundant) implementations or that key strategies are poorly supported by IT

applications.

While this approach is working fine at the level of individual applications or

even small landscapes, it has its limitations when it comes to very large business or

IT landscapes as commonplace in today’s multinational corporations. Practically,

such architectures cannot be visualized graphically anymore. Also, the efforts

required for a qualitative analysis may easily rise beyond the level feasible. Even

Fig. 13.2 The law of rising complexity (see also Rutz 2012)
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more importantly, there are no proven mechanisms to aggregate the results of such

qualitative analyses to a higher abstraction level (e.g., from domain to enterprise

scale) and thus create a condensed high-level view.

To overcome these drawbacks, qualitative methods may be complemented by

quantitative methods using dedicated complexity measures. Such measures could

be calculated and aggregated across whole landscapes and integrated into a high-

level reporting on the fundamental properties of an architecture.5 The next section

presents a generic framework that can be used to derive complexity measures in a

systematic way. This is then applied to the domain of business architecture.

13.3 A Generic Framework for Measuring Complexity

Until today, no specific methods have been proposed to quantify the complexity of

business architectures. However, measuring the complexity of enterprise archi-

tectures in general and IT architecture in particular has been approached by

researchers more recently (see Mocker 2009; Widjaja et al. 2012; Schütz

et al. 2013; Schmidt et al. 2013; Lagerström et al. 2013; Schneider et al. 2014a,

b). In particular, a generic framework for conceptualizing and measuring enterprise

architecture complexity has been proposed by Schütz et al. (2013) and further

operationalized by Schmidt et al. (2013). In the following, the approach is presented

and then extended to meet the requirements of a holistic complexity analysis.

13.3.1 The Heterogeneity-Based Complexity Model

According to the approach proposed by Schütz et al. (2013), the (structural)

complexity of a system is defined along four dimensions: the number
(or quantity) and heterogeneity (or variety) of system elements and relations.
This approach is generic in the sense that it can be applied to any type of system

and architecture including technical architecture, application architecture, and

business architecture (cf. Fig. 13.3).

Following this approach, the problem of quantifying complexity is reduced to

quantifying heterogeneity. In this context, heterogeneity (also referred to as variety
or concentration) is defined as the diversity of elements or relationships of a system

with respect to certain characteristics (attribute values). Heterogeneity can be

captured as a statistical property and be described by means of empirical frequency

distributions. For example, the distribution of database management systems within

an IT landscape may be captured as shown in Fig. 13.4.

Based on such frequency distributions, statistical concentration measures may be

applied (Widjaja et al. 2012). In particular, the entropy measure as introduced by

5 In contrast to prevalent methods in the EAM field, this could be a key constituent of what may be

called “Quantitative EAM.”
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Shannon (1948) has been shown to be well suited to measure heterogeneity within

enterprise architectures (Schütz et al. 2013). Formally, the entropy measure is

defined as

EM ¼
Xn

i¼1

f iln
1

f i

� �

with fi denoting the relative frequency of the respective attribute values

(characteristics). As shown in Fig. 13.5, the entropy measure increases with the

number of different characteristics and with approaching an equal distribution.

In contrast to similar measures, it is also sensitive with respect to characteristics

with small shares. Yet, proportional changes of absolute frequencies have no

impact on the measure.

The entropy measure takes its minimal value if all elements share a single

characteristic. The maximum value is reached at equal distribution to different

Fig. 13.3 Complexity dimensions (Schmidt 2013; see also Schütz et al. 2013)
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Fig. 13.4 Frequency distribution of database management systems by type
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characteristics. Interpretation of the entropy measure is facilitated by the so-called

numbers equivalent entropy measure EM� ¼ exp EMð Þ; which denotes the equi-

valent number of characteristics at equal distribution (see Fig. 13.6).

As shown in Schmidt et al. (2013), the generic heterogeneity-based approach

may be used flexibly with any particular architecture framework and metamodel.

In doing so, it may not only be applied to architecture elements but also to direct and

indirect relationships between these (see Fig. 13.7). For example, the distribution of

application systems along the underlying technology platforms or the concentration

of business functions on applications may be analyzed (see Schmidt et al. 2013).

Fig. 13.5 Properties of the entropy measure (cf. Schütz et al. 2013)
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Fig. 13.6 Original distribution and equivalent equal distribution EM� ¼ exp 1:1ð Þ ¼ 3
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13.3.2 Extending the Basic Approach

While the existing heterogeneity-based approach has proven to be very versatile

and powerful, it also has revealed some limitations (Schmidt 2013). In particular, it

does not fully capture the internal structure of an architecture. The interfaces within
an application landscape, for instance, may be analyzed for a concentration on

applications or interface technologies. However, this does not account for the

degree of modularity within the landscape. Yet, any experienced architect will

agree that a modular application landscape divided into a set of loosely coupled

application domains with interfaces predominantly within domains and only few

interfaces crossing the domain boundaries will be much easier to manage than a

landscape with interfaces placed at random. This is mainly due to a limitation in

change propagation as the effects of changes can be contained within the respective
domains. It may hence be argued that a complexity analysis should also address an

evaluation of the architecture’s modularity.

As shown by Aier and Schönherr (2007) and Simon and Fischbach (2013),

architectural modularity may be assessed using the measure introduced by Newman

(2006). For this purpose, the architecture (or parts hereof) needs to be transformed

into a plain network consisting of nodes (e.g., applications) and edges (e.g.,

application interfaces). Modularity can then be calculated as the number of edges

that fall into a set of given groups (modules, clusters) minus the expected number in

an equivalent network with random edges (Newman 2006). It takes a value in the

Fig. 13.7 Complexity aspects in metamodels (Schmidt 2013)
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range between �0.5 and 1 with positive values indicating a concentration of edges

within modules above the level expected for a random distribution.6 Modularity can

be determined with respect to a predefined clustering structure (e.g., an existing

domain model). Alternatively, it may be looked for a previously unknown (inher-

ent) clustering structure using dedicated search algorithms (see Newman 2006).

Another shortcoming of the basic approach is its focus on absolute figures. As

shown in Sect. 13.1, the complexity of certain architectural domains or layers

cannot be assessed in isolation. It rather needs to be put into relation with the

requirements of superimposed domains. Therefore, relative measures capturing the
quantity or variety of elements and relationships in relation to each other may be

more appropriate. For example, the number of applications (from the application

architecture) may be related to the number of business functions (in the business

architecture). Similarly, the variety of platform technology may be put into relation

with the variety of application systems.

Integrating these extensions with the basic approach results in an extended set of

generic complexity measures that can be applied to arbitrary domains and at

varying levels of detail. This is summarized in the framework of complexity
measures depicted in Table 13.1. In the next section, the framework is applied to

the domain of business architecture.

13.4 Measures for Business Architecture Complexity

Few authors have so far addressed the topic of business architecture complexity

(e.g., Gottfredson and Aspinall 2005; Mocker and Ross 2013). Up to now, no

systematic approach has been proposed to measure business complexity in its

various aspects. Therefore, in this section, the generic framework presented in

Sect.13.3 is applied to the business architecture framework introduced in

Chap. 1. Starting with the business execution layer and progressing to business

model and business motivation, the main concepts of business architecture are

examined from a complexity perspective using the four complexity dimensions as

a reference. Based on this, specific business complexity measures are proposed.

This is illustrated by means of some examples.

13.4.1 Business Execution

According to Chap. 1, the business execution layer describes the business

capabilities required by an organization and the way they are implemented in

terms of processes, organization units, information objects, and so on. Obviously,

complexity plays an important role in this area. Large organizations, for example,

6 Referring to the four complexity dimensions of the basic approach as shown in Fig. 13.3,

modularity may hence be interpreted as a special instance of relation variety (see Table 13.1).
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often comprise hundreds of legal entities, processes, or sites, with major functional

overlaps and redundancies. This type of complexity is well known in practice and

various management methods like business process reengineering or lean manage-

ment have been proposed do deal with it. But how can business execution complex-

ity be formally described and measured?

Table 13.1 Framework of generic complexity measures

Elements (E) Relationships (R)

Quantity (Q) Absolute NE: number of element

instances (e.g., number of

applications)

NR: number of relation

instances (e.g., number of

business function

implementations)

Relative NE1

NE2
: number of element

instances relative to each other

(e.g., number of applications

per number of business

functions, irrespective of

existing relationships)

NR

NE
: number of relation

instances relative to element

instances (e.g., number of

business function

implementations per number

of business functions)

Heterogeneity/

Variety/

Concentration

(C)

Absolute EME;A: entropy measure of

element instances of type E by

certain attribute A (e.g.,

concentration of applications

by vendor)

EMR;E;A: entropy measure of

relation instances of type

R (or path instances of type P)
by certain attribute A of related

element instances of type

E (e.g., concentration of

business function

implementations by

application names)

MR;E;A: modularity of relation

instances of type R (or path

instances of type P) with
respect to attribute A of

instances of type E (e.g.,

modularity of application

interfaces along business

domain names)

Relative EME1;A1

EME2;A2
: entropy measure of

element instances of type E1

by attribute A1 relative to

entropy measure of element

instances of type E2 by

attribute A2 (e.g.,

concentration of technical

platforms by vendors in

relation to concentration of

applications by vendors)

MR1;E1;A1

MR2;E2;A2
: modularity of relation

instances of type R1 (or path

instances of type P1) with

respect to attribute A1 of

instances of type E1 relative to

modularity of relation

instances of type R2 (or path

instances of type P2) with

respect to attribute A2 of

instances of type E2 (e.g.,

modularity of application

interfaces in relation to

modularity of business

services)
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Commencing with the business capabilities, a complexity assessment may start by

looking at the number of (logical) capabilities in scope of the organization. Assuming

that all capabilities are about equal in functional size, organizations with a larger

number of capabilities may be considered more complex.7 A fashion group, for

instance, that maintains internal capabilities for the whole value chain from product

design and marketing to manufacturing and sales, may be attributed a higher func-

tional complexity than a competitor that is focusing on product design, marketing,

and sales while relying on low-wage contractors for the manufacturing part.

In addition to that, the relationships between the business capabilities may be

seen as important determinants of business execution complexity as well.

In general, organizations with a higher number of interdependencies between

capabilities (cf. Chap. 10) may be considered more complex than such with few

relationships. As an example, a strongly integrated military forces organization

comprising different highly interrelated capabilities like missile, missile-defense,

and airborne surveillance may be attributed a higher functional complexity than a

less integrated manufacturer of consumer goods.

Beyond that, complexity may be assessed along the variety or concentration of

dependencies between capabilities. In particular, organizations with a higher degree
of capability reuse (as expressed in a larger dependency concentration) may—

ceteris paribus—be considered less complex than organizations with a lower degree

of capability reuse. Similarly, capability networks with a higher level of modularity
may be considered less complex as they will mitigate change propagation, making

it easier to manage change and preserve organizational agility.

Even more than at the logical level, business execution complexity is determined

at the physical level, i.e., the level of capability realization. It is here that dupli-

cation occurs and waste is created. In practice, most larger organizations comprise

multiple (and at least partially redundant) implementations of the same capabilities.

The procurement capability of a pharmaceutical group, for instance, may be

implemented multiple times across different countries and deploying different

variations of the same process type.8

Capability realization complexity can be captured in two ways. First, functional

redundancy may be determined by relating the number of capability realizations or
configurations9 to the overall number of (logical) capabilities. The more such

configurations exist per logical capability, the more duplication of work and the

7 It should be noted that the actual complexity figures are strongly dependent on the used capability

model and the associated level of detail. As a consequence, comparisons over time or between

peers need to be based on the same reference model (or at least modeling guidelines) to be of any

meaning.
8While there is good reason for the emergence of such architectures (e.g., historical evolution

based on mergers and acquisitions), it is clearly in conflict with the goal of architectural efficiency

as defined in Sect. 13.1.
9 Capability configurations may be defined as existing combinations of business processes, orga-

nization units, information objects, resources, people, and culture in an organization realizing a

certain business capability.
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more waste of resources will occur. Second, the variety of the implementation

may be assessed with respect to processes, locations, etc. A manufacturing group,

for example, whose capability implementations have been concentrated on 3 sites,

may be considered less complex than a peer operating 30 sites across 20 countries

(with differing legal frameworks, etc.). The same applies to the concentration of

locations, processes, and so on.

The complexity aspects presented to assess the complexity of the business

execution layer are summarized in Table 13.2. Their application is illustrated in

Fig. 13.8.

The proposed measures are universal in the sense that they can be applied to

different parts of an organization and at varying levels of detail. However, it should

be noted that the optimal level of complexity may vary across different parts of the

organization. Commodity services (like procurement, finance, IT, etc.), for exam-

ple, may be assigned more ambitious complexity targets, because they can be

standardized across business lines or regions. Capabilities required to differentiate

in the marketplace, on the other hand, may make higher levels of complexity

inevitable (e.g., to improve customer experience and satisfaction). To account for

this, the complexity analysis needs to be extended to the overarching business

model.

Table 13.2 Complexity measures for the business execution layer

Elements Type Measure Interpretation

Business capability E Q Number of (logical) business
capabilities

Measures the “functional

breadth” of the organization

R Q Number of relations
between (logical) business

capabilities

Measures the degree of

“functional

interdependency” within the

organization

C Concentration of capability

dependencies by (re-) used

capabilities

Measures the degree of

“functional reuse” (logical

level) within the

organization

Modularity of the business
capability network

Measures the “functional

decoupling” (logical level)

within the organization (may

serve as an indicator for

change propagation and

agility)

Capability

realization

(combination of

process,

organization unit,

etc.)

E Q Number of business
capability realizations per

number of (logical) business

capabilities

Measures the “functional

redundancy” of the

organization

R C Variety of business
capability implementations

with respect to business

processes, organization

units, etc.

Measures the variety in

capability implementation

with respect to processes,

organization units, etc.
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Fig. 13.8 Example for business execution complexity (procurement capability)
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13.4.2 Business Model

While the concept of complexity is often used in relation to the business execution

layer, it is less frequently applied to the business model.10 Yet, it is the business

model that sets the scene and the requirements for the business execution. An

assessment of business complexity hence cannot be complete without a reference

to the business model. What may be a perfect level of business execution complex-

ity for an integrated technology group offering a variety of interrelated producer

goods and related services (e.g., medical technology) may be completely inappro-

priate for a manufacturer of physical consumer goods (e.g., household appliances).

But again, how can the complexity of the business model be formally described and

measured?

First and foremost, business model complexity may be assessed along the

number of core elements constituting the network of value creation. Depending
on the industry, these elements will generally include customer segments, products/

services, distribution channels, supplier segments and supplier channels as well as

the key activities taken up in the overall value chain.11 The more of these elements

exist, the more complex the network of value creation will be—given that all other

parameters are left unchanged. As an example, the business model of a universal

bank that serves many different customer segments including retail, high networth

individuals, small businesses, and large multinational corporations may be consi-

dered more complex than that of a private bank serving only a small segment of

wealthy individuals. Similarly, the business model of a direct bank using the

Internet and call centers as the only distribution channel may be considered less

complex than that of a traditional commercial bank serving a larger number of

distribution channels including physical branches, agents, call centers, and online

channels. The same applies to the number of products and supplier segments.

Second, business model complexity is impacted by the variety of the core

elements. An organization with a highly heterogeneous set of products and services

like Samsung, for example, including mobile devices, household appliances, and

power plants, may be considered more complex than a company like Apple with a

very focused offering. The same applies to customer segments, distribution

channels, key activities, and supplier segments.

In addition to the number and variety of core elements, the number of relation-
ships between these are important determinants of the business model complexity

as well. The more such relationships are in place, the more variants

(or configurations) of value creation exist within the business model. Obviously,

a bank that serves its retail clients only through online channels and its high-

10 The few authors who have addressed this include Gottfredson and Aspinall (2005) and Mocker

and Ross (2013).
11 In addition to the core elements of the value creation network, complementing elements like

revenue streams and pricing models, cost structures, value chain coordination mechanisms, or

assets (see Chap. 1) could be analyzed in a similar way.
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networth-individual clients exclusively through private banking branches (two

relations) will have less variation in value creation than a bank that serves both

customer groups through both channels (four relations).

Also, the variety of the relations may be assessed with respect to different

dimensions. A business model with a higher level of concentration of the value

creation configurations with regard to certain distribution channels or customer

groups may be considered less complex than a business model that employs all

these elements at equal weight.

Taking a closer look at the product/service offering, business model complexity

may also arise from the dependencies between individual products/services. An

organization with a large number of product/service dependenciesmay be said to be

more complex from a product/service portfolio perspective than an organization

with only few such dependencies. However, given a certain number of depen-

dencies, complexity may be considered lower if products and services are based on

a small set of reusable base products/services. In a commercial bank, for example,

various different checking account products (e.g., with/without branch service, for

students/adults, with/without savings account) may be based on a common base

product. Therefore, the concentration of product/service dependencies may be an

additional indicator for product/service complexity.

In larger organizations, common business services are often centralized within

dedicated service units. These service units then act as internal service providers to

a number of consumers (e.g., country-specific entities) within the group (service-
oriented architecture). In such settings, business models can be described for each

service provider. Beyond that, the interactions taking place between service

providers and service consumers may be analyzed. This is of particular relevance

from a group complexity perspective. For this purpose, the structure of service

dependencies between legal entities/service units may be evaluated. Groups with a

higher degree of service reuse (as reflected in a larger service usage concentration)

may—ceteris paribus—be considered less complex than organizations with a lower

degree of service reuse. Similarly, service networks with a higher level of

modularity may be judged less complex, as they will mitigate change propagation

and make it easier to manage change and preserve organizational agility.

The complexity measures presented to assess the complexity of the business

model layer are summarized in Table 13.3. Their application is illustrated in

Fig. 13.9.

The proposed measures can be applied to different parts of an organization and at

varying levels of detail. Large organizations often employ different business

models for their main business lines. Conglomerates like Siemens or General

Electric, for example, may follow completely different business models for

power, transportation, and health technology. In such organizations, the business

model complexity may be assessed separately for each business line. In addition to

that, the number of business models and the number of relationships between these
may be regarded as further determinants of the overall business model complexity

of the group.
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Table 13.3 Complexity measures for the business model layer

Elements Type Measure Interpretation

Customer

segment

E Q Number of customer segments Measures the “customer

breadth” of the business model

C Variety of customer segments

according to certain attributes

(e.g., customer segment type)

Measures the heterogeneity of

the customer segments

R Q Number of relations between
customer segments and

products/services, distribution

channels, supplier segments/

channels, key activities, etc.

Measures the dependency

between the customer segment

dimension and other dimensions

of the business model

C Concentration of customer

segments along products/

services, distribution channels,

supplier segments/channels, key

activities, etc.

Measures the “customer segment

concentration” along other

dimensions of the business

model

Product/

service

E Q Number of products/services Measures the “breadth” of the

product/service portfolio

C Variety of products/services
according to certain attributes

(e.g., product class)

Measures the heterogeneity of

the product/service portfolio

R Q Number of relations between
products/services and customer

segments, distribution channels,

supplier segments/channels, key

activities, etc.

Measures the dependency

between the product/service

dimension and other dimensions

of the business model

C Concentration of products/

services along customer

segments, distribution channels,

supplier segments/channels, key

activities, etc.

Measures the “product/service

concentration” along other

dimensions of the business

model

Q Number of dependencies
between products/services

Measures the degree of “product/

service interdependency” of the

business model

C Concentration of product/

service dependencies

Measures the degree of “product/

service reuse”

Modularity of product/service
dependencies

Measures the degree of “product/

service decoupling”

(continued)
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Table 13.3 (continued)

Elements Type Measure Interpretation

Distribution

channel

E Q Number of distribution channels Measures the “distribution

channel breadth” of the business

model

C Variety of distribution channels

according to certain attributes

(e.g., channel type)

Measures the “distribution

channel variety”

R Q Number of relations between
distribution channels and

customer segments, products/

services, supplier segments/

channels, key activities, etc.

Measures the dependency

between the distribution

channels and other dimensions of

the business model

C Concentration of distribution

channels along customer

segments, products/services,

supplier segments/channels, key

activities, etc.

Measures the “distribution

channel concentration” along

other dimensions of the business

model

Supplier

segment

E Q Number of supplier segments Measures the “supplier breadth”

of the business model

C Variety of supplier segments

according to certain attributes

(e.g., supplier segment type)

Measures the “supplier segment

variety”

R Q Number of relations between
supplier segments and customer

segments, products/services,

distribution channels, key

activities, etc.

Measures the dependency

between supplier segments and

other dimensions of the business

model

C Concentration of supplier

segments along customer

segments, products/services,

distribution channels, key

activities, etc.

Measures the “supplier segment

concentration” along other

dimensions of the business

model

Key activity E Q Number of key activities Measures the “activity breadth”

of the business model

C Variety of key activities

according to certain attributes

(e.g., activity type)

Measures the variety of key

activities

R Q Number of relations between
key activities and customer

segments, products/services,

distribution channels, supplier

segments, etc.

Measures the dependency

between key activities and other

dimensions of the business

model

C Concentration of key activities

along customer segments,

products/services, distribution

channels, supplier segments, etc.

Measures the concentration of

key activities along other

dimensions of the business

model
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As with the business execution, the optimal level of complexity may vary

depending on the complexity of the business environment and the goals and

objectives of the organization. A strongly regulated market environment like the

pharmaceutical industry, for example, may impose special requirements to the

business model (e.g., distribution to the end consumer via licenced pharmacies

Fig. 13.9 Example for business model complexity (commercial bank)
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based on medical prescription only), hence setting limits to the minimum complex-

ity possible. Therefore, an assessment of the business model complexity needs to

take into account the underlying business motivation.

13.4.3 Business Motivation

As shown in the previous sections, the concept of complexity applies well to the

domains of business execution and business model. But how about the business

motivation? Clearly, the business model followed by an organization should be in

line with the overarching system of environmental/boundary conditions and organ-

izational objectives.12 To achieve an optimal alignment, all these factors must be

addressed while maintaining a minimal level of complexity. An insurance com-

pany, for example, with ambitious profitability objectives, operating in a strongly

regulated and highly competitive environment, may need to adopt a more sophisti-

cated business model that leverages the expertise of independent agencies to grow

into a set of profitable niche markets. The same business model may be far too

complex (and risky) for an organization operating in a much more simple business

environment. But how can the complexity of the business motivation be formally

described and measured?

According to Chap. 1, the business motivation layer is comprised of business

influencers (internal and external drivers and constraints), business ends (esp.

mission, goals, objectives), and business means (strategies, business directives/

principles). Just like with the business execution and business model layer, these

may be described as a network of elements and relationships. A strategy,

for example, may be related to a number of objectives that it is supporting. The

objectives may, in turn, be linked to the business goals that they are based

on. Finally, the business goals may be associated with certain internal and external

drivers. Based on such a network of business influencers, business ends, and

business means, complexity may be analyzed as follows.

At the top level, business motivation complexity may be assessed along the

number of business influencers. Depending on the industry, business influencers

will generally include shareholder requirements (e.g., regarding minimum divi-

dends), regulatory requirements (e.g., applicable laws and accounting standards),

market conditions (e.g., degree of competition), technological developments (e.g.,

new materials or production methods), and so on. The more such drivers and/or

constraints exist, the more complex the business motivation may be considered.

A bank operating under the Basel III regime, for example, will have to comply with

a larger number of (frequently changing) regulatory constraints than a retailer for

consumer electronics. Where business influencers can be categorized into certain

classes, the variety may be taken into account as well.

12 This corresponds with the EA school of “Enterprise Ecological Adaption” as introduced by

Lapalme (2012).
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At the second level, business motivation complexity may be assessed along the

number of business ends. These generally include the mission, goals, and objectives

followed by the organization. The more of these exist, the more complex the

business motivation may be considered.13 A utility firm, for example, may notice

an increase in motivational complexity if environmental goals (e.g., CO2 reduction)

are added to financial and organizational goals. If business means are categorized

into certain dimensions (e.g., using a “Balanced Scorecard”), the variety may be

analyzed as well.

In addition to that, business motivation complexity may be assessed along the

number of dependencies between business ends, but also with respect to business

influencers. The more such dependencies are in place, the more complex the

business motivation may be considered.

Also, the variety of the relationsmay be evaluated. A business motivation with a

higher level of concentration of dependencies on a small set of common goals and

objectives may be considered less complex than a business motivation that connects

to all goals and objectives in an equal way.

Finally, business motivation complexity may be analyzed along the number of
business means. These typically include strategies and directives. The more of these

elements, the more complex the business motivation may be considered. A rein-

surer, for example, that follows different strategies for the “Life & Health” and the

“Property & Casualty” business may be considered more complex from a strategic

perspective than a competitor that attempts to address these lines of businesses with

the same general strategy.14

Beyond that, the number of relationships between the individual business means

need to be taken into account. The more such dependencies are in place, the more

complex the business motivation may be considered. Google, for example, with its

large number of interrelated strategies for different segments from online advertis-

ing, mobile device ecosystems to household appliances—each one serving the

others—may be attributed a higher level of strategic complexity than a traditional

manufacturer of mobile devices. Again, the variety of the relations may be

assessed. A business motivation with a higher level of concentration of

dependencies on a small set of strategies and directives may be considered less

complex than a business motivation where all business means are of equal

importance.

The complexity measures presented to assess the complexity of the business

model layer are summarized in Table 13.4. Their application is illustrated in

Fig. 13.10.

13 Like with other element types, measures will be strongly dependent on the actual modeling of

goals and the chosen level of detail. As demonstrated in Chap. 2, goals should be defined in an

atomic way with each goal addressing only one aspect.
14 However, such a differentiation may be a strategic necessity given varying market conditions.
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Table 13.4 Complexity measures for the business motivation layer

Elements Type Measure Interpretation

Business

influencer

(driver,

constraint)

E Q Number of business influencers Measures the degree of

internal and external influence

in the business motivation

C Variety of business influencers
according to certain attributes

(e.g., internal, regulatory)

Measures the variety of the

internal and external influence

Business end

(mission, goal,

objective)

E Q Number of business ends Measures the “size” of the

organizations’ system of

business ends

C Variety of business ends
according to certain attributes

(e.g., Balanced Scorecard)

Measures the variety of

business ends by type

R Q Number of dependencies
between business ends and

business influencers

Measures the degree of

dependency between business

influencers and business ends

C Variety of dependencies
between business ends and

business influencers

Measures the concentration of

business influencers along

business ends

Q Number of dependencies
between business ends

Measures the degree of

dependency between business

ends

C Variety of dependencies
between business ends

Measures the concentration of

relationships between

business ends

Business means

(strategy,

directive,

principle)

E Q Number of business means Measures the range of

business means

R Q Number of dependencies
between business means (e.g.,

strategies affecting each other)

Measures the degree of

strategic dependency

C Variety of dependencies
between business ends and

business means

Measures the concentration of

business ends on business

means
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Fig. 13.10 Example for business motivation complexity (reinsurer)
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13.5 Putting Business Complexity Measures to Practice

In the previous section, a broad range of possible measures for assessing the

complexity of business architectures has been presented. To put these into practice

successfully, some additional steps need to be taken. Most importantly, the concept

of complexity measures needs to be introduced to the target organization and the

required measures and reports need to be implemented.

13.5.1 Introducing Complexity Measures

Implementing a complexity reporting in a given organization may be a difficult

task. In order to create maximum value for the organization and its stakeholders, the

particular context and requirements of the organization need to be taken into

account. This is of special importance, as implementing a complexity reporting

will generally lead to additional efforts in the short run. Beyond that, there is a risk

that complexity measures are misunderstood or misused. By some stakeholders,

they may even be perceived as a threat. For these reasons, and in line with the

method proposed in Chap. 15, the introduction of a business complexity reporting

should be based on a thorough analysis of stakeholder needs. During such an

analysis, the main application scenarios should be reviewed and prioritized.15

In general, complexity measures may be employed for the scenario types shown

in Table 13.5.

In addition to these general scenarios, complexity management may be focused

on certain architecture layers or domains depending on the given situation and

context of the organization (cf. Chap. 15). For example, a company with a well-

defined and lean business model but a large extent of redundancy in operations may

Table 13.5 Application scenario types

Application scenario Description

Decision support/

simulation

Calculation (and comparison) of complexity impacts for major decision

variants (e.g., target architecture scenarios)

Comparative

analysis

Calculation (and comparison) of complexity measures for different parts

of the overall landscape (e.g., between domains, business lines, etc.) and

identification of hot spots

Benchmarking Calculation (and comparison) of complexity measures for different

organizations in search for best-in-class complexity figures

Architectural

controlling

Systematic planning of target complexity figures as part of a continuous

architecture management (e.g., differentiated by architecture layers and

domains)

Risk management Calculation of complexity measures as part of the internal management

of operational risks

15 This may be strongly facilitated by using a detailed catalog of typical application scenarios as a

reference.
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concentrate on business execution complexity in the first place. Similarly, the scope

may also be set to certain domains that need special attention (e.g., harmonization

of procurement, accounting, etc.). Based on such a priorization, the measures of

primary relevance may be selected for implementation.

13.5.2 Technical Implementation

After the application scenarios and required measures have been identified,

methods must be implemented to calculate the actual figures based on available

data and to create appropriate reports. Generally, the calculation of measures should

be based on the data captured in the architecture repository. This way, the calcu-

lation of measures can be automated and fully integrated with existing architecture

data management processes. Data elements that are not yet available in the reposi-

tory should be added first. The calculation of measures may then either be

implemented within the architecture management tool or based on specialized

tool support for complexity management.16

13.6 Conclusion and Outlook

In this chapter, a generic approach for measuring complexity was presented and

applied to the domain of business architecture. It was shown that the notion of

complexity is of relevance not only to the business execution but also to the

business model and business motivation layer. A more complex system of business

drivers, goals, and objectives is more likely to require a more complex business

model. This is turn will generally call for a more sophisticated (and thus complex)

business execution layer. For all these layers, a number of measures were proposed

and illustrated by examples. Using these measures may be supportive in minimizing

the complexity surplus and optimizing the overall architectural alignment.

However, assessing and managing business architecture complexity remains a

difficult task. First of all, broad stakeholder buy-in is required in order to gain

visibility and acceptance for such an initiative. Second, data needs to be captured

and maintained in an appropriate form. This will generally require an extension of

existing architecture repositories and the respective data maintenance processes.

Also, measures need to be adjusted to the organization-specific metamodel. As the

actual figures are strongly dependent on the modeling approach and associated level

of detail, care must be taken to ensure that appropriate reference models and

modeling guidelines are used consistently. Beyond that, appropriate methods

need to be defined to handle missing data elements. Last but not least, it must be

16An example for such a specialized tool kit is the Plexity Analyzer™, which supports a flexible

configuration and calculation of all relevant complexity measures based on arbitrary data/

metamodel structures.
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emphasized that complexity assessments often require thorough analyses that can

only by carried out by skilled and experienced architects. Such analyses will

comprise drill-down operations and supplemental research. The results should

hence always be commented and interpreted qualitatively.

Further research is required to determine the relevance of the proposed measures

in more detail and to evaluate their practical use. Beyond that, methods for

aggregating the complexity measures and relating the figures of different layers

to each other need to be developed. Generally, more research is required on how to

actually manage complexity given that appropriate complexity measures are in

place. As initial results from the IT architecture domain indicate, complexity is not

a one-dimensional variable that can easily be reduced across all its facettes

(Schmidt 2013; Schmidt et al. 2013). Instead, it appears that reducing the complex-

ity of a certain aspect (e.g., number of applications, vendor variety) will often lead

to an increase of complexity in another aspect (e.g., number of application usage).

Also, the impact may vary between a local and a global perspective. Application

consolidation, for example, will typically lead to a reduced number of applications

and a reduced vendor variety. However, the dependencies of the particular target

application will generally rise (in terms of interfaces with other system, usage

relations, country/languages, etc.). From a local perspective, the complexity will

hence increase. It may be concluded that similar mechanisms apply to the consoli-

dation and centralization of business capabilities or the streamlining of business

models, for example. Additional research is required to evaluate this in more detail

and to give business architects appropriate methods at hand.17
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Business Architectures for Niche-Market
Enterprises 14
Tom S. Graves

Abstract

Much of the current focus of attention for business architecture has been on new

startups or on existing large enterprises, but there is also a great deal that can be

usefully learnt in applying the same principles to the needs of smaller niche-

market businesses and organizations. This chapter describes a real-life case

study with a small restaurant chain in Central America that wanted to expand

outward into other cities in its region. The brief engagement covered a broad

scope from high-level strategy all the way down to day-to-day operations, and,

working with the principals of the business, delivered explicit action plans that

gave detailed guidance for a broad range of themes such as business models,

business alliances, marketing, advertising, building layout, workflows, perfor-

mance metrics, recruitment, and training. The chapter ends with some lessons

learned about what does and does not work in this type of business architecture

engagement, what to do about these in further real-world practice, and some

suggestions on how to apply these techniques in other forms of business

architecture work.

14.1 Introduction

This chapter describes a brief, real-life consulting engagement, applying business

architecture techniques to the needs of a small business in Central America. In

contrast to a more conventional formal style, the chapter has been written in an

intentionally story-like format, so as to emphasize the immediacy of the nature of

this type of work.
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14.1.1 Background

Sitting out on the deck at breakfast with our clients, the sound of birdsong in the

warm morning air of Central America, and that glorious view out over the

rainforest, all came together to give an easy sense that all was well with the

world. But as indicated by the volcano that could be seen quietly simmering

again in the far distance, and the cracks from the recent earthquake still visible in

the road as we came here, we were well aware that surface appearances could be

deceiving—and the same could be true of this company, too.

Our purpose here was twofold. Our clients here—we will call them Juan and

Edward—ran a small yet very successful restaurant and food-business in the local

region, but their recent attempt at expansion into new outlets in the capital city had

fallen flat. They had asked my colleague Michael—a close friend of many years—

for his views on what had gone wrong, and what they could do about it.

On our side, we had long wanted to test our hypothesis that business architecture

techniques were not solely for startups or large organizations: they could also be

used for small-to-medium-sized existing organizations.

Also—and importantly—we had to be able to prove that our approach to

business architecture could deliver real business value fast: all within this one

morning session, in fact.

This session gave us all an opportunity to address each of these concerns.

14.1.2 What Is Business Architecture?

In our own work, we position business architecture as a support for managing

business strategy, and as a component of enterprise architecture—the latter in a

rather broader sense than is usual at present, stretching far beyond information

technology (IT) alone.

At its simplest, and in line with the foundations provided in the introductory

chapter of this book (Chap. 1), we define a business architecture as the set of
structures and stories that underpin “the business of the business.”More generally,

we regard the core theme of all architectures as “things work better when they work

together, on purpose.” The process of business architecture development and, in

turn, business architecture management, is therefore the application of various

models and techniques to identify and apply that architectural content in a business

context, and better support “things working together” in that organization’s busi-

ness. Importantly, it is not solely about strategy: as per the framework used

throughout this book, the emphasis throughout is on linking all the way through

from business motivation to business model to business execution, and all the way

back again.

The structures in scope for this business architecture might include higher-level

concerns such as business models, organizational structures, brand architectures,

and financial structures, but may also cover more detail-oriented concerns such as
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logistics, short-term business cycles, and even staff training. The limits are not

predefined, but follow a dynamic focus on “just enough detail.”

The stories in scope for this business architecture would encompass concerns

such as enterprise vision, values, and culture and, perhaps most importantly, how

these interact in practice to support trust from customers and other stakeholders,

and to enhance overall effectiveness—without which the enterprise cannot thrive.

In this sense, “story” is that which supports the human elements of the architecture,

much as structure supports its technical elements—“Architecture [as] a vehicle for
the telling of stories, a canvas for relaying societal myths, a stage for the theatre of
everyday life” (Frederick 2007). Again, the emphasis here is on practical means to

link every step between strategy and execution—but in this case, more for the

human context for the business.

In recent years, most of the focus for business architecture seems to have been on

for-profit business models—particularly for startups, as in the “Business Model

Canvas” (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010) or the “Lean Startup” method (Ries

2011)—or organizational structures and high-level maps such as the “Business

Motivation Model” (OMG 2010) and Porter’s “Five Forces” context map (e.g.,

Porter 1979).

However, our understanding is that the same principles should apply to the

business of all types of organizations: for-profit, government, non-profit, or what-

ever. In this case, we needed to apply those models and techniques to the business

needs and concerns of a relatively small for-profit organization.

14.1.3 Client Context

The client’s company—which, for reasons of commercial confidentiality, we will

rename as “Sabor”—consisted of five tightly integrated business units:

– delicatessen

– chocolaterie/patisserie

– cafe

– restaurant

– catering

Their main location, in the business district of a popular tourist town, was

structured as follows:

– front: delicatessen and covered part of the cafe

– mid: chocolaterie and open-air part of the cafe

– rear: restaurant

In this location, the cafe area provided approximately 20 places, and the

restaurant—much of it partially covered or open-air—some 50 places. The kitchen

area and walkway provided a strong visual and functional boundary between the
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restaurant area and the rest of the operation. This location operates 7 days a week,

with public opening hours of around 14 h per day.

Catering, food delivery, and bulk food preparation—primarily for the

delicatessen—were run from other sites elsewhere in the town and the surrounding

district.

Staffing was not discussed, but we did know that the main location has around

ten front-of-house or waiting staff working at any one time, and probably at least as

many in the main kitchens at that location.

Financials were likewise not discussed, but the business is known to be success-

ful and profitable, and is not in any financial difficulty. It also has a strong

reputation, both locally and in the region, and strong repeat business both from

the town and from national and international visitors.

Some 6 months previously, Juan and Edward had opened another smaller

location in the capital city, capitalizing on the company’s considerable reputation,

and with the intent of using it as a springboard for major growth. However, it had

not been a success, and had been closed down after only a few months’ operation.

We did not know the reasons for the failure, but we did know that Juan and Edward

wanted our help in assessing its causes, and identify options to address those issues,

so that they could try again with better chance of success.

14.2 Consultation: Architecture Development

14.2.1 Initial Discussion

Meeting together for a shared breakfast at the clients’ house was typical for that

country’s business culture, and provided a means via which clients and consultants

could get to know each other and build a practical rapport.

This preliminary stage also helped us to address a number of practical language

issues. Edward andmy colleagueMichael are fully bilingual in Spanish and English,

but Juan’s English was more limited, and my own Spanish more limited again. In

practice, most of the discussion was in English; occasionally Juan would have to

switch to Spanish, which I could mostly follow but could only reply in English; but

Edward or Michael could provide additional translation where required.

The translation difficulties would on occasion also extend beyond natural-

language to culture and idiom. For example, in our work for Latin America, we

have yet to find an exact equivalent word for the English term “enterprise” in

Spanish or Portuguese, that extends beyond the notion of “commercial organiza-

tion,” to include and encompass the much broader multi-stakeholder concept used

in enterprise architecture.1 These kinds of challenges are common when working

across cultural and/or linguistic boundaries.

1 The nearest-available Spanish term—“ecosistema”—does imply the required broader scope, but

does not fully include the overlay of purpose that underpins a human enterprise.
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Careful questions elicited further information about the failed venture in the

capital city. This had been based on just one of the business themes, as a stand-alone

delicatessen. Business had been quite good, with significant return-custom, but not

sufficient even as a new venture to cover its costs. Interestingly, one of the repeated

complaints from customers had been that there was no seating area at which to

consume purchases from the delicatessen—a complaint perhaps in part arising from

the fact that eating in public is somewhat frowned upon in that country’s culture.

We were also able to ascertain more about the company’s history. It had been

started by Edward as a family venture almost 20 years earlier; Juan had joined the

team some 5 years ago, as a working-partner, and at the time was also studying for

an MBA. For both principals, a core personal driver for the business had been

around food and health: Juan said that in his previous business—selling pre-made

sandwiches to retail stores—he had found that he had been unable to eat his own

company’s product, due to allergic reactions to some of the ingredients. Edward

commented that it was not uncommon for Sabor’s clients to say that it was the only

place in town where they considered they could safely eat everything on offer. This

theme of health and food was therefore clearly important as a core reason both for

the company’s existence, and for its continuing success.

By this point, it was time to move into the main room, to do the in-depth

exploration.

14.2.2 Context Map

The meeting was in a private house, so there were no whiteboards available.

Instead, we used a large drawing-pad (36� 24 in.) and various other props laid

out on the central table.

We had determined beforehand that the company’s basic business model was not

a primary concern, so there was no immediate need to use a business model

framework such as the Business Model Canvas (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010).

Likewise, although the concerns were strategic, they did not seem to be much about

competitive positioning, and hence were not the kind of themes for which classic

competition-oriented strategy tools such as Five Forces were a good fit. Instead,

since the discussion had indicated that the core concerns were around clarity on

overall direction, and relationships with stakeholder groups, we had decided to

guide this part of the session with a context map or stakeholder map, based on the

service context component of the “Enterprise Canvas” suite of models, as described

in Graves (2010). In his own consultancy work, Michael describes this context map

as the “holomap”—the term we will use here. For the same reasons, we had also

expected to do some work via values-based enterprise narrative or story, as per

Graves (2012).

The holomap describes the context for an organization in terms of four distinct

types of relationships, or four layers of an “enterprise”:
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– no interaction (“organization-as-enterprise”): the organization centered on itself,

without external context

– direct transactional interactions (“supply chain”): suppliers, customers, and

others in the direct value network

– indirect transactional interactions (“market”): analysts, recruiters, regulators,

standards bodies, and others (including competitors) in the overall marketplace

for this type of enterprise

– non-transactional interactions (“enterprise ecosystem”): investors, families,

communities, non-clients, anti-clients, and others that can be impacted by and

impact upon the organization and its business

We can summarize this set of relationships visually in a context-space map

(Fig. 14.1).

Although this context map diagram is available in pre-printed form, at various

scales, we have often found that for live exploratory sessions with clients it can be

more useful to draw the diagram by hand, to enhance engagement and create

stronger personal ownership of the resultant outcomes. Doing so also makes it

easier to support free-form amendment and customization—such as in this case,

where Juan and Edward wanted a stronger initial emphasis on competitors, and,

later, on potential allies (see Fig. 14.2).

We spent perhaps 15–20 min moving around in the conceptual space described

by the service context map, asking Juan and Edward to identify and describe the

various groups of stakeholders and relationships in each of the enterprise layers, as

above—and also including internal stakeholder relationships such as with

employees.

Fig. 14.1 Context map
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14.2.3 Vision and Values

We then explained that a shared enterprise of this type—one that encompasses

many different stakeholder groups, each with their own interests and concerns—is

held together and, in effect, defined by a unifying “vision” or “promise.” The vision

identifies the “why,” “how,” and “what” of the overall shared enterprise, and, via

concomitant values, the effective definitions of success within the shared enterprise

(note that these values in turn provide the context for an organization’s value

propositions, as will be seen later). Importantly, the scope of the vision extends

beyond the organization itself: it is not about the organization, but about the purpose
and success criteria for the organization’s relations with all of those stakeholders in

the shared enterprise.

Given this, we asked Juan and Edward for their vision for the organization and

enterprise. Juan replied that he had recently done this as part of his MBA course,

and had decided on a vision of “to be the national leaders in the restaurant

business.”

Michael wrote this vision statement onto a small sticky-note, and placed it in

various positions on the context-map, each position representing a different stake-

holder group: customer, supplier, trade journalist, employee, investor, non-client,

family member, and others. At each place, he asked Juan to take on the role of the

respective stakeholder; he then read the existing vision statement to Juan, and asked

him for his response as that stakeholder—how he felt as that stakeholder in response

to the vision statement.

Through this simple role-play process, Juan quickly understood that that type of

vision—“to be the national leaders in the restaurant business”—was essentially

meaningless, or worse, to anyone but himself. It had seemed right, in terms of his

Fig. 14.2 Sabor holomap
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own ambitions and the MBA textbook: but from the stakeholders’ perspectives it

would, at best, be interpreted as pointless grandiosity, whilst some of the responses

were frankly unprintable. It was clear that, for a meaningful vision, they would need

to start again, from scratch.

As a guide towards that revised vision, we suggested that they could start from

their own stories about food and health, that they had told us earlier. This immedi-

ately led to the understanding that, for both of them, health was their most important

concern: food was more a means to achieve and support that health. Extending

onward from that, further questioning and further stories built towards a clear set of

values for their enterprise, and prioritization of those values: for them, the enter-

prise was about food, and the sharing of food, that was healthy, tasty, well-

presented, of the place, and of the time.

Michael then repeated the previous process, writing that summary of values onto

a small sticky note, and placing it in various positions on the context map. This time

the connection for each stakeholder group was clear—and also the differentiation in

the marketplace, too, since there were no others amongst the 80-odd cafes and

restaurants in the town with an identical mix of values, or with such a strong

emphasis on health above all.

At this point, further stories started to emerge. One of the more important was

that they had consciously structured the main restaurant around the style of a

finca—a traditional country estate somewhat equivalent to a winery in Europe,

Australia, or the US, and also traditionally a place both for more open family

gatherings but also with quiet corners for discreet business dealings on the side.

Hence, for this tourist-oriented town, the very successful mix of relatively small

cafe area at the front, versus the much larger restaurant area out the back.

Yet the finca concept would not match up so well with a city-type culture: in

terms of the values, it would not be “of the place.” To put it at its simplest, family

and business both took place in significantly different ways in the city, compared to

how it would be done on an upmarket country estate—even though the people

involved were the same. It became clear that the attempt to recreate the finca

formula outside of its appropriate context was a key reason why the attempt to

expand into the city had failed: too much of a formulaic reiteration of content,

without appropriate adaptation to context.

To address the needs of the same type of clientele, but in that different place, a

different emphasis would be needed: we suggested, for example, a close parallel

with the role of the coffee houses of seventeenth century London, which became

key hubs for business, law, science, and much else besides. For the faster-paced city

context, those relationships between cafe and restaurant area would need to be

reversed: a larger and more overt cafe area, with fast-paced service yet still focused

on health and presentation, versus a smaller yet perhaps even-more-discreet booth-

type space out the back for the serious and private business deals.

The other theme that arose from this part of the discussion was that it also

clarified the elements that would be needed for any expansion. The crucial factors

for success became outlined as follows:
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– emphasis on values first, starting with health and food

– recreating the overall finca concept, yet adapted to and implemented as the

equivalent in the respective context

– a minimum of two or more of the five service themes (cafe, restaurant, delica-

tessen, chocolaterie/patisserie, catering) at any given location—because the

interplay and interdependence between each of the service themes was under-

stood to be a key part of the overall business story

Although we ourselves would probably not be involved in that future work, Juan

and Edward earmarked each of those points as key guides for a revision of their

expansion strategy.

Finally, we looked at some illustrations of the values in practice right down to

operations level—the actual processes carried out at the organization’s sites. For

example, the value theme “looks good” needed to apply not only to presentation of

food on the plate, in the kitchen, but also how the plate itself was presented and

introduced at the diner’s table. Edward understood straight away how their table

staff training would need to change somewhat to emphasize this point—the

organization’s values as expressed in practice, right down to the smallest details.

We also assessed the impacts of prioritization of values-in-practice. One exam-

ple here was the value pair “of the place” and “of the time.” This could be

interpreted, for example, as an emphasis on food that was specific to the region,

and following the seasons. On discussion, it became clear that although these were

relevant values for the enterprise, they were not the highest priority—as they would

be for a gourmet restaurant, for example. Instead, suitable engagement with those

values might extend to including a “Regional and Seasonal” page in the restaurant

menu, somewhat akin to the existing “Specials” page, but changing weekly or

monthly in tune with the local seasons. The key point, though, was that Sabor

needed to emphasize health in food above all others of its values.

14.2.4 Allies and Stories

We then explored how to use the vision and values more broadly, for other business

issues beyond direct business strategy. The first part of this was to address a concern

or challenge that Edward had mentioned earlier at the breakfast: a real sense of

isolation or aloneness in the market. The values map had shown that they did indeed

have no direct competitors in the town, yet it also meant that they seemed to have no

allies, either—no one with whom to compare notes, to do cross-marketing, and

suchlike. At first glance, their nearest direct allies seemed to be not just in another

city, but in another country entirely. Hence, in turn, that very real sense of isolation

that Edward had described.

To identify potential allies in other industries or business domains, we suggested

using a simple substitution tactic adapted from the engineering problem-solving

toolkit TRIZ (Mind Tools 2014). In this case, substitution would be applied to the

enterprise values—or, specifically, to any of the enterprise values other than the
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highest-priority value of health. Examples that arose from such substitution

included:

– retain “looks good,” change “tastes good” (food) to “feels good” (to the touch):

clothing retailer with emphasis on health, natural fibres, comfort, “of the

place,” etc.

– retain “smells good” and “looks good,” change “tastes good” (food) to “feels

good” (on the body): cosmetics retailer with emphasis on health, natural

materials, “of the place,” “of the time,” etc.

– change “tastes good” to “sounds good”: music creator and/or retailer with an

emphasis on how music supports health

A mere few minutes’ worth of brainstorming and checking of address books

turned up at least a dozen such potential allies in the immediate region alone, where

before there had seemed to be none. For Edward in particular, this was a real

eye-opener: almost before we had finished the session, he was already making plans

for possible co-marketing with some of the people whose names had come up as

potential allies.

Our focus then shifted to story—the role of story in business, as an anchor for

personal meaning and shared meaning. By this, we did not mean any kind of

grandiose “big story,” but more the little stories and anecdotes that expressed the

vision and values in real-world practice: practical illustrations of what it looked like

and what happened when there was alignment to the vision and values, and when

there was not.

Some examples we discussed included Edward and Juan’s own stories of food

and health—the why behind the company. These could be included as pages in

menus, for example, or small in-store placards, somewhat equivalent to the building

histories and event histories on various sites around the tourist areas of the town.

Those stories would also become part of recruitment and on-boarding, as part of the

selection and self-selection criteria for potential new staff, and for induction of new

staff into the organization—an explicit description of “the way we do things round

here.”

Another concrete example was the small statue of the Virgin Mary, mounted on

the wall at the far end of the delicatessen at the main site. “It was already there when

we moved in,” said Juan. In brief discussion, we all agreed that it not only “felt

right” that it should be there, but also reflected the enterprise value of “of the

place”—and, for many clients in this Catholic country, the enterprise value of

health, too. We suggested that that too would be a useful place for a small story-

placard, to engage people in the history of the place, and in the company’s

continuing engagement with place. We also recommended that similar small “of

the place” features should be retained and emphasized in any sites where the

company operated in future.
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14.2.5 Summary of Architecture Development Outcomes

After 2 h of discussion, exploration, story-based enquiry, and work on the context

map, it was time to bring the process to an end. This gave us an opportunity to

assess what had been achieved in that time:

– identify and review stakeholders and overall business context

– review existing enterprise vision, indicating where and why it did not work as

intended

– identify and concept-test revised enterprise vision and values

– review causes of lack of success for previous attempted expansion into another

city, and identify key actions, attributes, and success criteria for redesign and

relaunch

– use of vision and prioritization of values to guide strategy and design choices

– use of vision and prioritization of values to identify potential allies for

co-marketing

– use of vision and values to guide selection and training of staff

– use of key values (particularly, “of the place” and “of the time”) to guide site

selection, site design, and interior design, adapting to place and context whilst

still retaining consistent identity

– use of story to identify and illustrate alignment with vision and values

– use of story to identify and illustrate non-alignment with vision and values (for

use particularly in staff training and suchlike)

– clear guidelines and roadmaps on how to apply all of these, and more

In summary, that is a lot of concrete, practical outcomes to have achieved in just

one morning’s work.

14.3 Consultation: Follow-up and Review

As a follow-up, Michael met briefly with Juan late the following week, a day or two

after Juan’s regular MBA tutorial in the city.

At first, Juan was somewhat dismissive of much of the work that we had done:

“it’s nothing new,” he said, “I saw it all on my MBA course this week.” After some

gentle questioning, it became clear that some of what we had discussed in the

business architecture session (such as the role of vision and values, and the

importance of stakeholder mapping across a broader scope than just the immediate

business model) had indeed been present in somewhat fragmented fashion in the

content for his MBA course—but in fact several weeks earlier, when he had barely

noticed it at all. He agreed, eventually, that it was only because we had shown him,

during our discussion, how those fragments could be pulled together and applied to

his own business context, that he had then been able to make sense of what his MBA

course had supposedly been showing him. The respective content had been there in

the course, after a fashion, but not the means or context to put it to practical use.
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Juan then switched his objections into another direction: “you just made it all up

on the spot,” he said, “it was nothing more than a bunch of lucky guesses!” It was an

unfair comment and he knew it: he had said it with a smile, and admitted later that

he had felt he “should have known” everything that we had shown him, that in a

way the fact that he had not known it beforehand was an affront to his pride as a

businessman. Yet it’s the kind of objection we would expect to see anyway in this

kind of context: and there is a clear answer to it, too, in that “if a process is

consistently ‘lucky’ in this way, it ain’t luck!”

Although it was true that some of the techniques we had used were our own

developments or adaptations, all of them had been publicly available in

documented form for quite a while. And the technique that he had most dismissed

as “luck”—the switching-around of values to derive suggestions for co-marketing

partners—was, as mentioned above, a business-oriented equivalent of TRIZ and

similar long-proven systematic methods for innovation in engineering.

Two of his other critiques were rather more fair: he would have preferred, he

said, if we had explained more of what we were going to do, before we did it; and he

had wanted concise examples of what kind of outcomes would be expected to be

reached.

Those critiques would indeed have been valid if our aim had been to reproduce

some kind of business framework or business model that had been created else-

where—a so-called “best practice.” Yet the explicit aim of the exercise here was to

not copy other’s work, but instead to build on the organization’s own unique

strengths and context—for which, by definition, the intent was that these should

not be reproducible from or by others—and to search out for the new, the not-

already-known—which, again by definition, could not be known beforehand.

Hence, by the nature of the work itself, it was inherently difficult to give a

precise description beforehand of what we would do, and the outcomes that would

or could be achieved. There was a definite structure and sequence that we had

expected to use in the work, a definite aim for the work, and a distinct toolkit from

which we could select appropriate tools as the session went along, so in that sense

some of it was sort of known beforehand; but again by definition, there would

always, and necessarily, be a certain amount of “flying by the seat of the pants” in

this type of work, and demanding too much certainty beforehand would inherently

hinder rather than help that work.

The way out of this trap, as we had explained, was to use metaframeworks and

metamethods: frameworks to create context-specific frameworks, and methods to

create context-specific methods. In this engagement, for example, the standard

holomap and its associated methods were used as a base—i.e., a metaframework

and metamethods—from which Juan and Edward could build their own customized

holomap framework with its additional emphasis on competitors, and the modified

methods that were used to identify potential allies. Yet the problem here is that

metaframeworks and the like are built around patterns and principles rather than

step-by-step instructions. And their outcomes or instantiations are context-specific

frameworks and methods, which can use step-by-step instructions—but it is proba-

ble that we will not and cannot know what those instructions and overall potential
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are until we create the respective frameworks and methods. By their very nature,

there is always a sizeable amount of uncertainty about the whole process—and that

is as it should be, since the explicit aim of the process is a guided dive into the

unknown, in search of the previously unknowable.

The catch, of course, is that these can be very difficult concepts to explain—

perhaps especially to those who have been schooled in MBA-style assumptions

about certainty, predictability, and control, hence the kind of conceptual clashes

evidenced in Juan’s remarks.

On the more positive side, Juan did say that the work on vision and values had

changed his thinking about how to tackle marketing and business growth, and was

starting to re-work all of his previous ideas and plans along the lines that we—and

they—had suggested during the session. A separate phone call with Edward also

indicated that he too was starting to apply the outcomes of the session, particularly

in identifying and building relationships with potential co-marketing partners from

other types of business domains. Overall, then, quite a lot more of a success than

Juan’s somewhat dismissive remarks had at first implied it had been.

14.4 Conclusions

14.4.1 Hypothesis and Test

We had initially set out to test:

(a) whether business architecture techniques could be used appropriately for

the needs of small to medium enterprises; and

(b) whether real business value could be delivered even in as short a time as a

single morning, using those techniques.

We also needed to verify that the client was satisfied with the outcomes of the

use of those techniques.

For (a), it was clear that the techniques we had used in larger scale

engagements—in particular, the work with the holomap, with values and values

mapping, and with business-oriented story—did apply just as well in this smaller

scale context.

For (b), the business value delivered is summarized in Sect. 14.2.5 above, and its

applicability and use by the client verified as per Sect. 14.3. The overall engage-

ment encompassed a total of just under four hours: some three and half hours, start

to finish, for the morning session; and a half-hour for the follow-up. Although there

may be some situations—even for small enterprises—where it might not be practi-

cable to deliver some form of real business value within that kind of timescale, we

believe that our intent and expectation should always be to do so wherever possible.

Despite Juan’s initial response during the follow-up, it became clear that both

clients were satisfied with the outcomes of the process.
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14.4.2 Lessons Learned and Benefits Realization

Although metaframeworks and metamethods are essential for this type of work,

most business-folk are unfamiliar with such tools and techniques, and the lack of

predefined prescription for their processes and outcomes may place those

participants too far outside of their comfort-zone. As evidenced in Juan’s response

in the later follow-up, resistance to both process and outcomes may occur if these

concerns are not addressed. Rather than launch straight into the process, we needed

to take more care to introduce the techniques, and explain how they worked. This

remained true despite the tight time-constraints that applied in this context.

To also address the same problem, we needed to do much better expectation-

management, and make it clearer how the methods to be used would lead towards

the desired outcomes. We could, for example, have pointed beforehand to TRIZ

(Mind Tools 2014), as a long-proven technique that provides structured methods to

guide inherently unstructured exploration and innovation.

Between us, Michael and I have more than 50 years’ consultancy experience in

at least 20 different industries, across many different business-cultures within a

wide variety of countries across four distinct continents. As a result, it is perhaps too

easy for us to forget that many things that are “obvious” to us are not necessarily

“obvious” at all to others—especially to our clients. This was particularly evident

when Michael and I, almost on reflex, came up with story after story, and example

after example, from many different industries, to illustrate different points: the

clients struggled to keep up, or to see or make the same connections that we did to

their own industry. We needed to be more aware of this constraint, and tone down

the rapid-fire cross-connections, to give more space for the clients to find their own

way through the maze of possibilities.2

Overall, though, the processes and the overall experiment did lead to desired

outcomes—benefits realization—both for the clients, and for ourselves. The clients

ended up with a much clearer idea of strategy, and vision and values to guide that

strategy right the way through to business model and business execution. For us, we

were able to prove that the frameworks and techniques were indeed applicable to

the business context of the small-to-medium enterprise, and could deliver real

business value within the required very short timeframes.
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Bringing Business Architecture to Life: How
to Establish Business Architecture Practices
in Your Organization

15

Christian Schmidt and Daniel Simon

Abstract

Today, business architecture management (BAM) is widely acknowledged as

an effective means for organizations to cope with rapidly changing business

environments and increasing levels of competition. However, establishing BAM

practices in an organization represents a major organizational and cultural

change that needs to be carefully planned and implemented. This chapter

presents a method for introducing BAM practices and illustrates it by some

examples. The method is based on BAM concepts itself. As such, it basically

follows the business architecture framework described in the introductory chap-

ter. The method may be used as a guideline by organizations wishing to exploit

the full potential of BAM for the sake of sustained value creation.

15.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, the value potential of business architecture management

(BAM) has been demonstrated through various application scenarios and case

studies. However, to realize these benefits in a particular organization, BAM

practices need to be established first. Given that BAM is still an immature and

less well-known discipline, this may be a difficult task in itself. As a matter of fact,

only few organizations have successfully mastered the implementation of BAM

practices thus far. Therefore, this chapter proposes a method for implementing

business architecture management in a systematic way.
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15.2 Applying Business Architecture to Business Architecture

Implementing business architecture management represents a major organizational

change that needs to be consistently managed across the whole enterprise. In order

to create value for its stakeholders, the BAM function must fit the particular context

and requirements of the enterprise. This is of special importance as implementing

BAM will generally lead to additional coordination efforts. In economic terms,

implementing BAM can therefore only be justified if these additional efforts are

offset by the long-term value created. Moreover, BAM needs to be properly

positioned and anchored within the organization in order to become fully effective

and reach the attained goals. Naturally, this will relate to processes and decision

rules as well as the appropriate information technology (IT) support.

To achieve all this, the method proposed in this chapter is based on business

architecture concepts itself. Central to the method is a process model describing the

steps required to implement BAM in a given organization. This process model may

be considered an extension of existing good practices for implementing enterprise

IT architecture management functions as described in “The Open Group Architec-

ture Framework” (TOGAF) (The Open Group 2011), for example. It is

complemented by some special techniques to address typical challenges during

the implementation process (see Sect. 15.6).

A high-level view of the process model is depicted in Fig. 15.1. It is comprised

of two main stages. In stage 1, the BAM function is architected according to the

needs of the organization. This broadly follows the structure of the BAM frame-

work as presented in Chap. 1. Stage 2 then addresses the stepwise implementation

of the required BAM capabilities. The following sections describe each stage in

some more detail and outline the main steps to be taken.

Fig. 15.1 Process model (high-level view)
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15.3 Architecting the Business Architecture Management
Function

In stage 1, the business architecture of the BAM function is developed. According

to this book’s BAM framework, this needs to start with the business motivation. In

the context of BAM this means answering the question of why to do BAM at all and

which objectives to follow. Based on that, the business model of BAM can be

derived. In particular, this will ask for the potential consumers of BAM services, the

value to be created, and the parties to be involved in the process of value creation.

Finally, the business model is to be translated into a business execution architecture.

This is to answer which capabilities are required and how they are to be

implemented in terms of roles, processes, and information technology.

The approach followed is in line with lean management principles, since only

those capabilities are planned and implemented that are actually needed to attain the

defined objectives. The following sections describe the individual phases in some

more detail.

15.3.1 Business Motivation: Setting Mission and Objectives for BAM

Every organization is different. Such differences may be due to the specific

industry, management, and culture, but also to the maturity of the organization

and the achieved level of strategy implementation. Hence, before applying the full

range of business architecture concepts and tools, the specific context and needs of

the particular organization should be identified and analyzed. For example, a

company subject to a radically changing business environment may have a sub-

stantial need for continually advancing its business model and translating it into

new organizational capabilities. An organization operating under stable market

conditions, on the other hand, might put more emphasis on achieving and

maintaining operational excellence. Therefore, in this case, BAM might be more

focused on capability management and business process optimization, in particular.

It is the purpose of the first phase to set the right scope for BAM and identify the

mission and objectives. To attain this, the internal (e.g., existing capabilities) and

external drivers (e.g., market forces) and constraints need to be analyzed. This step

should include a thorough analysis of the possible stakeholders of the BAM

function and their respective concerns. Stakeholders are any individuals or groups

within (or even outside) the organization that may have an interest in business

architecture management or that might be affected by its operation. Typical

stakeholders to be considered include board members, top-level business line

managers, strategy and corporate development teams, chief financial officers

(CFO), controllers, and chief information officers (CIO). In addition to these formal

roles, individuals with strong influence but no formal power should be included

as well.
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Once the relevant stakeholders have been identified, they may be categorized by

their level of influence within the organization and the level of interest they are

expected to show with respect to business architecture management. This may most

easily be visualized by means of a stakeholder portfolio (cf. The Open Group 2011).

Based on this analysis, individual stakeholders should be approached in the order of

relevance.

For each stakeholder or stakeholder group, specific interests and concerns should

then be identified (cf. Kurpjuweit and Winter 2009). This may be achieved by

asking for current topics of interest, personal incentives, and ideas on how the

organization could improve. Such information may be collected most effectively in

the form of small workshops and interviews. As part of these, stakeholders should

first be introduced to the main concepts and general value proposition of business

architecture management. This marks an important first step towards a successful

adoption and proliferation of business architecture concepts and a corresponding

architectural mindset (see Sect. 15.5). For this purpose, typical use cases/services of

BAM should be presented, including possible deliverables (in terms of views of the

architecture) and the questions to be answered by these (see, e.g., Fig. 15.4). This

may be used to stimulate ideas and and give stakeholders a better understanding of

what business architecture management can actually deliver to them and, at the

same time, identify and discharge use cases that are perceived to be of less

relevance. At this stage, a catalog of typical use cases/services and viewpoints to

pick from may prove to be a valuable asset.1

Based on the results of the analysis, the mission of the BAM function can be

defined (see Fig. 15.2 for an example). The scope of this may vary considerably

ranging from a complete coverage of the business architecture framework to a more

narrow approach focusing on certain areas (e.g., capability management).

In addition, the goals and objectives of business architecture management should

be described based on the prioritized concerns. Typical goals may be to maximize

strategic consistency, and to minimize the resulting business complexity. The role

of complexity, in particular, may vary depending on the business environment and

the general strategy (see Chap. 13). The high-level goals should then be translated

into more operational and measurable objectives (e.g., minimize functional redun-

dancy) and business architecture principles to help realize these objectives (see,

e.g., Fig. 15.3). Principles are an important instrument to guide decision making and

support architectural governance. However, they should be defined carefully and, as

indicated earlier in this book (see Chap. 2), clearly related back to goals and

objectives; this means there should be, among others, a clear statement of the

(strategic) motivation in addition to the description of the principle’s meaning

and implications (cf. The Open Group 2011; Greefhorst and Proper 2011).

Finally, as a second means to help realize goals and objectives, appropriate

strategies can be identified and evaluated (e.g., launch of a specific service offering,

the implementation of a multi-channel communication to provide transparency of

1 This is similar to what Buckl et al. (2008) provide for the enterprise IT architecture space.
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the architecture, etc.). This is likely to go hand in hand with the design of the

business model as outlined in the following (as the business model reflects the

strategic choices made to meet certain targets).

15.3.2 Business Model: Translating Stakeholder Needs into BAM
Services

Once the general scope of mission and objectives has been set, the business model

of BAM can be defined. That is, the fundamental logic of value creation is to be

outlined. Again, a stakeholder-oriented approach should be followed, this time

focusing on the actual consumers of BAM services though, including the value

proposition to be offered. Therefore, the identified results of the stakeholder

analysis may need to be revisited and translated into decisive service requirements.

This may make additional workshops on a more detailed level necessary (to include

lower-level hierarchies, for example). Based on a prioritization of the identified

service requirements, the service portfolio of business architecture management

and the associated deliverables can be derived. This is of particular relevance as

business architecture comprises a broad range of concepts which may have differ-

ent levels of relevance and value for different organizations. In this sense, tailoring

the service portfolio to the specific needs of the organization is key in keeping

business architecture management lean and focused.

After the services have been defined, the parties to be involved in the processes

of service delivery (see below) and the general operating model of the BAM

function can be determined. In many cases, a group-wide approach will be the

first choice, integrating all relevant business units in a unified model. In this setting,

the business managers of different lines of businesses participate in a group-wide

effort to manage the business architecture holistically. However, this may be

unfeasible in a more decentralized type of organization; this is where a replication

Example: BAM Mission 

The mission of  business architecture management is to support the development of the 
business strategies within the entire group based on internal and external conditions, to 
integrate these strategies into consistent business models,and to translate these into 
the required business capabilities.

Fig. 15.2 BAM mission (example)

Example: BAM Principle 

Non-strategic business capabilities are globally unique and implemented only once 
throughout the whole organization. 

Fig. 15.3 BAM principle (example)
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model employing separate instances of BAM functions may be more viable (at least

to start with).

Configuring business architecture management’s overall chain of value creation

also involves a proper design of the supply side. This is essentially about identifying

the roles and organizational units who need to be involved as providers of architec-

tural information required to create views and thus deliver the envisioned services.

To some extent, these suppliers may also need to become consumers of BAM

services to make them take the effort. It is thus essential to have clearly defined

value propositions for all stakeholders involved. Finally, for both the supply and

demand side of business architecture management, there should be proper commu-

nication channels that allow for a straightforward exchange of information and

consumption of services. Channels such as wikis, blogs, and document manage-

ment tools may hence be identified as essential parts of the business model (to be

detailed in terms of software products etc. in later stages).

Finally, business model design should also involve a discussion of the core

assets of the BAM function. For example, to fulfil the exemplary mission provided

in Fig. 15.2 and thus take over an active part in strategy development, multiple core

assets are required. These include the architecture model/descriptions as a unique

knowledge base that can be used to evaluate choices, a strong network within the

enterprise that allows to interconnect different stakeholders (see Sect. 15.6.4), but

also dedicated capabilities related to strategy development. This leads over to the

definition of the overall set of required BAM capabilities as outlined in the

following section.

15.3.3 Business Execution: Architecting the BAM Capabilities

After the service portfolio has been defined, the capabilities needed to provide the

services have to be identified and their implementation has to be architected. For

instance, a base capability “manage business architecture model” may be identified.

In addition, core capabilities such as “lead strategy development” or, according to

the use case presented in Fig. 15.4, “perform strategic evaluation of project portfo-

lio,” need to be defined. These are then translated into the necessary processes,
organizational structures, and information objects (the latter of which need to be

eventually implemented in an adequate tool environment).

15.3.3.1 Defining the BAM Information Model
An important aspect of business architecture management is to describe the differ-

ent architectural components and their interrelations in a structured way (i.e., in a

content metamodel). This is a prerequisite for identifying and eliminating

inconsistencies. As with IT architecture, a formal model will be beneficial, as it

allows for a systematic capturing and stringent analysis of the architectural infor-

mation. Although the number of entities and artifacts especially in the higher-level

domains of the business architecture may be limited, a shared repository will

strongly increase transparency and efficiency in managing the data.
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Therefore, in this phase, the required information objects (and related tool

support) need to be defined. Following lean management principles, these should

be derived from the relevant services and viewpoints as identified in the previous

step (cf. Kurpjuweit and Winter 2009). For example, the delivery of the service

“ensure strategic alignment of the project portfolio”—and hence the creation of

views such as an “investment heat map” (see Fig. 15.4)—requires “project” and

“business capability” objects as well as a relationship like “project operates on

business capability” to be part of the information model (cf. Aier et al. 2008).

Rather than crafting the information model from scratch, a reference model should

be used and tailored by eliminating the elements and relationships that are not

required. In the absence of a fully defined reference model, the business architecture

framework presented in Chap. 1 may be used as a starting point.

15.3.3.2 Defining the BAM Process Model
In this step, the processes needed to implement the business architecture manage-

ment capabilities are designed. Typically, this will include both planning- and

governance-related tasks. Planning processes describe the activities and

participating roles in defining a consistent future state of the business architecture

or parts thereof (e.g., “target business model planning”). Governance processes, on

the other hand, are used to ensure that the defined target architectures are actually

implemented. For example, a process for architectural reviews of projects and

initiatives may be defined, including the required process interfaces and involved

roles. Beyond that, support processes like capturing and maintaining the architec-

ture information and delivering views and analyses are generally required.

When defining the process model, special emphasis should be put on the

interactions between the BAM core processes and any related business processes.

Even more like with IT architecture management, BAM cannot be carried out in

isolation, but must be fully embedded into any “plan and build” processes. A

process for reviewing the project portfolio and individual project ideas, for

example, needs to interface with project portfolio and project management pro-

cesses (cf. Simon et al. 2013). Special care should also be taken to ensure that

business architecture management is properly integrated with IT architecture

management.

Example: BAM Use Case / Service

· Use Case: Ensure Strategic Alignment of the Project Portfolio
· Deliverables: Architecture Review of Project Portfolio
· Viewpoints: Investment Heat Map, Portfolio Map
· Stakeholders: Portfolio Manager, LoB Manager, Executive BoardMembers, etc.
· Value Contribution: Optimize Investments Based on Strategic Priority

Fig. 15.4 BAM use case (example)
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15.3.3.3 Defining the BAM Organization Model
In parallel to the processes, appropriate roles and organizational units need to be

defined for taking over BAM-related tasks. This typically includes a core team

(or competence center) for managing the core processes and maintaining the related

methodology and tool sets. However, as with processes, it is of high relevance that

existing roles and organizational units are properly integrated so that BAM actually

reaches into the whole organization (and is not turned into an “ivory tower”—a

phenomenon that is well known from the IT architecture management field). To that

end, a collaborative approach using local business architects in the various business

functions may be appropriate. Key to this, however, is to develop a culture that is

characterized by open-mindedness and mutual trust and in which BAM is under-

stood as a joint endeavor. In addition, existing committees should be reviewed in

terms of whether there should be any BAM participation. For example, it may be

reasonable for a representative of the BAM function to become a member of the

project portfolio board (if existing) to realize the service “ensure strategic align-

ment of the project portfolio.” Of course, also incentives need to be set and

appropriate controls be implemented. This may include the definition of appropriate

key performance indicators.

It is important to note that, to account for the wide spectrum of business

architecture content (from business motivation to execution), different BAM roles

may be required. Again, this depends on the services to be provided by the BAM

function. For example, in case of a comprehensive approach that operates on the

business architecture as a whole, it may be reasonable to distinguish between a

“strategy architect” for the higher-level domains and a “capability architect” for the

lower-level domains of the business architecture. With the defined roles and

organizational structures, the BAM organization finally needs to be adequately

sized. This is a crucial prerequisite for the BAM function to be appropriately staffed

as part of the second stage.

15.4 Implementing Business Architecture Capabilities

In stage 2, the required business architecture capabilities are actually implemented.

As described earlier, this needs to address at least the information, the process, and

the organizational dimension.

15.4.1 Planning Capability Development

When it comes to capability implementation, there is no need for a big bang

approach. To mitigate risks, capabilities should rather be implemented in iterations,

with each iteration addressing a defined set of capabilities or capability levels.

However, capability implementation should be carried out according to the

priorities identified within the previous steps. Hence, a roadmap for capability
implementation should be defined as part of this activity. A capability radar that
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spans the relevant capability dimensions can be used to plan and track the develop-

ment of a capability along various increments towards full implementation (cf. The

Open Group 2011).

15.4.2 Implementing a Tool Set

As pointed out in Sect. 15.3.3.1, a structured model of the architecture is also

recommended for the domain of business architecture. Tool support in form of a

repository will be of great value for managing the model, collecting the required

data, and creating the relevant views. Beyond that, it may be used to plan the future

architecture, to analyze gaps, and to plan the transition.

While business and IT architectures may be managed separately using only

inputs from each other, an integrated approach is generally preferrable due to the

large number of dependencies. Therefore, when introducing business architecture

management, existing tool sets from the domain of enterprise IT architecture should

be analyzed first. If there are no major constraints, the existing solution may best be

adapted and enhanced to comprise the business architecture layer as well. Only in

cases in which this is unfeasible, a new tool selection process should be initiated.

Both the assessment of existing tools and the selection of a new tool should be

based on the requirements defined with respect to information, process, and orga-

nization model. However, special emphasis will usually be on the tool’s capabilities

to implement the information model and to provide the required views. Beyond

that, non-functional requirements like usability, flexibility, complexity, and cost

should be taken into consideration as well.

In line with the capability implementation roadmap, the tool implementation

may be carried out in multiple iterations. In particular, the information model may

be refined stepwise starting from a very much focused model that is further detailed

in later stages of BAM implementation.

15.4.3 Establishing BAM Processes and Organization

Hand in hand with the tool implementation, the required processes and elements of

primary and secondary organization need to be created according to the architecture

blueprint defined in stage 1. This will generally include the roll-out of planning,

governance, and support processes. Beyond that, roles and decision-making bodies

need to be established and staffed. Again, an incremental approach may be

followed, as defined in the capability development roadmap.

Information workshops are a proven instrument to ensure that all relevant

stakeholders are informed about the changes taking place. This may be combined

with a demonstration of the tool and the deliverables that can be created based on

this. In general, the roll-out of the BAM processes and organization should be

carefully planned and supported by a thorough change management as described in

the following section.
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15.5 Managing Change and Developing Skills

Implementing business architecture management represents a major organizational

change. As such, it needs to be supported by an overarching change management.
Generally, this includes measures to “unfreeze” the existing organization, make the

required changes, and then “freeze” the new state. Change management should be

addressed right from the start and accompany the full implementation process.

From a change management perspective, the stakeholder interviews and workshops

conducted in stage 1 provide a good opportunity to activate stakeholders and to set

expectations for the steps to follow. Similarly, the roll-out workshops of stage

2 may be used to demonstrate results and collect feedback. After all, the

stakeholders’ acceptance of the new processes and tools will be key to BAM

implementation success.

Change management should be complemented by dedicated training courses.
Such courses may form an essential element to promote business architecture

methodology throughout the organization and to develop the required skills. In

addition, these courses may be used as a reasonable starting point for initiating and

establishing a business architecture community within the organization. This may

include regular meetings, in which any individuals interested in business architec-

ture may participate and may have the chance to be informed about new

deliverables, discuss, ask particular questions, contribute ideas, communicate

desires, and increase their general understanding of business architecture manage-

ment. Finally, in addition to training courses, on-the-job training and hospitations

(e.g., in certain business domains) should be taken into consideration for skill

development; in particular, this is not only to learn the methodology but also to

obtain the required knowledge of the architecture.

15.6 Dealing with Specific Challenges

In this section, some of the typical challenges encountered when introducing

business architecture management are presented and hints are given how they

may be overcome.

15.6.1 Finding the Right Level of Formalization

One particular problem when discussing business architecture concepts derives

from the different mindsets of the stakeholders involved. While IT managers are

used to a formalization of problems and solutions, business line manager may be

more “hands-on” in nature (cf. van Gils 2009; Simon et al. 2014). In addition, some

stakeholders may even be afraid of the transparency and traceability created by

BAM practices and the formal models behind. For example, there may be fears of

weaknesses being disclosed to the public (see below) or of losing power due to an

elimination of personal knowledge advantages. Beyond that, there may also be
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worries about individual solutions (and the degrees of freedom associated with

these) being removed or at least questioned from an enterprise-wide point of view.

While some formalization is required to reap the benefits of an architectural

approach and facilitate decision making, overformalization should be avoided,

especially when it comes to discussions with non-architects. This entails the use

of communication means that are of a less formal character (than “classical”

architectural views). Above all, target-group specific communication is essential

to gain the required understanding and acceptance.

An initial part of this are easy-to-understand depictions of what certain architec-

tural constructs are about and what they may be used for. One-pagers incorporating

visuals and ideas from storytelling have proven to be valuable for this purpose.

Figure 15.5 provides a corresponding template, using the “architecture principle” as

an example. Once there are defined and agreed business architecture principles, one

may also consider the development of some sort of coherent “story” across the

whole principles set (again supported by visuals, and using analogies and

metaphors from any other fields) as a means to introduce the principles in a way

that is memorable and allows for actually reaching the stakeholders.

15.6.2 How to Overcome Stakeholder Objection and Mitigate Risks

As indicated before, a particular problem when introducing business architecture

management is getting the buy-in of all major stakeholders. This buy-in is of crucial

importance for BAM success. If key players do not commit to and support the

change associated with the “new” approach, business architecture management will

not become fully effective. In practice, however, it is quite common that certain

Fig. 15.5 Communication template (example)
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stakeholders oppose a unified approach to strategic planning. This is most likely the

case for the managers of specific business lines, who may favor a silo thinking and

tend to keep their business domains separate.

To tackle this, strong top-management support is indispensable. Also, special

initiatives to demonstrate the value of business architecture management and to

convince these business leaders may be worth the effort (including, e.g.,

roadshows). To support this, success stories should be documented and used for

(internal) marketing purposes as soon as first tangible results have been achieved. In

addition, shared leadership goals may help counteract silo-thinking tendencies and

make architecture “everyone’s business.”

There may also be concerns that formally documenting the business architecture

bears a security risk. This should be taken serious and measures should be

implemented to address this issue. After all, disclosing an organization’s strategy

and business model may represent a considerable security threat. Competitors, for

example, may easily clone the business architecture or analyze it for weaknesses

and possible points of attack. Therefore, a secure infrastructure for the business

architecture model needs to be set up. In addition, and this may need to be pointed

out clearly to the top management, access to the business architecture content

(at least the business motivation and model parts) may be restricted to a limited

audience if considered necessary. The tool set will thus need to bring along

differentiated options of role-based access.

A final issue with respect to stakeholder acceptance is the organizational

anchoring of business architecture management. Especially organizations that

already have an IT architecture management function in place tend to establish

business architecture management in the IT unit as well. This may be reasonable

given the fact that IT people are more familiar with model-based approaches and

may come up with immediate translations into IT. However, it may strongly impede

the acceptance “in the business”—the area where BAM practices should actually be

effective. If not at least some part of the BAM function is organizationally posi-

tioned outside the IT unit, it may become a frustrating exercise and a very long way

to gain the required stakeholder acceptance (cf. Hobbs 2012). In addition, BAM

may never be able to progress to a state in which it can really act as an accepted

partner in shaping the business, going beyond the latter’s capturing as a sole context

for IT architecture management.

15.6.3 Coping with an IT-Biased Understanding of EA Management

In the past, many organizations set up their EA management functions in an

IT-oriented way. This may in fact be reasonable following the concern-oriented

approach introduced earlier. If EA management is initially driven by IT concerns,

such a focus is valid to start with. However, it is essential to properly communicate

right from the beginning that EA management in general goes far beyond the IT

and/or to dedicatedly coin the initial setup “enterprise IT architecture management.”

Otherwise business architecture management, once to be properly established in a
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further step, will be confronted with an understanding of the term “architecture

management” that is completely IT-focused and makes a progression into the busi-

ness a challenging exercise (see the previous subsection).

In organizations where such an IT-biased understanding has developed, a delib-

erate decision may be made to “cut off” from the existing function and establish

business architecture management in a completely separate way to avoid any

affiliation with IT (in consequence, BAM would then be different from EAM).

This may also be reflected in the function’s title by avoiding the use of the term

“architecture.” Such a strict separation, however, bears the risk that business and IT

architecture will be managed in isolation resulting in a poor alignment of the two. In

the end, the two separate functions would still operate on areas that are part of a

common enterprise architecture, and it is widely acknowledged that this is all about

the relations between different domains or layers. Therefore, special care must then

be taken to define interfaces and ensure that an overall architecture community is

created.

On the other hand, if business architecture management is to be established as

part of an overall enterprise architecture management, it needs to be introduced as

such, pointing out that the former will offer additional services that the existing,

IT-focused approach was not able to provide. Again, this is unlikely to work if the

BAM function is established as part of the IT unit. All constituents of the existing

EA management that were labelled as such but actually only represented the IT

architecture part will need to be renamed as soon as possible in this case. Training

courses and special marketing efforts will be necessary to help rebrand EA man-

agement as a whole and point out the particular value proposition of business

architecture management.

15.6.4 Making Business Architecture Management a Collaborative
Approach

To be successful in the long run, again even more than this is the case for IT

architecture management, business architecture management has to become a

collaborative effort. Apparently, as already pointed out in Chap. 12, no single

individual—not even from a central BAM department, in which many generalists

may be assembled—will ever bear enough knowledge about relevant details of

different business domains to go at it alone. Therefore, it is crucial that business

architects develop a unique network within the enterprise that allows them to act as

some sort of “gatekeepers” who can bring together projects working on similar

subjects, pass on requests to suitable subject matter experts, catch up and inform

about new developments and decisions, moderate in cross-domain initiatives, and

so on. Of course, this rather informal part needs to be complemented by the

“formal” integration of business architecture management with related processes

(as already outlined earlier).
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15.7 Conclusion

This final chapter has presented a method for implementing business architecture

management in a given organization. The method broadly follows best practices for

EA management setup and is based on business architecture concepts itself. In

particular, it has been shown how the BAM function may be architected based on

the specific conditions and requirements at hand, thereby ensuring maximum value

creation at minimum costs. Using this book’s business architecture framework, it

has been illustrated how the main components of a successful BAM practice may be

developed in a systematic way, covering all aspects from the business motivation

(BAM mission, BAM objectives, BAM principles, etc.) and the business model

(BAM services, BAM service consumers, etc.) down to the business execution

(BAM capabilities, BAM processes, etc.). Beyond that, it has been demonstrated

how BAM practices can be implemented in a stepwise manner, ensuring quick wins

and mitigating implementation risks. Ultimately, the importance of an overarching

change management and skill development has been pointed out and hints have

been provided on how to tackle specific challenges. The proposed method may

serve as a guideline for organizations planning to employ business architecture

management in order to create sustained value for their stakeholders.
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